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Preface
The access controllers documentation set describes the software features for the access controllers
and guide you through the software configuration procedures. These guides also provide
configuration examples to help you apply software features to different network scenarios.
The User Access and Authentication Configuration Guide describes user access and authentication
features, including:
•

AAA.

•

802.1X.

•

MAC authentication.

•

Portal.

•

Port security.

•

WLAN authentication.

•

WLAN IP snooping.

•

802.1X client.

•

User identification.

This preface includes the following topics about the documentation:
•

Audience.

•

Conventions.

•

Documentation feedback.

Audience
This documentation is intended for:
•

Network planners.

•

Field technical support and servicing engineers.

•

Network administrators working with the H3C access controllers.

Conventions
The following information describes the conventions used in the documentation.

Command conventions
Convention

Description

Boldface

Bold text represents commands and keywords that you enter literally as shown.

Italic

Italic text represents arguments that you replace with actual values.

[]

Square brackets enclose syntax choices (keywords or arguments) that are optional.

{ x | y | ... }

Braces enclose a set of required syntax choices separated by vertical bars, from which
you select one.

[ x | y | ... ]

Square brackets enclose a set of optional syntax choices separated by vertical bars,
from which you select one or none.

Convention

Description

{ x | y | ... } *

Asterisk marked braces enclose a set of required syntax choices separated by vertical
bars, from which you select a minimum of one.

[ x | y | ... ] *

Asterisk marked square brackets enclose optional syntax choices separated by vertical
bars, from which you select one choice, multiple choices, or none.

&<1-n>

The argument or keyword and argument combination before the ampersand (&) sign
can be entered 1 to n times.

#

A line that starts with a pound (#) sign is comments.

GUI conventions
Convention

Description

Boldface

Window names, button names, field names, and menu items are in Boldface. For
example, the New User window opens; click OK.

>

Multi-level menus are separated by angle brackets. For example, File > Create >
Folder.

Convention

Description

Symbols

WARNING!

An alert that calls attention to important information that if not understood or followed
can result in personal injury.

CAUTION:

An alert that calls attention to important information that if not understood or followed
can result in data loss, data corruption, or damage to hardware or software.

IMPORTANT:

An alert that calls attention to essential information.

NOTE:
TIP:

An alert that contains additional or supplementary information.
An alert that provides helpful information.

Network topology icons
Convention

Description
Represents a generic network device, such as a router, switch, or firewall.

Represents a routing-capable device, such as a router or Layer 3 switch.
Represents a generic switch, such as a Layer 2 or Layer 3 switch, or a router that
supports Layer 2 forwarding and other Layer 2 features.
Represents an access controller, a unified wired-WLAN module, or the access
controller engine on a unified wired-WLAN switch.
Represents an access point.

T

Represents a wireless terminator unit.

Convention
T

Description
Represents a wireless terminator.

Represents a mesh access point.

Represents omnidirectional signals.
Represents directional signals.
Represents a security product, such as a firewall, UTM, multiservice security
gateway, or load balancing device.
Represents a security module, such as a firewall, load balancing, NetStream, SSL
VPN, IPS, or ACG module.

Examples provided in this document
Examples in this document might use devices that differ from your device in hardware model,
configuration, or software version. It is normal that the port numbers, sample output, screenshots,
and other information in the examples differ from what you have on your device.

Documentation feedback
You can e-mail your comments about product documentation to info@h3c.com.
We appreciate your comments.
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Configuring AAA
About AAA
AAA implementation
Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) provides a uniform framework for implementing
network access management. This feature specifies the following security functions:
•

Authentication—Identifies users and verifies their validity.

•

Authorization—Grants different users different rights, and controls the users' access to
resources and services. For example, you can permit office users to read and print files and
prevent guests from accessing files on the device.

•

Accounting—Records network usage details of users, including the service type, start time,
and traffic. This function enables time-based and traffic-based charging and user behavior
auditing.

AAA network diagram
AAA uses a client/server model. The client runs on the access device, or the network access server
(NAS), which authenticates user identities and controls user access. The server maintains user
information centrally. See Figure 1.
Figure 1 AAA network diagram
Internet

Network
Remote user

NAS

RADIUS server

HWTACACS server

To access networks or resources beyond the NAS, a user sends its identity information to the NAS.
The NAS transparently passes the user information to AAA servers and waits for the authentication,
authorization, and accounting result. Based on the result, the NAS determines whether to permit or
deny the access request.
AAA has various implementations, including HWTACACS, LDAP, and RADIUS. RADIUS is most
often used.
You can use different servers to implement different security functions. For example, you can use an
HWTACACS server for authentication and authorization, and use a RADIUS server for accounting.
You can choose the security functions provided by AAA as needed. For example, if your company
wants employees to be authenticated before they access specific resources, you would deploy an
authentication server. If network usage information is needed, you would also configure an
accounting server.
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The device performs dynamic password authentication.

RADIUS
Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) is a distributed information interaction
protocol that uses a client/server model. The protocol can protect networks against unauthorized
access and is often used in network environments that require both high security and remote user
access.
The RADIUS authorization process is combined with the RADIUS authentication process, and user
authorization information is piggybacked in authentication responses. RADIUS uses UDP port 1812
for authentication and UDP port 1813 for accounting.
RADIUS was originally designed for dial-in user access, and has been extended to support
additional access methods, such as Ethernet and ADSL.

Client/server model
The RADIUS client runs on the NASs located throughout the network. It passes user information to
RADIUS servers and acts on the responses to, for example, reject or accept user access requests.
The RADIUS server runs on the computer or workstation at the network center and maintains
information related to user authentication and network service access.
The RADIUS server operates using the following process:
1.

Receives authentication, authorization, and accounting requests from RADIUS clients.

2.

Performs user authentication, authorization, or accounting.

3.

Returns user access control information (for example, rejecting or accepting the user access
request) to the clients.

The RADIUS server can also act as the client of another RADIUS server to provide authentication
proxy services.
The RADIUS server maintains the following databases:
•

Users—Stores user information, such as the usernames, passwords, applied protocols, and IP
addresses.

•

Clients—Stores information about RADIUS clients, such as shared keys and IP addresses.

•

Dictionary—Stores RADIUS protocol attributes and their values.

Figure 2 RADIUS server databases

Information exchange security mechanism
The RADIUS client and server exchange information between them with the help of shared keys,
which are preconfigured on the client and server. A RADIUS packet has a 16-byte field called
Authenticator. This field includes a signature generated by using the MD5 algorithm, the shared key,
and some other information. The receiver of the packet verifies the signature and accepts the packet
only when the signature is correct. This mechanism ensures the security of information exchanged
between the RADIUS client and server.
The shared keys are also used to encrypt user passwords that are included in RADIUS packets.
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User authentication methods
The RADIUS server supports multiple user authentication methods, such as PAP, CHAP, and EAP.

Basic RADIUS packet exchange process
Figure 3 illustrates the interactions between a user host, the RADIUS client, and the RADIUS server.
Figure 3 Basic RADIUS packet exchange process
RADIUS client

Host

RADIUS server

1) Username and password
2) Access-Request
3) Access-Accept/Reject
4) Accounting-Request (start)
5) Accounting-Response

6) The host accesses the resources
7) Teardown request
8) Accounting-Request (stop)
9) Accounting-Response
10) Notification of access termination

RADIUS uses in the following workflow:
1.

The host sends a connection request that includes the user's username and password to the
RADIUS client.

2.

The RADIUS client sends an authentication request (Access-Request) to the RADIUS server.
The request includes the user's password, which has been processed by the MD5 algorithm
and shared key.

3.

The RADIUS server authenticates the username and password. If the authentication succeeds,
the server sends back an Access-Accept packet that contains the user's authorization
information. If the authentication fails, the server returns an Access-Reject packet.

4.

The RADIUS client permits or denies the user according to the authentication result. If the result
permits the user, the RADIUS client sends a start-accounting request (Accounting-Request)
packet to the RADIUS server.

5.

The RADIUS server returns an acknowledgment (Accounting-Response) packet and starts
accounting.

6.

The user accesses the network resources.

7.

The host requests the RADIUS client to tear down the connection.

8.

The RADIUS client sends a stop-accounting request (Accounting-Request) packet to the
RADIUS server.

9.

The RADIUS server returns an acknowledgment (Accounting-Response) and stops accounting
for the user.

10. The RADIUS client notifies the user of the termination.
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RADIUS packet format
RADIUS uses UDP to transmit packets. The protocol also uses a series of mechanisms to ensure
smooth packet exchange between the RADIUS server and the client. These mechanisms include the
timer mechanism, the retransmission mechanism, and the backup server mechanism.
Figure 4 RADIUS packet format

Descriptions of the fields are as follows:
•

The Code field (1 byte long) indicates the type of the RADIUS packet. Table 1 gives the main
values and their meanings.
Table 1 Main values of the Code field
Code

Packet type

Description

1

Access-Request

From the client to the server. A packet of this type includes user
information for the server to authenticate the user. It must contain the
User-Name attribute and can optionally contain the attributes of
NAS-IP-Address, User-Password, and NAS-Port.

2

Access-Accept

From the server to the client. If all attribute values included in the
Access-Request are acceptable, the authentication succeeds, and
the server sends an Access-Accept response.

3

Access-Reject

From the server to the client. If any attribute value included in the
Access-Request is unacceptable, the authentication fails, and the
server sends an Access-Reject response.

4

Accounting-Reques
t

From the client to the server. A packet of this type includes user
information for the server to start or stop accounting for the user. The
Acct-Status-Type attribute in the packet indicates whether to start or
stop accounting.

5

Accounting-Respon
se

From the server to the client. The server sends a packet of this type to
notify the client that it has received the Accounting-Request and has
successfully recorded the accounting information.

•

The Identifier field (1 byte long) is used to match response packets with request packets and to
detect duplicate request packets. The request and response packets of the same exchange
process for the same purpose (such as authentication or accounting) have the same identifier.

•

The Length field (2 bytes long) indicates the length of the entire packet (in bytes), including the
Code, Identifier, Length, Authenticator, and Attributes fields. Bytes beyond this length are
considered padding and are ignored by the receiver. If the length of a received packet is less
than this length, the packet is dropped.

•

The Authenticator field (16 bytes long) is used to authenticate responses from the RADIUS
server and to encrypt user passwords. There are two types of authenticators: request
authenticator and response authenticator.
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•

The Attributes field (variable in length) includes authentication, authorization, and accounting
information. This field can contain multiple attributes, each with the following subfields:
{

Type—Type of the attribute.

{

Length—Length of the attribute in bytes, including the Type, Length, and Value subfields.

{

Value—Value of the attribute. Its format and content depend on the Type subfield.

Extended RADIUS attributes
The RADIUS protocol features excellent extensibility. The Vendor-Specific attribute (attribute 26)
allows a vendor to define extended attributes. The extended attributes can implement functions that
the standard RADIUS protocol does not provide.
A vendor can encapsulate multiple subattributes in the TLV format in attribute 26 to provide extended
functions. As shown in Figure 5, a subattribute encapsulated in attribute 26 consists of the following
parts:
•

Vendor-ID—ID of the vendor. The most significant byte is 0. The other three bytes contains a
code compliant to RFC 1700.

•

Vendor-Type—Type of the subattribute.

•

Vendor-Length—Length of the subattribute.

•

Vendor-Data—Contents of the subattribute.

The device supports RADIUS subattributes with a vendor ID of 25506. For more information, see
"Appendix C RADIUS subattributes (vendor ID 25506)."
Figure 5 Format of attribute 26

HWTACACS
HW Terminal Access Controller Access Control System (HWTACACS) is an enhanced security
protocol based on TACACS (RFC 1492). HWTACACS is similar to RADIUS, and uses a client/server
model for information exchange between the NAS and the HWTACACS server.
HWTACACS typically provides AAA services for PPP, VPDN, and terminal users. In a typical
HWTACACS scenario, terminal users need to log in to the NAS. Working as the HWTACACS client,
the NAS sends users' usernames and passwords to the HWTACACS server for authentication. After
passing authentication and obtaining authorized rights, a user logs in to the device and performs
operations. The HWTACACS server records the operations that each user performs.

Differences between HWTACACS and RADIUS
HWTACACS and RADIUS have many features in common, such as using a client/server model,
using shared keys for data encryption, and providing flexibility and scalability. Table 2 lists the
primary differences between HWTACACS and RADIUS.
Table 2 Primary differences between HWTACACS and RADIUS
HWTACACS

RADIUS

Uses TCP, which provides reliable network

Uses UDP, which provides high transport efficiency.
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HWTACACS

RADIUS

transmission.
Encrypts the entire packet except for the
HWTACACS header.

Encrypts only the user password field in an
authentication packet.

Protocol packets are complicated and authorization
is independent of authentication. Authentication and
authorization can be deployed on different
HWTACACS servers.

Protocol packets are simple and the authorization
process is combined with the authentication
process.

Supports authorization of configuration commands.
Access to commands depends on both the user's
roles and authorization. A user can use only
commands that are permitted by the user roles and
authorized by the HWTACACS server.

Does not support authorization of configuration
commands. Access to commands solely depends on
the user's roles. For more information about user
roles, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide.

Basic HWTACACS packet exchange process
Figure 6 describes how HWTACACS performs user authentication, authorization, and accounting for
a Telnet user.
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Figure 6 Basic HWTACACS packet exchange process for a Telnet user
Host

HWTACACS client

HWTACACS server

1) The user tries to log in
2) Start-authentication packet
3) Authentication response requesting the username
4) Request for username
5) The user enters the username
6) Continue-authentication packet with the username
7) Authentication response requesting the password
8) Request for password
9) The user enters the password
10) Continue-authentication packet with the password
11) Response indicating successful authentication
12) User authorization request packet
13) Response indicating successful authorization
14) The user logs in successfully
15) Start-accounting request
16) Response indicating the start of accounting
17) The user logs off
18) Stop-accounting request
19) Stop-accounting response

HWTACACS operates using in the following workflow:
1.

A Telnet user sends an access request to the HWTACACS client.

2.

The HWTACACS client sends a start-authentication packet to the HWTACACS server when it
receives the request.

3.

The HWTACACS server sends back an authentication response to request the username.

4.

Upon receiving the response, the HWTACACS client asks the user for the username.

5.

The user enters the username.

6.

After receiving the username from the user, the HWTACACS client sends the server a
continue-authentication packet that includes the username.

7.

The HWTACACS server sends back an authentication response to request the login password.

8.

Upon receipt of the response, the HWTACACS client prompts the user for the login password.

9.

The user enters the password.
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10. After receiving the login password, the HWTACACS client sends the HWTACACS server a
continue-authentication packet that includes the login password.
11. If the authentication succeeds, the HWTACACS server sends back an authentication response
to indicate that the user has passed authentication.
12. The HWTACACS client sends a user authorization request packet to the HWTACACS server.
13. If the authorization succeeds, the HWTACACS server sends back an authorization response,
indicating that the user is now authorized.
14. Knowing that the user is now authorized, the HWTACACS client pushes its CLI to the user and
permits the user to log in.
15. The HWTACACS client sends a start-accounting request to the HWTACACS server.
16. The HWTACACS server sends back an accounting response, indicating that it has received the
start-accounting request.
17. The user logs off.
18. The HWTACACS client sends a stop-accounting request to the HWTACACS server.
19. The HWTACACS server sends back a stop-accounting response, indicating that the
stop-accounting request has been received.

LDAP
The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) provides standard multiplatform directory service.
LDAP was developed on the basis of the X.500 protocol. It improves the following functions of X.500:
•

Read/write interactive access.

•

Browse.

•

Search.

LDAP is suitable for storing data that does not often change. The protocol is used to store user
information. For example, LDAP server software Active Directory Server is used in Microsoft
Windows operating systems. The software stores the user information and user group information
for user login authentication and authorization.

LDAP directory service
LDAP uses directories to maintain the organization information, personnel information, and resource
information. The directories are organized in a tree structure and include entries. An entry is a set of
attributes with distinguished names (DNs). The attributes are used to store information such as
usernames, passwords, emails, computer names, and phone numbers.
LDAP uses a client/server model, and all directory information is stored in the LDAP server.
Commonly used LDAP server products include Microsoft Active Directory Server, IBM Tivoli
Directory Server, and Sun ONE Directory Server.

LDAP authentication and authorization
AAA can use LDAP to provide authentication and authorization services for users. LDAP defines a
set of operations to implement its functions. The main operations for authentication and authorization
are the bind operation and search operation.
•

•

The bind operation allows an LDAP client to perform the following operations:
{

Establish a connection with the LDAP server.

{

Obtain the access rights to the LDAP server.

{

Check the validity of user information.

The search operation constructs search conditions and obtains the directory resource
information of the LDAP server.

In LDAP authentication, the client completes the following tasks:
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1.

Uses the LDAP server administrator DN to bind with the LDAP server. After the binding is
created, the client establishes a connection to the server and obtains the right to search.

2.

Constructs search conditions by using the username in the authentication information of a user.
The specified root directory of the server is searched and a user DN list is generated.

3.

Binds with the LDAP server by using each user DN and password. If a binding is created, the
user is considered legal.

In LDAP authorization, the client performs the same tasks as in LDAP authentication. When the
client constructs search conditions, it obtains both authorization information and the user DN list.

Basic LDAP authentication process
The following example illustrates the basic LDAP authentication process for a Telnet user.
Figure 7 Basic LDAP authentication process for a Telnet user

The following shows the basic LDAP authentication process:
1.

A Telnet user initiates a connection request and sends the username and password to the
LDAP client.

2.

After receiving the request, the LDAP client establishes a TCP connection with the LDAP
server.

3.

To obtain the right to search, the LDAP client uses the administrator DN and password to send
an administrator bind request to the LDAP server.

4.

The LDAP server processes the request. If the bind operation is successful, the LDAP server
sends an acknowledgment to the LDAP client.

5.

The LDAP client sends a user DN search request with the username of the Telnet user to the
LDAP server.

6.

After receiving the request, the LDAP server searches for the user DN by the base DN, search
scope, and filtering conditions. If a match is found, the LDAP server sends a response to notify
the LDAP client of the successful search. There might be one or more user DNs found.

7.

The LDAP client uses the obtained user DN and the entered user password as parameters to
send a user DN bind request to the LDAP server. The server will check whether the user
password is correct.
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8.

The LDAP server processes the request, and sends a response to notify the LDAP client of the
bind operation result. If the bind operation fails, the LDAP client uses another obtained user DN
as the parameter to send a user DN bind request to the LDAP server. This process continues
until a DN is bound successfully or all DNs fail to be bound. If all user DNs fail to be bound, the
LDAP client notifies the user of the login failure and denies the user's access request.

9.

The LDAP client saves the user DN that has been bound and exchanges authorization packets
with the authorization server.
If LDAP authorization is used, see the authorization process shown in Figure 8.
If another method is expected for authorization, the authorization process of that method
applies.

10. After successful authorization, the LDAP client notifies the user of the successful login.

Basic LDAP authorization process
The following example illustrates the basic LDAP authorization process for a Telnet user.
Figure 8 Basic LDAP authorization process for a Telnet user

The following shows the basic LDAP authorization process:
1.

A Telnet user initiates a connection request and sends the username and password to the
device. The device will act as the LDAP client during authorization.

2.

After receiving the request, the device exchanges authentication packets with the
authentication server for the user:
{

{

If LDAP authentication is used, see the authentication process shown in Figure 7.
−

If the device (the LDAP client) uses the same LDAP server for authentication and
authorization, skip to step 6.

−

If the device (the LDAP client) uses different LDAP servers for authentication and
authorization, skip to step 4.

If another authentication method is used, the authentication process of that method applies.
The device acts as the LDAP client. Skip to step 3.

3.

The LDAP client establishes a TCP connection with the LDAP authorization server.

4.

To obtain the right to search, the LDAP client uses the administrator DN and password to send
an administrator bind request to the LDAP server.

5.

The LDAP server processes the request. If the bind operation is successful, the LDAP server
sends an acknowledgment to the LDAP client.
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6.

The LDAP client sends an authorization search request with the username of the Telnet user to
the LDAP server. If the user uses the same LDAP server for authentication and authorization,
the client sends the request with the saved user DN of the Telnet user to the LDAP server.

7.

After receiving the request, the LDAP server searches for the user information by the base DN,
search scope, filtering conditions, and LDAP attributes. If a match is found, the LDAP server
sends a response to notify the LDAP client of the successful search.

8.

After successful authorization, the LDAP client notifies the user of the successful login.

User management based on ISP domains and user access
types
AAA manages users based on the users' ISP domains and access types.
On a NAS, each user belongs to one ISP domain. The NAS determines the ISP domain to which a
user belongs based on the username entered by the user at login.
Figure 9 Determining the ISP domain for a user by username

AAA manages users in the same ISP domain based on the users' access types. The device supports
the following user access types:
•

LAN—LAN users must pass 802.1X or MAC authentication to come online.

•

Login—Login users include SSH, Telnet, FTP, and terminal users that log in to the device.
Terminal users can access through a console port.

•

Portal—Portal users must pass portal authentication to access the network.

•

PPP.

•

IKE—IKE users must pass IKE extended authentication to access the network.

•

HTTP/HTTPS—Users log in to the device through HTTP or HTTPS.

The device also provides authentication modules (such as 802.1X) for implementation of user
authentication management policies. If you configure these authentication modules, the ISP
domains for users of the access types depend on the configuration of the authentication modules.

Authentication, authorization, and accounting methods
AAA supports configuring different authentication, authorization, and accounting methods for
different types of users in an ISP domain. The NAS determines the ISP domain and access type of a
user. The NAS also uses the methods configured for the access type in the domain to control the
user's access.
AAA also supports configuring a set of default methods for an ISP domain. These default methods
are applied to users for whom no AAA methods are configured.
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Authentication methods
The device supports the following authentication methods:
•

No authentication—This method trusts all users and does not perform authentication. For
security purposes, do not use this method.

•

Local authentication—The NAS authenticates users by itself, based on the locally configured
user information including the usernames, passwords, and attributes. Local authentication
allows high speed and low cost, but the amount of information that can be stored is limited by
the size of the storage space.

•

Remote authentication—The NAS works with a remote server to authenticate users. The
NAS communicates with the remote server through the RADIUS, LDAP, or HWTACACS
protocol. The server manages user information in a centralized manner. Remote authentication
provides high capacity, reliable, and centralized authentication services for multiple NASs. You
can configure backup methods to be used when the remote server is not available.

Authorization methods
The device supports the following authorization methods:
•

No authorization—The NAS performs no authorization exchange. The following default
authorization information applies after users pass authentication:
{

Login users obtain the level-0 user role. For more information about the level-0 user role,
see RBAC configuration in Fundamentals Configuration Guide.

{

The working directory for FTP, SFTP, and SCP login users is the root directory of the NAS.
However, the users do not have permission to access the root directory.

{

Non-login users can access the network.

•

Local authorization—The NAS performs authorization according to the user attributes locally
configured for users.

•

Remote authorization—The NAS works with a remote server to authorize users. RADIUS
authorization is bound with RADIUS authentication. RADIUS authorization can work only after
RADIUS authentication is successful, and the authorization information is included in the
Access-Accept packet. HWTACACS or LDAP authorization is separate from authentication,
and the authorization information is included in the authorization response after successful
authentication. You can configure backup methods to be used when the remote server is not
available.

Accounting methods
The device supports the following accounting methods:
•

No accounting—The NAS does not perform accounting for the users.

•

Local accounting—Local accounting is implemented on the NAS. It counts and controls the
number of concurrent users that use the same local user account, but does not provide
statistics for charging.

•

Remote accounting—The NAS works with a RADIUS server or HWTACACS server for
accounting. You can configure backup methods to be used when the remote server is not
available.

AAA extended functions
The device provides the following login services to enhance device security:
•

Command authorization—Enables the NAS to let the authorization server determine whether
a command entered by a login user is permitted. Login users can execute only commands
permitted by the authorization server. For more information about command authorization, see
Fundamentals Configuration Guide.

•

Command accounting—When command authorization is disabled, command accounting
enables the accounting server to record all valid commands executed on the device. When
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command authorization is enabled, command accounting enables the accounting server to
record all authorized commands. For more information about command accounting, see
Fundamentals Configuration Guide.
•

User role authentication—Authenticates each user that wants to obtain another user role
without logging out or getting disconnected. For more information about user role authentication,
see Fundamentals Configuration Guide.

RADIUS server feature of the device
Enable the RADIUS server feature of the device to work with RADIUS clients for user authentication
and authorization. The device can act as a dedicated RADIUS server or as both a RADIUS server
and a RADIUS client at the same time.
The RADIUS server feature provides for flexible networks with less cost. As shown in Figure 10,
Device A provides RADIUS server functions at the distribution layer; Device B and Device C are
configured with RADIUS schemes to implement user authentication and authorization at the access
layer.
Figure 10 Network diagram

The RADIUS server feature supports the following operations:
•

Manages RADIUS user data, which is generated from local user information and includes user
name, password, description, authorization ACL, authorization VLAN, and expiration time.

•

Manages RADIUS clients. You can add, modify, and delete RADIUS clients. A RADIUS client is
identified by the IP address, and it includes attribute information such as the shared key. The
RADIUS server feature processes authentication requests only from the managed RADIUS
clients and ignores requests from unknown clients.

•

Authenticates and authorizes users of the network access type. The server does not provide
accounting.

•

Uses an LDAP server instead of local user information to authenticate users.

•

Provides PAP, CHAP, and EAP authentication methods.

When the RADIUS server receives a RADIUS packet, it performs the following actions:
1.

Verifies that the packet is sent from a managed RADIUS client.

2.

Verifies the packet with the shared key.

3.

Verifies that the user account exists, the password is correct, and other attributes meet the
requirements (for example, the account is in the validity period).

4.

Determines the authentication result and authorizes specific privileges to the authenticated
user.
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The RADIUS server feature of the device has the following restrictions:
•

The authentication port is fixed at UDP 1812 and cannot be modified.

•

The feature is supported on IPv4 networks, but not on IPv6 networks.

•

Usernames sent to the RADIUS server cannot include a domain name.

Protocols and standards
•

RFC 2865, Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS)

•

RFC 2866, RADIUS Accounting

•

RFC 2867, RADIUS Accounting Modifications for Tunnel Protocol Support

•

RFC 2868, RADIUS Attributes for Tunnel Protocol Support

•

RFC 2869, RADIUS Extensions

•

RFC 3576, Dynamic Authorization Extensions to Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
(RADIUS)

•

RFC 4818, RADIUS Delegated-IPv6-Prefix Attribute

•

RFC 5176, Dynamic Authorization Extensions to Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
(RADIUS)

•

RFC 1492, An Access Control Protocol, Sometimes Called TACACS

•

RFC 1777, Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

•

RFC 2251, Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3)

AAA tasks at a glance
To configure AAA, perform the following tasks:
1.

Configuring AAA schemes
If local authentication is used, configure local users and the related attributes. If remote
authentication is used, configure the required RADIUS, LDAP, or HWTACACS schemes.

2.

{

Configuring local users

{

Configuring RADIUS

{

Configuring HWTACACS

{

Configuring LDAP

Configuring an ISP domain
a. Creating an ISP domain
b. Configuring ISP domain attributes

3.

Configuring AAA methods for an ISP domain
Configure authentication, authorization, and accounting methods for an ISP domain as needed.
These methods use existing AAA schemes.

4.

{

Configuring authentication methods for an ISP domain

{

Configuring authorization methods for an ISP domain

{

Configuring accounting methods for an ISP domain

(Optional.) Configuring advanced AAA features
{

Setting the maximum number of concurrent login users

{

Configuring local BYOD authorization

{

Configuring and applying an ITA policy

{

Configuring the device ID
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Configuring local users
About local users
To implement local authentication, authorization, and accounting, create local users and configure
user attributes on the device. The local users and attributes are stored in the local user database on
the device. A local user is uniquely identified by the combination of a username and a user type.
Local users are classified into the following types:
•

Device management user—User that logs in to the device for device management.

•

Network access user—User that accesses network resources through the device.
Network access users also include guests that access the network temporarily. Guests can use
only LAN and portal services.

The following shows the configurable local user attributes:
•

Description—Descriptive information of the user.

•

Service type—Services that the user can use. Local authentication checks the service types of
a local user. If none of the service types is available, the user cannot pass authentication.

•

User state—Whether or not a local user can request network services. There are two user
states: active and blocked. A user in active state can request network services, but a user in
blocked state cannot.

•

Upper limit of concurrent logins using the same user name—Maximum number of users
that can concurrently access the device by using the same user name. When the number
reaches the upper limit, no more local users can access the device by using the user name.

•

User group—Each local user belongs to a local user group and has all attributes of the group.
The attributes include the password control attributes and authorization attributes. For more
information about local user group, see "Configuring user group attributes."

•

Binding attributes—Binding attributes control the scope of users, and are checked during
local authentication of a user. If the attributes of a user do not match the binding attributes
configured for the local user account, the user cannot pass authentication.

•

Authorization attributes—Authorization attributes indicate the user's rights after it passes
local authentication.
Configure the authorization attributes based on the service type of local users. For example,
you do not need to configure the FTP/SFTP/SCP working directory attribute for a PPP user.
You can configure an authorization attribute in user group view or local user view. The setting of
an authorization attribute in local user view takes precedence over the attribute setting in user
group view.

The attribute configured in user group view takes effect on all local users in the user group.
The attribute configured in local user view takes effect only on the local user.
•

Password control attributes—Password control attributes help control password security for
device management users. Password control attributes include password aging time, minimum
password length, password composition checking, password complexity checking, and login
attempt limit.
You can configure a password control attribute in system view, user group view, or local user
view. A password control attribute with a smaller effective range has a higher priority. For more
information about password management and global password configuration, see "Configuring
password control."

•

Validity period—Time period in which a network access user is considered valid for
authentication.
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Local user configuration tasks at a glance
To configure local users, perform the following tasks:
1.

Configuring local user attributes
{

Configuring attributes for device management users

{

Configuring attributes for network access users

{

Configuring local guest attributes

2.

(Optional.) Configuring user group attributes

3.

(Optional.) Managing local guests

Configuring attributes for device management users
Restrictions and guidelines
If password control is enabled globally by using the password-control enable command, the
device does not display local user passwords or retain them in the running configuration. When you
globally disable the password control feature, local user passwords are automatically restored to the
running configuration. To display the running configuration, use the display
current-configuration command.
You can configure authorization attributes and password control attributes in local user view or user
group view. The setting in local user view takes precedence over the setting in user group view.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Add a device management user and enter device management user view.
local-user user-name class manage

3.

Configure a password for the device management user.
password [ { hash | simple } string ]
A non-password-protected user passes authentication if the user provides the correct
username and passes attribute checks. To enhance security, configure a password for each
device management user.

4.

Assign services to the device management user.
service-type { ftp | { http | https | ssh | telnet | terminal } * }
By default, no services are authorized to a device management user.

5.

(Optional.) Set the status of the device management user.
state { active | block }
By default, a device management user is in active state and can request network services.

6.

(Optional.) Set the upper limit of concurrent logins using the device management username.
access-limit max-user-number
By default, the number of concurrent logins is not limited for a device management user.
This command takes effect only when local accounting is configured for device management
users. This command does not apply to FTP, SFTP, or SCP users that do not support
accounting.

7.

(Optional.) Configure authorization attributes for the device management user.
authorization-attribute { idle-cut minutes | user-role role-name |
work-directory directory-name } *
The following default settings apply:
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8.

{

The working directory for FTP, SFTP, and SCP users is the root directory of the NAS.
However, the users do not have permission to access the root directory.

{

The network-operator user role is assigned to local users that are created by a
network-admin or level-15 user.

(Optional.) Configure password control attributes for the device management user. Choose the
following tasks as needed:
{

Set the password aging time.
password-control aging aging-time

{

Set the minimum password length.
password-control length length

{

Configure the password composition policy.
password-control composition type-number type-number [ type-length
type-length ]

{

Configure the password complexity checking policy.
password-control complexity { same-character | user-name } check

{

Configure the maximum login attempts and the action to take if there is a login failure.
password-control login-attempt login-times [ exceed { lock |
lock-time time | unlock } ]

By default, a device management user uses password control attributes of the user group to
which the user belongs.
9.

(Optional.) Assign the device management user to a user group.
group group-name
By default, a device management user belongs to user group system.

Configuring attributes for network access users
Restrictions and guidelines
You can configure authorization attributes in local user view or user group view. The setting in local
user view takes precedence over the setting in user group view.
Configure the location binding attribute based on the service types of users.
•

For 802.1X users, specify the 802.1X-enabled Layer 2 Ethernet interfaces through which the
users access the device.

•

For MAC authentication users, specify the MAC authentication-enabled Layer 2 Ethernet
interfaces through which the users access the device.

•

For portal users, specify the portal-enabled interfaces through which the users access the
device. Specify the Layer 2 Ethernet interfaces if portal is enabled on VLAN interfaces and the
portal roaming enable command is not used.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Add a network access user and enter network access user view.
local-user user-name class network

3.

(Optional.) Configure a password for the network access user.
password { cipher | simple } string

4.

(Optional.) Configure a description for the network access user.
description text
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By default, no description is configured for a local user.
5.

Assign services to the network access user.
service-type { ike | lan-access | portal | ppp }
By default, no services are authorized to a network access user.

6.

(Optional.) Set the status of the network access user.
state { active | block }
By default, a network access user is in active state and can request network services.

7.

(Optional.) Set the upper limit of concurrent logins using the network access username.
access-limit max-user-number
By default, the number of concurrent logins is not limited for a network access user.

8.

(Optional.) Configure binding attributes for the network access user.
bind-attribute { call-number call-number [ : subcall-number ] | ip
ip-address | location interface interface-type interface-number | mac
mac-address | vlan vlan-id } *
By default, no binding attributes are configured for a network access user.

9.

(Optional.) Configure authorization attributes for the network access user.
authorization-attribute { acl acl-number | callback-number
callback-number | idle-cut minutes | ip ipv4-address | ip-pool
ipv4-pool-name | ipv6 ipv6-address | ipv6-pool ipv6-pool-name |
ipv6-prefix ipv6-prefix prefix-length | { primary-dns | secondary-dns }
{ ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } | session-timeout minutes | url
url-string | user-profile profile-name | vlan vlan-id } *
By default, a network access user does not have authorization attributes.

10. (Optional.) Assign the network access user to a user group.
group group-name
By default, a network access user belongs to user group system.
11. (Optional.) specify the validity period for the local user.
validity-datetime { from start-date start-time to expiration-date
expiration-time | from start-date start-time | to expiration-date
expiration-time }
By default, the validity period for a network access user does not expire.

Configuring local guest attributes
About this task
Create local guests and configure guest attributes to control temporary network access behavior.
Guests can access the network after passing local authentication. You can configure the recipient
addresses and email attribute information to the local guests and guest sponsors.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a local guest and enter local guest view.
local-user user-name class network guest

3.

(Optional.) Configure a password for the local guest.
password { cipher | simple } string

4.

Configure basic information for the local guest. Choose the following tasks as needed:
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{

Configure a description for the local guest.
description text
By default, no description is configured for a local guest.

{

Specify the name of the local guest.
full-name name-string
By default, no name is specified for a local guest.

{

Specify the company of the local guest.
company company-name
By default, no company is specified for a local guest.

{

Specify the phone number of the local guest.
phone phone-number
By default, no phone number is specified for a local guest.

{

Specify the email address of the local guest.
email email-string
By default, no email address is specified for a local guest.

{

Specify the sponsor name for the local guest.
sponsor-full-name name-string
By default, no sponsor name is specified for a local guest.

{

Specify the sponsor department for the local guest.
sponsor-department department-string
By default, no sponsor department is specified for a local guest.

{

Specify the sponsor email address for the local guest.
sponsor-email email-string
By default, no sponsor email address is specified for a local guest.

5.

(Optional.) Configure the validity period for the local guest.
validity-datetime from start-date start-time to expiration-date
expiration-time
By default, a local guest does not expire.

6.

(Optional.) Assign the local guest to a user group.
group group-name
By default, a local guest belongs to the system-defined user group system.

7.

(Optional.) Configure the local guest status.
state { active | block }
By default, a local guest is in active state and is allowed to request network services.

Configuring user group attributes
About this task
User groups simplify local user configuration and management. A user group contains a group of
local users and has a set of local user attributes. You can configure local user attributes for a user
group to implement centralized user attributes management for the local users in the group. Local
user attributes that are manageable include authorization attributes.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
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system-view
2.

Create a user group and enter user group view.
user-group group-name
By default, a system-defined user group exists. The group name is system.

3.

Configure authorization attributes for the user group.
authorization-attribute { acl acl-number | callback-number
callback-number | idle-cut minutes | ip-pool ipv4-pool-name | ipv6-pool
ipv6-pool-name | ipv6-prefix ipv6-prefix prefix-length | { primary-dns
| secondary-dns } { ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } |
session-timeout minutes | url url-string | user-profile profile-name |
vlan vlan-id | work-directory directory-name } *
By default, no authorization attributes are configured for a user group.

4.

Configure authorization attributes for a type of BYOD endpoints in the user group.
byod authorization device-type type-name { acl acl-number |
callback-number callback-number | idle-cut minutes | ip-pool
ipv4-pool-name | ipv6-pool ipv6-pool-name | ipv6-prefix ipv6-prefix
prefix-length | { primary-dns | secondary-dns } { ip ipv4-address | ipv6
ipv6-address } | session-timeout minutes | url url-string |
user-profile profile-name | vlan vlan-id } *
By default, no authorization attributes are configured for any type of BYOD endpoints in the
user group.
The attributes apply to local BYOD authorization and take effect only on network access users.

5.

(Optional.) Configure password control attributes for the user group. Choose the following tasks
as needed:
{

Set the password aging time.
password-control aging aging-time

{

Set the minimum password length.
password-control length length

{

Configure the password composition policy.
password-control composition type-number type-number [ type-length
type-length ]

{

Configure the password complexity checking policy.
password-control complexity { same-character | user-name } check

{

Configure the maximum login attempts and the action to take for login failures.
password-control login-attempt login-times [ exceed { lock |
lock-time time | unlock } ]

By default, a user group uses the global password control settings. For more information, see
"Configuring password control."
Password control attributes are applicable only to device management users.

Managing local guests
About this task
The local guest management features are for registration, approval, maintenance, and access
control of local guests.
The registration and approval processes are as follows:
1.

The device pushes the portal user registration page to a user that wants to access the network
as a local guest.
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2.

The user submits account information for registration, including the user name, password, and
email address.

3.

The device forwards the registration request to the guest manager in an email notification.

4.

The guest manager adds supplementary information as needed and approves the registration
information.
The guest manager must process the registration request before the waiting-approval timeout
timer expires. The device automatically deletes expired registration request information.

5.

The device creates a local guest account and sends an email notification to the user and guest
sponsor. The email contains local guest account, password, validity period, and other account
information.
The user can access the network as a local guest.

The device provides the following local guest management features:
•

Registration and approval—The device creates local guests after the guest registration
information is approved by a guest manager.

•

Email notification—The device notifies the local guests, guest sponsors, or guest managers
by email of the guest account information or guest registration requests.

•

Local guest creation in batch—Create a batch of local guests.

•

Local guest import—Import guest account information from a .csv file to create local guests
on the device based on the imported information.

•

Local guest export—Export local guest account information to a .csv file. You can import the
account information to other devices as needed.

•

Guest auto-delete—The device checks the validity status of each local guest and
automatically deletes expired local guests.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view
system-view

2.

Configure the email notification feature for local guests.
a. Configure the subject and body of email notifications.
local-guest email format to { guest | manager | sponsor } { body
body-string | subject sub-string }
By default, no subject or body is configured.
b. Configure the email sender address in the email notifications sent by the device for local
guests.
local-guest email sender email-address
By default, no email sender address is configured for the email notifications sent by the
device.
c. Specify an SMTP server for sending email notifications of local guests.
local-guest email smtp-server url-string
By default, no SMTP server is specified.

3.

Configure the guest manager's email address.
local-guest manager-email email-address
By default, the guest manager's email address is not configured.

4.

(Optional.) Set the waiting-approval timeout timer for guest registration requests.
local-guest timer waiting-approval time-value
By default, the waiting-approval timeout timer for guest registration requests is 24 hours.

5.

(Optional.) Import guest account information from a .csv file in the specified path to create local
guests based on the imported information.
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local-user-import class network guest url url-string
validity-datetime start-date start-time to expiration-date
expiration-time [ auto-create-group | override | start-line
line-number ] *
6.

(Optional.) Create local guests in batch.
local-guest generate username-prefix name-prefix [ password-prefix
password-prefix ] suffix suffix-number [ group group-name ] count
user-count validity-datetime start-date start-time to expiration-date
expiration-time
Batch generated local guests share the same name prefix. You can also configure a password
prefix to be shared by the guests.

7.

(Optional.) Export local guest account information to a .csv file in the specified path.
local-user-export class network guest url url-string

8.

(Optional.) Enable the guest auto-delete feature.
local-guest auto-delete enable
By default, the guest auto-delete feature is disabled.

9.

(Optional.) Send email notifications to the local guest or the guest sponsor.
a. Return to user view.
quit
b. Send email notifications to the local guest or the guest sponsor. The email contents include
the user name, password, and validity period of the guest account.
local-guest send-email user-name user-name to { guest | sponsor }

Display and maintenance commands for local users and local
user groups
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.
Task

Command

Display pending registration
requests for local guests.

display local-guest waiting-approval [ user-name
user-name ]

Display the local user
configuration and online user
statistics.

display local-user [ class { manage | network
[ guest ] } | idle-cut { disable | enable } |
service-type { ftp | http | https | ike | lan-access
| portal | ppp | ssh | telnet | terminal } | state
{ active | block } | user-name user-name class
{ manage | network [ guest ] } | vlan vlan-id ]

Display user group
configuration.

display user-group { all | name group-name
[ byod-authorization ] }

Clear pending registration
requests for local guests.

reset local-guest waiting-approval [ user-name
user-name ]
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Configuring RADIUS
RADIUS tasks at a glance
To configure RADIUS, perform the following tasks:
1.

Configuring a test profile for RADIUS server status detection
To detect the status of a RADIUS server, you must configure a test profile and configure the
RADIUS server to use the test profile in a RADIUS scheme.

2.

Creating a RADIUS scheme

3.

Specifying RADIUS authentication servers

4.

Specifying the RADIUS accounting servers

5.

Specifying the shared keys for secure RADIUS communication
Perform this task if no shared keys are specified when configuring RADIUS authentication or
accounting servers.

6.

(Optional.) Setting the status of RADIUS servers

7.

(Optional.) Setting RADIUS timers

8.

(Optional.) Configuring parameters for RADIUS packets

9.

{

Specifying the source IP address for outgoing RADIUS packets

{

Setting the username format and traffic statistics units

{

Setting the maximum number of RADIUS request transmission attempts

{

Setting the maximum number of real-time accounting attempts

{

Setting the DSCP priority for RADIUS packets

(Optional.) Configuring parameters for RADIUS attributes
{

Configuring the Login-Service attribute check method for SSH, FTP, and terminal users

{

Interpreting the RADIUS class attribute as CAR parameters

{

Configuring the format of the RADIUS Called-Station-Id attribute

{

Configuring the MAC address format for the RADIUS Called-Station-Id attribute

{

Configuring the MAC address format for the RADIUS Calling-Station-Id attribute

{

Specifying a server version for interoperating with servers with a vendor ID of 2011

{

Setting the data measurement unit for the Remanent_Volume attribute

{

Specifying the format for attribute Acct-Session-Id

{

Including the proprietary H3c-DHCP-Option attribute in outgoing RADIUS packets

{

Configuring the RADIUS attribute translation feature

10. (Optional.) Configuring extended RADIUS features
{

Configuring the RADIUS accounting-on feature

{

Configuring the RADIUS session-control feature

{

Configuring the RADIUS DAS feature

{

Enabling SNMP notifications for RADIUS

Restrictions and guidelines for RADIUS configuration
If the authentication server in a RADIUS scheme is provided by the RADIUS server feature on the
device, you need to configure only the following items for the RADIUS scheme:
•

RADIUS authentication server.
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•

Shared key for RADIUS communication.

•

Username format for interaction with the RADIUS server.

Configuring a test profile for RADIUS server status detection
About this task
To detect the reachability of a RADIUS authentication server, specify a test profile for the RADIUS
server when you specify the server in a RADIUS scheme. With the test profile, the device refreshes
the RADIUS server status at the end of each detection according to the detection result. If the server
is unreachable, the device sets the status of the server to blocked. If the server is reachable, the
device sets the status of the server to active.
After you specify an existing test profile, the device starts to probe the server status at the probe
interval by sending a simulated authentication request with the specified username to the server.
After the specified number of consecutive probes finish, the device determines the server status as
follows:
•

If the device receives a response from the server in each probe, the device determines that the
RADIUS server is reachable.

•

If the device does not receive a response from the server in any probe, the device determines
that the server is unreachable.

•

In other situations, the device determines that the status of the server has not changed.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can configure multiple test profiles in the system.
The device stops detecting the status of a RADIUS server when one of the following operations is
performed:
•

The RADIUS server is removed from the RADIUS scheme.

•

The test profile configuration for the RADIUS server is removed in RADIUS scheme view.

•

The test profile specified for the RADIUS server is deleted.

•

The RADIUS server is manually set to the blocked state.

•

The RADIUS scheme that contains the RADIUS server is deleted.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure a test profile for detecting the status of RADIUS authentication servers.
radius-server test-profile profile-name username name [ interval
interval ] [ probe-count count ]

Creating a RADIUS scheme
Restrictions and guidelines
You can configure a maximum of 16 RADIUS schemes. A RADIUS scheme can be used by multiple
ISP domains.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a RADIUS scheme and enter RADIUS scheme view.
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radius scheme radius-scheme-name

Specifying RADIUS authentication servers
About this task
A RADIUS authentication server completes authentication and authorization together, because
authorization information is piggybacked in authentication responses sent to RADIUS clients.
You can specify one primary authentication server and a maximum of 16 secondary authentication
servers for a RADIUS scheme. Secondary servers provide AAA services when the primary server
becomes unreachable. The device searches for an active server in the order the secondary servers
are configured.

Restrictions and guidelines
If redundancy is not required, specify only the primary server.
A RADIUS authentication server can function as the primary authentication server for one scheme
and a secondary authentication server for another scheme at the same time.
Two authentication servers in a scheme, primary or secondary, cannot have the same combination
of IP address and port number.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Specify the primary RADIUS authentication server.
primary authentication { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | test-profile
profile-name ] *
By default, no primary RADIUS authentication server is specified.

4.

(Optional.) Specify a secondary RADIUS authentication server.
secondary authentication { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | test-profile
profile-name ] *
By default, no secondary RADIUS authentication servers are specified.

Specifying the RADIUS accounting servers
About this task
You can specify one primary accounting server and a maximum of 16 secondary accounting servers
for a RADIUS scheme. Secondary servers provide AAA services when the primary server becomes
unavailable. The device searches for an active server in the order the secondary servers are
configured.

Restrictions and guidelines
If redundancy is not required, specify only the primary server.
A RADIUS accounting server can function as the primary accounting server for one scheme and a
secondary accounting server for another scheme at the same time.
Two accounting servers in a scheme, primary or secondary, cannot have the same combination of IP
address and port number.
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RADIUS does not support accounting for FTP, SFTP, and SCP users.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Specify the primary RADIUS accounting server.
primary accounting { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number |
key { cipher | simple } string ] *
By default, no primary RADIUS accounting server is specified.

4.

(Optional.) Specify a secondary RADIUS accounting server.
secondary accounting { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number
| key { cipher | simple } string ] *
By default, no secondary RADIUS accounting servers are specified.

Specifying the shared keys for secure RADIUS
communication
About this task
The RADIUS client and server use the MD5 algorithm and shared keys to generate the Authenticator
value for packet authentication and user password encryption. The client and server must use the
same key for each type of communication.
A key configured in this task is for all servers of the same type (accounting or authentication) in the
scheme. The key has a lower priority than a key configured individually for a RADIUS server.

Restrictions and guidelines
The shared key configured on the device must be the same as the shared key configured on the
RADIUS server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Specify a shared key for secure RADIUS communication.
key { accounting | authentication } { cipher | simple } string
By default, no shared key is specified for secure RADIUS communication.

Setting the status of RADIUS servers
About this task
To control the RADIUS servers with which the device communicates when the current servers are no
longer available, set the status of RADIUS servers to blocked or active. You can specify one primary
RADIUS server and multiple secondary RADIUS servers. The secondary servers function as the
backup of the primary server. The device chooses servers based on the following rules:
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•

When the primary server is in active state, the device first tries to communicate with the primary
server. If the primary server is unreachable, the device searches for an active secondary server
in the order the servers are configured.

•

When one or more servers are in active state, the device tries to communicate with these active
servers only, even if the servers are unavailable.

•

When all servers are in blocked state, the device only tries to communicate with the primary
server.

•

If a server is unreachable, the device performs the following operations:
{

Changes the server status to blocked.

{

Starts a quiet timer for the server.

{

Tries to communicate with the next secondary server in active state that has the highest
priority.

•

When the quiet timer of a server expires or you manually set the server to the active state, the
status of the server changes back to active. The device does not check the server again during
the authentication or accounting process.

•

The search process continues until the device finds an available secondary server or has
checked all secondary servers in active state. If no server is reachable, the device considers the
authentication or accounting attempt a failure.

•

When you remove a server in use, communication with the server times out. The device looks
for a server in active state by first checking the primary server, and then checking secondary
servers in the order they are configured.

•

When a RADIUS server's status changes automatically, the device changes this server's status
accordingly in all RADIUS schemes in which this server is specified.

•

When a RADIUS server is manually set to blocked, server detection is disabled for the server,
regardless of whether a test profile has been specified for the server. When the RADIUS server
is set to active state, server detection is enabled for the server on which an existing test profile
is specified.

By default, the device sets the status of all RADIUS servers to active. However, in some situations,
you must change the status of a server. For example, if a server fails, you can change the status of
the server to blocked to avoid communication attempts to the server.

Restrictions and guidelines
The configured server status cannot be saved to any configuration file, and can only be viewed by
using the display radius scheme command.
After the device restarts, all servers are restored to the active state.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Set the RADIUS server status. Choose the following tasks as needed:
{

Set the status of the primary RADIUS authentication server.
state primary authentication { active | block }

{

Set the status of the primary RADIUS accounting server.
state primary accounting { active | block }

{

Set the status of a secondary RADIUS authentication server.
state secondary authentication [ { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ port-number ] ] { active | block }
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{

Set the status of a secondary RADIUS accounting server.
state secondary accounting [ { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ port-number ] ] { active | block }

By default, a RADIUS server is in active state.

Setting RADIUS timers
About this task
The device uses the following types of timers to control communication with a RADIUS server:
•

Server response timeout timer (response-timeout)—Defines the RADIUS request
retransmission interval. The timer starts immediately after a RADIUS request is sent. If the
device does not receive a response from the RADIUS server before the timer expires, it
resends the request.

•

Server quiet timer (quiet)—Defines the duration to keep an unreachable server in blocked
state. If one server is not reachable, the device changes the server status to blocked, starts this
timer for the server, and tries to communicate with another server in active state. After the
server quiet timer expires, the device changes the status of the server back to active.

•

Real-time accounting timer (realtime-accounting)—Defines the interval at which the device
sends real-time accounting packets to the RADIUS accounting server for online users.

Restrictions and guidelines
Consider the number of secondary servers when you configure the maximum number of RADIUS
packet transmission attempts and the RADIUS server response timeout timer. If the RADIUS
scheme includes many secondary servers, the retransmission process might be too long and the
client connection in the access module, such as Telnet, can time out.
When the client connections have a short timeout period, a large number of secondary servers can
cause the initial authentication or accounting attempt to fail. In this case, reconnect the client rather
than adjusting the RADIUS packet transmission attempts and server response timeout timer.
Typically, the next attempt will succeed, because the device has blocked the unreachable servers to
shorten the time to find a reachable server.
Make sure the server quiet timer is set correctly. A timer that is too short might result in frequent
authentication or accounting failures. This is because the device will continue to attempt to
communicate with an unreachable server that is in active state. A timer that is too long might
temporarily block a reachable server that has recovered from a failure. This is because the server will
remain in blocked state until the timer expires.
A short real-time accounting interval helps improve accounting precision but requires many system
resources. When there are 1000 or more users, set the interval to 15 minutes or longer.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Set RADIUS timers. Choose the following tasks as needed:
{

Set the RADIUS server response timeout timer.
timer response-timeout seconds
The default setting is 3 seconds.

{

Set the quiet timer for the servers.
timer quiet minutes
The default setting is 5 minutes.
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{

Set the real-time accounting timer.
timer realtime-accounting interval [ second ]
The default setting is 12 minutes.

Specifying the source IP address for outgoing RADIUS
packets
About this task
The source IP address of RADIUS packets that a NAS sends must match the IP address of the NAS
configured on the RADIUS server. A RADIUS server identifies a NAS by its IP address. Upon
receiving a RADIUS packet, the RADIUS server checks the source IP address of the packet.
•

If it is the IP address of a managed NAS, the server processes the packet.

•

If it is not the IP address of a managed NAS, the server drops the packet.

Before sending a RADIUS packet, the NAS selects a source IP address in the following order:
1.

The source IP address specified for the RADIUS scheme.

1.

The source IP address specified in system view.

2.

The IP address of the outbound interface specified by the route.

Restrictions and guidelines for source IP address configuration
You can specify a source IP address for outgoing RADIUS packets in RADIUS scheme view or in
system view.
•

The IP address specified in RADIUS scheme view applies only to one RADIUS scheme.

•

The IP address specified in system view applies to all RADIUS schemes.

The source IP address of RADIUS packets that a NAS sends must match the IP address of the NAS
that is configured on the RADIUS server.
As a best practice, specify a loopback interface address as the source IP address for outgoing
RADIUS packets to avoid RADIUS packet loss caused by physical port errors.
The source address of outgoing RADIUS packets is typically the IP address of an egress interface on
the NAS to communicate with the RADIUS server.

Specifying a source IP address for all RADIUS schemes
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify a source IP address for outgoing RADIUS packets.
radius nas-ip { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
By default, the source IP address of an outgoing RADIUS packet is the primary IPv4 address or
the IPv6 address of the outbound interface.

Specifying a source IP address for a RADIUS scheme
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Specify a source IP address for outgoing RADIUS packets.
nas-ip { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
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By default, the source IP address of an outgoing RADIUS packet is that specified by using the
radius nas-ip command in system view. If the radius nas-ip command is not used, the
source IP address is the primary IP address of the outbound interface.

Setting the username format and traffic statistics units
About this task
A username is in the userid@isp-name format, where the isp-name part represents the user's ISP
domain name. By default, the ISP domain name is included in a username. However, older RADIUS
servers might not recognize usernames that contain the ISP domain names. In this case, you can
configure the device to remove the domain name of each username to be sent.
The device reports online user traffic statistics in accounting packets. The traffic measurement units
are configurable.

Restrictions and guidelines
If two or more ISP domains use the same RADIUS scheme, configure the RADIUS scheme to keep
the ISP domain name in usernames for domain identification.
For accounting accuracy, make sure the traffic statistics units configured on the device and on the
RADIUS accounting servers are the same.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Set the format for usernames sent to the RADIUS servers.
user-name-format { keep-original | with-domain | without-domain }
By default, the ISP domain name is included in a username.
If the device is specified as the RADIUS server in the scheme, the username format must be set
to without-domain.

4.

Set the data flow and packet measurement units for traffic statistics.
data-flow-format { data { byte | giga-byte | kilo-byte | mega-byte }
| packet { giga-packet | kilo-packet | mega-packet | one-packet } }*
By default, traffic is counted in bytes and packets.

Setting the maximum number of RADIUS request
transmission attempts
About this task
RADIUS uses UDP packets to transfer data. Because UDP communication is not reliable, RADIUS
uses a retransmission mechanism to improve reliability. A RADIUS request is retransmitted if the
NAS does not receive a server response for the request within the response timeout timer. For more
information about the RADIUS server response timeout timer, see "Setting the status of RADIUS
servers."
You can set the maximum number for the NAS to retransmit a RADIUS request to the same server.
When the maximum number is reached, the NAS tries to communicate with other RADIUS servers in
active state. If no other servers are in active state at the time, the NAS considers the authentication
or accounting attempt a failure.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Set the maximum number of RADIUS request transmission attempts.
retry retries
By default, the maximum number is 3 for RADIUS request transmission attempts.

Setting the maximum number of real-time accounting
attempts
About this task
If you set the maximum number of real-time accounting attempts, the device will disconnect users
from whom no accounting responses are received within the permitted attempts.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Set the maximum number of real-time accounting attempts.
retry realtime-accounting retries
By default, the maximum number is 5 for real-time accounting attempts.

Setting the DSCP priority for RADIUS packets
About this task
The DSCP priority in the ToS field determines the transmission priority of RADIUS packets. A larger
value represents a higher priority.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the DSCP priority for RADIUS packets.
radius [ ipv6 ] dscp dscp-value
By default, the DSCP priority is 0 for RADIUS packets.

Configuring the Login-Service attribute check method for
SSH, FTP, and terminal users
About this task
The device supports the following check methods for the Login-Service attribute (RADIUS attribute
15) of SSH, FTP, and terminal users:
•

Strict—Matches Login-Service attribute values 50, 51, and 52 for SSH, FTP, and terminal
services, respectively.
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•

Loose—Matches the standard Login-Service attribute value 0 for SSH, FTP, and terminal
services.

An Access-Accept packet received for a user must contain the matching attribute value. Otherwise,
the user cannot log in to the device.

Restrictions and guidelines
Use the loose check method only when the server does not issue Login-Service attribute values 50,
51, and 52 for SSH, FTP, and terminal users.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Configure the Login-Service attribute check method for SSH, FTP, and terminal users.
attribute 15 check-mode { loose | strict }
The default check method is strict.

Interpreting the RADIUS class attribute as CAR parameters
About this task
A RADIUS server may deliver CAR parameters for user-based traffic monitoring and control by using
the RADIUS class attribute (attribute 25) in RADIUS packets. You can configure the device to
interpret the class attribute to CAR parameters.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Interpret the RADIUS class attribute as CAR parameters.
attribute 25 car
By default, the RADIUS class attribute is not interpreted as CAR parameters.

Configuring the format of the RADIUS Called-Station-Id
attribute
About this task
In a wireless network, RADIUS servers of different types might have different requirements for the
format of the RADIUS Called-Station-Id attribute (attribute 30). The device supports the following
formats:
•

AP name. For example, ap1.

•

AP MAC. For example, 0AC1-F9B2-B1C2.

•

AP MAC plus delimiter plus SSID. For example, 0AC1-F9B2-B1C2:test1, in which
0AC1-F9B2-B1C2 is the AP's MAC address, test1 is the SSID, and a colon (:) is used as the
delimiter.

•

AP name plus delimiter plus SSID. For example, ap1-test1, in which ap1 is the AP's name,
test1 is the SSID, and a hyphen (-) is used as the delimiter.
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The format of the MAC address in this attribute can be customized by using the attribute 30
mac-format command.

Restrictions and guidelines
This configuration takes effect only on RADIUS packets for portal, 802.1X, and MAC authentication
users in a wireless network.
Make sure the format of the Called-Station-Id attribute meets the requirements of the RADIUS
servers.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Configure the format of the RADIUS Called-Station-Id attribute.
attribute 30 format { apmac-only | apname-only | { apmac-ssid |
apname-ssid } delimiter { colon | hyphen } }
By default, the RADIUS Called-Station-Id attribute is in the format of
HH-HH-HH-HH-HH-HH:SSID. The HH-HH-HH-HH-HH-HH argument is the AP's MAC address,
the SSID argument is the SSID, and a colon (:) is used as the delimiter.

Configuring the MAC address format for the RADIUS
Called-Station-Id attribute
Restrictions and guidelines
RADIUS servers of different types might have different requirements for the MAC address format in
the RADIUS Called-Station-Id attribute. Configure the MAC address format for this attribute to meet
the requirements of the RADIUS servers.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Configure the MAC address format for the RADIUS Called-Station-Id attribute.
attribute 30 mac-format section { one | { six | three } separator
separator-character } { lowercase | uppercase }
By default, the MAC address in the RADIUS Called-Station-Id attribute is in the format of
HH-HH-HH-HH-HH-HH. The MAC address is separated by hyphen (-) into six sections with
letters in upper case.

Configuring the MAC address format for the RADIUS
Calling-Station-Id attribute
Restrictions and guidelines
RADIUS servers of different types might have different requirements for the MAC address format in
the RADIUS Calling-Station-Id attribute (attribute 31). Configure the MAC address format for this
attribute to meet the requirements of the RADIUS servers.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Configure the MAC address format for the RADIUS Calling-Station-Id attribute.
attribute 31 mac-format section { one | { six | three } separator
separator-character } { lowercase | uppercase }
By default, the MAC address in the RADIUS Calling-Station-Id attribute is in the format of
HH-HH-HH-HH-HH-HH. The MAC address is separated by hyphen (-) into six sections with
letters in upper case.

Specifying a server version for interoperating with servers
with a vendor ID of 2011
About this task
For the device to correctly interpret RADIUS attributes from the servers with a vendor ID of 2011,
specify a server version that is the same as the version of the RADIUS servers.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Specify a server version for interoperating with servers with a vendor ID of 2011.
attribute vendor-id 2011 version { 1.0 | 1.1 }
By default, version 1.0 is used.

Setting the data measurement unit for the
Remanent_Volume attribute
About this task
The RADIUS server uses the Remanent_Volume attribute in authentication or real-time accounting
responses to notify the device of the current amount of data available for online users.

Restrictions and guidelines
Make sure the configured measurement unit is the same as the user data measurement unit on the
RADIUS server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Set the data measurement unit for the Remanent_Volume attribute.
attribute remanent-volume unit { byte | giga-byte | kilo-byte |
mega-byte }
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By default, the data measurement unit is kilobyte.

Specifying the format for attribute Acct-Session-Id
About this task
RADIUS servers of different types might have different requirements for the format of attribute
Acct-Session-Id. The following types are available:
•

Common format—In this format, the Acct-Session-Id attribute is a string with a minimum
length of 38 characters. This string contains the prefix (indicating the access type), date and
time, sequence number, LIP address of the access node, device ID, and job ID of the access
process.

•

Simplified format—In this format, the Acct-Session-Id attribute is a string of 16 characters.
This string contains the prefix (indicating the access type), month, sequence number, device ID,
and LIP address of the access node.

Specify a format for attribute Acct-Session-Id to meet the requirements of the RADIUS servers.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify the format for attribute Acct-Session-Id.
aaa session-id mode { common | simplified }
By default, the device uses the common format for attribute Acct-Session-Id.

Including the proprietary H3c-DHCP-Option attribute in
outgoing RADIUS packets
About including the proprietary H3c-DHCP-Option attribute in outgoing RADIUS packets
The RADIUS Vendor-Specific attribute (attribute 26) allows vendors to define extended attributes to
implement functions that the standard RADIUS protocol does not provide. H3C defines the
proprietary H3c-DHCP-Option attribute to carry user DHCP option information.
To send user DHCP option information to RADIUS servers, perform this task to include the
proprietary H3c-DHCP-Option attribute in outgoing RADIUS authentication requests,
start-accounting requests, and update-accounting requests.

Restrictions and guidelines
Determine whether to include the proprietary attribute in outgoing RADIUS packets and which
attribute encapsulation format to use based on the requirements of RADIUS servers.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Include the proprietary H3c-DHCP-Option attribute in outgoing RADIUS packets.
include-attribute h3c-dhcp-option format { format1 | format2 }
By default, outgoing RADIUS packets do not include the proprietary H3c-DHCP-Option
attribute.
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Parameter

Description

format1

Specifies encapsulation format 1, in which the length of the Type field in the
H3c-DHCP-Option attribute is 1 byte. Use this format when the device
cooperates with RADIUS servers of most vendors.

format2

Specifies encapsulation format 2, in which the length of the Type field in the
H3c-DHCP-Option attribute is 2 bytes. Use this format when the device
cooperates with RADIUS servers of special vendors (HUAWEI, for
example).

Configuring the RADIUS attribute translation feature
About this task
The RADIUS attribute translation feature enables the device to work correctly with the RADIUS
servers of different vendors that support RADIUS attributes incompatible with the device.
RADIUS attribute translation has the following implementations:
•

Attribute conversion—Converts source RADIUS attributes into destination RADIUS attributes
based on RADIUS attribute conversion rules.

•

Attribute rejection—Rejects RADIUS attributes based on RADIUS attribute rejection rules.

When the RADIUS attribute translation feature is enabled, the device processes RADIUS packets as
follows:
•

•

For the sent RADIUS packets:
{

Deletes the rejected attributes from the packets.

{

Uses the destination RADIUS attributes to replace the attributes that match RADIUS
attribute conversion rules in the packets.

For the received RADIUS packets:
{

Ignores the rejected attributes in the packets.

{

Interprets the attributes that match RADIUS attribute conversion rules as the destination
RADIUS attributes.

To identify proprietary RADIUS attributes, you can define the attributes as extended RADIUS
attributes, and then convert the extended RADIUS attributes to device-supported attributes.

Restrictions and guidelines for RADIUS attribute translation configuration
Configure either conversion rules or rejection rules for a RADIUS attribute.
Configure either direction-based rules or packet type-based rules for a RADIUS attribute.
For direction-based translation of a RADIUS attribute, you can configure a rule for each direction
(inbound or outbound). For packet type-based translation of a RADIUS attribute, you can configure a
rule for each RADIUS packet type (RADIUS Access-Accept, RADIUS Access-Request, or RADIUS
accounting).

Configuring the RADIUS attribute translation feature for a RADIUS scheme
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

(Optional.) Define an extended RADIUS attribute.
radius attribute extended attribute-name [ vendor vendor-id ] code
attribute-code type { binary | date | integer | interface-id | ip | ipv6 |
ipv6-prefix | octets | string }

3.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
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radius scheme radius-scheme-name
4.

Enable the RADIUS attribute translation feature.
attribute translate
By default, this feature is disabled.

5.

Configure a RADIUS attribute conversion rule or a RADIUS attribute reject rule. Choose the
following tasks as needed:
{

Configure a RADIUS attribute conversion rule.
attribute convert src-attr-name to dest-attr-name { { access-accept
| access-request | accounting } * | { received | sent } * }
By default, no RADIUS attribute conversion rules are configured.

{

Configure a RADIUS attribute rejection rule.
attribute reject attr-name { { access-accept | access-request |
accounting } * | { received | sent } * }
By default, no RADIUS attribute rejection rules are configured.

Configuring the RADIUS attribute translation feature for a RADIUS DAS
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

(Optional.) Define an extended RADIUS attribute.
radius attribute extended attribute-name [ vendor vendor-id ] code
attribute-code type { binary | date | integer | interface-id | ip | ipv6 |
ipv6-prefix | octets | string }

3.

Enter RADIUS DAS view.
radius dynamic-author server

4.

Enable the RADIUS attribute translation feature.
attribute translate
By default, this feature is disabled.

5.

Configure a RADIUS attribute conversion rule or a RADIUS attribute rejection rule. Choose the
following tasks as needed:
{

Configure a RADIUS attribute conversion rule.
attribute convert src-attr-name to dest-attr-name { { coa-ack |
coa-request } * | { received | sent } * }
By default, no RADIUS attribute conversion rules are configured.

{

Configure a RADIUS attribute rejection rule.
attribute reject attr-name { { coa-ack | coa-request } * | { received |
sent } * }
By default, no RADIUS attribute rejection rules are configured.

Configuring the RADIUS accounting-on feature
About this task
When the accounting-on feature is enabled, the device automatically sends an accounting-on packet
to the RADIUS server after the entire device reboots. Upon receiving the accounting-on packet, the
RADIUS server logs out all online users so they can log in again through the device. Without this
feature, users cannot log in again after the reboot, because the RADIUS server considers them to
come online.
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You can configure the interval for which the device waits to resend the accounting-on packet and the
maximum number of retries.
The extended accounting-on feature is applicable to PPP users. The user data is saved to the IRF
member devices through which the users access the system. When the extended accounting-on
feature is enabled, the system automatically sends an accounting-on packet to the RADIUS server
after a member device reboots. The packet contains the member device identifier. Upon receiving
the accounting-on packet, the RADIUS server logs out all online users that access the system
through the member device. If no users have come online through the member device, the IRF fabric
does not send an accounting-on packet after the member device reboots.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter RADIUS scheme view.
radius scheme radius-scheme-name

3.

Enable accounting-on.
accounting-on enable [ interval interval | send send-times ] *
By default, the accounting-on feature is disabled.

Configuring the RADIUS session-control feature
About this task
Enable this feature for the RADIUS server to dynamically change the user authorization information
or forcibly disconnect users by using session-control packets. This task enables the device to
receive RADIUS session-control packets on UDP port 1812.
To verify the session-control packets sent from a RADIUS server, specify the RADIUS server as a
session-control client to the device.

Restrictions and guidelines
The RADIUS session-control feature can only work with RADIUS servers running on IMC. The
session-control client configuration takes effect only when the session-control feature is enabled.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable the session-control feature.
radius session-control enable
By default, the session-control feature is disabled.

3.

Specify a session-control client.
radius session-control client { ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ key { cipher | simple } string ]
By default, no session-control clients are specified.

Configuring the RADIUS DAS feature
About this task
Dynamic Authorization Extensions (DAE) to RADIUS, defined in RFC 5176, can log off online users
and change online user authorization information.
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In a RADIUS network, the RADIUS server typically acts as the DAE client (DAC) and the NAS acts
as the DAE server (DAS).
DAE defines the following types of packets:
•

Disconnect Messages (DMs)—The DAC sends DM requests to the DAS to log off specific
online users.

•

Change of Authorization Messages (CoA Messages)—The DAC sends CoA requests to the
DAS to change the authorization information of specific online users.

When the RADIUS DAS feature is enabled, the NAS performs the following operations:
1.

Listens to the default or specified UDP port to receive DAE requests.

2.

Logs off online users that match the criteria in the requests and changes their authorization
information.

3.

Sends DAE responses to the DAC.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable the RADIUS DAS feature and enter RADIUS DAS view.
radius dynamic-author server
By default, the RADIUS DAS feature is disabled.

3.

Specify a RADIUS DAC.
client { ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ key { cipher | simple }
string | vendor-id 2011 version { 1.0 | 1.1 } ] *
By default, no RADIUS DACs are specified.

4.

(Optional.) Specify the RADIUS DAS port.
port port-number
By default, the RADIUS DAS port is 3799.

Enabling SNMP notifications for RADIUS
About this task
When SNMP notifications are enabled for RADIUS, the SNMP agent supports the following
notifications generated by RADIUS:
•

RADIUS server unreachable notification—The RADIUS server cannot be reached. RADIUS
generates this notification if it does not receive a response to an accounting or authentication
request within the specified number of RADIUS request transmission attempts.

•

RADIUS server reachable notification—The RADIUS server can be reached. RADIUS
generates this notification for a previously blocked RADIUS server after the quiet timer expires.

•

Excessive authentication failures notification—The number of authentication failures
compared to the total number of authentication attempts exceeds the specified threshold.

For RADIUS SNMP notifications to be sent correctly, you must also configure SNMP on the device.
For more information about SNMP configuration, see Network Management and Monitoring
Configuration Guide.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable SNMP notifications for RADIUS.
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snmp-agent trap enable radius [ accounting-server-down |
accounting-server-up | authentication-error-threshold |
authentication-server-down | authentication-server-up ] *
By default, all SNMP notifications are disabled for RADIUS.

Display and maintenance commands for RADIUS
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.
Task

Command

Display the RADIUS scheme
configuration.

display radius scheme [ radius-scheme-name ]

Display RADIUS packet statistics.

display radius statistics

Clear RADIUS statistics.

reset radius statistics

Configuring HWTACACS
HWTACACS tasks at a glance
To configure HWTACACS, perform the following tasks:
1.

Creating an HWTACACS scheme

2.

Specifying the HWTACACS authentication servers

3.

Specifying the HWTACACS authorization servers

4.

Specifying the HWTACACS accounting servers

5.

Specifying the shared keys for secure HWTACACS communication
Perform this task if no shared keys are specified when configuring HWTACACS servers.

6.

(Optional.) Setting HWTACACS timers

7.

(Optional.) Configuring parameters for HWTACACS packets
{

Specifying the source IP address for outgoing HWTACACS packets

{

Setting the username format and traffic statistics units

Creating an HWTACACS scheme
Restrictions and guidelines
You can configure a maximum of 16 HWTACACS schemes. An HWTACACS scheme can be used
by multiple ISP domains.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create an HWTACACS scheme and enter HWTACACS scheme view.
hwtacacs scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
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Specifying the HWTACACS authentication servers
About this task
You can specify one primary authentication server and a maximum of 16 secondary authentication
servers for an HWTACACS scheme. When the primary server is unreachable, the device searches
for the secondary servers in the order they are configured. The first secondary server in active state
is used for communication.

Restrictions and guidelines
If redundancy is not required, specify only the primary server.
An HWTACACS server can function as the primary authentication server in one scheme and as the
secondary authentication server in another scheme at the same time.
Two HWTACACS authentication servers in a scheme, primary or secondary, cannot have the same
combination of IP address and port number.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter HWTACACS scheme view.
hwtacacs scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name

3.

Specify the primary HWTACACS authentication server.
primary authentication { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] *
By default, no primary HWTACACS authentication server is specified.

4.

(Optional.) Specify a secondary HWTACACS authentication server.
secondary authentication { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] *
By default, no secondary HWTACACS authentication servers are specified.

Specifying the HWTACACS authorization servers
About this task
You can specify one primary authorization server and a maximum of 16 secondary authorization
servers for an HWTACACS scheme. When the primary server is not available, the device searches
for the secondary servers in the order they are configured. The first secondary server in active state
is used for communication.

Restrictions and guidelines
If redundancy is not required, specify only the primary server.
An HWTACACS server can function as the primary authorization server of one scheme and as the
secondary authorization server of another scheme at the same time.
Two HWTACACS authorization servers in a scheme, primary or secondary, cannot have the same
combination of IP address and port number.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter HWTACACS scheme view.
hwtacacs scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
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3.

Specify the primary HWTACACS authorization server.
primary authorization { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] *
By default, no primary HWTACACS authorization server is specified.

4.

(Optional.) Specify a secondary HWTACACS authorization server.
secondary authorization { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ port-number | key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] *
By default, no secondary HWTACACS authorization servers are specified.

Specifying the HWTACACS accounting servers
About this task
You can specify one primary accounting server and a maximum of 16 secondary accounting servers
for an HWTACACS scheme. When the primary server is not available, the device searches for the
secondary servers in the order they are configured. The first secondary server in active state is used
for communication.

Restrictions and guidelines
If redundancy is not required, specify only the primary server.
An HWTACACS server can function as the primary accounting server of one scheme and as the
secondary accounting server of another scheme at the same time.
Two HWTACACS accounting servers in a scheme, primary or secondary, cannot have the same
combination of IP address and port number.
HWTACACS does not support accounting for FTP, SFTP, and SCP users.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter HWTACACS scheme view.
hwtacacs scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name

3.

Specify the primary HWTACACS accounting server.
primary accounting { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number |
key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] *
By default, no primary HWTACACS accounting server is specified.

4.

(Optional.) Specify a secondary HWTACACS accounting server.
secondary accounting { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port-number
| key { cipher | simple } string | single-connection ] *
By default, no secondary HWTACACS accounting servers are specified.

Specifying the shared keys for secure HWTACACS
communication
About this task
The HWTACACS client and server use the MD5 algorithm and shared keys to generate the
Authenticator value for packet authentication and user password encryption. The client and server
must use the same key for each type of communication.
Perform this task to configure shared keys for servers in an HWTACACS scheme. The keys take
effect on all servers for which a shared key is not individually configured.
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Restrictions and guidelines
Make sure the shared key configured on the device is the same as the shared key configured on the
HWTACACS server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter HWTACACS scheme view.
hwtacacs scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name

3.

Specify a shared key for secure HWTACACS authentication, authorization, or accounting
communication.
key { accounting | authentication | authorization } { cipher | simple }
string
By default, no shared key is specified for secure HWTACACS communication.

Setting HWTACACS timers
About this task
The device uses the following timers to control communication with an HWTACACS server:
•

Server response timeout timer (response-timeout)—Defines the HWTACACS server
response timeout timer. The device starts this timer immediately after an HWTACACS
authentication, authorization, or accounting request is sent. If the device does not receive a
response from the server within the timer, it sets the server to blocked. Then, the device sends
the request to another HWTACACS server.

•

Real-time accounting timer (realtime-accounting)—Defines the interval at which the device
sends real-time accounting packets to the HWTACACS accounting server for online users.

•

Server quiet timer (quiet)—Defines the duration to keep an unreachable server in blocked
state. If a server is not reachable, the device changes the server status to blocked, starts this
timer for the server, and tries to communicate with another server in active state. After the
server quiet timer expires, the device changes the status of the server back to active.

The server quiet timer setting affects the status of HWTACACS servers. If the scheme includes one
primary HWTACACS server and multiple secondary HWTACACS servers, the device communicates
with the HWTACACS servers based on the following rules:
•

When the primary server is in active state, the device communicates with the primary server.
When the primary server is unreachable, the device researches a secondary server in active
status in the order they are configured.

•

When one or more servers are in active state, the device tries to communicate with these
servers only, even if they are unreachable.

•

When all servers are in blocked state, the device only tries to communicate with the primary
server.

•

If the primary server is unreachable, the device changes the server status to blocked and starts
a quiet timer for the server. When the quiet timer of the server expires, the status of the server
changes back to active. The device does not check the server again during the authentication,
authorization, or accounting process.

•

The search process continues until the device finds an available secondary server or has
checked all secondary servers in active state. If no server is available, the device considers the
authentication, authorization, or accounting attempt a failure.

•

When you remove a server in use, communication with the server times out. The device looks
for a server in active state by first checking the primary server, and then checking secondary
servers in the order they are configured.
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•

When an HWTACACS server's status changes automatically, the device changes this server's
status accordingly in all HWTACACS schemes in which this server is specified.

Restrictions and guidelines
A short real-time accounting interval helps improve accounting precision but requires many system
resources. When there are 1000 or more users, set a real-time accounting interval longer than 15
minutes.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter HWTACACS scheme view.
hwtacacs scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name

3.

Set the HWTACACS timers. Choose the following tasks as needed:
{

Set the HWTACACS server response timeout timer.
timer response-timeout seconds
By default, the HWTACACS server response timeout timer is 5 seconds.

{

Set the real-time accounting interval.
timer realtime-accounting minutes
By default, the real-time accounting interval is 12 minutes.

{

Set the server quiet timer.
timer quiet minutes
By default, the server quiet timer is 5 minutes.

Specifying the source IP address for outgoing HWTACACS
packets
About this task
The source IP address of HWTACACS packets that a NAS sends must match the IP address of the
NAS configured on the HWTACACS server. An HWTACACS server identifies a NAS by IP address.
When the HWTACACS server receives a packet, it checks the source IP address of the packet.
•

If it is the IP address of a managed NAS, the server processes the packet.

•

If it is not the IP address of a managed NAS, the server drops the packet.

Before sending an HWTACACS packet, the NAS selects a source IP address in the following order:
1.

The source IP address specified for the HWTACACS scheme.

2.

The source IP address specified in system view.

3.

The IP address of the outbound interface specified by the route.

Restrictions and guidelines for source IP address configuration
You can specify the source IP address for outgoing HWTACACS packets in HWTACACS scheme
view or in system view.
•

The IP address specified in HWTACACS scheme view applies to one HWTACACS scheme.

•

The IP address specified in system view applies to all HWTACACS schemes.

The source IP address of HWTACACS packets that a NAS sends must match the IP address of the
NAS that is configured on the HWTACACS server.
As a best practice, specify a loopback interface address as the source IP address for outgoing
HWTACACS packets to avoid HWTACACS packet loss caused by physical port errors.
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To communicate with the HWTACACS server, the source address of outgoing HWTACACS packets
is typically the IP address of an egress interface on the NAS.

Specifying a source IP address for all HWTACACS schemes
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify a source IP address for outgoing HWTACACS packets.
hwtacacs nas-ip { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
By default, the source IP address of an HWTACACS packet sent to the server is the primary
IPv4 address or the IPv6 address of the outbound interface.

Specifying a source IP address for an HWTACACS scheme
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter HWTACACS scheme view.
hwtacacs scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name

3.

Specify a source IP address for outgoing HWTACACS packets.
nas-ip { ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
By default, the source IP address of an outgoing HWTACACS packet is that configured by
using the hwtacacs nas-ip command in system view. If the hwtacacs nas-ip command
is not used, the source IP address is the primary IP address of the outbound interface.

Setting the username format and traffic statistics units
About this task
A username is typically in the userid@isp-name format, where the isp-name part represents the
user's ISP domain name. By default, the ISP domain name is included in a username. If HWTACACS
servers do not recognize usernames that contain ISP domain names, you can configure the device
to send usernames without domain names to the servers.
The device reports online user traffic statistics in accounting packets.

Restrictions and guidelines
If two or more ISP domains use the same HWTACACS scheme, configure the HWTACACS scheme
to keep the ISP domain name in usernames for domain identification.
For accounting accuracy, make sure the traffic measurement units configured on the device are the
same as the traffic measurement units configured on the HWTACACS accounting servers.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter HWTACACS scheme view.
hwtacacs scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name

3.

Set the format of usernames sent to the HWTACACS servers.
user-name-format { keep-original | with-domain | without-domain }
By default, the ISP domain name is included in a username.

4.

Set the data flow and packet measurement units for traffic statistics.
data-flow-format { data { byte | giga-byte | kilo-byte | mega-byte }
| packet { giga-packet | kilo-packet | mega-packet | one-packet } }*
By default, traffic is counted in bytes and packets.
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Display and maintenance commands for HWTACACS
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.
Task

Command

Display the configuration or server
statistics of HWTACACS schemes.

display hwtacacs scheme
[ hwtacacs-scheme-name [ statistics ] ]

Clear HWTACACS statistics.

reset hwtacacs statistics { accounting | all
| authentication | authorization }

Configuring LDAP
LDAP tasks at a glance
To configure LDAP, perform the following tasks:
1.

Configuring an LDAP server
a. Creating an LDAP server
b. Configuring the IP address of the LDAP server
c. (Optional.) Specifying the LDAP version
d. (Optional.) Setting the LDAP server timeout period
e. Configuring administrator attributes
f. Configuring LDAP user attributes
g. (Optional.) Configuring a user group filter

2.

Configuring an LDAP attribute map

3.

Creating an LDAP scheme

4.

Specifying the LDAP authentication server

5.

(Optional.) Specifying the LDAP authorization server

6.

(Optional.) Specifying an LDAP attribute map for LDAP authorization

Creating an LDAP server
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create an LDAP server and enter LDAP server view.
ldap server server-name

Configuring the IP address of the LDAP server
Restrictions and guidelines
You can configure an IPv4 address or an IPv6 address for an LDAP server. If you configure the IP
address for an LDAP server multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
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system-view
2.

Enter LDAP server view.
ldap server server-name

3.

Configure the IP address of the LDAP server.
{ ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ port port-number ]
By default, an LDAP server does not have an IP address.

Specifying the LDAP version
Restrictions and guidelines
The device supports LDAPv2 and LDAPv3.
A Microsoft LDAP server supports only LDAPv3.
The LDAP version specified on the device must be consistent with the version specified on the LDAP
server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter LDAP server view.
ldap server server-name

3.

Specify the LDAP version.
protocol-version { v2 | v3 }
By default, LDAPv3 is used.

Setting the LDAP server timeout period
About this task
If the device sends a bind or search request to an LDAP server without receiving the server's
response within the server timeout period, the authentication or authorization request times out.
Then, the device tries the backup authentication or authorization method. If no backup method is
configured in the ISP domain, the device considers the authentication or authorization attempt a
failure.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter LDAP server view.
ldap server server-name

3.

Set the LDAP server timeout period.
server-timeout time-interval
By default, the LDAP server timeout period is 10 seconds.

Configuring administrator attributes
About this task
To configure the administrator DN and password for binding with the LDAP server during LDAP
authentication:
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter LDAP server view.
ldap server server-name

3.

Specify the administrator DN.
login-dn dn-string
By default, no administrator DN is specified.
The administrator DN specified on the device must be the same as the administrator DN
configured on the LDAP server.

4.

Configure the administrator password.
login-password { cipher | simple } string
By default, no administrator password is specified.

Configuring LDAP user attributes
About this task
To authenticate a user, an LDAP client must complete the following operations:
1.

Establish a connection to the LDAP server.

2.

Obtain the user DN from the LDAP server.

3.

Use the user DN and the user's password to bind with the LDAP server.

LDAP provides a DN search mechanism for obtaining the user DN. According to the mechanism, an
LDAP client sends search requests to the server based on the search policy determined by the
LDAP user attributes of the LDAP client.
The LDAP user attributes include:
•

Search base DN.

•

Search scope.

•

Username attribute.

•

Username format.

•

User object class.

Restrictions and guidelines
If the LDAP server contains many directory levels, a user DN search starting from the root directory
can take a long time. To improve efficiency, you can change the start point by specifying the search
base DN.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter LDAP server view.
ldap server server-name

3.

Specify the user search base DN.
search-base-dn base-dn
By default, no user search base DN is specified.

4.

(Optional.) Specify the user search scope.
search-scope { all-level | single-level }
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By default, the user search scope is all-level.
5.

(Optional.) Specify the username attribute.
user-parameters user-name-attribute { name-attribute | cn | uid }
By default, the username attribute is cn.

6.

(Optional.) Specify the username format.
user-parameters user-name-format { with-domain | without-domain }
By default, the username format is without-domain.

7.

(Optional.) Specify the user object class.
user-parameters user-object-class object-class-name
By default, no user object class is specified, and the default user object class on the LDAP
server is used. The default user object class for this command varies by server model.

Configuring a user group filter
About this task
When the device requests to import user group information from an LDAP server, the LDAP server
sends only user groups that match the user group filter to the device.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter LDAP server view.
ldap server server-name

3.

Configure the user group filter.
group-filter group-filter
By default, the user group filter is (objectclass=group).

Configuring an LDAP attribute map
About this task
Configure an LDAP attribute map to define a list of LDAP-AAA attribute mapping entries. To apply the
LDAP attribute map, specify the name of the LDAP attribute map in the LDAP scheme used for
authorization.
The LDAP attribute map feature enables the device to convert LDAP attributes obtained from an
LDAP authorization server to device-recognizable AAA attributes based on the mapping entries.
Because the device ignores unrecognized LDAP attributes, configure the mapping entries to include
important LDAP attributes that should not be ignored.
An LDAP attribute can be mapped only to one AAA attribute. Different LDAP attributes can be
mapped to the same AAA attribute.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create an LDAP attribute map and enter LDAP attribute map view.
ldap attribute-map map-name

3.

Configure a mapping entry.
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map ldap-attribute ldap-attribute-name [ prefix prefix-value
delimiter delimiter-value ] aaa-attribute { user-group | user-profile }

Creating an LDAP scheme
Restrictions and guidelines
You can configure a maximum of 16 LDAP schemes. An LDAP scheme can be used by multiple ISP
domains.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create an LDAP scheme and enter LDAP scheme view.
ldap scheme ldap-scheme-name

Specifying the LDAP authentication server
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter LDAP scheme view.
ldap scheme ldap-scheme-name

3.

Specify the LDAP authentication server.
authentication-server server-name
By default, no LDAP authentication server is specified.

Specifying the LDAP authorization server
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter LDAP scheme view.
ldap scheme ldap-scheme-name

3.

Specify the LDAP authorization server.
authorization-server server-name
By default, no LDAP authorization server is specified.

Specifying an LDAP attribute map for LDAP authorization
About this task
Specify an LDAP attribute map for LDAP authorization to convert LDAP attributes obtained from the
LDAP authorization server to device-recognizable AAA attributes.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can specify only one LDAP attribute map in an LDAP scheme.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
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2.

Enter LDAP scheme view.
ldap scheme ldap-scheme-name

3.

Specify an LDAP attribute map.
attribute-map map-name
By default, no LDAP attribute map is specified.

Display and maintenance commands for LDAP
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command

Display the configuration of LDAP schemes.

display ldap scheme
[ ldap-scheme-name ]

Creating an ISP domain
About ISP domains
In a networking scenario with multiple ISPs, the device can connect to users of different ISPs. These
users can have different user attributes, such as different username and password structures,
different service types, and different rights. To manage users of different ISPs, configure
authentication, authorization, and accounting methods and domain attributes for each ISP domain
as needed.
The device supports a maximum of 1024 ISP domains, including the system-defined ISP domain
system. You can specify one of the ISP domains as the default domain.
On the device, each user belongs to an ISP domain. If a user does not provide an ISP domain name
at login, the device considers the user belongs to the default ISP domain.
Each ISP domain has a set of system-defined AAA methods, which are local authentication, local
authorization, and local accounting. If you do not configure any AAA methods for an ISP domain, the
device uses the system-defined AAA methods for users in the domain.
The device chooses an authentication domain for each user in the following order:
4.

The authentication domain specified for the access module.

5.

The ISP domain in the username.

6.

The default ISP domain of the device.

If the chosen domain does not exist on the device, the device searches for the ISP domain that
accommodates users assigned to nonexistent domains. (Support for the authentication domain
configuration depends on the access module.) If no such ISP domain is configured, user
authentication fails.

Restrictions and guidelines for ISP domain configuration
An ISP domain cannot be deleted when it is the default ISP domain. Before you use the undo
domain command, change the domain to a non-default ISP domain by using the undo domain
default enable command.
You can modify the settings of the system-defined ISP domain system, but you cannot delete the
domain.
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To avoid RADIUS authentication, authorization, or accounting failures, use short domain names to
ensure that usernames containing a domain name do not exceed 253 characters.

Creating an ISP domain
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create an ISP domain and enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name
By default, a system-defined ISP domain exists. The domain name is system.

Specifying the default ISP domain
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify the default ISP domain.
domain default enable isp-name
By default, the default ISP domain is the system-defined ISP domain system.

Specifying an ISP domain for users that are assigned to
nonexistent domains
3.

Enter system view.
system-view

4.

Specify the ISP domain to accommodate users that are assigned to nonexistent domains.
domain if-unknown isp-name
By default, no ISP domain is specified to accommodate users that are assigned to nonexistent
domains.

Configuring ISP domain attributes
Setting ISP domain status
About this task
By placing the ISP domain in active or blocked state, you allow or deny network service requests
from users in the domain.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

Set the status of the ISP domain.
state { active | block }
By default, an ISP domain is in active state, and users in the domain can request network
services.
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Configuring authorization attributes for an ISP domain
About this task
The device supports the following authorization attributes:
•

ACL—The device restricts authenticated users to access only the network resources permitted
by the ACL.

•

CAR action—The attribute controls the traffic flow of authenticated users.

•

Idle cut—The device logs out a user if the user's total traffic in the idle timeout period at the
specified direction is less than the specified minimum traffic.

•

Maximum number of multicast groups—The attribute restricts the maximum number of
multicast groups that an authenticated user can join concurrently.

•

IPv4 address pool—The device assigns IPv4 addresses from the pool to authenticated users
in the domain.

•

IPv6 address pool—The device assigns IPv6 addresses from the pool to authenticated users
in the domain.

•

IPv6 address prefix—The device authorizes the IPv6 address prefix to authenticated users in
the domain.

•

DNS server address—The attribute specifies the DNS server that offers DNS services to
authenticated users in the domain.

•

Session timeout time—The device logs off a user when the user's session timeout timer
expires.

•

Redirect URL—The device redirects users in the domain to the URL after they pass
authentication.

•

User group—Authenticated users in the domain obtain all attributes of the user group.

•

User profile—The device restricts the user's behavior based on the user profile.

The device assigns the authorization attributes (excluding the idle cut attribute) in the ISP domain to
the authenticated users that do not receive these attributes from the server.
If the idle cut attribute is configured in an ISP domain, the device assigns the attribute to the
authenticated users in the domain. If no idle cut attribute is configured in the ISP domain, the device
uses the idle cut attribute assigned by the server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

Configure authorization attributes for authenticated users in the ISP domain.
authorization-attribute { acl acl-number | car inbound cir
committed-information-rate [ pir peak-information-rate ] outbound cir
committed-information-rate [ pir peak-information-rate ] | idle-cut
minutes [ flow ] | ip-pool ipv4-pool-name | ipv6-pool ipv6-pool-name |
ipv6-prefix ipv6-prefix prefix-length | { primary-dns | secondary-dns }
{ ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } | session-timeout minutes | url
url-string | user-group user-group-name | user-profile profile-name }
The default settings are as follows:
{

The idle cut feature is disabled.

{

An IPv4 user can concurrently join a maximum of four IGMP multicast groups.

{

An IPv6 user can concurrently join a maximum of four MLD multicast groups.
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{

No other authorization attributes exist.

Including the idle timeout period in the user online duration to
be sent to the server
About this task
If a user goes offline due to connection failure or malfunction, the user's online duration sent to the
server includes the idle timeout period assigned by the authorization server. The online duration
generated on the server is longer than the actual online duration of the user.
For portal users, the device includes the idle timeout period set for the online portal user detection
feature in the user online duration. For more information about online detection for portal users, see
"Configuring portal authentication."

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

Configure the device to include the idle timeout period in the user online duration to be sent to
the server.
session-time include-idle-time
By default, the user online duration sent to the server does not include the idle timeout period.

Specifying the user address type in an ISP domain
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

Specify the user address type in the ISP domain.
user-address-type { ds-lite | ipv6 | nat64 | private-ds | private-ipv4 |
public-ds | public-ipv4 }
By default, no user address type is specified.

Applying an ITA policy to users in an ISP domain
About this task
The attribute allows the device to perform accounting at different charge rates for user data based on
destination addresses. The ITA policy assigned from an AAA server takes precedence over the ITA
policy in an ISP domain.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

Apply an ITA policy to users in the ISP domain.
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ita-policy policy-name
By default, no ITA policy is applied.

Specifying the types of IP addresses that PPPoE and L2TP
users must rely on to use the basic services
About this task
A PPPoE or L2TP user might request multiple services of different IP address types. By default, the
device logs off the user if the user does not obtain an IP address. This feature enables the device to
allow the user to come online if the user has obtained IP addresses of all the specified types for the
basic services.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when the device acts as a PPPoE server or L2TP LNS and only on
PPPoE and L2TP users.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

Specify the types of IP addresses that PPPoE and L2TP users must rely on to use the basic
services.
basic-service-ip-type { ipv4 | ipv6 | ipv6-pd } *
By default, PPPoE and L2TP users do not rely on any types of IP addresses to use the basic
services.

Setting the IPv6 address wait timer for PPPoE and L2TP
users
About this task
The IPv6 address wait timer defines the maximum amount of time that a user can wait before the
device determines that the user fails to obtain an IPv6 address or PD prefix.
The device starts an IPv6 address wait timer for a PPPoE or L2TP user after it finishes IPv6CP
negotiation with the user. If the user's basic service relies on an IPv6 address or PD prefix but it fails
to obtain any IPv6 address or PD prefix when the timer expires, the user cannot come online.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when the device acts as a PPPoE server or L2TP LNS and only on
PPPoE and L2TP users.
As a best practice, increase the IPv6 address wait timer in the following situations:
•

The network connectivity is unstable.

•

The device uses DHCPv6 to assign IPv6 addresses to users.

•

The ISP domain serves a large number of PPPoE and L2TP users.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
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2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

Set the IPv6 address wait timer for PPPoE and L2TP users.
dhcpv6-follow-ipv6cp timeout delay-time
By default, the IPv6 address wait timer for PPPoE and L2TP users is 60 seconds.

Configuring AAA methods for an ISP domain
Configuring authentication methods for an ISP domain
Restrictions and guidelines
When you configure remote authentication, follow these restrictions and guidelines:
•

If the authentication method uses a RADIUS scheme and the authorization method does not
use a RADIUS scheme, AAA accepts only the authentication result from the RADIUS server.
The Access-Accept message from the RADIUS server also includes the authorization
information, but the device ignores the information.

•

If an HWTACACS scheme is specified, the device uses the entered username for role
authentication. If a RADIUS scheme is specified, the device uses username $enabn$ on the
RADIUS server for role authentication. The variable n represents a user role level. For more
information about user role authentication, see Fundamentals Configuration Guide.

Prerequisites
Before configuring authentication methods, complete the following tasks:
1.

Determine the access type or service type to be configured. With AAA, you can configure an
authentication method for each access type and service type.

2.

Determine whether to configure the default authentication method for all access types or
service types. The default authentication method applies to all access users. However, the
method has a lower priority than the authentication method that is specified for an access type
or service type.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

(Optional.) Specify default authentication methods for all types of users.
authentication default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
[ radius-scheme radius-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] | ldap-scheme
ldap-scheme-name [ local ] [ none ] | local [ none ] | none | radius-scheme
radius-scheme-name [ hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ]
[ none ] }
By default, the default authentication method is local.

4.

Specify authentication methods for a user type or a service.
{

Specify extended authentication methods for IKE users.
authentication ike { local [ none ] | none | radius-scheme
radius-scheme-name [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authentication methods are used for IKE extended authentication.

{

Specify authentication methods for LAN users.
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authentication lan-access { ldap-scheme ldap-scheme-name [ local ]
[ none ] | local [ none ] | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name
[ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authentication methods are used for LAN users.
{

Specify authentication methods for login users.
authentication login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
[ radius-scheme radius-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] | ldap-scheme
ldap-scheme-name [ local ] [ none ] | local [ none ] | none |
radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ hwtacacs-scheme
hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authentication methods are used for login users.

{

Specify authentication methods for portal users.
authentication portal { ldap-scheme ldap-scheme-name [ local ]
[ none ] | local [ none ] | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name
[ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authentication methods are used for portal users.

{

Specify authentication methods for PPP users.
authentication ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
[ radius-scheme radius-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] | local
[ none ] | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ hwtacacs-scheme
hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authentication methods are used for PPP users.

{

Specify authentication methods for obtaining a temporary user role.
authentication super { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name |
radius-scheme radius-scheme-name } *
By default, the default authentication methods are used for obtaining a temporary user role.

Configuring authorization methods for an ISP domain
Restrictions and guidelines
The device does not support LDAP authorization in the current software version.
To use a RADIUS scheme as the authorization method, specify the name of the RADIUS scheme
that is configured as the authentication method for the ISP domain. If an invalid RADIUS scheme is
specified as the authorization method, RADIUS authentication and authorization fail.

Prerequisites
Before configuring authorization methods, complete the following tasks:
1.

Determine the access type or service type to be configured. With AAA, you can configure an
authorization scheme for each access type and service type.

2.

Determine whether to configure the default authorization method for all access types or service
types. The default authorization method applies to all access users. However, the method has a
lower priority than the authorization method that is specified for an access type or service type.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

(Optional.) Specify default authorization methods for all types of users.
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authorization default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
[ radius-scheme radius-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] | local [ none ]
| none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ hwtacacs-scheme
hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the authorization method is local.
4.

Specify authorization methods for a user type or a service.
{

Specify command authorization methods.
authorization command { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
[ local ] [ none ] | local [ none ] | none }
By default, the default authorization methods are used for command authorization.

{

Specify authorization methods for IKE extended authentication.
authorization ike { local [ none ] | none | radius-scheme
radius-scheme-name [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authorization methods are used for IKE extended authentication.

{

Specify authorization methods for LAN users.
authorization lan-access { local [ none ] | none | radius-scheme
radius-scheme-name [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authorization methods are used for LAN users.

{

Specify authorization methods for login users.
authorization login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
[ radius-scheme radius-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] | local [ none ]
| none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ hwtacacs-scheme
hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authorization methods are used for login users.

{

Specify authorization methods for portal users.
authorization portal { local [ none ] | none | radius-scheme
radius-scheme-name [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authorization methods are used for portal users.

{

Specify authorization methods for PPP users.
authorization ppp { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
[ radius-scheme radius-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] | local [ none ]
| none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ hwtacacs-scheme
hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default authorization methods are used for PPP users.

Configuring accounting methods for an ISP domain
Restrictions and guidelines
FTP, SFTP, and SCP users do not support accounting.
Local accounting does not provide statistics for charging. It only counts and controls the number of
concurrent users that use the same local user account. The threshold is configured by using the
access-limit command.

Prerequisites
Before configuring accounting methods, complete the following tasks:
1.

Determine the access type or service type to be configured. With AAA, you can configure an
accounting method for each access type and service type.
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2.

Determine whether to configure the default accounting method for all access types or service
types. The default accounting method applies to all access users. However, the method has a
lower priority than the accounting method that is specified for an access type or service type.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

(Optional.) Specify default accounting methods for all types of users.
accounting default { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
[ radius-scheme radius-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] | local [ none ]
| none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ hwtacacs-scheme
hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the accounting method is local.

4.

Specify accounting methods for a user type.
{

Specify the command accounting method.
accounting command hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
By default, the default accounting methods are used for command accounting.

{

Specify accounting methods for LAN users.
accounting lan-access { broadcast radius-scheme
radius-scheme-name1 radius-scheme radius-scheme-name2 [ local ]
[ none ] | local [ none ] | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name
[ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default accounting methods are used for LAN users.

{

Specify accounting methods for login users.
accounting login { hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name
[ radius-scheme radius-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] | local [ none ]
| none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ hwtacacs-scheme
hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] }

{

Specify accounting methods for portal users.
accounting portal { broadcast radius-scheme radius-scheme-name1
radius-scheme radius-scheme-name2 [ local ] [ none ] | local [ none ] |
none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name [ local ] [ none ] }

By default, the default accounting methods are used for login users.

By default, the default accounting methods are used for portal users.
{

Specify accounting methods for PPP users.
accounting ppp { broadcast radius-scheme radius-scheme-name1
radius-scheme radius-scheme-name2 [ hwtacacs-scheme
hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] | hwtacacs-scheme
hwtacacs-scheme-name [ radius-scheme radius-scheme-name ] [ local ]
[ none ] | local [ none ] | none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name
[ hwtacacs-scheme hwtacacs-scheme-name ] [ local ] [ none ] }
By default, the default accounting methods are used for PPP users.

5.

(Optional.) Configure extended accounting policies.
{

Configure access control for users that encounter accounting-start failures.
accounting start-fail { offline | online }
By default, the device allows users that encounter accounting-start failures to stay online.

{

Configure access control for users that have failed all their accounting-update attempts.
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accounting update-fail { [ max-times max-times ] offline | online }
By default, the device allows users that have failed all their accounting-update attempts to
stay online.
{

Configure access control for users that have used up their data or time accounting quotas.
accounting quota-out { offline | online }
By default, the device logs off users that have used up their accounting quotas.

Display and maintenance commands for ISP domains
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command

Display configuration information about an ISP
domain or all ISP domains.

display domain [ isp-name ]

Setting the maximum number of concurrent login
users
About this task
Perform this task to set the maximum number of concurrent users that can log on to the device
through a specific protocol, regardless of their authentication methods. The authentication methods
include no authentication, local authentication, and remote authentication.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the maximum number of concurrent login users.
aaa session-limit { ftp | http | https | ssh | telnet } max-sessions
By default, the maximum number of concurrent login users is 32 for each user type.

Configuring local BYOD authorization
Configuring BYOD endpoint identification rules
About this task
Use this feature to control authentication and authorization of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) users
based on account information, endpoint information, and access scenarios. After users pass local
authentication, they obtain BYOD authorization attributes from the user group they are assigned to.
A user group can contain different authorization attributes specific to the endpoint types of the users.
A BYOD endpoint identification rule defines the mapping between an endpoint type and a fingerprint
string. The device obtains fingerprint information from the authentication request of an endpoint, and
matches the fingerprint with the rules for the associated endpoint type.
BYOD authorization supports the following endpoint fingerprints:
•

DHCP Option 55 fingerprint—Parameter request list option. The option is used by an
endpoint to request specified configuration parameters.
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•

HTTP user agent fingerprint—Located in the header of HTTP requests to carry information
about the endpoint operating system, Web browser, and versions.

•

MAC address fingerprint—OUI of the endpoint or MAC address range to which the endpoint
belongs.

The system has predefined BYOD endpoint identification rules. You can also configure BYOD
endpoint identification rules depending on the network requirements.
You can specify the fingerprint types supported by the device and their match priority order.

Restrictions and guidelines
A fingerprint string can match only one endpoint type. However, an endpoint type can be associated
with multiple fingerprint strings.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure a BYOD endpoint identification rule.
byod rule { dhcp-option option-string | http-user-agent agent-string |
mac-address mac-address mask mac-mask } device-type type-name
By default, only predefined BYOD endpoint identification rules exist.

3.

Specify the supported BYOD endpoint identification rule types and their priority order.
byod rule-order { dhcp-option | http-user-agent | mac-address } *
By default, the device uses the following types of BYOD endpoint identification rules to match
an endpoint type and the priority order is as follows:
a. DHCP Option 55-based rules.
b. HTTP user agent-based rules.
c. MAC address-based rule.

Configuring BYOD endpoint type-specific authorization
attributes
Restrictions and guidelines
BYOD authorization attributes in a user group are configured based on endpoint types to control
users that have passed local authentication. After the device identifies the endpoint type of a user, it
assigns BYOD authorization attributes matching the endpoint type in the user group of the user.
The device supports endpoint type-specific BYOD authorization only for network access users. For a
user, an endpoint type-specific authorization attribute takes precedence over the same common
authorization attribute specified for the user. A common authorization attribute specified for the user
takes precedence over the same common authorization attribute specified for the user group to
which the user belongs.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a user group and enter user group view.
user-group group-name
By default, a user group named system exists on the device.

3.

Configure authorization attributes for a type of BYOD endpoints in the user group.
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byod authorization device-type type-name { acl acl-number |
callback-number callback-number | idle-cut minutes | ip-pool
ipv4-pool-name | ipv6-pool ipv6-pool-name | ipv6-prefix ipv6-prefix
prefix-length | { primary-dns | secondary-dns } { ip ipv4-address | ipv6
ipv6-address } | session-timeout minutes | url url-string |
user-profile profile-name | vlan vlan-id } *
By default, no authorization attributes are configured for any type of BYOD endpoints.

Display and maintenance commands for local BYOD
authorization
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command

Display BYOD endpoint identification
rules.

display byod rule { dhcp-option
[ option-string ] | http-user-agent
[ agent-string ] | mac-address
[ mac-address ] }

Display the supported types of BYOD
endpoint identification rules and their
priority order.

display byod rule-order

Display BYOD authorization information
for a user group.

display user-group name group-name
byod-authorization

Configuring and applying an ITA policy
About ITA policies
Intelligent Target Accounting (ITA) provides a flexible accounting solution for users that request
services of different charge rates. By defining different traffic levels based on the destination
addresses of users' traffic, you can use ITA to separate the traffic accounting statistics of different
levels for each user.
ITA services are supported only for portal and PPP users.
You must deploy an ITA policy to implement ITA services.

Procedure
1.

Configure a QoS policy.
Use this QoS policy to remark traffic destined for different IP addresses or subnets to different
levels. For more information about QoS, see QoS Configuration Guide.

2.

Configure a user profile, and apply the QoS policy to the user profile.
For more information about user profiles, see "Configuring user profiles."

3.

Authorize the user profile to authenticated users. Choose one of the following tasks:
{

Configure the RADIUS server (in remote authentication) or the device (in local
authentication) to assign the user profile.
After a user passes authentication, the RADIUS server or the device assigns a user profile
to the user. For more information about using a remote server to assign a user profile, see
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related documents about the server. For more information about configuring the device to
assign a user profile, see "Configuring attributes for network access users."
{

Specify the user profile in the authentication domain.
If the RADIUS server or the device does not assign a user profile to a user, the user profile
specified for the authentication domain is assigned to the user. For more information about
specifying the user profile in an authentication domain, see "Configuring authorization
attributes for an ISP domain."

The user profile assigned by a remote server or the device takes precedence over the user
profile specified in the authentication domain.
4.

Configure an ITA policy.
a. Enter system view.
system-view
b. Create an ITA policy and enter ITA policy view.
ita policy policy-name
c. Specify accounting methods in the ITA policy.
accounting-method { none | radius-scheme radius-scheme-name
[ none ] }
By default, the accounting method is none.
d. Specify a traffic level for ITA accounting.
accounting-level level { ipv4 | ipv6 }
By default, no traffic levels are specified for ITA accounting.
e. (Optional.) Enable accounting merge.
accounting-merge enable
By default, accounting merge is disabled.
f. (Optional.) Configure access control for users that have used up their ITA data quotas.
traffic-quota-out { offline | online }
By default, the users cannot access the authorized IP subnets after they use up their ITA
data quotas.
g. (Optional.) Exclude the amount of ITA traffic from the overall traffic statistics that are sent to
the accounting server.
traffic-separate enable
By default, the amount of ITA traffic is included in the overall traffic statistics that are sent to
the accounting server.

5.

Specify the ITA policy on the RADIUS server or in the authentication domain on the device.
The ITA policy assigned by a RADIUS server takes precedence over the ITA policy specified in
the authentication domain.

Configuring a NAS-ID
About this task
During RADIUS authentication, the device uses a NAS-ID to set the NAS-Identifier attribute of
RADIUS packets so that the RADIUS server can identify the access location of users.
The device selects the NAS-ID for the NAS-Identifier attribute in the following order:
6.

NAS-ID bound with VLANs in a NAS-ID profile.

7.

NAS-ID in an ISP domain.
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If no NAS-ID is configured, the device uses the device name (set by using the sysname command)
as the NAS-ID.

Configuring a NAS-ID profile
About this task
Configure a NAS-ID profile to maintain NAS-ID and VLAN bindings on the device so that the device
can send different NAS-Identifier attribute strings in RADIUS requests from different VLANs.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can apply a NAS-ID profile to portal- or port security-enabled interfaces. For more information,
see "Configuring portal authentication" and "Configuring port security."
You can configure multiple NAS-ID and VLAN bindings in a NAS-ID profile.
A NAS-ID can be bound with more than one VLAN, but a VLAN can be bound with only one NAS-ID.
If you configure multiple bindings for the same VLAN, the most recent configuration takes effect.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a NAS-ID profile and enter NAS-ID profile view.
aaa nas-id profile profile-name

3.

Configure a NAS-ID and VLAN binding in the profile.
nas-id nas-identifier bind vlan vlan-id

Setting the NAS-ID in an ISP domain
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter ISP domain view.
domain isp-name

3.

Set the NAS-ID in the ISP domain.
nas-id nas-identifier
By default, no NAS-ID is set in an ISP domain.

Configuring the device ID
About this task
RADIUS uses the value of the Acct-Session-ID attribute as the accounting ID for a user. The device
generates an Acct-Session-ID value that includes the device ID for each online user.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure the device ID.
aaa device-id device-id
By default, the device ID is 0.
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Configuring the RADIUS server feature
RADIUS server feature tasks at a glance
To configure the RADIUS server feature, perform the following tasks:
1.

Configuring RADIUS users
Perform this task for the RADIUS server to perform authentication and authorization on users
by using local user information.

2.

Specifying the LDAP scheme for LDAP authentication
Perform this task for the RADIUS server to use an LDAP server to authenticate users.

3.

Specifying RADIUS clients

4.

Activating the RADIUS server configuration

5.

(Optional.) Deactivating the RADIUS server configuration

Restrictions and guidelines for the RADIUS server feature
To ensure correct operation of the RADIUS server feature, disable RADIUS session-control on the
device.
If you configure the RADIUS server to use an LDAP server to authenticate users, the RADIUS server
will not authenticate users based on local user information. However, the RADIUS server can assign
authorization attributes to users based on local user information (if necessary).

Configuring RADIUS users
When the RADIUS server process starts up, the device creates RADIUS users based on network
access user information. If network access users are deleted, the corresponding RADIUS users are
deleted after the RADIUS server process is restarted.
To configure RADIUS users, you must configure network access users, which are the basis of
RADIUS user data. A RADIUS user has the following attributes: username, password, description,
authorization ACL, authorization VLAN, and expiration time. For more information, see "Configuring
attributes for network access users."

Specifying the LDAP scheme for LDAP authentication
About this task
The RADIUS server supports LDAP authentication.
Perform this task to specify the LDAP scheme used by the RADIUS server. After startup, the
RADIUS server cooperates with the LDAP server specified in the LDAP scheme and uses the
related parameters to authenticate users.

Restrictions and guidelines
The RADIUS server does not support LDAP authorization.

Prerequisites
Before you specify the LDAP scheme for LDAP authentication, you must complete the following
tasks:
1.

Create an LDAP server.

2.

Create an LDAP scheme and specify the LDAP server as the authentication server in the LDAP
scheme.
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For more information about configuring an LDAP scheme, see "Configuring LDAP."

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify the LDAP scheme used by the RADIUS server.
radius-server ldap-scheme ldap-scheme-name
By default, no LDAP scheme is specified to be used by the RADIUS server.

Specifying RADIUS clients
About this task
Perform this task to specify RADIUS clients and shared keys for centralized management. The
RADIUS server feature does not accept requests from RADIUS clients that are not managed by the
system.

Restrictions and guidelines
The IP address of a RADIUS client must be the same as the source IP address for outgoing RADIUS
packets specified on the RADIUS client.
The shared key of a RADIUS client specified on the RADIUS server must be the same as the setting
on the RADIUS client.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify a RADIUS client.
radius-server client ip ipv4-address key { cipher | simple } string

Activating the RADIUS server configuration
About this task
At startup, the device automatically starts the RADIUS server process and activates the RADIUS
server configuration (including RADIUS client, RADIUS user, EAP profile, and LDAP scheme
configuration).
Perform this task to restart the RADIUS server process and activate the most recent RADIUS server
configuration after you perform any of the following operations:
•

Add, modify, or delete RADIUS clients or RADIUS users.

•

Change the EAP profile or LDAP scheme specified for the RADIUS server.

When the RADIUS server process is restarting, the device cannot provide authentication services for
users as a RADIUS server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Restart the RADIUS server process and activate the RADIUS server configuration.
radius-server activate
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Deactivating the RADIUS server configuration
About this task
Perform this task to shut down the RADIUS server process and deactivate all RADIUS server
configuration. If the RADIUS server process is shut down, the device cannot provide authentication
services for RADIUS users as a RADIUS server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Shut down the RADIUS server process and deactivate the RADIUS server configuration.
radius-server deactivate

Display and maintenance commands for the RADIUS server
feature
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command

Display information about activated RADIUS clients.

display radius-server
active-client

Display information about the activated EAP profile.

display radius-server
active-eap-profile

Display information about the activated LDAP
scheme.

display radius-server
active-ldap-scheme

Display information about activated RADIUS users.

display radius-server active-user
[ user-name ]

AAA configuration examples
Example: Configuring AAA for SSH users by an HWTACACS
server
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 11, configure the AC to meet the following requirements:
•

Use the HWTACACS server for SSH user authentication, authorization, and accounting.

•

Assign the default user role network-operator to SSH users after they pass authentication.

•

Exclude domain names from the usernames sent to the HWTACACS server.

•

Use expert as the shared keys for secure HWTACACS communication.
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Figure 11 Network diagram
HWTACACS server
10.1.1.1/24

IP network
SSH user
192.168.1.58/24
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192.168.1.70/24
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10.1.1.2/24

AP

AC

Configuring the HWTACACS server
# Set the shared keys to expert for secure communication with the AC. (Details not shown.)
# Add an account for the SSH user and specify the password. (Details not shown.)

Configuring the AC
# Configure IP addresses for the interfaces. (Details not shown.)
# Create an HWTACACS scheme.
<AC> system-view
[AC] hwtacacs scheme hwtac

# Specify the primary authentication server and the authentication port.
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] primary authentication 10.1.1.1 49

# Specify the primary authorization server and the authorization port.
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] primary authorization 10.1.1.1 49

# Specify the primary accounting server and the accounting port.
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] primary accounting 10.1.1.1 49

# Set the shared keys to expert in plaintext form for secure HWTACACS communication.
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] key authentication simple expert
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] key authorization simple expert
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] key accounting simple expert

# Exclude domain names from the usernames sent to the HWTACACS server.
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] quit

# Create an ISP domain named bbb and configure the domain to use the HWTACACS scheme for
authentication, authorization, and accounting of login users.
[AC] domain bbb
[AC-isp-bbb] authentication login hwtacacs-scheme hwtac
[AC-isp-bbb] authorization login hwtacacs-scheme hwtac
[AC-isp-bbb] accounting login hwtacacs-scheme hwtac
[AC-isp-bbb] quit

# Specify ISP domain bbb as the default domain.
[AC] domain default enable bbb

# Create local RSA and DSA key pairs.
[AC] public-key local create rsa
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[AC] public-key local create dsa

# Enable the Stelnet server.
[AC] ssh server enable

# Enable scheme authentication for user lines VTY 0 through VTY 31.
[AC] line vty 0 31
[AC-line-vty0-31] authentication-mode scheme
[AC-line-vty0-31] quit

# Enable the default user role feature to assign authenticated SSH users the default user role
network-operator.
[AC] role default-role enable

Verifying the configuration
# Initiate an SSH connection to the AC, and enter the correct username and password. The user logs
in to the AC. (Details not shown.)
# Verify that the user can use the commands permitted by the network-operator user role. (Details
not shown.)

Example: Configuring local authentication, HWTACACS
authorization, and RADIUS accounting for SSH users
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 12, configure the AC to meet the following requirements:
•

Perform local authentication for SSH servers.

•

Use the HWTACACS server and RADIUS server for SSH user authorization and accounting,
respectively.

•

Exclude domain names from the usernames sent to the servers.

•

Assign the default user role network-operator to SSH users after they pass authentication.

Configure an account named hello for the SSH user. Configure the shared keys to expert for secure
communication with the HWTACACS server and RADIUS server.
Figure 12 Network diagram
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Configuring the HWTACACS server
# Set the shared keys to expert for secure communication with the AC, add an account for the SSH
user, and specify the user password. (Details not shown.)

Configuring the RADIUS server
# Set the shared keys to expert for secure communication with the AC, add an account for the SSH
user, and specify the user password. (Details not shown.)

Configuring the AC
# Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.)
# Create local RSA and DSA key pairs.
<AC> system-view
[AC] public-key local create rsa
[AC] public-key local create dsa

# Enable the Stelnet server.
[AC] ssh server enable

# Enable scheme authentication for user lines VTY 0 through VTY 31.
[AC] line vty 0 31
[AC-line-vty0-31] authentication-mode scheme
[AC-line-vty0-31] quit

# Configure an HWTACACS scheme.
[AC] hwtacacs scheme hwtac
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] primary authorization 10.1.1.2 49
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] key authorization simple expert
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-hwtacacs-hwtac] quit

# Configure a RADIUS scheme.
[AC] radius scheme rd
[AC-radius-rd] primary accounting 10.1.1.1 1813
[AC-radius-rd] key accounting simple expert
[AC-radius-rd] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-rd] quit

# Create a device management user.
[AC] local-user hello class manage

# Assign the SSH service to the local user.
[AC-luser-manage-hello] service-type ssh

# Set the password to 123456TESTplat&! in plaintext form for the local user.
[AC-luser-manage-hello] password simple 123456TESTplat&!
[AC-luser-manage-hello] quit

# Create an ISP domain named bbb and configure the login users to use local authentication,
HWTACACS authorization, and RADIUS accounting.
[AC] domain bbb
[AC-isp-bbb] authentication login local
[AC-isp-bbb] authorization login hwtacacs-scheme hwtac
[AC-isp-bbb] accounting login radius-scheme rd
[AC-isp-bbb] quit

# Specify ISP domain bbb as the default domain.
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[AC] domain default enable bbb

# Enable the default user role feature to assign authenticated SSH users the default user role
network-operator.
[AC] role default-role enable

Verifying the configuration
# Initiate an SSH connection to the AC, and enter username hello@bbb and the correct password.
The user logs in to the AC. (Details not shown.)
# Verify that the user can use the commands permitted by the network-operator user role. (Details
not shown.)

Example: Configuring authentication and authorization for
SSH users by a RADIUS server
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 13, configure the AC to meet the following requirements:
•

Use the RADIUS server for SSH user authentication and authorization.

•

Include domain names in the usernames sent to the RADIUS server.

•

Assign the network-admin user role to SSH users after they pass authentication.

The RADIUS server runs IMC PLAT 7.3 (E0605) and IMC UAM 7.3 (E0512). Add an account with
username hello@bbb on the RADIUS server.
The RADIUS server and the AC use expert as the shared key for secure RADIUS communication.
The ports for authentication and accounting are 1812 and 1813, respectively.
Figure 13 Network diagram
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Configuring the RADIUS server
1.

Add the AC to IMC UAM as an access device:
Log in to IMC, click the User tab, and select User Access Policy > Access Device
Management > Access Device from the navigation tree. Then, click Add to configure an
access device as follows:
a. Set the ports for authentication and accounting to 1812 and 1813, respectively.
b. Select Device Management Service from the Service Type list.
c. Select H3C (General) from the Access Device Type list.
d. Set the shared key to expert for secure RADIUS communication.
e. Select an access device from the device list or manually add an access device. In this
example, the device IP address is 10.1.1.2.
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f. Use the default values for other parameters and click OK.
The IP address of the access device specified here must be the same as the source IP address
of the RADIUS packets sent from the AC. The source IP address is chosen in the following
order on the AC:
{

IP address specified by using the nas-ip command.

{

IP address specified by using the radius nas-ip command.

{

IP address of the outbound interface (the default).

Figure 14 Adding the AC as an access device

2.

Add an account for device management:
Click the User tab, and select Device User > Device User from the navigation tree. Then, click
Add to configure a device management account as follows:
a. Enter account name hello@bbb and specify the password.
b. Select SSH from the Login Type list.
c. Enter user role network-admin.
d. Specify 10.1.1.0 to 10.1.1.255 as the IP address range of the hosts to be managed.
e. Click OK.
NOTE:
The IP address range must contain the IP address of the AC.
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Figure 15 Adding an account for device management

Configuring the AC
# Configure IP addresses for interfaces. (Details not shown.)
# Create local RSA and DSA key pairs.
<AC> system-view
[AC] public-key local create rsa
[AC] public-key local create dsa

# Enable the Stelnet server.
[AC] ssh server enable

# Enable scheme authentication for user lines VTY 0 through VTY 31.
[AC] line vty 0 31
[AC-line-vty0-31] authentication-mode scheme
[AC-line-vty0-31] quit

# Create a RADIUS scheme.
[AC] radius scheme rad

# Specify the primary authentication server and the authentication port.
[AC-radius-rad] primary authentication 10.1.1.1 1812

# Set the shared key to expert in plaintext form for secure communication with the server.
[AC-radius-rad] key authentication simple expert
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# Include domain names in the usernames sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-rad] user-name-format with-domain
[AC-radius-rad] quit

# Create an ISP domain named bbb and configure authentication, authorization, and accounting
methods for login users.
[AC] domain bbb
[AC-isp-bbb] authentication login radius-scheme rad
[AC-isp-bbb] authorization login radius-scheme rad
[AC-isp-bbb] accounting login none
[AC-isp-bbb] quit

# Specify ISP domain bbb as the default domain.
[AC] domain default enable bbb

Verifying the configuration
# Initiate an SSH connection to the AC, and enter username hello@bbb and the correct password.
The user logs in to the AC. (Details not shown.)
# Verify that the user can use the commands permitted by the network-admin user role. (Details not
shown.)

Example: Configuring authentication for SSH users by an
LDAP server
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 16, the LDAP server uses domain ldap.com and runs Microsoft Windows 2003
Server Active Directory.
Configure the AC to meet the following requirements:
•

Use the LDAP server to authenticate SSH users.

•

Assign the level-0 user role to SSH users after they pass authentication.

On the LDAP server, set the administrator password to admin!123456, add user aaa, and set the
user's password to ldap!123456.
Figure 16 Network diagram

Configuring the LDAP server
1.

Add a user named aaa and set the password to ldap!123456:
a. On the LDAP server, select Start > Control Panel > Administrative Tools.
b. Double-click Active Directory Users and Computers.
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The Active Directory Users and Computers window is displayed.
c. From the navigation tree, click Users under the ldap.com node.
d. Select Action > New > User from the menu to display the dialog box for adding a user.
e. Enter logon name aaa and click Next.
Figure 17 Adding user aaa

f. In the dialog box, enter password ldap!123456, select options as needed, and click Next.
Figure 18 Setting the user's password

g. Click OK.
2.

Add user aaa to group Users:
a. From the navigation tree, click Users under the ldap.com node.
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b. In the right pane, right-click user aaa and select Properties.
c. In the dialog box, click the Member Of tab and click Add.
Figure 19 Modifying user properties

d. In the Select Groups dialog box, enter Users in the Enter the object names to select field,
and click OK.
User aaa is added to group Users.
Figure 20 Adding user aaa to group Users

3.

Set the administrator password to admin!123456:
a. In the right pane, right-click user Administrator and select Set Password.
b. In the dialog box, enter the administrator password. (Details not shown.)
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Configuring the AC
# Configure the IP address of VLAN-interface 2 (the interface connected the AC to the LDAP server).
<AC> system-view
[AC] vlan 2
[AC-vlan2] quit
[AC] interface vlan-interface 2
[AC-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.1.1.2 24
[AC-Vlan-interface2] quit

# Create local RSA and DSA key pairs.
[AC] public-key local create rsa
[AC] public-key local create dsa

# Enable the Stelnet server.
[AC] ssh server enable

# Enable scheme authentication for user lines VTY 0 through VTY 31.
[AC] line vty 0 31
[AC-line-vty0-31] authentication-mode scheme
[AC-line-vty0-31] quit

# Configure an LDAP server.
[AC] ldap server ldap1

# Specify the IP address of the LDAP authentication server.
[AC-ldap-server-ldap1] ip 10.1.1.1

# Specify the administrator DN.
[AC-ldap-server-ldap1] login-dn cn=administrator,cn=users,dc=ldap,dc=com

# Specify the administrator password.
[AC-ldap-server-ldap1] login-password simple admin!123456

# Configure the base DN for user search.
[AC-ldap-server-ldap1] search-base-dn dc=ldap,dc=com
[AC-ldap-server-ldap1] quit

# Create an LDAP scheme.
[AC] ldap scheme ldap-shm1

# Specify the LDAP authentication server.
[AC-ldap-ldap-shm1] authentication-server ldap1
[AC-ldap-ldap-shm1] quit

# Create an ISP domain named bbb and configure authentication, authorization, and accounting
methods for login users.
[AC] domain bbb
[AC-isp-bbb] authentication login ldap-scheme ldap-shm1
[AC-isp-bbb] authorization login none
[AC-isp-bbb] accounting login none
[AC-isp-bbb] quit

# Specify ISP domain bbb as the default domain.
[AC] domain default enable bbb

Verifying the configuration
# Initiate an SSH connection to the AC, and enter username aaa@bbb and password ldap!123456.
The user logs in to the AC. (Details not shown.)
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# Verify that the user can use the commands permitted by the level-0 user role. (Details not shown.)

Example: Configuring AAA for 802.1X users by a RADIUS
server
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 21, configure the AC to meet the following requirements:
•

Use the RADIUS server for authentication, authorization, and accounting of 802.1X users.

•

Include domain names in the usernames sent to the RADIUS server.

In this example, the RADIUS server runs IMC PLAT 7.1 (E0303), IMC UAM 7.1 (E0304), and IMC
CAMS 7.1 (E0301). On the RADIUS server, perform the following tasks:
•

Add a service that charges 120 dollars for up to 120 hours per month and assigns authenticated
users to VLAN 4.

•

Configure a user account named dot1x@bbb and assign the service to the user.

Set the shared keys to expert for secure RADIUS communication. Set the ports for authentication
and accounting to 1812 and 1813, respectively.
Figure 21 Network diagram
RADIUS server
10.1.1.1/24

IP network
Client
802.1x user

Vlan-int3
10.1.1.2/24
AC

AP

Configuring the RADIUS server
1.

Add the AC to IMC UAM as an access device:
Log in to IMC, click the User tab, and select User Access Policy > Access Device
Management > Access Device from the navigation tree. Then, click Add to configure an
access device as follows:
a. Set the ports for authentication and accounting to 1812 and 1813, respectively.
b. Select LAN Access Service from the Service Type list.
c. Select H3C(General) from the Access Device Type list.
d. Set the shared key to expert for secure authentication and accounting communication.
e. Select an access device from the device list or manually add an access device. In this
example, the device IP address is 10.1.1.2.
f. Use the default values for other parameters.
g. Click OK.
The IP address of the access device specified here must be the same as the source IP address
of the RADIUS packets sent from the AC. The source IP address is chosen in the following
order on the AC:
{

IP address specified by using the nas-ip command.
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{

IP address specified by using the radius nas-ip command.

{

IP address of the outbound interface (the default).

Figure 22 Adding the AC as an access device

2.

Add a charging plan:
Click the User tab, and select Accounting Manager > Charging Plans from the navigation
tree to enter the charging plan configuration page. Then, click Add to configure a charging plan
as follows:
a. Add a plan named UserAcct.
b. Select Flat rate from the Charging Template list.
c. Select time for Charge Based on, select Monthly for Billing Term, and enter 120 in the
Fixed Fee field.
d. Enter 120 in the Usage Threshold field and select hr (hours) for the in field. The
configuration allows the user to access the Internet for up to 120 hours per month.
e. Use the default values for other parameters.
f. Click OK.
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Figure 23 Adding a charging plan

3.

Add an access policy:
Click the User tab, and select User Access Policy > Access Policy from the navigation tree.
Then, click Add to configure an access policy as follows:
a. Enter access policy name Dot1x auth.
b. Set the ID of the VLAN to be deployed to 4.
c. Configure other parameters as needed.
d. Click OK.
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Figure 24 Adding an access policy

4.

Add an access service:
Click the User tab, and select User Access Policy > Access Service from the navigation tree.
Then, click Add to configure a service as follows:
a. Add a service named Dot1x Service, and set the service suffix to bbb, the authentication
domain for the 802.1X user. With the service suffix configured, you must configure the
access device to send usernames that include domain names to the RADIUS server.
b. Select UserAcct from the Charging Plan list.
c. Select Dot1x auth from the Default Access Policy list.
d. Configure other parameters as needed.
e. Click OK.
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Figure 25 Adding a service

5.

Add an access user:
Click the User tab, and select All Access Users from the navigation tree to enter the All
Access Users page. Then, click Add to configure a user as follows:
a. Select user test or manually add a user named test.
b. Specify the account name as dot1x and configure the password.
c. Select Dot1x Service in the Access Service area.
d. Configure other parameters as needed.
e. Click OK.
Figure 26 Adding an access user account

Configuring the AC
1.

Configure a RADIUS scheme:
# Create a RADIUS scheme named rad and enter RADIUS scheme view.
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<AC> system-view
[AC] radius scheme rad

# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the
keys for communication with the servers.
[AC-radius-rad] primary authentication 10.1.1.1
[AC-radius-rad] primary accounting 10.1.1.1
[AC-radius-rad] key authentication simple expert
[AC-radius-rad] key accounting simple expert

# Include domain names in the usernames sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-rad] user-name-format with-domain
[AC-radius-rad] quit

2.

Configure an authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named bbb and enter ISP domain view.
[AC] domain bbb

# Configure the ISP domain to use RADIUS scheme rad for authentication, authorization, and
accounting of LAN users.
[AC-isp-bbb] authentication lan-access radius-scheme rad
[AC-isp-bbb] authorization lan-access radius-scheme rad
[AC-isp-bbb] accounting lan-access radius-scheme rad
[AC-isp-bbb] quit

3.

Configure 802.1X authentication:
# Enable port security globally.
[AC] port-security enable

# Enable 802.1X EAP relay.
[AC] dot1x authentication-method eap

# Configure service template 1.
[AC] wlan service-template 1

# Set the SSID to sectest.
[AC-wlan-st-1] ssid sectest

# Bind VLAN 2 to the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-1] vlan 2

# Set the AKM mode to 802.1X.
[AC-wlan-st-1] akm mode dot1x

# Set the authentication mode to 802.1X.
[AC-wlan-st-1] client-security authentication-mode dot1x

# Specify the TKIP cipher suite, and enable the WPA IE in beacon and probe responses.
[AC-wlan-st-1] cipher-suite tkip
[AC-wlan-st-1] security-ie wpa

# Specify ISP domain bbb as the 802.1X authentication domain.
[AC-wlan-st-1] dot1x domain bbb

# Enable the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-1] quit

# Create a manual AP named ap1, and specify the AP model and serial number.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA3628i-AGN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020

# Bind the service template to radio 1 of the AP.
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[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] type dot11an
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

Verifying the configuration
1.

On the host, use account dot1x@bbb to pass 802.1X authentication:
# If the host runs the Windows XP 802.1X client, configure the network connection properties
as follows:
a. Click the Authentication tab of the properties window.
b. Select the Enable IEEE 802.1X authentication for this network option.
c. Select PEAP as the EAP type.
d. Click OK.
The user passes authentication after entering the correct username and password on the
authentication page.
# If the host runs the iNode client, no advanced authentication options are required. The user
can pass authentication after entering username dot1x@bbb and the correct password on the
client property page.
IMPORTANT:
Make sure the client can update its IP address to access the resources in the authorized VLAN
after passing authentication.

2.

On the AC, verify that the server assigns the port connecting the client to VLAN 4 after the user
passes authentication. (Details not shown.)

3.

Display 802.1X connection information on the AC.
[AC] display dot1x connection

Example: Configuring and managing a local guest
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 27, create a local guest named user1 for Jack. Configure local guest attributes
and manage the local guest on the AC as follows:
•

Configure attributes for the local guest, including the password, user group, validity period, and
sponsor information.

•

Enable the guest auto-delete feature.

•

Specify an SMTP server and email sender address for the device to send local guest email
notifications.

•

Configure email addresses for the local guest, guest sponsor, and guest manager.

•

Configure the subject and body of the email notifications to be sent to the guest, guest sponsor,
and guest manager.

•

Send email notifications of the local guest account information to the guest and guest sponsor.
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Figure 27 Network diagram

Procedure
1.

Configure 802.1X settings. Make sure the guest can pass 802.1X authentication to access the
network. (Details not shown.)

2.

Manage local guests:
# Enable the guest auto-delete feature for expired local guests.
<AC> system-view
[AC] local-guest auto-delete enable

# Specify an SMTP server to send local guest email notifications.
[AC] local-guest email smtp-server smtp://192.168.0.112/smtp

# Specify the email sender address as bbb@ccc.com in the email notifications sent by the
device for local guests.
[AC] local-guest email sender bbb@ccc.com

# Specify the email address of the guest manager as guest-manager@ccc.com.
[AC] local-guest manager-email guest-manager@ccc.com

# Configure the subject and body of the email notifications to be sent to the local guest.
[AC] local-guest email format to guest subject Guest account information
[AC] local-guest email format to guest body A guest account has been created for your
use. The username, password, and valid dates for the account are given below.

# Configure the subject and body of the email notifications to be sent to the guest sponsor.
[AC] local-guest email format to sponsor subject Guest account information
[AC] local-guest email format to sponsor body A guest account has been created for
your use. The username, password, and valid dates for the account are given below.

# Configure the subject and body of the email notifications to be sent to the guest manager.
[AC] local-guest email format to manager subject Guest register information
[AC] local-guest email format to manager body A guest account has been registered.
The username for the account is given below. Please approve the register information.

3.

Configure the local guest:
# Create a user group named guest1.
[AC] user-group guest1
[AC-ugroup-guest1] quit

# Create a local guest named user1 and enter local guest view.
[AC] local-user user1 class network guest

# Set the guest password to 123456 in plaintext form.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] password simple 123456

# Assign the guest to user group guest1.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] group guest1

# Specify the name of the local guest.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] fullname Jack

# Specify the company of the local guest.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] company cc

# Configure the email address of the local guest.
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[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] email Jack@cc.com

# Configure the phone number of the local guest.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] phone 131129237

# Configure a description for the local guest.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] description A guest from company cc

# Configure the validity period of the local guest.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] validity-datetime 2015/4/1 08:00:00 to 2015/4/3
18:00:00

# Specify the guest sponsor name as Sam.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] sponsor-full-name Sam

# Configure the email address of the guest sponsor.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] sponsor-email Sam@aa.com

# Configure the department of the guest sponsor as security.
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] sponsor-department security
[AC-luser-network(guest)-user1] quit
[AC] quit

4.

Configure the device to send guest email notifications:
# Send an email notification to the guest sponsor.
<AC> local-guest send-email user-name user1 to sponsor

# Send an email notification to the guest.
<AC> local-guest send-email user-name user1 to guest

Verifying the configuration
# Display local guest information.
<AC> display local-user user1 class network guest
Network access guest user user1:
State:

Active

Service type:

LAN access/Portal

User group:

guest1

Full name:

Jack

Company:

cc

Email:

Jack@cc.com

Phone:

131129237

Description:

A guest from company cc

Sponsor full name:

Sam

Sponsor department:

security

Sponsor email:

Sam@aa.com

Period of validity:
Start date and time:

2015/04/01-08:00:00

Expiration date and time:2015/04/03-18:00:00

# Verify that Jack can use username user1 and password 123456 to pass local authentication and
come online during the validity period. (Details not shown.)
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Example: Configuring AAA and local BYOD authorization for
portal users
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 28:
•

The AP forwards data traffic for the client.

•

The client obtains a public IP address through DHCP for authentication.

•

A portal server provides portal authentication and portal Web services.

•

The access device performs local authentication, authorization, and accounting for users.

•

The client runs Windows 8 and can access network resources in VLAN 3 after passing the user
authentication.

Configure direct portal authentication, so the client can access only the portal server before passing
the authentication and can access other network resources after passing the authentication.
In this example, the portal server runs IMC PLAT 7.1 (E0303) and IMC UAM 7.1 (E0304).
Figure 28 Network diagram
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Configuring the portal server
1.

Configure the portal server:
a. Log into IMC.
b. Click the Service tab.
c. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Portal Service > Server.
d. On the Server page, configure the portal server parameters as needed.
This example uses the default values for the parameters, as shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29 Portal server configuration

e. Click OK.
2.

Configure the IP address group:
a. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Portal Service > IP Group.
b. Click Add.
c. On the Add IP Group page, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure 30:
−

Enter a name in the IP Group Name field.

−

Enter the start IP address and the end IP address of the IP group.
Make sure the client IP address is in the IP address range.

−

Select a service group from the Service Group list.
This example uses the default value Ungrouped.

−

Select Normal from the Action list.

Figure 30 Adding an IP address group
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d. Click OK.
3.

Add a portal device:
a. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Portal Service > Device.
b. Click Add.
c. On the Add Device page, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure 31:
−

Enter a name in the Device Name field. This example uses NAS.

−

Enter the IP address of the AC's VLAN interface connected to the client in the IP
Address field.

−

Enter a key in the Key field.
Make sure the key is the same as the key configured on the AC.

−

Select an access method from the Access Method list.
This example uses direct portal authentication and must select Directly Connected.

−

Use the default values for other parameters.

Figure 31 Adding a portal device

d. Click OK.
4.

Associate the portal device with the IP group:
a. On the Device page, click the
as shown in Figure 32.

icon in the Operation column of the device named NAS,

Figure 32 Device list

a. On the Configure Portal Group page, click Add.
b. On the Add Portal Group page, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure 33:
−

Enter a name in the Port Group Name field.
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−

Select CHAP from the Authentication Type list.

−

Select the configured IP group from the IP Group list.
The IP address used by the user to access the network must be within this IP group.

−

Use the default values for other parameters.

Figure 33 Adding a port group

d. Click OK.

Configuring the AC
1.

Configure the authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named bbb and enter ISP domain view.
<AC> system-view
[AC] domain bbb

# Configure local authentication, authorization, and accounting for portal users in ISP domain
bbb.
[AC-isp-bbb] authentication portal local
[AC-isp-bbb] authorization portal local
[AC-isp-bbb] accounting portal local
[AC-isp-bbb] quit

# Specify ISP domain bbb as the default domain.
[AC] domain default enable bbb

2.

Configure portal authentication:
# Configure the portal authentication server.
[AC] portal server newpt
[AC-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal
[AC-portal-server-newpt] port 50100
[AC-portal-server-newpt] quit

# Specify the portal Web server at http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal.
[AC] portal web-server newpt
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] quit

# Enable direct portal authentication on VLAN-interface 2.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 2
[AC–Vlan-interface2] portal enable method direct
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# Specify portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 2.
[AC–Vlan-interface2] portal apply web-server newpt
[AC–Vlan-interface2] quit

# Specify portal Web server newpt on service template newst.
[AC] wlan service-template newst
[AC–wlan-st-newst] portal apply web-server newpt

# Set the BAS IP to 192.168.0.110 for the portal packets sent to the portal authentication
server.
[AC–wlan-st-newst] portal bas-ip 192.168.0.110

# Configure APs to forward client data traffic.
[AC–wlan-st-newst] client forwarding-location ap

# Enable service template newst.
[AC–wlan-st-newst] service-template enable
[AC–wlan-st-newst] quit

3.

Configure local BYOD authorization:
# Specify VLAN 3 as the authorization VLAN for BYOD users of the Microsoft Windows 8
endpoint type in user group windows8.
[AC] user-group windows8
[AC-ugroup-windows8] byod authorization device-type "Microsoft Windows 8" vlan 3
[AC-ugroup-windows8] quit

# Configure a BYOD endpoint identification rule.
[AC] byod rule dhcp-option 1,15,3,6,44,46,47,31,33,121,249,252,43.33 device-type
"Microsoft Windows 8"

4.

Configure a local user:
# Create a network access user named user1 and enter local user view.
[AC] local-user user1 class network

# Specify the service type as portal.
[AC-luser-network-user1] service-type portal

# Set the user password to 123456TESTplat&! in plain text.
[AC-luser-network-user1] password simple 123456TESTplat&!

# Assign user user1 to user group windows8.
[AC-luser-network-user1] group windows8
[AC-luser-network-user1] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Display portal configuration.
[AC] display portal interface vlan-interface 100

# Display BYOD endpoint identification rules.
[AC] display byod rule

# Display BYOD endpoint type-specific authorization attributes in user group windows8.
[AC] display user-group name windows8 byod-authorization

# Verify that the Microsoft Windows 8 portal user can access only http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal
for authentication before it passes portal authentication. (Details not shown.)
# Verify that the Microsoft Windows 8 portal user can access the network resources in VLAN 3 after
it passes authentication. (Details not shown.)
# Display online portal user information.
[AC] display portal user interface vlan-interface 100
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Troubleshooting AAA
RADIUS authentication failure
Symptom
User authentication always fails.

Analysis
Possible reasons include:
•

A communication failure exists between the NAS and the RADIUS server.

•

The username is not in the userid@isp-name format, or the ISP domain is not correctly
configured on the NAS.

•

The user is not configured on the RADIUS server.

•

The password entered by the user is incorrect.

•

The RADIUS server and the NAS are configured with different shared keys.

Solution
To resolve the problem:
1.

2.

Verify the following items:
{

The NAS and the RADIUS server can ping each other.

{

The username is in the userid@isp-name format and the ISP domain is correctly configured
on the NAS.

{

The user is configured on the RADIUS server.

{

The correct password is entered.

{

The same shared key is configured on both the RADIUS server and the NAS.

If the problem persists, contact H3C Support.

RADIUS packet delivery failure
Symptom
RADIUS packets cannot reach the RADIUS server.

Analysis
Possible reasons include:
•

A communication failure exists between the NAS and the RADIUS server.

•

The NAS is not configured with the IP address of the RADIUS server.

•

The authentication and accounting UDP ports configured on the NAS are incorrect.

•

The RADIUS server's authentication and accounting port numbers are being used by other
applications.

Solution
To resolve the problem:
1.

Verify the following items:
{

The link between the NAS and the RADIUS server works well at both the physical and data
link layers.

{

The IP address of the RADIUS server is correctly configured on the NAS.
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2.

{

The authentication and accounting UDP port numbers configured on the NAS are the same
as those of the RADIUS server.

{

The RADIUS server's authentication and accounting port numbers are available.

If the problem persists, contact H3C Support.

RADIUS accounting error
Symptom
A user is authenticated and authorized, but accounting for the user is not normal.

Analysis
The accounting server configuration on the NAS is not correct. Possible reasons include:
•

The accounting port number configured on the NAS is incorrect.

•

The accounting server IP address configured on the NAS is incorrect. For example, the NAS is
configured to use a single server to provide authentication, authorization, and accounting
services, but in fact the services are provided by different servers.

Solution
To resolve the problem:
1.

2.

Verify the following items:
{

The accounting port number is correctly configured.

{

The accounting server IP address is correctly configured on the NAS.

If the problem persists, contact H3C Support.

Troubleshooting HWTACACS
Similar to RADIUS troubleshooting. See "RADIUS authentication failure," "RADIUS packet delivery
failure," and "RADIUS accounting error."

LDAP authentication failure
Symptom
User authentication fails.

Analysis
Possible reasons include:
•

A communication failure exists between the NAS and the LDAP server.

•

The LDAP server IP address or port number configured on the NAS is not correct.

•

The username is not in the userid@isp-name format, or the ISP domain is not correctly
configured on the NAS.

•

The user is not configured on the LDAP server.

•

The password entered by the user is incorrect.

•

The administrator DN or password is not configured.

•

Some user attributes (for example, the username attribute) configured on the NAS are not
consistent with those configured on the server.

•

No user search base DN is specified for the LDAP scheme.
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Solution
To resolve the problem:
1.

2.

Verify the following items:
{

The NAS and the LDAP server can ping each other.

{

The IP address and port number of the LDAP server configured on the NAS match those of
the server.

{

The username is in the correct format and the ISP domain for the user authentication is
correctly configured on the NAS.

{

The user is configured on the LDAP server.

{

The correct password is entered.

{

The administrator DN and the administrator password are correctly configured.

{

The user attributes (for example, the username attribute) configured on the NAS are
consistent with those configured on the LDAP server.

{

The user search base DN for authentication is specified.

If the problem persists, contact H3C Support.

Appendixes
Appendix A Commonly used RADIUS attributes
Commonly used RADIUS attributes are defined in RFC 2865, RFC 2866, RFC 2867, and RFC 2868.
Table 3 Commonly used RADIUS attributes
No.

Attribute

No.

Attribute

1

User-Name

45

Acct-Authentic

2

User-Password

46

Acct-Session-Time

3

CHAP-Password

47

Acct-Input-Packets

4

NAS-IP-Address

48

Acct-Output-Packets

5

NAS-Port

49

Acct-Terminate-Cause

6

Service-Type

50

Acct-Multi-Session-Id

7

Framed-Protocol

51

Acct-Link-Count

8

Framed-IP-Address

52

Acct-Input-Gigawords

9

Framed-IP-Netmask

53

Acct-Output-Gigawords

10

Framed-Routing

54

(unassigned)

11

Filter-ID

55

Event-Timestamp

12

Framed-MTU

56-59

(unassigned)

13

Framed-Compression

60

CHAP-Challenge

14

Login-IP-Host

61

NAS-Port-Type

15

Login-Service

62

Port-Limit

16

Login-TCP-Port

63

Login-LAT-Port

17

(unassigned)

64

Tunnel-Type

18

Reply-Message

65

Tunnel-Medium-Type
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No.

Attribute

No.

Attribute

19

Callback-Number

66

Tunnel-Client-Endpoint

20

Callback-ID

67

Tunnel-Server-Endpoint

21

(unassigned)

68

Acct-Tunnel-Connection

22

Framed-Route

69

Tunnel-Password

23

Framed-IPX-Network

70

ARAP-Password

24

State

71

ARAP-Features

25

Class

72

ARAP-Zone-Access

26

Vendor-Specific

73

ARAP-Security

27

Session-Timeout

74

ARAP-Security-Data

28

Idle-Timeout

75

Password-Retry

29

Termination-Action

76

Prompt

30

Called-Station-Id

77

Connect-Info

31

Calling-Station-Id

78

Configuration-Token

32

NAS-Identifier

79

EAP-Message

33

Proxy-State

80

Message-Authenticator

34

Login-LAT-Service

81

Tunnel-Private-Group-ID

35

Login-LAT-Node

82

Tunnel-Assignment-id

36

Login-LAT-Group

83

Tunnel-Preference

37

Framed-AppleTalk-Link

84

ARAP-Challenge-Response

38

Framed-AppleTalk-Network

85

Acct-Interim-Interval

39

Framed-AppleTalk-Zone

86

Acct-Tunnel-Packets-Lost

40

Acct-Status-Type

87

NAS-Port-Id

41

Acct-Delay-Time

88

Framed-Pool

42

Acct-Input-Octets

89

(unassigned)

43

Acct-Output-Octets

90

Tunnel-Client-Auth-id

44

Acct-Session-Id

91

Tunnel-Server-Auth-id

Appendix B Descriptions for commonly used standard
RADIUS attributes
No.

Attribute

Description

1

User-Name

Name of the user to be authenticated.

2

User-Password

User password for PAP authentication, only present in Access-Request
packets when PAP authentication is used.

3

CHAP-Password

Digest of the user password for CHAP authentication, only present in
Access-Request packets when CHAP authentication is used.

4

NAS-IP-Address

IP address for the server to use to identify the client. Typically, a client
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No.

Attribute

Description
is identified by the IP address of its access interface. This attribute is
only present in Access-Request packets.

5

NAS-Port

Physical port of the NAS that the user accesses.

6

Service-Type

Type of service that the user has requested or type of service to be
provided.

7

Framed-Protocol

Encapsulation protocol for framed access.

8

Framed-IP-Address

IP address assigned to the user.

11

Filter-ID

Name of the filter list. This attribute is parsed as follows:
•
If the name is a string of all digits, it indicates an ACL number.
•
If the name is a string in the format of
user-group=name1;name2;..;namex, it indicates a list of user
group names. This type of filter list is applicable only to SSL VPN
users.
•
If the name is not a string of all digits and the name string does not
contain an equal sign (=), it indicates a user profile name.

12

Framed-MTU

MTU for the data link between the user and NAS. For example, this
attribute can be used to define the maximum size of EAP packets
allowed to be processed in 802.1X EAP authentication.

14

Login-IP-Host

IP address of the NAS interface that the user accesses.

15

Login-Service

Type of service that the user uses for login.

18

Reply-Message

Text to be displayed to the user, which can be used by the server to
communicate information, for example, the cause of the authentication
failure.

26

Vendor-Specific

Vendor-specific proprietary attribute. A packet can contain one or more
proprietary attributes, each of which can contain one or more
subattributes.

27

Session-Timeout

Maximum service duration for the user before termination of the
session.

28

Idle-Timeout

Maximum idle time permitted for the user before termination of the
session.

31

Calling-Station-Id

User identification that the NAS sends to the server. For the LAN
access service provided by an H3C device, this attribute includes the
MAC address of the user.

32

NAS-Identifier

Identification that the NAS uses to identify itself to the RADIUS server.

40

Acct-Status-Type

Type of the Accounting-Request packet. Possible values include:
•
1—Start.
•
2—Stop.
•
3—Interim-Update.
•
4—Reset-Charge.
•
7—Accounting-On. (Defined in the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project.)
•
8—Accounting-Off. (Defined in the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project.)
•
9 to 14—Reserved for tunnel accounting.
•
15—Reserved for failed.

45

Acct-Authentic

Authentication method used by the user. Possible values include:
•
1—RADIUS.
•
2—Local.
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No.

Attribute

Description
•

60

61

CHAP-Challenge

NAS-Port-Type

3—Remote.

CHAP challenge generated by the NAS for MD5 calculation during
CHAP authentication.
Type of the physical port of the NAS that is authenticating the user.
Possible values include:
•
15—Ethernet.
•
16—Any type of ADSL.
•
17—Cable. (With cable for cable TV.)
•
19—WLAN-IEEE 802.11.
•
201—VLAN.
•
202—ATM.
If the port is an ATM or Ethernet one and VLANs are implemented on it,
the value of this attribute is 201.
Tunneling protocols used.
The value 13 represents VLAN. If the value is 13, the device interprets
the Tunnel-Type, Tunnel-Medium-Type, and Tunnel-Private-Group-ID
attributes as attributes to assign VLANs.

64

Tunnel-Type

65

Tunnel-Medium-Type

79

EAP-Message

Used to encapsulate EAP packets to allow RADIUS to support EAP
authentication.

80

Message-Authenticator

Used for authentication and verification of authentication packets to
prevent spoofing Access-Requests. This attribute is present when EAP
authentication is used.

81

Tunnel-Private-Group-ID

Group ID for a tunnel session. To assign VLANs, the NAS conveys
VLAN IDs by using this attribute.

87

NAS-Port-Id

String for describing the port of the NAS that is authenticating the user.

Transport medium type to use for creating a tunnel.
For VLAN assignment, the value must be 6 to indicate the 802 media
plus Ethernet.

Appendix C RADIUS subattributes (vendor ID 25506)
Table 4 lists all RADIUS subattributes with a vendor ID of 25506. Support for these subattributes
depends on the device model.
Table 4 RADIUS subattributes (vendor ID 25506)
No.

Subattribute

Description

1

Input-Peak-Rate

Peak rate in the direction from the user to the NAS, in bps.

2

Input-Average-Rate

Average rate in the direction from the user to the NAS, in bps.

3

Input-Basic-Rate

Basic rate in the direction from the user to the NAS, in bps.

4

Output-Peak-Rate

Peak rate in the direction from the NAS to the user, in bps.

5

Output-Average-Rate

Average rate in the direction from the NAS to the user, in bps.

6

Output-Basic-Rate

Basic rate in the direction from the NAS to the user, in bps.

15

Remanent_Volume

Total amount of data available for the connection, in different units
for different server types.

17

ISP-ID

ISP domain where the user obtains authorization information.
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No.

20

21

Subattribute

Description

Command

Operation for the session, used for session control. Possible
values include:
•
1—Trigger-Request.
•
2—Terminate-Request.
•
3—SetPolicy.
•
4—Result.
•
5—PortalClear.

ACL-Version

IP protocol version for an ACL. This attribute is used with the
Filter-ID attribute to identify the IP protocol version of the ACL in
the filter list.
•
1—IPv4.
•
2—IPv6.
Identifier for a packet that is resent by the server.

24

Control_Identifier

For packets resent by the server during the same session, the
value of this attribute is the same. For packets resent by the
server during different sessions, the value of this attribute might
be the same.
Response packets from the corresponding client must carry this
attribute with the value the same as the packet resent by the
server.
This attribute can be ignored in start-accounting, stop-accounting,
and interim-update-accounting requests.

25

Result_Code

Result of the Trigger-Request or SetPolicy operation, zero for
success and any other value for failure.

26

Connect_ID

Index of the user connection.

27

PortalURL

PADM redirect URL assigned to PPPoE users.
FTP, SFTP, or SCP user working directory.

28

Ftp_Directory

When the RADIUS client acts as the FTP, SFTP, or SCP server,
this attribute is used to set the working directory for an FTP,
SFTP, or SCP user on the RADIUS client.

29

Exec_Privilege

EXEC user priority.

32

NAT-IP-Address

Public IP address assigned to the user when the source IP
address and port are translated.

33

NAT-Start-Port

Start port number of the port range assigned to the user when the
source IP address and port are translated.

34

NAT-End-Port

End port number of the port range assigned to the user when the
source IP address and port are translated.

59

NAS_Startup_Timestamp

Startup time of the NAS in seconds, which is represented by the
time elapsed after 00:00:00 on Jan. 1, 1970 (UTC).

60

Ip_Host_Addr

User IP address and MAC address included in authentication and
accounting requests, in the format A.B.C.D hh:hh:hh:hh:hh:hh. A
space is required between the IP address and the MAC address.

61

User_Notify

Information that must be sent from the server to the client
transparently.

User_HeartBeat

Hash value assigned after an 802.1X user passes authentication,
which is a 32-byte string. This attribute is stored in the user list on
the NAS and verifies the handshake packets from the 802.1X
user. This attribute only exists in Access-Accept and
Accounting-Request packets.

62
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No.

Subattribute

Description

Multicast_Receive_Group

IP address of the multicast group that the user's host joins as a
receiver. This subattribute can appear multiple times in a
multicast packet to indicate that the user belongs to multiple
multicast groups.

100

IP6_Multicast_Receive_Group

IPv6 address of the multicast group that the user's host joins as a
receiver. This subattribute can appear multiple times in a
multicast packet to indicate that the user belongs to multiple
multicast groups.

101

MLD-Access-Limit

Maximum number of MLD multicast groups that the user can join
concurrently.

102

local-name

L2TP local tunnel name.

103

IGMP-Access-Limit

Maximum number of IGMP multicast groups that the user can join
concurrently.

104

VPN-Instance

MPLS L3VPN instance to which a user belongs.

105

ANCP-Profile

ANCP profile name.

111

Longitude-Latitude

Longitude and latitude information of the NAS.

135

Client-Primary-DNS

IP address of the primary DNS server.

136

Client-Secondary-DNS

IP address of the secondary DNS server.

140

User_Group

User groups assigned after the SSL VPN user passes
authentication. A user can belong to multiple user groups that are
separated by semicolons. This attribute is used to work with the
SSL VPN device.

141

Security_Level

Security level assigned after the SSL VPN user passes security
authentication.

144

Acct_IPv6_Input_Octets

Bytes of IPv6 packets in the inbound direction. The measurement
unit depends on the configuration on the device.

145

Acct_IPv6_Output_Octets

Bytes of IPv6 packets in the outbound direction. The
measurement unit depends on the configuration on the device.

146

Acct_IPv6_Input_Packets

Number of IPv6 packets in the inbound direction. The
measurement unit depends on the configuration on the device.

147

Acct_IPv6_Output_Packets

Number of IPv6 packets in the outbound direction. The
measurement unit depends on the configuration on the device.

148

Acct_IPv6_Input_Gigawords

Bytes of IPv6 packets in the inbound direction. The measurement
unit is 4G bytes.

149

Acct_IPv6_Output_Gigawords

Bytes of IPv6 packets in the outbound direction. The
measurement unit is 4G bytes.

155

User-Roles

List of space-separated user roles.

Av-Pair

User-defined attribute pair. Available attribute pairs include:
•
Server-assigned voice VLAN in the format of
device-traffic-class=voice.
•
Server-assigned user role in the format of shell:role=xxx.
•
Server-deployed command to reboot a port, in the format of
subscriber:command=bounce-host-port.
•
Server-assigned port shutdown duration in the format of
bounce:seconds=xxx.
•
Server-deployed command to shut down a port, in the format
of subscriber:command=disable-host-port.
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No.

Subattribute

Description

215

Accounting-Level

ITA traffic level in the range of 1 to 8.

216

Ita-Policy

ITA policy name.
DHCP option information of the user. This attribute includes the
following fields:
•
Type—Type of the option attribute. By default, the length of
this field is 1 byte. You can use the

218

include-attribute h3c-dhcp-option
format format2 command to change the length of this

H3c-DHCP-Option

•
•

246

247

248

249

Auth_Detail_Result

Input-Committed-Burst-Size

Output-Committed-Burst-Size

authentication-type

field to 2 bytes to meet the requirement of HUAWEI servers.
Length—Length of the Value field.
Value—Value of the option attribute.

Accounting details. The server sends Access-Accept packets with
subattributes 246 and 250 in the following situations:
•
1—The subscriber charge is overdue. The subscriber is
allowed to access network resources in the whitelist. If the
subscriber accesses other network resources, the device
redirects it to the URL specified by subattribute 250.
•
2—The broadband lease of the subscriber expires. The
device redirects the subscriber to the URL specified by
subattribute 250 when the subscriber requests to access
webpages for the first time.
Committed burst size from the user to the NAS, in bits. The total
length cannot exceed 4 bytes for this field.
This subattribute must be assigned together with the
Input-Average-Rate attribute.
Committed burst size from the NAS to the user, in bits. The total
length cannot exceed 4 bytes for this field.
This subattribute must be assigned together with the
Output-Average-Rate attribute.
Authentication type. The value can be:
•
1—Intranet access authentication.
•
2—Internet access authentication.
If the packet does not contain this subattribute, common
authentication applies.

250

WEB-URL

Redirect URL for PPP users.

251

Subscriber-ID

Family plan ID.

252

Subscriber-Profile

QoS policy name for the family plan of the subscriber.

255

Product_ID

Product name.
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802.1X overview
About the 802.1X protocol
802.1X is a port-based network access control protocol widely used on Ethernet networks. The
protocol controls network access by authenticating the devices connected to 802.1X-enabled LAN
ports.

802.1X architecture
802.1X operates in the client/server model. As shown in Figure 1, 802.1X authentication includes the
following entities:
•

Client (supplicant)—A user terminal seeking access to the LAN. The terminal must have
802.1X software to authenticate to the access device.

•

Access device (authenticator)—Authenticates the client to control access to the LAN. In a
typical 802.1X environment, the access device uses an authentication server to perform
authentication.

•

Authentication server—Provides authentication services for the access device. The
authentication server first authenticates 802.1X clients by using the data sent from the access
device. Then, the server returns the authentication results to the access device to make access
decisions. The authentication server is typically a RADIUS server. In a small LAN, you can use
the access device as the authentication server.

Figure 1 802.1X architecture

Controlled/uncontrolled port and port authorization status
802.1X defines two logical ports for the network access port: controlled port and uncontrolled port.
Any packet arriving at the network access port is visible to both logical ports.
•

Uncontrolled port—Is always open to receive and transmit authentication packets.

•

Controlled port—Filters packets depending on the port state.
{

Authorized state—The controlled port is in authorized state when the client has passed
authentication. The port allows traffic to pass through.

{

Unauthorized state—The port is in unauthorized state when the client has failed
authentication. The port controls traffic by using one of the following methods:
−

Performs bidirectional traffic control to deny traffic to and from the client.

−

Performs unidirectional traffic control to deny traffic from the client. The device supports
only unidirectional traffic control.

1

Figure 2 Authorization state of a controlled port

Packet exchange methods
802.1X uses the Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) to transport authentication information for
the client, the access device, and the authentication server. EAP is an authentication framework that
uses the client/server model. The framework supports a variety of authentication methods, including
MD5-Challenge, EAP-Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS), and Protected EAP (PEAP).
802.1X defines EAP over LAN (EAPOL) for passing EAP packets between the client and the access
device over a wired or wireless LAN. Between the access device and the authentication server,
802.1X delivers authentication information by either EAP relay or EAP termination.

EAP relay
EAP relay is defined in IEEE 802.1X. In this mode, the network device uses EAP over RADIUS
(EAPOR) packets to send authentication information to the RADIUS server, as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 EAP relay

In EAP relay mode, the client must use the same authentication method as the RADIUS server. On
the access device, you only need to use the dot1x authentication-method eap command
to enable EAP relay.

EAP termination
As shown in Figure 4, the access device performs the following operations in EAP termination mode:
1.

Terminates the EAP packets received from the client.

2.

Encapsulates the client authentication information in standard RADIUS packets.

3.

Uses PAP or CHAP to authenticate to the RADIUS server.
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Figure 4 EAP termination

Comparing EAP relay and EAP termination
Packet exchange
method

Benefits
•

EAP relay

•

Limitations

Supports various EAP
authentication methods.
The configuration and
processing are simple on the
access device.

The RADIUS server must support the
EAP-Message and
Message-Authenticator attributes, and
the EAP authentication method used by
the client.
•

EAP termination

Works with any RADIUS server
that supports PAP or CHAP
authentication.
•

Supports only the following EAP
authentication methods:
{
MD5-Challenge EAP
authentication.
{
The username and password
EAP authentication initiated by
an iNode 802.1X client.
The processing is complex on the
access device.

Packet formats
EAP packet format
Figure 5 shows the EAP packet format.
Figure 5 EAP packet format

•

Code—Type of the EAP packet. Options include Request (1), Response (2), Success (3), or
Failure (4).

•

Identifier—Used for matching Responses with Requests.

•

Length—Length (in bytes) of the EAP packet. The EAP packet length is the sum of the Code,
Identifier, Length, and Data fields.

•

Data—Content of the EAP packet. This field appears only in a Request or Response EAP
packet. The Data field contains the request type (or the response type) and the type data. Type
1 (Identity) and type 4 (MD5-Challenge) are two examples for the type field.

EAPOL packet format
Figure 6 shows the EAPOL packet format.
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Figure 6 EAPOL packet format
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•

PAE Ethernet type—Protocol type. It takes the value 0x888E for EAPOL.

•

Protocol version—The EAPOL protocol version used by the EAPOL packet sender.

•

Type—Type of the EAPOL packet. Table 1 lists the types of EAPOL packets supported by the
802.1X implementation of the device.
Table 1 Types of EAPOL packets
Value

Type

Description

0x00

EAP-Packet

The client and the access device uses EAP-Packets to transport
authentication information.

0x01

EAPOL-Start

The client sends an EAPOL-Start message to initiate 802.1X
authentication to the access device.

0x02

EAPOL-Logoff

The client sends an EAPOL-Logoff message to tell the access
device that the client is logging off.

•

Length—Data length in bytes, or length of the Packet body. If packet type is EAPOL-Start or
EAPOL-Logoff, this field is set to 0, and no Packet body field follows.

•

Packet body—Content of the packet. When the EAPOL packet type is EAP-Packet, the Packet
body field contains an EAP packet.

EAP over RADIUS
RADIUS adds two attributes, EAP-Message and Message-Authenticator, for supporting EAP
authentication. For more information about the RADIUS packet format, see "Configuring AAA."
•

EAP-Message.
RADIUS encapsulates EAP packets in the EAP-Message attribute, as shown in Figure 7. The
Type field takes 79, and the Value field can be up to 253 bytes. If an EAP packet is longer than
253 bytes, RADIUS encapsulates it in multiple EAP-Message attributes.
Figure 7 EAP-Message attribute format

•

Message-Authenticator.
As shown in Figure 8, RADIUS includes the Message-Authenticator attribute in all packets that
have an EAP-Message attribute to check their integrity. The packet receiver drops the packet if
the calculated packet integrity checksum is different from the Message-Authenticator attribute
value. The Message-Authenticator prevents EAP authentication packets from being tampered
with during EAP authentication.
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Figure 8 Message-Authenticator attribute format

802.1X authentication procedures
802.1X authentication has two methods: EAP relay and EAP termination. You choose either mode
depending on support of the RADIUS server for EAP packets and EAP authentication methods.

EAP relay
Figure 9 shows the basic 802.1X authentication procedure in EAP relay mode, assuming that
MD5-Challenge EAP authentication is used.
Figure 9 802.1X authentication procedure in EAP relay mode
Client

Device

Authentication server
EAPOR

EAPOL

(1) EAPOL-Start
(2) EAP-Request/Identity
(3) EAP-Response/Identity

(4) RADIUS Access-Request
(EAP-Response/Identity)
(5) RADIUS Access-Challenge
(EAP-Request/MD5-Challenge)

(6) EAP-Request/MD5-Challenge
(7) EAP-Response/MD5-Challenge

(8) RADIUS Access-Request
(EAP-Response/MD5-Challenge)
(9) RADIUS Access-Accept
(EAP-Success)

(10) EAP-Success

Port authorized
(11) EAP-Request/Identity
(12) EAP-Response/Identity
...
(13) EAPOL-Logoff
Port unauthorized
(14) EAP-Failure

The following steps describe the 802.1X authentication procedure:
1.

When a user launches the 802.1X client and enters a registered username and password, the
802.1X client sends an EAPOL-Start packet to the access device.

2.

The access device responds with an EAP-Request/Identity packet to ask for the client
username.

3.

In response to the EAP-Request/Identity packet, the client sends the username in an
EAP-Response/Identity packet to the access device.
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4.

The access device relays the EAP-Response/Identity packet in a RADIUS Access-Request
packet to the authentication server.

5.

The authentication server uses the identity information in the RADIUS Access-Request to
search its user database. If a matching entry is found, the server uses a randomly generated
challenge (EAP-Request/MD5-Challenge) to encrypt the password in the entry. Then, the
server sends the challenge in a RADIUS Access-Challenge packet to the access device.

6.

The access device transmits the EAP-Request/MD5-Challenge packet to the client.

7.

The client uses the received challenge to encrypt the password, and sends the encrypted
password in an EAP-Response/MD5-Challenge packet to the access device.

8.

The access device relays the EAP-Response/MD5-Challenge packet in a RADIUS
Access-Request packet to the authentication server.

9.

The authentication server compares the received encrypted password with the encrypted
password it generated at step 5. If the two passwords are identical, the server considers the
client valid and sends a RADIUS Access-Accept packet to the access device.

10. Upon receiving the RADIUS Access-Accept packet, the access device performs the following
operations:
a. Sends an EAP-Success packet to the client.
b. Sets the controlled port in authorized state.
The client can access the network.
11. After the client comes online, the access device periodically sends handshake requests to
check whether the client is still online. By default, if two consecutive handshake attempts fail,
the device logs off the client.
12. Upon receiving a handshake request, the client returns a response. If the client fails to return a
response after a number of consecutive handshake attempts (two by default), the access
device logs off the client. This handshake mechanism enables timely release of the network
resources used by 802.1X users that have abnormally gone offline.
13. The client can also send an EAPOL-Logoff packet to ask the access device for a logoff.
14. In response to the EAPOL-Logoff packet, the access device changes the status of the
controlled port from authorized to unauthorized. Then, the access device sends an EAP-Failure
packet to the client.

EAP termination
Figure 10 shows the basic 802.1X authentication procedure in EAP termination mode, assuming that
CHAP authentication is used.
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Figure 10 802.1X authentication procedure in EAP termination mode

In EAP termination mode, the access device rather than the authentication server generates an MD5
challenge for password encryption. The access device then sends the MD5 challenge together with
the username and encrypted password in a standard RADIUS packet to the RADIUS server.

802.1X authentication initiation
Both the 802.1X client and the access device can initiate 802.1X authentication.

802.1X client as the initiator
The client sends an EAPOL-Start packet to the access device to initiate 802.1X authentication. The
destination MAC address of the packet is the IEEE 802.1X specified multicast address
01-80-C2-00-00-03 or the broadcast MAC address. If any intermediate device between the client
and the authentication server does not support the multicast address, you must use an 802.1X client
that can send broadcast EAPOL-Start packets. For example, you can use the iNode 802.1X client.

Access device as the initiator
If the client cannot send EAPOL-Start packets, configure the access device to initiate authentication.
One example is the 802.1X client available with Windows XP.
The access device supports the following modes:
•

Multicast trigger mode—The access device multicasts EAP-Request/Identity packets to
initiate 802.1X authentication at the identity request interval.
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•

Unicast trigger mode—Upon receiving a frame from an unknown MAC address, the access
device sends an EAP-Request/Identity packet out of the receiving port to the MAC address.
The device retransmits the packet if no response has been received within the identity request
timeout interval. This process continues until the maximum number of request attempts set by
using the dot1x retry command is reached.

The username request timeout timer sets both the identity request interval for the multicast trigger
and the identity request timeout interval for the unicast trigger.

Access control methods
H3C implements port-based access control as defined in the 802.1X protocol, and extends the
protocol to support MAC-based access control.
•

Port-based access control—Once an 802.1X user passes authentication on a port, any
subsequent user can access the network through the port without authentication. When the
authenticated user logs off, all other users are logged off.

•

MAC-based access control—Each user is separately authenticated on a port. When a user
logs off, no other online users are affected.

802.1X VLAN manipulation
Authorization VLAN
The authorization VLAN controls the access of an 802.1X user to authorized network resources. The
device supports authorization VLANs assigned locally or by a remote server.
IMPORTANT:
Only remote servers can assign tagged authorization VLANs.

Remote VLAN authorization
In remote VLAN authorization, you must configure an authorization VLAN for a user on the remote
server. After the user authenticates to the server, the server assigns authorization VLAN information
to the device. Then, the device assigns the user access port to the authorization VLAN as a tagged
or untagged member.
The device supports assignment of the following authorization VLAN information by the remote
server:
•

VLAN ID.

•

VLAN name, which must be the same as the VLAN description on the access device.

•

A string of VLAN IDs and VLAN names.
In the string, some VLANs are represented by their IDs, and some VLANs are represented by
their names.

•

VLAN group name.
For more information about VLAN groups, see VLAN configuration in Network Connectivity
Configuration Guide.

•

VLAN ID with a suffix of t or u.
The t and u suffixes require the device to assign the access port to the VLAN as a tagged or
untagged member, respectively. For example, 2u indicates assigning the port to VLAN 2 as an
untagged member.
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If a VLAN name or VLAN group name is assigned, the device converts the information into a VLAN
ID before VLAN assignment.
IMPORTANT:
For a VLAN represented by its VLAN name to be assigned successfully, you must make sure the
VLAN has been created on the device.
To assign VLAN IDs with suffixes, make sure the user access port is a hybrid or trunk port that
performs port-based access control.
To ensure a successful assignment, the authorization VLANs assigned by the remote server cannot
be any of the following types:
•

Dynamically learned VLANs.

•

Reserved VLANs.

If the server assigns a group of VLANs, the access device selects a VLAN as described in Table 2.
Table 2 Authorization VLAN selection from a group of VLANs
VLAN information

Authorization VLAN selection

VLANs by IDs

If the 802.1X-enabled port performs MAC-based access control, the
device selects an authorization VLAN from the VLAN group for a user
depending on the following rules:
•
If the port does not have online users, the device selects the VLAN
with the lowest ID.
•
If the port has online users, the device examines the VLAN group for
the VLAN of the online users. If the VLAN is found, the VLAN is
assigned to the user as the authorization VLAN. If the VLAN is not
found, VLAN authorization fails.

VLANs by names
VLAN group name

If the 802.1X-enabled port performs port-based access control, the
device selects the VLAN with the lowest ID from the VLAN group. All
subsequent 802.1X users are assigned to that VLAN.
1.

2.
VLAN IDs with suffixes

The device selects the leftmost VLAN ID without a suffix, or the
leftmost VLAN ID suffixed by u as an untagged VLAN, whichever is
more leftmost.
The device assigns the untagged VLAN to the port as the PVID, and
it assigns the remaining as tagged VLANs. If no untagged VLAN is
assigned, the PVID of the port does not change. The port permits
traffic from these tagged and untagged VLANs to pass through.

For example, the authentication server sends the string 1u 2t 3 to the
access device for a user. The device assigns VLAN 1 as an untagged
VLAN and all remaining VLANs (including VLAN 3) as tagged VLANs.
VLAN 1 becomes the PVID.

Local VLAN authorization
To perform local VLAN authorization for a user, specify the VLAN ID in the authorization attribute list
of the local user account for that user. For each local user, you can specify only one authorization
VLAN ID. The user access port is assigned to the VLAN as an untagged member.
IMPORTANT:
Local VLAN authorization does not support assignment of tagged VLANs.
For more information about local user configuration, see "Configuring AAA."

Authorization VLAN manipulation on an 802.1X-enabled port
Table 3 describes how the access device handles VLANs (except for the VLANs specified with
suffixes) on an 802.1X-enabled port.
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Table 3 VLAN manipulation
Port access control
method

VLAN manipulation
The device assigns the port to the first authenticated user's authorization
VLAN. All subsequent 802.1X users can access the VLAN without
authentication.

Port-based

If the authorization VLAN has the untagged attribute, the device assigns the
port to the authorization VLAN as an untagged member and sets the VLAN
as the PVID.
If the authorization VLAN has the tagged attribute, the device assigns the
port to the VLAN as a tagged member without changing the PVID.
NOTE:
The tagged attribute is supported only on trunk and hybrid ports.
•

MAC-based
•

The device assigns the port to the first authenticated user's
authorization VLAN and sets the VLAN as the PVID if that authorization
VLAN has the untagged attribute.
If the authorization VLAN has the tagged attribute, the device assigns
the port to the authorization VLAN without changing its PVID.

IMPORTANT:
• If the users are attached to a port whose link type is access, make sure the authorization VLAN assigned by
the server has the untagged attribute. VLAN assignment will fail if the server issues a VLAN that has the
tagged attribute.

• When you assign VLANs to users attached to a trunk or hybrid port, make sure there is only one untagged
VLAN. If a different untagged VLAN is assigned to a subsequent user, the user cannot pass authentication.

• As a best practice to enhance network security, do not use the port hybrid vlan command to assign
a hybrid port to an authorization VLAN as a tagged member.

For an 802.1X authenticated user to access the network on a hybrid port when no authorization
VLAN is configured for the user, perform one of the following tasks:
•

If the port receives tagged authentication packets from the user in a VLAN, use the port
hybrid vlan command to configure the port as a tagged member in the VLAN.

•

If the port receives untagged authentication packets from the user in a VLAN, use the port
hybrid vlan command to configure the port as an untagged member in the VLAN.

Guest VLAN
The 802.1X guest VLAN on a port accommodates users that have not performed 802.1X
authentication. Users in the guest VLAN can access a limited set of network resources, such as a
software server, to download antivirus software and system patches. Once a user in the guest VLAN
passes 802.1X authentication, it is removed from the guest VLAN and can access authorized
network resources.
The access device handles VLANs on an 802.1X-enabled port based on its 802.1X access control
method.
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Port-based access control
Authentication status
A user accesses the
802.1X-enabled port when
the port is in auto state.

A user in the 802.1X guest
VLAN fails 802.1X
authentication.

VLAN manipulation
The device assigns the port to the 802.1X guest VLAN. All 802.1X users on
this port can access only resources in the guest VLAN.
The guest VLAN assignment varies by port link mode. For more information,
see Table 3 in "Authorization VLAN."
If an 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN is available, the device assigns the port to the
Auth-Fail VLAN. All users on this port can access only resources in the
Auth-Fail VLAN.
If no Auth-Fail VLAN is configured, the port is still in the 802.1X guest VLAN.
All users on the port are in the guest VLAN.
For information about the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN, see "Auth-Fail VLAN."
The device removes the port from the 802.1X guest VLAN and assigns the
port to the authorization VLAN of the user.

A user in the 802.1X guest
VLAN passes 802.1X
authentication.

If the authentication server does not assign an authorization VLAN, the initial
PVID of the port applies. The user and all subsequent 802.1X users are
assigned to the initial port VLAN.
After the user logs off, the port is assigned to the guest VLAN again.
NOTE:
The initial PVID of an 802.1X-enabled port refers to the PVID used by the
port before the port is assigned to any 802.1X VLANs.

MAC-based access control
Authentication status

VLAN manipulation

A user accesses the
802.1X-enabled port and
has not performed 802.1X
authentication.

The device creates a mapping between the MAC address of the user and the
802.1X guest VLAN. The user can access only resources in the guest VLAN.

A user in the 802.1X guest
VLAN fails 802.1X
authentication.

A user in the 802.1X guest
VLAN passes 802.1X
authentication.

If an 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN is available, the device remaps the MAC
address of the user to the Auth-Fail VLAN. The user can access only
resources in the Auth-Fail VLAN.
If no 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN is configured, the user is removed from the
802.1X guest VLAN and added to the initial PVID.
The device remaps the MAC address of the user to the authorization VLAN.
If the authentication server does not assign an authorization VLAN, the
device remaps the MAC address of the user to the initial PVID on the port.

Auth-Fail VLAN
The 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN on a port accommodates users that have failed 802.1X authentication
because of the failure to comply with the organization security strategy. For example, the VLAN
accommodates users that have entered a wrong password. Users in the Auth-Fail VLAN can access
a limited set of network resources, such as a software server, to download antivirus software and
system patches.
The access device handles VLANs on an 802.1X-enabled port based on its 802.1X access control
method.
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Port-based access control
Authentication status
A user accesses the port
and fails 802.1X
authentication.

A user in the 802.1X
Auth-Fail VLAN fails 802.1X
authentication.

VLAN manipulation
The device assigns the port to the Auth-Fail VLAN. All 802.1X users on this
port can access only resources in the Auth-Fail VLAN.
The Auth-Fail VLAN assignment varies by port link mode. For more
information, see Table 3 in "Authorization VLAN."

The port is still in the Auth-Fail VLAN, and all 802.1X users on this port are in
this VLAN.

The device assigns the port to the authorization VLAN of the user, and it
removes the port from the Auth-Fail VLAN.
A user in the 802.1X
Auth-Fail VLAN passes
802.1X authentication.

If the authentication server does not assign an authorization VLAN, the initial
PVID of the port applies. The user and all subsequent 802.1X users are
assigned to the initial PVID.
After the user logs off, the port is assigned to the guest VLAN. If no guest
VLAN is configured, the port is assigned to the initial PVID of the port.

MAC-based access control
Authentication status

VLAN manipulation

A user accesses the port
and fails 802.1X
authentication.

The device maps the MAC address of the user to the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN.
The user can access only resources in the Auth-Fail VLAN.

A user in the 802.1X
Auth-Fail VLAN fails 802.1X
authentication.

The user is still in the Auth-Fail VLAN.

A user in the 802.1X
Auth-Fail VLAN passes
802.1X authentication.

The device remaps the MAC address of the user to the authorization VLAN.
If the authentication server does not assign an authorization VLAN, the
device remaps the MAC address of the user to the initial PVID on the port.

Critical VLAN
The 802.1X critical VLAN on a port accommodates 802.1X users that have failed authentication
because none of the RADIUS servers in their ISP domain are reachable. Users in the critical VLAN
can access a limited set of network resources depending on the configuration.
The critical VLAN feature takes effect when 802.1X authentication is performed only through
RADIUS servers. If an 802.1X user fails local authentication after RADIUS authentication, the user is
not assigned to the critical VLAN. For more information about the authentication methods, see
"Configuring AAA."
The access device handles VLANs on an 802.1X-enabled port based on its 802.1X access control
method.
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Port-based access control
Authentication status
A user accesses the port and fails 802.1X
authentication because all the RADIUS
servers are unreachable.

VLAN manipulation
The device assigns the port to the critical VLAN. The 802.1X
user and all subsequent 802.1X users on this port can access
only resources in the 802.1X critical VLAN.
The critical VLAN assignment varies by port link mode. For
more information, see Table 3 in "Authorization VLAN."

A user in the 802.1X critical VLAN fails
authentication because all the RADIUS
servers are unreachable.

The port is still in the critical VLAN.

A user in the 802.1X critical VLAN fails
authentication for any reason other than
unreachable servers.

If an 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN has been configured, the port is
assigned to the Auth-Fail VLAN. If no 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN is
configured, the port is assigned to the initial PVID of the port.
The device assigns the port to the authorization VLAN of the
user, and it removes the port from the 802.1X critical VLAN.

A user in the 802.1X critical VLAN passes
802.1X authentication.

If the authentication server does not assign an authorization
VLAN, the initial PVID of the port applies. The user and all
subsequent 802.1X users are assigned to this port VLAN.
After the user logs off, the port is assigned to the guest VLAN. If
no 802.1X guest VLAN is configured, the initial PVID of the port
is restored.

A user in the 802.1X guest VLAN fails
authentication because all the RADIUS
servers are unreachable.

The device assigns the port to the 802.1X critical VLAN, and all
802.1X users on this port are in this VLAN.

A user in the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN fails
authentication because all the RADIUS
servers are unreachable.

The port is still in the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN. All 802.1X users
on this port can access only resources in the 802.1X Auth-Fail
VLAN.

A user that has passed authentication
fails reauthentication because all the
RADIUS servers are unreachable, and
the user is logged out of the device.

The device assigns the port to the 802.1X critical VLAN.

If the port is added to the critical VLAN because no RADIUS servers are reachable, the device
performs the following operations after it detects a reachable RADIUS server:
1.

Removes the port from the critical VLAN.

2.

Sends a multicast EAP-Request/Identity message out of the port to trigger authentication.

MAC-based access control
Authentication status

VLAN manipulation

A user accesses the port and fails 802.1X
authentication because all the RADIUS
servers are unreachable.

The device maps the MAC address of the user to the 802.1X
critical VLAN. The user can access only resources in the
802.1X critical VLAN.

A user in the 802.1X critical VLAN fails
authentication because all the RADIUS
servers are unreachable.

The user is still in the critical VLAN.

A user in the 802.1X critical VLAN fails
802.1X authentication for any reason other
than unreachable servers.

If an 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN has been configured, the
device remaps the MAC address of the user to the Auth-Fail
VLAN ID.
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Authentication status

VLAN manipulation
If no 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN has been configured, the
device remaps the MAC address of the user to the initial
PVID.

A user in the 802.1X critical VLAN passes
802.1X authentication.

The device remaps the MAC address of the user to the
authorization VLAN.
If the authentication server does not assign an authorization
VLAN to the user, the device remaps the MAC address of
the user to the initial PVID on the port.

A user in the 802.1X guest VLAN fails
authentication because all the RADIUS
servers are unreachable.

The device remaps the MAC address of the user to the
802.1X critical VLAN. The user can access only resources in
the 802.1X critical VLAN.

A user in the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN fails
authentication because all the RADIUS
servers are unreachable.

The user remains in the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN.

If a user is added to the critical VLAN because no RADIUS servers are reachable, the device
performs the following operations after it detects a reachable RADIUS server:
1.

Removes the user from the critical VLAN.

2.

Sends a unicast EAP-Request/Identity message out of the port to the user for reauthentication.

ACL assignment
You can specify an ACL for an 802.1X user on the authentication server to control the user's access
to network resources. After the user passes 802.1X authentication, the authentication server assigns
the ACL to the user access port of the user. Then, the port permits or drops the matching traffic for
the user depending on the rules configured in the ACL.
The authentication server can be the local access device or a RADIUS server. In either case, the
server only specifies the ACL number. You must create the ACL and configure its rules on the access
device.
To change the access control criteria for the user, you can use one of the following methods:
•

Modify ACL rules on the access device.

•

Specify another authorization ACL on the authentication server.

The supported authorization ACLs include the following types:
•

Basic ACLs, which are numbered in the range of 2000 to 2999.

•

Advanced ACLs, which are numbered in the range of 3000 to 3999.

•

Layer 2 ACLs, which are numbered in the range of 4000 to 4999.

For an authorization ACL to take effect, make sure the ACL exists with rules and none of the rules
contains the counting, established, fragment, source-mac, or logging keyword.
For more information about ACLs, see Security Command Reference.

User profile assignment
You can specify a user profile for an 802.1X user on the authentication server to control the user's
access to network resources. After the user passes 802.1X authentication, the authentication server
assigns the user profile to the user for filtering traffic.
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The authentication server can be the local access device or a RADIUS server. In either case, the
server only specifies the user profile name. You must configure the user profile on the access device.
To change the user's access permissions, you can use one of the following methods:
•

Modify the user profile configuration on the access device.

•

Specify another user profile for the user on the authentication server.

For more information about user profiles, see "Configuring user profiles."

Periodic 802.1X reauthentication
Periodic 802.1X reauthentication tracks the connection status of online users and updates the
authorization attributes (such as ACL and VLAN) assigned by the server.
The device reauthenticates online 802.1X users at the periodic reauthentication interval when the
periodic online user reauthentication feature is enabled. The interval is controlled by a timer and the
timer is user configurable. A change to the periodic reauthentication timer applies to online users
only after the old timer expires and the users pass authentication.
The server-assigned session timeout timer (Session-Timeout attribute) and termination action
(Termination-Action attribute) together can affect the periodic online user reauthentication feature. To
display the server-assigned Session-Timeout and Termination-Action attributes, use the display
dot1x connection command (see Security Command Reference).
•

If the termination action is Default (logoff), periodic online user reauthentication on the device
takes effect only when the periodic reauthentication timer is shorter than the session timeout
timer.

•

If the termination action is Radius-request, the periodic online user reauthentication settings
on the device do not take effect. The device reauthenticates the online 802.1X users after the
session timeout timer expires.

If no session timeout timer is assigned by the server, whether the device performs periodic 802.1X
reauthentication depends on the periodic reauthentication configuration on the device. Support for
the assignment of Session-Timeout and Termination-Action attributes depends on the server model.
By default, the device logs off online 802.1X users if no server is reachable for 802.1X
reauthentication. The keep-online feature keeps authenticated 802.1X users online when no server
is reachable for 802.1X reauthentication.
The VLANs assigned to an online user before and after reauthentication can be the same or
different.

EAD assistant
Endpoint Admission Defense (EAD) is an H3C integrated endpoint access control solution to
improve the threat defensive capability of a network. The solution enables the security client, security
policy server, access device, and third-party server to operate together. If a terminal device seeks to
access an EAD network, it must have an EAD client, which performs 802.1X authentication.
The EAD assistant feature enables the access device to redirect the HTTP requests of a user to a
redirect URL for downloading and installing an EAD client. This feature eliminates the administrative
task to deploy EAD clients.
EAD assistant is implemented by the following functionality:
•

Free IP.
A free IP is a freely accessible network segment, which has a limited set of network resources
such as software and DHCP servers. To ensure security strategy compliance, an
unauthenticated user can access only this segment to perform operations. For example, the
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user can download EAD client from a software server or obtain a dynamic IP address from a
DHCP server.
•

Redirect URL.
If an unauthenticated 802.1X user is using a Web browser to access the network, EAD
assistant redirects the network access requests of the user to a specific URL. For example, you
can use this feature to redirect the user to the EAD client software download page.

The EAD assistant feature creates an ACL-based EAD rule automatically to open access to the
redirect URL for each redirected user.
EAD rules are implemented by using ACL resources. When the EAD rule timer expires or the user
passes authentication, the rule is removed. If users fail to download EAD client or fail to pass
authentication before the timer expires, they must reconnect to the network to access the free IP.

SmartOn
The SmartOn feature was developed to support the NEC 802.1X client.
As shown in Figure 11, the access device performs SmartOn authentication before 802.1X
authentication. The following shows the authentication process:
1.

When a SmartOn-enabled port receives an EAPOL-Start packet from an 802.1X client, it sends
a unicast EAP-Request/Notification packet to the client for SmartOn authentication.

2.

Upon receiving an EAP-Response/Notification from the client, the device compares the switch
ID and password in the packet with the switch ID and password configured on the device.
{

If they are the same, 802.1X authentication can continue.

{

If they do not match, SmartOn authentication fails. The access device stops 802.1X
authentication for the client.

Figure 11 802.1X authentication process with the SmartOn feature

If the user attempts to use another 802.1X client for authentication, it will fail SmartOn authentication.
The access device stops 802.1X authentication for the user.
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NOTE:
After you install the SmartOn client software, add two values QX_ID and QX_PASSWORD to the
Windows registry key [HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Soliton Systems K.K.\SmartOn
Client\Clients\1XGate]. Specify the switch ID and password for the QX_ID and QX_PASSWORD,
respectively. The switch ID and password must be the same as the switch ID and password
configured on the device.
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Configuring 802.1X
Restrictions and guidelines: 802.1X configuration
You can configure the port security feature to perform 802.1X. Port security combines and extends
802.1X and MAC authentication. It applies to a network (a WLAN, for example) that requires different
authentication methods for different users on a port. For more information about the port security
feature, see "Configuring port security."
Do not change the link type of a port when the 802.1X guest VLAN, Auth-Fail VLAN, or critical VLAN
on the port has users.

802.1X tasks at a glance
To configure 802.1X authentication, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling 802.1X

2.

Configuring basic 802.1X features

3.

4.

{

Enabling EAP relay or EAP termination

{

Setting the port authorization state

{

Specifying an access control method

{

(Optional.) Specifying a mandatory authentication domain on a port

{

(Optional.) Setting the 802.1X authentication timeout timers

{

(Optional.) Configuring 802.1X reauthentication

{

(Optional.) Setting the quiet timer

(Optional.) Configuring 802.1X VLAN assignment
{

Configuring an 802.1X guest VLAN

{

Configuring an 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN

{

Configuring an 802.1X critical VLAN

(Optional.) Configuring other 802.1X features
{

Configuring the authentication trigger feature
Perform this task when 802.1X clients cannot initiate authentication.

{

Setting the maximum number of concurrent 802.1X users on a port

{

Setting the maximum number of authentication request attempts

{

Configuring online user handshake

{

Specifying supported domain name delimiters

{

Configuring the EAD assistant feature

{

Configuring 802.1X SmartOn

Prerequisites for 802.1X
Before you configure 802.1X, complete the following tasks:
•

Configure an ISP domain and AAA scheme (local or RADIUS authentication) for 802.1X users.

•

If RADIUS authentication is used, create user accounts on the RADIUS server.
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•

If local authentication is used, create local user accounts on the access device and set the
service type to lan-access.

Enabling 802.1X
Restrictions and guidelines
For 802.1X to take effect on a port, you must enable it both globally and on the port.
Do not enable 802.1X on a port that is in a link aggregation group.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable 802.1X globally.
dot1x
By default, 802.1X is disabled globally.

3.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

4.

Enable 802.1X on a port.
dot1x
By default, 802.1X is disabled on a port.

Enabling EAP relay or EAP termination
About this task
Consider the following factors to select a proper EAP mode:
•

Support of the RADIUS server for EAP packets.

•

Authentication methods supported by the 802.1X client and the RADIUS server.

Restrictions and guidelines
•

If EAP relay mode is used, the user-name-format command configured in RADIUS
scheme view does not take effect. The access device sends the authentication data from the
client to the server without any modification. For more information about the
user-name-format command, see AAA commands in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.

•

You can use both EAP termination and EAP relay in any of the following situations:

•

{

The client is using only MD5-Challenge EAP authentication. If EAP termination is used, you
must enable CHAP authentication on the access device.

{

The client is an iNode 802.1X client and initiates only the username and password EAP
authentication. If EAP termination is used, you can enable either PAP or CHAP
authentication on the access device. However, for the purpose of security, you must use
CHAP authentication on the access device.

To use EAP-TLS, PEAP, or any other EAP authentication methods, you must use EAP relay.
When you make your decision, see "Comparing EAP relay and EAP termination" for help.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
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2.

Configure EAP relay or EAP termination.
dot1x authentication-method { chap | eap | pap }
By default, the access device performs EAP termination and uses CHAP to communicate with
the RADIUS server.

Setting the port authorization state
About this task
The port authorization state determines whether the client is granted access to the network. You can
control the following authorization states of a port:
•

Authorized—Places the port in the authorized state, enabling users on the port to access the
network without authentication.

•

Unauthorized—Places the port in the unauthorized state, denying any access requests from
users on the port.

•

Auto—Places the port initially in unauthorized state to allow only EAPOL packets to pass. After
a user passes authentication, sets the port in the authorized state to allow access to the
network. You can use this option in most scenarios.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Set the port authorization state.
dot1x port-control { authorized-force | auto | unauthorized-force }
By default, the auto state applies.

Specifying an access control method
About this task
The device supports port-based and MAC-based access control methods.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Specify an access control method.
dot1x port-method { macbased | portbased }
By default, MAC-based access control applies.
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Specifying a mandatory authentication domain on
a port
About this task
You can place all 802.1X users in a mandatory authentication domain for authentication,
authorization, and accounting on a port. No user can use an account in any other domain to access
the network through the port. The implementation of a mandatory authentication domain enhances
the flexibility of 802.1X access control deployment.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Specify a mandatory 802.1X authentication domain on the port.
dot1x mandatory-domain domain-name
By default, no mandatory 802.1X authentication domain is specified.

Setting the 802.1X authentication timeout timers
About this task
The network device uses the following 802.1X authentication timeout timers:
•

Client timeout timer—Starts when the access device sends an EAP-Request/MD5-Challenge
packet to a client. If no response is received when this timer expires, the access device
retransmits the request to the client.

•

Server timeout timer—Starts when the access device sends a RADIUS Access-Request
packet to the authentication server. If no response is received when this timer expires, 802.1X
authentication fails.

Restrictions and guidelines
In most cases, the default settings are sufficient. You can edit the timers, depending on the network
conditions.
•

In a low-speed network, increase the client timeout timer.

•

In a network with authentication servers of different performance, adjust the server timeout
timer.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the client timeout timer.
dot1x timer supp-timeout supp-timeout-value
The default is 30 seconds.

3.

Set the server timeout timer.
dot1x timer server-timeout server-timeout-value
The default is 100 seconds.
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Configuring 802.1X reauthentication
Restrictions and guidelines
Any modification to the mandatory authentication domain or EAP message handling method setting
does not affect the reauthentication of online 802.1X users. The modified setting takes effect only on
802.1X users that come online after the modification.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

(Optional.) Set the periodic reauthentication timer.
dot1x timer reauth-period reauth-period-value
The default setting is 3600 seconds.

3.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

4.

Enable periodic online user reauthentication.
dot1x re-authenticate
By default, the feature is disabled.

5.

(Optional.) Enable the keep-online feature for 802.1X users.
dot1x re-authenticate server-unreachable keep-online
By default, this feature is disabled. The device logs off online 802.1X users if no authentication
server is reachable for 802.1X reauthentication.
Use the keep-online feature according to the actual network condition. In a fast-recovery
network, you can use the keep-online feature to prevent 802.1X users from coming online and
going offline frequently.

Setting the quiet timer
About this task
The quiet timer enables the access device to wait a period of time before it can process any
authentication request from a client that has failed an 802.1X authentication.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can edit the quiet timer, depending on the network conditions.
•

In a vulnerable network, set the quiet timer to a high value.

•

In a high-performance network with quick authentication response, set the quiet timer to a low
value.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable the quiet timer.
dot1x quiet-period
By default, the timer is disabled.

3.

(Optional.) Set the quiet timer.
dot1x timer quiet-period quiet-period-value
The default is 60 seconds.
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Configuring an 802.1X guest VLAN
Hardware and feature compatibility
Hardware series

Model

Product code

Guest VLAN
compatibility

WX1800H series

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR-CN

No

WX2508H-PWR-LTE

EWP-WX2508H-PWR-LTE

WX2510H

EWP-WX2510H-PWR

WX2510H-F

EWP-WX2510H-F-PWR

WX2540H

EWP-WX2540H

WX2540H-F

EWP-WX2540H-F

WX2560H

EWP-WX2560H

WX3010H

EWP-WX3010H

WX3010H-X

EWP-WX3010H-X-PWR

WX3010H-L

EWP-WX3010H-L-PWR

WX3024H

EWP-WX3024H

WX3024H-L

EWP-WX3024H-L-PWR

WX3024H-F

EWP-WX3024H-F

WX3508H

EWP-WX3508H

WX3510H

EWP-WX3510H

WX3520H

EWP-WX3520H

WX3520H-F

EWP-WX3520H-F

WX3540H

EWP-WX3540H

WX5510E

EWP-WX5510E

WX5540E

EWP-WX5540E

WX5540H

EWP-WX5540H

WX5560H

EWP-WX5560H

WX5580H

EWP-WX5580H

LSUM1WCME0

LSUM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

LSQM1WCMX20

LSQM1WCMX20

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSQM1WCMX40

LSQM1WCMX40

LSUM1WCMX40RT

LSUM1WCMX40RT

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

Model

Product code

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR

WX1810H

EWP-WX1810H-PWR

WX1820H

EWP-WX1820H

WX1840H

EWP-WX1840H-GL

WX3820H

EWP-WX3820H-GL

WX2500H series

WX3000H series

WX3500H series

WX5500E series

WX5500H series

Access controller
modules

Hardware series

WX1800H series

WX3800H series
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No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Guest VLAN
compatibility

No

Yes

Hardware series

WX5800H series

Model

Product code

WX3840H

EWP-WX3840H-GL

WX5860H

EWP-WX5860H-GL

Guest VLAN
compatibility
Yes

Restrictions and guidelines
•

You can configure only one 802.1X guest VLAN on a port. The 802.1X guest VLANs on different
ports can be different.

•

Assign different IDs to the port VLAN and the 802.1X guest VLAN on a port. The assignment
makes sure the port can correctly process incoming VLAN-tagged traffic.

•

On a hybrid port, the guest VLAN can only be an untagged VLAN.

•

When you configure multiple security features on a port, follow the guidelines in Table 4.
Table 4 Relationships of the 802.1X guest VLAN and other security features
Feature

Relationship description

Reference

802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN
on a port that performs
MAC-based access
control

The 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN has a higher
priority than the 802.1X guest VLAN.

See "802.1X VLAN
manipulation."

Port intrusion protection
actions on a port that
performs MAC-based
access control

The 802.1X guest VLAN feature has higher
priority than the block MAC action.
The 802.1X guest VLAN feature has lower
priority than the shutdown port action of the
port intrusion protection feature.

See "Configuring port
security."

Prerequisites
Before you configure an 802.1X guest VLAN, complete the following tasks:
•

Create the VLAN to be specified as the 802.1X guest VLAN.

•

If the port type is hybrid, verify that the VLAN to be specified as the guest VLAN is not in the
tagged VLAN list on the port.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure the 802.1X guest VLAN on the port.
dot1x guest-vlan guest-vlan-id
By default, no 802.1X guest VLAN exists on a port.

Configuring an 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN
Restrictions and guidelines
•

Assign different IDs to the port VLAN, the voice VLAN, and the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN on a port.
The assignment makes sure the port can correctly process VLAN-tagged incoming traffic.
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•

You can configure only one 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN on a port. The 802.1X Auth-Fail VLANs on
different ports can be different.

•

On a hybrid port, the Auth-Fail VLAN can only be an untagged VLAN.

•

When you configure multiple security features on a port, follow the guidelines in Table 5.
Table 5 Relationships of the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN with other features
Feature

Relationship description

Reference

MAC authentication guest VLAN
on a port that performs
MAC-based access control

The 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN has
a high priority.

See "Configuring MAC
authentication."

Port intrusion protection actions
on a port that performs
MAC-based access control

The 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN
feature has higher priority than
the block MAC action.
The 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN
feature has lower priority than
the shutdown port action of the
port intrusion protection feature.

See "Configuring port security."

Prerequisites
Before you configure an 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN, complete the following tasks:
•

Create the VLAN to be specified as the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN.

•

If the port type is hybrid, verify that the VLAN to be specified as the Auth-Fail VLAN is not in the
tagged VLAN list on the port.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure the 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN on the port.
dot1x auth-fail vlan authfail-vlan-id
By default, no 802.1X Auth-Fail VLAN exists on a port.

Configuring an 802.1X critical VLAN
Restrictions and guidelines for 802.1X critical VLAN configuration
•

Assign different IDs to the PVID and the 802.1X critical VLAN on a port. The assignment makes
sure the port can correctly process VLAN-tagged incoming traffic.

•

You can configure only one 802.1X critical VLAN on a port. The 802.1X critical VLANs on
different ports can be different.

•

On a hybrid port, the critical VLAN can only be an untagged VLAN.

Prerequisites
Before you configure an 802.1X critical VLAN, complete the following tasks:
•

Create the VLAN to be specified as a critical VLAN.

•

If the port type is hybrid, verify that the VLAN to be specified as the critical VLAN is not in the
tagged VLAN list on the port.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure the 802.1X critical VLAN on the port.
dot1x critical vlan critical-vlan-id
By default, no 802.1X critical VLAN exists on a port.

Configuring the authentication trigger feature
About this task
The authentication trigger feature enables the access device to initiate 802.1X authentication when
802.1X clients cannot initiate authentication.
This feature provides the multicast trigger and unicast trigger (see 802.1X authentication initiation in
"802.1X overview").

Hardware and feature compatibility
Hardware series

Model

Product code

Unicast trigger
compatibility

WX1800H series

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR-CN

No

WX2508H-PWR-LTE

EWP-WX2508H-PWR-LTE

WX2510H

EWP-WX2510H-PWR

WX2510H-F

EWP-WX2510H-F-PWR

WX2540H

EWP-WX2540H

WX2540H-F

EWP-WX2540H-F

WX2560H

EWP-WX2560H

WX3010H

EWP-WX3010H

WX3010H-X

EWP-WX3010H-X-PWR

WX3010H-L

EWP-WX3010H-L-PWR

WX3024H

EWP-WX3024H

WX3024H-L

EWP-WX3024H-L-PWR

WX3024H-F

EWP-WX3024H-F

WX3508H

EWP-WX3508H

WX3510H

EWP-WX3510H

WX3520H

EWP-WX3520H

WX3520H-F

EWP-WX3520H-F

WX3540H

EWP-WX3540H

WX5510E

EWP-WX5510E

WX5540E

EWP-WX5540E

WX5540H

EWP-WX5540H

WX5560H

EWP-WX5560H

WX5580H

EWP-WX5580H

WX2500H series

WX3000H series

WX3500H series

WX5500E series

WX5500H series

Access controller
modules

LSUM1WCME0

LSUM1WCME0
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No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hardware series

Hardware series

WX1800H series

WX3800H series
WX5800H series

Model

Product code

EWPXM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

LSQM1WCMX20

LSQM1WCMX20

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSQM1WCMX40

LSQM1WCMX40

LSUM1WCMX40RT

LSUM1WCMX40RT

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

Model

Product code

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR

WX1810H

EWP-WX1810H-PWR

WX1820H

EWP-WX1820H

WX1840H

EWP-WX1840H-GL

WX3820H

EWP-WX3820H-GL

WX3840H

EWP-WX3840H-GL

WX5860H

EWP-WX5860H-GL

Unicast trigger
compatibility

Unicast trigger
compatibility

No

Yes
Yes

Restrictions and guidelines
•

Enable the multicast trigger on a port when the clients attached to the port cannot send
EAPOL-Start packets to initiate 802.1X authentication.

•

Disable the multicast trigger in a wireless LAN. Wireless clients and the wireless module of the
access device can both initiate 802.1X authentication.

•

Enable the unicast trigger on a port if only a few 802.1X clients are attached to the port and
these clients cannot initiate authentication.

•

To avoid duplicate authentication packets, do not enable both triggers on a port.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

(Optional.) Set the username request timeout timer.
dot1x timer tx-period tx-period-value
The default is 30 seconds.

3.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

4.

Enable an authentication trigger.
dot1x { multicast-trigger | unicast-trigger }
By default, the multicast trigger is enabled, and the unicast trigger is disabled.
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Setting the maximum number of concurrent
802.1X users on a port
About this task
Perform this task to prevent the system resources from being overused.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Set the maximum number of concurrent 802.1X users on a port.
dot1x max-user max-number
The default is 4294967295.

Setting the maximum number of authentication
request attempts
About this task
The access device retransmits an authentication request if it does not receive any responses to the
request from the client within a period of time. To set the time, use the dot1x timer tx-period
tx-period-value command or the dot1x timer supp-timeout supp-timeout-value
command. The access device stops retransmitting the request if it has made the maximum number
of request transmission attempts but still receives no response.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the maximum number of attempts for sending an authentication request.
dot1x retry retries
The default setting is 2.

Configuring online user handshake
About this task
The online user handshake feature checks the connectivity status of online 802.1X users. The
access device sends handshake requests (EAP-Request/Identity) to online users at the interval
specified by the dot1x timer handshake-period command. If the device does not receive any
EAP-Response/Identity packets from an online user after it has made the maximum handshake
attempts, the device sets the user to offline state. To set the maximum handshake attempts, use the
dot1x retry command.
Typically, the device does not reply to 802.1X clients' EAP-Response/Identity packets with
EAP-Success packets. Some 802.1X clients will go offline if they do not receive the EAP-Success
packets for handshake. To avoid this issue, enable the online user handshake reply feature.
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If iNode clients are deployed, you can also enable the online user handshake security feature to
check authentication information in the handshake packets from clients. This feature can prevent
802.1X users that use illegal client software from bypassing iNode security check, such as dual
network interface cards (NICs) detection. If a user fails the handshake security checking, the device
sets the user to the offline state.

Restrictions and guidelines
•

If the network has 802.1X clients that cannot exchange handshake packets with the access
device, disable the online user handshake feature. This operation prevents the 802.1X
connections from being incorrectly torn down.

•

The SmartOn feature and the online user handshake feature are mutually exclusive. Before you
enable the online user handshake feature, make sure the SmartOn feature is disabled.

•

To use the online user handshake security feature, make sure the online user handshake
feature is enabled.

•

The online user handshake security feature takes effect only on the network where the iNode
client and IMC server are used.

•

Enable the online user handshake reply feature only if 802.1X clients will go offline without
receiving EAP-Success packets from the device.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

(Optional.) Set the handshake timer.
dot1x timer handshake-period handshake-period-value
The default is 15 seconds.

3.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

4.

Enable the online user handshake feature.
dot1x handshake
By default, the feature is enabled.

5.

(Optional.) Enable the online user handshake security feature.
dot1x handshake secure
By default, the feature is disabled.

6.

(Optional.) Enable the 802.1X online user handshake reply feature.
dot1x handshake reply enable
By default, the device does not reply to 802.1X clients' EAP-Response/Identity packets during
the online handshake process.

Specifying supported domain name delimiters
About this task
By default, the access device supports the at sign (@) as the delimiter. You can also configure the
access device to accommodate 802.1X users that use other domain name delimiters. The
configurable delimiters include the at sign (@), backslash (\), dot (.), and forward slash (/).
Usernames that include domain names can use the format of username@domain-name,
domain-name\username, username.domain-name, or username/domain-name.
If an 802.1X username string contains multiple configured delimiters, the rightmost delimiter is the
domain name delimiter. For example, if you configure the backslash (\), dot (.), and forward slash (/)
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as delimiters, the domain name delimiter for the username string 121.123/22\@abc is the backslash
(\). The username is @abc and the domain name is 121.123/22.

Restrictions and guidelines
If a username string contains none of the delimiters, the access device authenticates the user in the
mandatory or default ISP domain.
If you configure the access device to send usernames with domain names to the RADIUS server,
make sure the domain delimiter can be recognized by the RADIUS server. For username format
configuration, see the user-name-format command in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify a set of domain name delimiters for 802.1X users.
dot1x domain-delimiter string
By default, only the at sign (@) delimiter is supported.

Configuring the EAD assistant feature
Restrictions and guidelines
•

You must disable MAC authentication and port security globally before you enable the EAD
assistant feature.

•

To make the EAD assistant feature take effect on an 802.1X-enabled port, you must set the port
authorization mode to auto.

•

When global MAC authentication or port security is enabled, the free IP does not take effect.

•

For the 802.1X guest VLAN feature to work correctly, do not enable EAD assistant together with
the 802.1X guest VLAN feature.

•

If you use free IP and Auth-Fail VLAN features together, make sure the resources in the
Auth-Fail VLAN are on the free IP segments.

•

To allow a user to obtain a dynamic IP address before it passes 802.1X authentication, make
sure the DHCP server is on the free IP segment.

•

The server that provides the redirect URL must be on the free IP accessible to unauthenticated
users.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable the EAD assistant feature.
dot1x ead-assistant enable
By default, this feature is disabled.

3.

Configure a free IP.
dot1x ead-assistant free-ip ip-address { mask-length | mask-address }
By default, no free IPs exist.
Repeat this command to configure multiple free IPs.

4.

(Optional.) Configure the redirect URL if users will use Web browsers to access the network.
dot1x ead-assistant url url-string
By default, no redirect URL exists.
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5.

(Optional.) Set the EAD rule timer.
dot1x timer ead-timeout ead-timeout-value
The default setting is 30 minutes.
To avoid using up ACL resources when a large number of EAD users exist, you can shorten the
EAD rule timer.

Configuring 802.1X SmartOn
About this task
When the device sends a unicast EAP-Request/Notification packet to the client, it starts the SmartOn
client timeout timer (set by using the dot1x smarton timer supp-timeout command).
•

If the device does not receive any EAP-Response/Notification packets from the client within the
timeout timer, it retransmits the EAP-Request/Notification packet to the client. After the device
has made the maximum retransmission attempts but received no response, it stops the 802.1X
authentication process for the client.

•

If the device receives an EAP-Response/Notification packet within the timer or before the
maximum retransmission attempts have been made, it starts the SmartOn authentication. If the
SmartOn switch ID and the MD5 digest of the SmartOn password in the packet match those on
the device, 802.1X authentication continues for the client. Otherwise, the device denies the
client's 802.1X authentication request.

Restrictions and guidelines
The SmartOn feature is mutually exclusive with the 802.1X online user handshake feature.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Enable the SmartOn feature on the port.
dot1x smarton
By default, this feature is disabled.

4.

Return to system view.
quit

5.

Configure the SmartOn switch ID.
dot1x smarton switchid switch-string
By default, no SmartOn switch ID exists.

6.

Set the SmartOn password.
dot1x smarton password { cipher | simple } string
By default, no SmartOn password exists.

7.

(Optional.) Set the SmartOn client timeout timer.
dot1x smarton timer supp-timeout supp-timeout-value
The default timer is 30 seconds.

8.

(Optional.) Set the maximum attempts for retransmitting an EAP-Request/Notification packet to
a client.
dot1x smarton retry retries
By default, the device allows a maximum of 3 attempts for retransmitting an
EAP-Request/Notification packet to a client.
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Display and maintenance commands for 802.1X
IMPORTANT:
The WX1800H series, WX2500H series, and WX3000H series access controllers do not support
parameters or commands that are available only in IRF mode.
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.
Task

Command

Display 802.1X session information,
statistics, or configuration information of
specified or all ports.

display dot1x [ sessions | statistics ] [ ap
ap-name [ radio radio-id ] | interface
interface-type interface-number ]

In standalone mode:

display dot1x connection [ ap ap-name [ radio
radio-id ] | interface interface-type
interface-number | user-mac mac-address |
user-name name-string ]
Display online 802.1X user information.

In IRF mode:

display dot1x connection [ ap ap-name [ radio
radio-id ] | interface interface-type
interface-number | slot slot-number |
user-mac mac-address | user-name
name-string ]

Remove users from the 802.1X guest
VLAN on a port.

reset dot1x guest-vlan interface
interface-type interface-number
[ mac-address mac-address ]

Clear 802.1X statistics.

reset dot1x statistics [ ap ap-name [ radio
radio-id ] | interface interface-type
interface-number ]

Troubleshooting 802.1X
EAD assistant URL redirection failure
Symptom
Unauthenticated users are not redirected to the specified redirect URL after they enter external
website addresses in their Web browsers.

Analysis
Redirection will not happen for one of the following reasons:
•

The address is in the string format. The operating system of the host regards the string as a
website name and tries to resolve the string. If the resolution fails, the operating system sends
an ARP request, but the target address is not in the dotted decimal notation. The redirection
feature does redirect this kind of ARP request.
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•

The address is within a free IP segment. No redirection will take place, even if no host is present
with the address.

•

The redirect URL is not in a free IP segment.

•

No server is using the redirect URL, or the server with the URL does not provide Web services.

Solution
To resolve the issue:
1.

Enter a dotted decimal IP address that is not in any free IP segments.

2.

Verify that the access device and the server are configured correctly.

3.

If the issue persists, contact H3C Support.
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Configuring MAC authentication
About MAC authentication
MAC authentication controls network access by authenticating source MAC addresses on a port.
The feature does not require client software, and users do not have to enter a username and
password for network access. The device initiates a MAC authentication process when it detects an
unknown source MAC address on a MAC authentication-enabled port. If the MAC address passes
authentication, the user can access authorized network resources. If the authentication fails, the
device marks the MAC address as a silent MAC address, drops the packet, and starts a quiet timer.
The device drops all subsequent packets from the MAC address within the quiet time. The quiet
mechanism avoids repeated authentication during a short time.

User account policies
MAC authentication supports the following user account policies:
•

One MAC-based user account for each user. As shown in Figure 1, the access device uses the
source MAC addresses in packets as the usernames and passwords of users for MAC
authentication. This policy is suitable for an insecure environment.

•

One shared user account for all users. You specify one username and password, which are not
necessarily a MAC address, for all MAC authentication users on the access device. This policy
is suitable for a secure environment. See Figure 2.

Figure 1 MAC-based user account policy

Figure 2 Shared user account policy
Device

Host
MAC: 1-1-1

Local user account
abc

User account
Fixed account
Username：abc
Password：123

Username/Password

RADIUS user account
abc

（abc/123）

Host
MAC: 2-2-2

RADIUS server
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Authentication methods
You can perform MAC authentication on the access device (local authentication) or through a
RADIUS server.
For more information about configuring local authentication and RADIUS authentication, see
"Configuring AAA."

RADIUS authentication
If MAC-based accounts are used, the access device sends the source MAC address of the packet as
the username and password to the RADIUS server for authentication.
If a shared account is used, the access device sends the shared account username and password to
the RADIUS server for authentication.

Local authentication
If MAC-based accounts are used, the access device uses the source MAC address of the packet as
the username and password to search the local account database for a match.
If a shared account is used, the access device uses the shared account username and password to
search the local account database for a match.

VLAN assignment
Authorization VLAN
The authorization VLAN controls the access of a MAC authentication user to authorized network
resources. The device supports authorization VLANs assigned locally or by a remote server.
IMPORTANT:
Only remote servers can assign tagged authorization VLANs.

Remote VLAN authorization
In remote VLAN authorization, you must configure an authorization VLAN for a user on the remote
server. After the user authenticates to the server, the server assigns authorization VLAN information
to the device. Then, the device assigns the user access port to the authorization VLAN as a tagged
or untagged member.
The device supports assignment of the following authorization VLAN information by the remote
server:
•

VLAN ID.

•

VLAN name, which must be the same as the VLAN description on the access device.

•

Astring of VLAN IDs and VLAN names.
In the string, some VLANs are represented by their IDs, and some VLANs are represented by
their names.

•

VLAN group name.
For more information about VLAN groups, see VLAN configuration in Network Connectivity
Configuration Guide.

•

VLAN ID with a suffix of t or u.
The t and u suffixes require the device to assign the access port to the VLAN as a tagged or
untagged member, respectively. For example, 2u indicates assigning the port to VLAN 2 as an
untagged member.

If a VLAN name or VLAN group name is assigned, the device converts the information into a VLAN
ID before VLAN assignment.
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IMPORTANT:
For a VLAN represented by its VLAN name to be assigned successfully, you must make sure the
VLAN has been created on the device.
To assign VLAN IDs with suffixes, make sure the user access port is a hybrid or trunk port.
To ensure a successful assignment, the authorization VLANs assigned by the remote server cannot
be any of the following types:
•

Dynamically learned VLANs.

•

Reserved VLANs.

If the server assigns a group of VLANs, the access device selects a VLAN as described in Table 1.
Table 1 Authorization VLAN selection from a group of VLANs
VLAN information

Authorization VLAN selection
The device selects an authorization VLAN from the VLAN group for a
user according to the following rules:

VLANs by IDs
VLANs by names
VLAN group name

On an access, trunk, or hybrid port:
•
If the port does not have online users, the device selects the VLAN
with the lowest ID.
•
If the port has online users, the device examines the VLAN group for
the VLAN of the online users. If the VLAN is found, the VLAN is
assigned to the user as the authorization VLAN. If the VLAN is not
found, VLAN authorization fails.
1.

The device selects the leftmost VLAN ID without a suffix, or the
leftmost VLAN ID suffixed by u as an untagged VLAN, whichever is
more leftmost.
The device assigns the untagged VLAN to the port as the PVID, and
it assigns the remaining as tagged VLANs. If no untagged VLAN is
assigned, the PVID of the port does not change. The port permits
traffic from these tagged and untagged VLANs to pass through.

2.
VLAN IDs with suffixes

For example, the authentication server sends the string 1u 2t 3 to the
access device for a user. The device assigns VLAN 1 as an untagged
VLAN and all remaining VLANs (including VLAN 3) as tagged VLANs.
VLAN 1 becomes the PVID.

Local VLAN authorization
To perform local VLAN authorization for a user, specify the VLAN ID in the authorization attribute list
of the local user account for that user. For each local user, you can specify only one authorization
VLAN ID. The user access port is assigned to the VLAN as an untagged member.
IMPORTANT:
Local VLAN authorization does not support assignment of tagged VLANs.
For more information about local user configuration, see "Configuring AAA."

Authorization VLAN manipulation on a MAC authentication-enabled port
Table 2 describes the way the network access device handles authorization VLANs (except for the
VLANs specified with suffixes) for MAC authenticated users.
Table 2 VLAN manipulation
Port type

VLAN manipulation

•
•

•

Access port
Trunk port

The device assigns the port to the first authenticated user's
authorization VLAN and sets the VLAN as the PVID if that
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Port type
•

VLAN manipulation

Hybrid port
•

authorization VLAN has the untagged attribute.
If the authorization VLAN has the tagged attribute, the device
assigns the port to the authorization VLAN without changing its
PVID.

NOTE:
The tagged attribute is supported only on trunk and hybrid ports.

IMPORTANT:
• If the users are attached to a port whose link type is access, make sure the authorization VLAN assigned by
the server has the untagged attribute. VLAN assignment will fail if the server issues a VLAN that has the
tagged attribute.

• When you assign VLANs to users attached to a trunk or hybrid port, make sure there is only one untagged
VLAN. If a different untagged VLAN is assigned to a subsequent user, the user cannot pass authentication.

• As a best practice to enhance network security, do not use the port hybrid vlan command to assign
a hybrid port to an authorization VLAN as a tagged member.

For a MAC authenticated user to access the network on a hybrid port when no authorization VLAN is
configured for the user, perform one of the following tasks:
•

If the port receives tagged authentication packets from the user in a VLAN, use the port
hybrid vlan command to configure the port as a tagged member in the VLAN.

•

If the port receives untagged authentication packets from the user in a VLAN, use the port
hybrid vlan command to configure the port as an untagged member in the VLAN.

Guest VLAN
The MAC authentication guest VLAN on a port accommodates users that have failed MAC
authentication for any reason other than server unreachable. For example, the VLAN
accommodates users for which invalid passwords are entered.
You can deploy a limited set of network resources in the MAC authentication guest VLAN. For
example, a software server for downloading software and system patches.
A hybrid port is always assigned to a MAC authentication guest VLAN as an untagged member. After
the assignment, do not reconfigure the port as a tagged member in the VLAN.
The device reauthenticates users in the MAC authentication guest VLAN at a specific interval. Table
3 shows the way that the network access device handles guest VLANs for MAC authentication
users.
Table 3 VLAN manipulation
Authentication status

VLAN manipulation

A user in the MAC authentication
guest VLAN fails MAC
authentication.

The user is still in the MAC authentication guest VLAN.

A user in the MAC authentication
guest VLAN passes MAC
authentication.

The device remaps the MAC address of the user to the authorization
VLAN assigned by the authentication server.
If no authorization VLAN is configured for the user on the authentication
server, the device remaps the MAC address of the user to the PVID of
the port.
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Restrictions and guidelines: MAC authentication
configuration
Do not change the link type of a port when the MAC authentication guest VLAN on the port has
users.
If the MAC address that has failed authentication is a static MAC address or a MAC address that has
passed any security authentication, the device does not mark the MAC address as a silent address.

MAC authentication tasks at a glance
To configure MAC authentication, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling MAC authentication

2.

Configure basic MAC authentication features

3.

{

Specifying a MAC authentication domain

{

Configuring the user account format

{

(Optional.) Configuring MAC authentication timers

(Optional.) Configuring MAC authentication VLAN assignment
{

4.

Configuring a MAC authentication guest VLAN

(Optional.) Configuring other MAC authentication features
{

Setting the maximum number of concurrent MAC authentication users on a port

{

Configuring MAC authentication delay

{

Configuring the keep-online feature

Prerequisites for MAC authentication
Before you configure MAC authentication, complete the following tasks:
1.

Make sure the port security feature is disabled. For more information about port security, see
"Configuring port security."

2.

Configure an ISP domain and specify an AAA method. For more information, see "Configuring
AAA."
{

For local authentication, you must also create local user accounts (including usernames
and passwords) and specify the lan-access service for local users.

{

For RADIUS authentication, make sure the device and the RADIUS server can reach each
other and create user accounts on the RADIUS server. If you are using MAC-based
accounts, make sure the username and password for each account are the same as the
MAC address of each MAC authentication user.

Enabling MAC authentication
Restrictions and guidelines
For MAC authentication to take effect on a port, you must enable this feature globally and on the port.
You cannot enable MAC authentication on a port that is in a link aggregation group.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
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system-view
2.

Enable MAC authentication globally.
mac-authentication
By default, MAC authentication is disabled globally.

3.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

4.

Enable MAC authentication on the port.
mac-authentication
By default, MAC authentication is disabled on a port.

Specifying a MAC authentication domain
About this task
By default, MAC authentication users are in the system default authentication domain. To implement
different access policies for users, you can use one of the following methods to specify
authentication domains for MAC authentication users:
•

Specify a global authentication domain in system view. This domain setting applies to all ports
enabled with MAC authentication.

•

Specify an authentication domain for an individual port in Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.

MAC authentication chooses an authentication domain for users on a port in this order: the
port-specific domain, the global domain, and the default domain. For more information about
authentication domains, see "Configuring AAA."

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify an authentication domain for MAC authentication users.
{

In system view:
mac-authentication domain domain-name

{

In Layer 2 Ethernet interface view:
interface interface-type interface-number

mac-authentication domain domain-name
By default, the system default authentication domain is used for MAC authentication users.

Configuring the user account format
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure the MAC authentication user account format.
{

Use one MAC-based user account for each user.
mac-authentication user-name-format mac-address [ { with-hyphen
[ six-section | three-section ] | without-hyphen } [ lowercase |
uppercase ] ]

{

Use one shared user account for all users.
mac-authentication user-name-format fixed [ account name ]
[ password { cipher | simple } string ]
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By default, the device uses the MAC address of a user as the username and password for MAC
authentication. The MAC address is in hexadecimal notation without hyphens, and letters are in
lower case.

Configuring MAC authentication timers
About this task
MAC authentication uses the following timers:
•

Offline detect timer—Sets the interval that the device must wait for traffic from a user before
the device determines that the user is idle. If the device has not received traffic from a user
before the timer expires, the device logs off that user and requests the accounting server to stop
accounting for the user.

•

Quiet timer—Sets the interval that the device must wait before the device can perform MAC
authentication for a user that has failed MAC authentication. All packets from the MAC address
are dropped during the quiet time. This quiet mechanism prevents repeated authentication from
affecting system performance.

•

Server timeout timer—Sets the interval that the device waits for a response from a RADIUS
server before the device determines that the RADIUS server is unavailable. If the timer expires
during MAC authentication, the user cannot access the network.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure MAC authentication timers.
mac-authentication timer { offline-detect offline-detect-value |
quiet quiet-value | server-timeout server-timeout-value }
By default, the offline detect timer is 300 seconds, the quiet timer is 60 seconds, and the server
timeout timer is 100 seconds.

Configuring a MAC authentication guest VLAN
Restrictions and guidelines
When you configure the MAC authentication guest VLAN on a port, follow the guidelines in Table 4.
Table 4 Relationships of the MAC authentication guest VLAN with other security features
Feature

Relationship description

Reference

The MAC authentication guest VLAN feature
has higher priority.
Quiet feature of MAC
authentication

Port intrusion protection

When a user fails MAC authentication, the
user can access the resources in the guest
VLAN. The user's MAC address is not marked
as a silent MAC address.
The guest VLAN feature has higher priority
than the block MAC action but lower priority
than the shutdown port action of the port
intrusion protection feature.

See "Configuring MAC
authentication timers."

See "Configuring port
security."

Prerequisites
Before you configure the MAC authentication guest VLAN on a port, complete the following tasks:
•

Create the VLAN to be specified as the MAC authentication guest VLAN.
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•

Configure the port as a hybrid port, and configure the VLAN as an untagged member on the
port.

For information about VLAN configuration, see Network Connectivity Configuration Guide.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Specify the MAC authentication guest VLAN on the port.
mac-authentication guest-vlan guest-vlan-id
By default, no MAC authentication guest VLAN is specified on a port.
You can configure only one MAC authentication guest VLAN on a port. The MAC authentication
guest VLANs on different ports can be different.

4.

Set the authentication interval for users in the MAC authentication guest VLAN.
mac-authentication guest-vlan auth-period period-value
The default setting is 30 seconds.

Setting the maximum number of concurrent MAC
authentication users on a port
About this task
Perform this task to prevent the system resources from being overused.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Set the maximum number of concurrent MAC authentication users on the port.
mac-authentication max-user max-number
The default setting is 4294967295.

Configuring MAC authentication delay
About this task
When both 802.1X authentication and MAC authentication are enabled on a port, you can delay
MAC authentication so that 802.1X authentication is preferentially triggered.
If no 802.1X authentication is triggered or 802.1X authentication fails within the delay period, the port
continues to process MAC authentication.

Restrictions and guidelines
Do
not
set
the
port
security
mode
to
mac-else-userlogin-secure
or
mac-else-userlogin-secure-ext when you use MAC authentication delay. The delay does not take
effect on a port in either of the two modes. For more information about port security modes, see
"Configuring port security."
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Enable MAC authentication delay and set the delay timer.
mac-authentication timer auth-delay time
By default, MAC authentication delay is disabled.

Configuring the keep-online feature
About this task
Periodic MAC reauthentication tracks the connection status of online users, and updates the
authorization attributes assigned by the RADIUS server. The attributes include VLAN.
The device reauthenticates an online MAC authentication user periodically only after it receives the
termination action Radius-request from the authentication server for this user. The Session-Timeout
attribute (session timeout period) assigned by the server is the reauthentication interval. To display
the server-assigned Session-Timeout and Termination-Action attributes, use the display
mac-authentication connection command. Support for the server configuration and
assignment of Session-Timeout and Termination-Action attributes depends on the server model.
The keep-online feature enables the device to keep the MAC authentication users online when no
server is reachable for MAC reauthentication.

Restrictions and guidelines
In a fast-recovery network, you can use the keep-online feature to prevent MAC authentication users
from coming online and going offline frequently.
Any modification to the MAC authentication domain or user account format setting does not affect
the reauthentication of online MAC authentication users. The modified setting takes effect only on
MAC authentication users that come online after the modification.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Enable the keep-online feature for authenticated MAC authentication users on the port.
mac-authentication re-authenticate server-unreachable keep-online
By default, the keep-online feature is disabled. The device logs off online MAC authentication
users if no server is reachable for MAC reauthentication.

Display and maintenance commands for MAC
authentication
IMPORTANT:
The WX1800H series, WX2500H series, and WX3000H series access controllers do not support
parameters or commands that are available only in IRF mode.
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Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.
Task

Command

Display MAC authentication information.

display mac-authentication [ ap
ap-name [ radio radio-id ] | interface
interface-type interface-number ]

In standalone mode:

display mac-authentication connection
[ ap ap-name [ radio radio-id ] |
interface interface-type
interface-number | user-mac
mac-address | user-name user-name ]
Display MAC authentication connections.

In IRF mode:

display mac-authentication connection
[ ap ap-name [ radio radio-id ] |
interface interface-type
interface-number | slot slot-number |
user-mac mac-address | user-name
user-name ]

Clear MAC authentication statistics.

reset mac-authentication statistics
[ ap ap-name [ radio radio-id ] |
interface interface-type
interface-number ]

Remove users from the MAC authentication
guest VLAN on a port.

reset mac-authentication guest-vlan
interface interface-type
interface-number [ mac-address
mac-address ]
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Configuring port security
About port security
Port security combines and extends 802.1X and MAC authentication to provide MAC-based network
access control. The feature applies to ports that use different authentication methods for users.

Major functions
Port security provides the following functions:
•

Prevents unauthorized access to a network by checking the source MAC address of inbound
traffic.

•

Prevents access to unauthorized devices or hosts by checking the destination MAC address of
outbound traffic.

•

Controls MAC address learning and authentication on a port to make sure the port learns only
source trusted MAC addresses.

Port security features
NTK
The need to know (NTK) feature prevents traffic interception by checking the destination MAC
address in the outbound frames. The feature ensures that frames are sent only to the following
hosts:
•

Hosts that have passed authentication.

•

Hosts whose MAC addresses have been learned or configured on the access device.

Intrusion protection
The intrusion protection feature checks the source MAC address in inbound frames for illegal frames,
and takes a predefined action on each detected illegal frame. The action can be disabling the port
temporarily, disabling the port permanently, or blocking frames from the illegal MAC address for 3
minutes (not user configurable).
A frame is illegal if its source MAC address cannot be learned in a port security mode or it is from a
client that has failed 802.1X or MAC authentication.

Port security modes
Port security supports the following categories of security modes:
•

MAC learning control—Includes two modes: autoLearn and secure. MAC address learning is
permitted on a port in autoLearn mode and disabled in secure mode.

•

Authentication—Security modes in this category implement MAC authentication, 802.1X
authentication, or a combination of these two authentication methods.

Upon receiving a frame, the port in a security mode searches the MAC address table for the source
MAC address. If a match is found, the port forwards the frame. If no match is found, the port learns
the MAC address or performs authentication, depending on the security mode. If the frame is illegal,
the port takes the predefined NTK or intrusion protection action, or sends SNMP notifications.
Outgoing frames are not restricted by port security's NTK action unless they trigger the NTK feature.
Table 1 describes the port security modes and the security features.
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Table 1 Port security modes
Purpose
Turning off the port security
feature
Controlling MAC address
learning

Performing 802.1X
authentication

Security mode

Features that can
be triggered

noRestrictions (the default mode)
In this mode, port security is disabled on the port
and access to the port is not restricted.

N/A

autoLearn
secure

NTK/intrusion
protection

userLogin

N/A

userLoginSecure
userLoginSecureExt

NTK/intrusion
protection

userLoginWithOUI
Performing MAC authentication

macAddressWithRadius

NTK/intrusion
protection

macAddressOrUserLoginSecure
Or
Performing a combination of
MAC authentication and
802.1X authentication

macAddressOrUserLoginSecureExt
macAddressElseUserLoginSecure
Else

NTK/intrusion
protection

macAddressElseUserLoginSecureE
xt

The mode names are illustrated as follows:
•

userLogin specifies 802.1X authentication and port-based access control. userLogin with
Secure specifies 802.1X authentication and MAC-based access control. Ext indicates allowing
multiple 802.1X users to be authenticated and serviced at the same time. A security mode
without Ext allows only one user to pass 802.1X authentication.

•

macAddress specifies MAC authentication.

•

Else specifies that the authentication method before Else is applied first. If the authentication
fails, whether to turn to the authentication method following Else depends on the protocol type
of the authentication request.

•

Or specifies that the authentication method following Or is applied first. If the authentication
fails, the authentication method before Or is applied.

Controlling MAC address learning
•

autoLearn.
A port in this mode can learn MAC addresses. The automatically learned MAC addresses are
not added to the MAC address table as dynamic MAC address. Instead, these MAC addresses
are added to the secure MAC address table as secure MAC addresses. You can also configure
secure MAC addresses by using the port-security mac-address security
command.
A port in autoLearn mode allows frames sourced from the following MAC addresses to pass:
{

Secure MAC addresses.

{

MAC addresses configured by using the mac-address static command.

When the number of secure MAC addresses reaches the upper limit, the port transitions to
secure mode.
•

secure.
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MAC address learning is disabled on a port in secure mode. You can configure MAC addresses
by using the mac-address static command. For more information about configuring MAC
address table entries, see Network Connectivity Configuration Guide.
A port in secure mode allows only frames sourced from the following MAC addresses to pass:
{

Secure MAC addresses.

{

MAC addresses configured by using the mac-address dynamic and mac-address
static commands.

Performing 802.1X authentication
•

userLogin.
A port in this mode performs 802.1X authentication and implements port-based access control.
The port can service multiple 802.1X users. Once an 802.1X user passes authentication on the
port, any subsequent 802.1X users can access the network through the port without
authentication.

•

userLoginSecure.
A port in this mode performs 802.1X authentication and implements MAC-based access control.
The port services only one user passing 802.1X authentication.

•

userLoginSecureExt.
This mode is similar to the userLoginSecure mode except that this mode supports multiple
online 802.1X users.

•

userLoginWithOUI.
This mode is similar to the userLoginSecure mode. The difference is that a port in this mode
also permits frames from one user whose MAC address contains a specific OUI.
In this mode, the port performs OUI check at first. If the OUI check fails, the port performs
802.1X authentication. The port permits frames that pass OUI check or 802.1X authentication.
NOTE:
An OUI is a 24-bit number that uniquely identifies a vendor, manufacturer, or organization. In
MAC addresses, the first three octets are the OUI.

Performing MAC authentication
macAddressWithRadius: A port in this mode performs MAC authentication, and services multiple
users.

Performing a combination of MAC authentication and 802.1X authentication
•

macAddressOrUserLoginSecure.
This mode is the combination of the macAddressWithRadius and userLoginSecure modes. The
mode allows one 802.1X authentication user and multiple MAC authentication users to log in.
In this mode, the port performs 802.1X authentication first. If 802.1X authentication fails, MAC
authentication is performed.

•

macAddressOrUserLoginSecureExt.
This mode is similar to the macAddressOrUserLoginSecure mode, except that this mode
supports multiple 802.1X and MAC authentication users.

•

macAddressElseUserLoginSecure.
This mode is the combination of the macAddressWithRadius and userLoginSecure modes, with
MAC authentication having a higher priority as the Else keyword implies. The mode allows one
802.1X authentication user and multiple MAC authentication users to log in.
In this mode, the port performs MAC authentication upon receiving non-802.1X frames. Upon
receiving 802.1X frames, the port performs MAC authentication and then, if the authentication
fails, 802.1X authentication.
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•

macAddressElseUserLoginSecureExt.
This mode is similar to the macAddressElseUserLoginSecure mode except that this mode
supports multiple 802.1X and MAC authentication users as the Ext keyword implies.

Restrictions and guidelines: Port security
configuration
This feature applies to networks, such as a WLAN, that require different authentication methods for
different users on a port.
As a best practice, use the 802.1X authentication or MAC authentication feature rather than port
security for scenarios that require only 802.1X authentication or MAC authentication. For more
information about 802.1X and MAC authentication, see "Configuring 802.1X" and "Configuring MAC
authentication."

Port security tasks at a glance
To configure port security, perform the following tasks:
1.

2.

Configuring basic features of port security
{

Enabling port security

{

Setting the port security mode

{

Setting port security's limit on the number of secure MAC addresses on a port

{

Configuring secure MAC addresses

{

(Optional.) Configuring NTK

{

(Optional.) Configuring intrusion protection

(Optional.) Configuring extended features of port security
{

Ignoring authorization information from the server

{

Enabling MAC move

{

Enabling the authorization-fail-offline feature

{

Applying a NAS-ID profile to port security
The extended port security features can also take effect when port security is disabled but
802.1X or MAC authentication is enabled.

3.

(Optional.) Enabling SNMP notifications for port security

Enabling port security
Restrictions and guidelines
When you configure port security, follow these restrictions and guidelines:
•

When port security is enabled, you cannot enable 802.1X or MAC authentication, or change the
access control mode or port authorization state. Port security automatically modifies these
settings in different security modes.

•

You can use the undo port-security enable command to disable port security. Because
the command logs off online users, make sure no online users are present.

•

Enabling or disabling port security resets the following security settings to the default:
{

802.1X access control mode, which is MAC-based.

{

Port authorization state, which is auto.
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For more information about 802.1X authentication and MAC authentication configuration, see
"Configuring 802.1X" and "Configuring MAC authentication."

Prerequisites
Before you enable port security, disable 802.1X and MAC authentication globally.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable port security.
port-security enable
By default, port security is disabled.

Setting the port security mode
Restrictions and guidelines
You can specify a port security mode when port security is disabled, but your configuration cannot
take effect.
Changing the port security mode of a port logs off the online users of the port.
Do not enable 802.1X authentication or MAC authentication on a port where port security is enabled.
After enabling port security, you can change the port security mode of a port only when the port is
operating in noRestrictions (the default) mode. To change the port security mode for a port in any
other mode, first use the undo port-security port-mode command to restore the default port
security mode.

Prerequisites
Before you set a port security mode for a port, complete the following tasks:
•

Disable 802.1X and MAC authentication.

•

Verify that the port does not belong to any link aggregation group.

•

If you are configuring the autoLearn mode, set port security's limit on the number of secure
MAC addresses. You cannot change the setting when the port is operating in autoLearn mode.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set an OUI value for user authentication.
port-security oui index index-value mac-address oui-value
By default, no OUI values are configured for user authentication.
This command is required only for the userlogin-withoui mode.
You can set multiple OUIs, but when the port security mode is userlogin-withoui, the port
allows one 802.1X user and only one user that matches one of the specified OUIs.

3.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

4.

Set the port security mode.
port-security port-mode { autolearn | mac-authentication |
mac-else-userlogin-secure | mac-else-userlogin-secure-ext | secure
| userlogin | userlogin-secure | userlogin-secure-ext |
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userlogin-secure-or-mac | userlogin-secure-or-mac-ext |
userlogin-withoui }
By default, a port operates in noRestrictions mode.

Setting port security's limit on the number of
secure MAC addresses on a port
About this task
You can set the maximum number of secure MAC addresses that port security allows on a port for
the following purposes:
•

Controlling the number of concurrent users on the port.
For a port operating in a security mode (except for autoLearn and secure), the upper limit
equals the smaller of the following values:

•

{

The limit of the secure MAC addresses that port security allows.

{

The limit of concurrent users allowed by the authentication mode in use.

Controlling the number of secure MAC addresses on the port in autoLearn mode.

Port security's limit on the number of secure MAC addresses on a port is independent of the MAC
learning limit described in MAC address table configuration. For more information about MAC
address table configuration, see Network Connectivity Configuration Guide.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Set the maximum number of secure MAC addresses allowed on a port.
port-security max-mac-count max-count
By default, port security does not limit the number of secure MAC addresses on a port.

Configuring secure MAC addresses
About secure MAC addresses
Secure MAC addresses are configured or learned in autoLearn mode. If the secure MAC addresses
are saved, they can survive a device reboot. You can bind a secure MAC address only to one port in
a VLAN.
The device supports static secure MAC addresses.
Table 2 Static secure MAC addresses

Type

Address sources

Aging mechanism

Can be saved and
survive a device
reboot?

Not available.
Static

Manually added

The static secure MAC addresses
never age out unless you perform any
of the following tasks:
•
Manually remove these MAC
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Yes.

Type

Address sources

Aging mechanism

•
•

Can be saved and
survive a device
reboot?

addresses.
Change the port security mode.
Disable the port security feature.

When the maximum number of secure MAC address entries is reached, the port changes to secure
mode. In secure mode, the port cannot add or learn any more secure MAC addresses. The port
allows only frames sourced from secure MAC addresses or MAC addresses configured by using the
mac-address static command to pass through.

Prerequisites
Before you configure secure MAC addresses, complete the following tasks:
•

Set port security's limit on the number of MAC addresses on the port. Perform this task before
you enable autoLearn mode.

•

Set the port security mode to autoLearn.

•

Configure the port to permit packets of the specified VLAN to pass or add the port to the VLAN.
Make sure the VLAN already exists.

Adding secure MAC addresses
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure a secure MAC address.
{

Configure a secure MAC address in system view.
port-security mac-address security mac-address interface
interface-type interface-number vlan vlan-id

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to configure a secure MAC address in Layer
2 Ethernet interface view:
interface interface-type interface-number

port-security mac-address security mac-address vlan vlan-id
By default, no manually configured secure MAC addresses exist.

Configuring NTK
About this task
The NTK feature checks the destination MAC address in outbound frames to make sure frames are
forwarded only to trustworthy devices.
The NTK feature supports the following modes:
•

ntkonly—Forwards only unicast frames with authenticated destination MAC addresses.

•

ntk-withbroadcasts—Forwards only broadcast frames and unicast frames with authenticated
destination MAC addresses.

•

ntk-withmulticasts—Forwards only broadcast frames, multicast frames, and unicast frames
with authenticated destination MAC addresses.
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Restrictions and guidelines
The NTK feature drops any unicast frame with an unknown destination MAC address.
Not all port security modes support triggering the NTK feature. For more information, see Table 1.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure the NTK feature.
port-security ntk-mode { ntk-withbroadcasts | ntk-withmulticasts |
ntkonly }
By default, NTK is disabled on a port and all frames are allowed to be sent.

Configuring intrusion protection
About this task
Intrusion protection takes one of the following actions on a port in response to illegal frames:
•

blockmac—Adds the source MAC addresses of illegal frames to the blocked MAC address list
and discards the frames. All subsequent frames sourced from a blocked MAC address are
dropped. A blocked MAC address is restored to normal state after being blocked for 3 minutes.
The interval is fixed and cannot be changed.

•

disableport—Disables the port until you bring it up manually.

•

disableport-temporarily—Disables the port for a period of time. The period can be configured
with the port-security timer disableport command.

Restrictions and guidelines
On
a
port
operating
in
either
macAddressElseUserLoginSecure
mode
or
macAddressElseUserLoginSecureExt mode, intrusion protection is triggered only after both MAC
authentication and 802.1X authentication fail for the same frame.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure the intrusion protection feature.
port-security intrusion-mode { blockmac | disableport |
disableport-temporarily }
By default, intrusion protection is disabled.

4.

(Optional.) Set the silence timeout period during which a port remains disabled.
a. quit
b. port-security timer disableport time-value
By default, the port silence timeout period is 20 seconds.
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Ignoring authorization information from the server
About this task
You can configure a port to ignore the authorization information received from the server (local or
remote) after an 802.1X or MAC authentication user passes authentication.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Ignore the authorization information received from the authentication server.
port-security authorization ignore
By default, a port uses the authorization information received from the authentication server.

Enabling MAC move
About this task
MAC move allows 802.1X or MAC authenticated users to move between ports on a device. For
example, if an authenticated 802.1X user moves to another 802.1X-enabled port on the device, the
authentication session is deleted from the first port. The user is reauthenticated on the new port.
If MAC move is disabled, 802.1X or MAC users authenticated on one port cannot pass
authentication after they move to another port.
802.1X or MAC authenticated users cannot move between ports on a device if the number of online
users on the authentication server (local or remote) has reached the upper limit.

Restrictions and guidelines
As a best practice to minimize security risks, enable MAC move only if user roaming between ports is
required.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable MAC move.
port-security mac-move permit
By default, MAC move is disabled.

Enabling the authorization-fail-offline feature
About this task
The authorization-fail-offline feature logs off port security users that have failed ACL or user profile
authorization.
A user fails ACL or user profile authorization in the following situations:
•

The device fails to authorize the specified ACL or user profile to the user.

•

The server assigns a nonexistent ACL or user profile to the user.
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This feature does not apply to users that fail VLAN authorization. The device logs off these users
directly.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable the authorization-fail-offline feature.
port-security authorization-fail offline
By default, this feature is disabled, and the device does not log off users that fail ACL or user
profile authorization.

Applying a NAS-ID profile to port security
About this task
By default, the device sends its device name in the NAS-Identifier attribute of all RADIUS requests.
A NAS-ID profile enables you to send different NAS-Identifier attribute strings in RADIUS requests
from different VLANs. The strings can be organization names, service names, or any user
categorization criteria, depending on the administrative requirements.
For example, map the NAS-ID companyA to all VLANs of company A. The device will send
companyA in the NAS-Identifier attribute for the RADIUS server to identify requests from any
Company A users.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can apply a NAS-ID profile to port security globally or on a port. On a port, the device selects a
NAS-ID profile in the following order:
1.

The port-specific NAS-ID profile.

2.

The NAS-ID profile applied globally.

If no NAS-ID profile is applied or no matching binding is found in the selected profile, the device uses
the device name as the NAS-ID.
For more information about the NAS-ID profile configuration, see "Configuring AAA."

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Apply a NAS-ID profile.
{

Apply a NAS-ID profile globally.
port-security nas-id-profile profile-name

{

Execute the following commands in sequence to apply a NAS-ID profile to an interface:
interface interface-type interface-number

port-security nas-id-profile profile-name
By default, no NAS-ID profile is applied in system view or in Layer 2 Ethernet interface view.
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Enabling SNMP notifications for port security
About this task
Use this feature to report critical port security events to an NMS. For port security event notifications
to be sent correctly, you must also configure SNMP on the device. For more information about SNMP
configuration, see Network Management and Monitoring Configuration Guide.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable SNMP notifications for port security.
snmp-agent trap enable port-security [ address-learned |
dot1x-failure | dot1x-logoff | dot1x-logon | intrusion |
mac-auth-failure | mac-auth-logoff | mac-auth-logon ] *
By default, SNMP notifications are disabled for port security.

Display and maintenance commands for port
security
Execute display commands in any view:
Task

Command

Display the port security configuration,
operation information, and statistics.

display port-security [ interface
interface-type interface-number ]

Display information about blocked MAC
addresses.

display port-security mac-address block
[ interface interface-type
interface-number ] [ vlan vlan-id ] [ count ]

Display information about secure MAC
addresses.

display port-security mac-address security
[ interface interface-type
interface-number ] [ vlan vlan-id ] [ count ]

Troubleshooting port security
Cannot set the port security mode
Symptom
Cannot set the port security mode for a port.

Analysis
For a port operating in a port security mode other than noRestrictions, you cannot change the port
security mode by using the port-security port-mode command.

Solution
To resolve the issue:
1.

Set the port security mode to noRestrictions.
[Device-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port-security port-mode
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2.

Set a new port security mode for the port, for example, autoLearn.
[Device-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port-security port-mode autolearn

3.

If the issue persists, contact H3C Support.

Cannot configure secure MAC addresses
Symptom
Cannot configure secure MAC addresses.

Analysis
No secure MAC address can be configured on a port operating in a port security mode other than
autoLearn.

Solution
To resolve the issue:
1.

Set the port security mode to autoLearn.
[Device-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port-security port-mode
[Device-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port-security max-mac-count 64
[Device-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port-security port-mode autolearn
[Device-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port-security mac-address security 1-1-2 vlan 1

2.

If the issue persists, contact H3C Support.
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Configuring portal authentication
About portal authentication
Portal authentication controls user access to networks. Portal authenticates a user by the username
and password the user enters on a portal authentication page. Typically, portal authentication is
deployed on the access layer and vital data entries.
In a portal-enabled network, users can actively initiate portal authentication by visiting the
authentication website provided by the portal Web server. Or, they are redirected to the portal
authentication page for authentication when they visit other websites.
The device supports Portal 1.0, Portal 2.0, and Portal 3.0.

Advantages of portal authentication
Portal authentication has the following advantages:
•

Allows users to perform authentication through a Web browser without installing client software.

•

Provides ISPs with diversified management choices and extended functions. For example, the
ISPs can place advertisements, provide community services, and publish information on the
authentication page.

Extended portal functions
By forcing patching and anti-virus policies, extended portal functions help hosts to defend against
viruses. Portal supports the following extended functions:
•

Security check—Detects after authentication whether or not a user host installs anti-virus
software, virus definition file, unauthorized software, and operating system patches.

•

Resource access restriction—Allows an authenticated user to access certain network
resources such as the virus server and the patch server. Users can access more network
resources after passing security check.

Security check must cooperate with the H3C IMC security policy server and the iNode client.

Portal system
A typical portal system consists of these basic components: authentication client, access device,
portal authentication server, portal Web server, AAA server, and security policy server.
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Figure 1 Portal system

Authentication client
An authentication client is a Web browser that runs HTTP/HTTPS or a user host that runs a portal
client. Security check for the user host is implemented through the interaction between the portal
client and the security policy server. Only the H3C iNode client is supported.

Access device
An access device provides access services. It has the following functions:
•

Redirects all HTTP or HTTPS requests of unauthenticated users to the portal Web server.

•

Interacts with the portal authentication server and the AAA server to complete authentication,
authorization, and accounting.

•

Allows users that pass portal authentication to access authorized network resources.

Portal server
A portal server collectively refers to a portal authentication server and portal Web server.
The portal Web server pushes the Web authentication page to authentication clients and forwards
user authentication information (username and password) to the portal authentication server. The
portal authentication server receives authentication requests from authentication clients and
interacts with the access device to authenticate users. The portal Web server is typically integrated
with the portal authentication server and it can also be an independent server.

AAA server
The AAA server interacts with the access device to implement authentication, authorization,
accounting for portal users. In a portal system, a RADIUS server can perform authentication,
authorization, accounting for portal users, and an LDAP server can perform authentication for portal
users.

Security policy server
The security policy server interacts with the portal client and the access device for security check and
authorization for users. Only hosts that run portal clients can interact with the security policy server.

Portal authentication using a remote portal server
The components of a portal system interact as follows:
1.

An unauthenticated user initiates authentication by accessing an Internet website through a
Web browser. When receiving the HTTP or HTTPS request, the access device redirects it to the
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Web authentication page provided by the portal Web server. The user can also visit the
authentication website to log in. The user must log in through the H3C iNode client for extended
portal functions.
2.

The user enters the authentication information on the authentication page/dialog box and
submits the information. The portal Web server forwards the information to the portal
authentication server. The portal authentication server processes the information and forwards
it to the access device.

3.

The access device interacts with the AAA server to implement authentication, authorization,
accounting for the user.

4.

If security policies are not imposed on the user, the access device allows the authenticated user
to access networks.
If security policies are imposed on the user, the portal client, the access device, and the security
policy server interact to check the user host. If the user passes the security check, the security
policy server authorizes the user to access resources based on the check result.

Local portal service
System components
As shown in Figure 2, a local portal system consists of an authentication client, access device, and
AAA server. The access device acts as both the portal Web server and the portal authentication
server to provide the local portal Web service for the authentication client. The authentication client
can only be a Web browser, and it cannot be a user host that runs a portal client. Therefore,
extended portal functions are not supported and no security policy server is required.
Figure 2 System components

Portal page customization
To provide the local portal web service, you must customize a set of authentication pages that the
device will push to users. You can customize multiple sets of authentication pages, compress each
set of the pages to a .zip file, and upload the compressed files to the storage medium of the device.
On the device, you must specify one of the files as the default authentication page file by using the
default-logon-page command.
For more information about authentication page customization, see "Customizing authentication
pages."

Portal authentication modes
Direct authentication
A user manually configures a public IP address or obtains a public IP address through DHCP. Before
authentication, the user can access only the portal Web server and predefined authentication-free
websites. After passing authentication, the user can access other network resources. The process of
direct authentication is simpler than that of re-DHCP authentication.
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Portal authentication process
Direct authentication process (with CHAP/PAP authentication)
Figure 3 Direct authentication process

The direct authentication process is as follows:
1.

A portal user access the Internet through HTTP or HTTPS, and the HTTP or HTTPS packet
arrives at the access device.
{

If the packet matches a portal free rule, the access device allows the packet to pass.

{

If the packet does not match any portal-free rule, the access device redirects the packet to
the portal Web server. The portal Web server pushes the Web authentication page to the
user for him to enter his username and password.

2.

The portal Web server submits the user authentication information to the portal authentication
server.

3.

The portal authentication server and the access device exchange CHAP messages. This step
is skipped for PAP authentication. The portal authentication server decides the method (CHAP
or PAP) to use.

4.

The portal authentication server adds the username and password into an authentication
request packet and sends it to the access device. Meanwhile, the portal authentication server
starts a timer to wait for an authentication reply packet.

5.

The access device and the RADIUS server exchange RADIUS packets.

6.

The access device sends an authentication reply packet to the portal authentication server to
notify authentication success or failure.

7.

The portal authentication server sends an authentication success or failure packet to the client.

8.

If the authentication is successful, the portal authentication server sends an authentication
reply acknowledgment packet to the access device.

If the client is an iNode client, the authentication process includes step 9 and step 10 for extended
portal functions. Otherwise the authentication process is complete.
9.

The client and the security policy server exchange security check information. The security
policy server detects whether or not the user host installs anti-virus software, virus definition
files, unauthorized software, and operating system patches.

10. The security policy server authorizes the user to access certain network resources based on
the check result. The access device saves the authorization information and uses it to control
access of the user.
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Portal support for EAP
To use portal authentication that supports EAP, the portal authentication server and client must be
the H3C IMC portal server and the H3C iNode portal client. Local portal authentication does not
support EAP authentication.
Compared with username and password based authentication, digital certificate-based
authentication ensures higher security.
The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) supports several digital certificate-based
authentication methods, for example, EAP-TLS. Working together with EAP, portal authentication
can implement digital certificate-based user authentication.
Figure 4 Portal support for EAP working flow diagram

As shown in Figure 4, the authentication client and the portal authentication server exchange EAP
authentication packets. The portal authentication server and the access device exchange portal
authentication packets that carry the EAP-Message attributes. The access device and the RADIUS
server exchange RADIUS packets that carry the EAP-Message attributes. The RADIUS server that
supports the EAP server function processes the EAP packets encapsulated in the EAP-Message
attributes, and provides the EAP authentication result.
The access device does not process but only transports EAP-Message attributes between the portal
authentication server and the RADIUS server. Therefore, the access device requires no additional
configuration to support EAP authentication.

Portal filtering rules
The access device uses portal filtering rules to control user traffic forwarding.
Based on the configuration and authentication status of portal users, the device generates the
following categories of portal filtering rules:
•

First category—The rule permits user packets that are destined for the portal Web server and
packets that match the portal-free rules to pass through.

•

Second category—For an authenticated user with no ACL authorized, the rule allows the user
to access any destination network resources. For an authenticated user with an ACL authorized,
the rule allows users to access resources permitted by the ACL. The device adds the rule when
a user comes online and deletes the rule when the user goes offline.
The device supports the following types of authorization ACLs:
{

Basic ACLs (ACL 2000 to ACL 2999).

{

Advanced ACLs (ACL 3000 to ACL 3999).

{

Layer 2 ACLs (ACL 4000 to ACL 4999).

For an authorization ACL to take effect, make sure the ACL exists and has ACL rules excluding
rules configured with the counting, established, fragment, source-mac, or
logging keyword. For more information about ACL rules, see ACL commands in Security
Command Reference.
•

Third category—The rule redirects all HTTP or HTTPS requests from unauthenticated users to
the portal Web server.

•

Fourth category—For direct authentication, the rule forbids any user packets to pass through.

After receiving a user packet, the device compares the packet against the filtering rules from the first
category to the fourth category. Once the packet matches a rule, the matching process completes.
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Portal support for BYOD
The BYOD feature must work with the IMC server.
During portal authentication, the device encapsulates obtained DHCP Option 55 information into
portal and RADIUS packets and then uploads them to the UAM component of the IMC server.
Based on DHCP Option 55 information, UAM identifies the endpoint type, OS, and vendor
information. UAM pushes different authentication pages and deploys different authorization
information to different endpoints.

MAC-based quick portal authentication
MAC-based quick portal authentication is applicable to scenarios where users access the network
frequently. It allows users to pass authentication without entering a username and password.
MAC-based quick portal authentication is also called MAC-trigger authentication or transparent
portal authentication.
A MAC binding server is required for MAC-trigger authentication. The MAC binding server records
the MAC-to-account bindings of portal users for authentication. The account contains the portal
authentication information of the user, including username and password.
Only IPv4 direct authentication supports MAC-based quick portal authentication.
The authentication is implemented as follows:
1.

When a user accesses the network for the first time, the access device generates a
MAC-trigger entry that records the user's MAC address and access interface. The user can
access the network without performing portal authentication if the user's network traffic is below
the free-traffic threshold.

2.

When the user's network traffic reaches the threshold, the access device sends a MAC binding
query to the MAC binding server.

3.

The MAC binding server checks whether the MAC address of the user is bound with a portal
user account.
{

{

If a matching MAC-account binding exists, the MAC binding server sends the user
authentication information to the access device to initiate portal authentication. The user is
authenticated without entering the username and password.
−

If the user fails portal authentication, an authentication failure message is returned to the
user. The MAC-trigger entry of the user on the access device is deleted when the entry
ages out.

−

If the user passes portal authentication, the access device deletes the MAC-trigger entry
of the user.

If no matching MAC-account binding exists, the MAC binding server notifies the access
device to perform normal portal authentication for the user.
−

If the user fails portal authentication, an authentication failure message is returned to the
user. The whole process is finished.

−

If the user passes portal authentication, the access device sends the user's MAC
address and authentication information to the MAC binding server for MAC-account
binding. Additionally, the access device deletes the MAC-trigger entry of the user.
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NOTE:
• In wireless networks where APs are configured to forward client data traffic, APs report traffic
statistics to the AC at regular intervals. The AC can determine whether a user's traffic exceeds
the free-traffic threshold only after receiving the traffic statistics report from the associated AP.
For information about setting the report interval, see "Setting the interval at which an AP reports
traffic statistics to the AC."
• For information about MAC binding server configuration, see the user manual of the server.

Portal authentication configuration in wireless networks
There are two forwarding modes for client data in a fit AP+AC network:
•

Centralized forwarding—The AP sends data frames from clients to the AC over the CAPWAP
tunnel, and the AC forwards all data frames.

•

Local forwarding—The AP directly forwards data frames from clients, instead of sending them
to the AC for packet forwarding.

On the AC, you can configure portal authentication on a VLAN interface or a service template
according to the client data forwarding mode.
•

Portal authentication on a VLAN interface is applicable only in centralized forwarding mode.
The AC authenticates only the user packets that are received from the VLAN interface. In local
forwarding mode, the AC cannot receive client data and, therefore, it cannot perform portal
authentication for clients.

•

Portal authentication on a service template is applicable in both centralized and local forwarding
modes.
The AC deploys portal filtering rules to the BSS on this AC in centralized forwarding mode and
to the BSS on an AP in local forwarding mode. The AC can authenticate users from all APs that
are bound to the service template.

For more information about client traffic forwarding, see WLAN Access Configuration Guide.

Inter-AC roaming for portal users
This feature allows portal users that have been authenticated on an AC to roam to another AC so as
to access the network resources without re-authentication.
In inter-AC roaming, the following roles are involved:
•

WLAN roaming center—Manages authentication, authorization, and roaming information of
wireless portal users and provides user query service.

•

Portal roaming centers—Provide authentication and roaming services.

As shown in Figure 5, AC 1 acts as the WLAN roaming center. AC 2 and AC 3 act as portal roaming
centers.
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Figure 5 Inter-AC roaming of portal users
AC 1

AAA server

Switch

Client

AP

AC 2

AC 3

The client first comes online on AC 2, roams to AC 3, and then goes offline, as follows:
1.

The client comes online on AC 2:
a. When the client requests to come online, AC 2 sends a user query request to AC 1.
b. AC 1 sends a user query response to AC 2 to notify AC 2 that no matching portal user has
been found.
c. AC 2 performs portal authentication on the client.
d. After the client passes portal authentication, AC 2 sends a user online packet to AC 1 to
notify AC 1 that the client has come online. The user online packet includes authorization
information that the AAA server assigns to the client.
e. Upon receiving the user online packet, AC 1 creates a user entry for the client and then
sends a user online response to AC 2. The user entry includes the IP address, MAC
address, access device list, authorization information, and roaming information of the client.

2.

The client roams from AC 2 to AC 3:
a. When the client requests to come online on AC 3, AC 3 sends a user query request to AC 1.
b. AC 1 sends a user query response to AC 3 to notify AC 3 that a matching user has been
found. The user query response includes the authorization information that the user
obtained when it came online through AC 2.
c. Upon receiving the user query response, AC 3 allows the client to come online without
authentication and then sends a user online packet to AC 1.
d. Upon receiving the user online packet, AC 1 updates the roaming information in the user
entry for the client and then sends a user online response to AC 3.

3.

The client requests to go offline or the client is forcibly logged out by AC 3:
{

If the client requests to go offline, the AC through which the client comes online for the first
time (AC 2) starts the offline process.
When the client requests to go offline, AC 2 deletes the user and sends a user offline packet
to AC 1. Upon receiving the user offline packet, AC 1 removes AC 2 from the access device
list of the user entry. It also sends a user offline packet to the other access devices (in this
example, AC 3) in the list. Upon receiving the user offline packet, AC 3 deletes the user
entry and sends a user offline response to AC 1.

{

If the client is forcibly logged out by AC 3, AC 3 sends a user offline packet to AC 1. Upon
receiving the user offline packet, AC 1 deletes AC 3 from the access device list of the user
entry and sends a user offline response to AC 3.

The reasons that a portal user is forcibly logged out include the following:
{

The administrator executes a command on the access device to log out the user.

{

The AP through which the user accesses the WLAN goes offline.

{

The DHCP lease of the user expires.
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{

The authorization idle timeout timer or the authorization session timeout timer of the user
expires.

{

The administrator logs out the user on the AAA server.

Restrictions and guidelines: Portal configuration
The device processes user traffic that matches a rule in the authorization ACL based on the permit or
deny statement of the rule. If the user traffic does not match any authorization ACL rules, the device
performs different actions for different type of portal users:
•

For preauthentication users, the device pushed the authentication page.

•

For authenticated users, the device permits all packets of the users.

If the traffic of a portal user does not match any rule in the authorization ACL of the authentication
domain, the device permits the traffic. To deny such traffic, configure the last rule in the ACL to deny
all packets by using the rule deny ip command.
Make sure the authorization ACLs assigned to portal users do not have rules specified with a source
IPv4, IPv6, or MAC address. Otherwise, the users cannot come online after passing authentication.
For more information about authorization ACLs, see authorization attribute configuration in
"Configuring AAA."
The device can redirect HTTPS requests to the portal Web server for portal authentication. During
SSL connection establishment, the user browser might display a message that it cannot verify server
identity by certificate. For users to perform portal authentication without checking such a message,
configure an SSL server policy to request a client-trusted certificate on the device. The name of the
policy must be https_redirect. For information about SSL server policy configuration, see
"Configuring SSL." For information about certificate request, see "Configuring PKI."
Portal authentication through Web does not support security check for users. To implement security
check, the client must be the H3C iNode client.
Portal authentication supports NAT traversal whether it is initiated by a Web client or an H3C iNode
client. NAT traversal must be configured when the portal client is on a private network and the portal
server is on a public network.

Portal authentication tasks at a glance
To configure portal authentication, perform the following tasks:
1.

Configuring a remote portal service
Perform this task if a remote portal server is used.

2.

{

Configuring a remote portal authentication server

{

Configuring a portal Web server

Configuring a local portal service
Perform this task if the access device acts as a portal authentication server and portal Web
server.

3.

{

Configuring the local portal service features

{

Configuring a portal Web server

Enabling portal authentication and specifying a portal Web server
Choose the options to configure on an interface or service template.
{

Enabling portal authentication on an interface

{

Specifying a portal Web server on an interface

{

Enabling portal authentication on a service template

{

Specifying a portal Web server on a service template
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4.

(Optional.) Configure parameters for preauthentication portal users
{

Configuring a portal preauthentication domain

{

Specifying a preauthentication IP address pool

5.

(Optional.) Specifying a portal authentication domain

6.

(Optional.) Controlling portal user access

7.

8.

{

Configuring a portal-free rule

{

Configuring an authentication destination subnet

{

Configuring a portal-forbidden rule

{

Configuring support of portal authentication for dual stack

{

Setting the maximum number of portal users

{

Enabling strict-checking on portal authorization information

{

Allowing only users with DHCP-assigned IP addresses to pass portal authentication

{

Enabling outgoing packets filtering

{

Enabling intra-AC roaming for portal users

{

Configuring the portal fail-permit feature

{

Configuring the NAS-Port-Type attribute

{

Enabling validity check on wireless clients

(Optional.) Configuring portal detection features
{

Configuring online detection of portal users

{

Configuring portal authentication server detection

{

Configuring portal Web server detection

{

Configuring portal user synchronization

(Optional.) Configuring attributes for portal packets and RADIUS packets
{

Configuring portal packet attributes
You can configure the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute for portal packets and specify the
device ID.

{

Configuring attributes for RADIUS packets
You can configure the NAS-Port-Id attribute format and apply a NAS-ID profile to an
interface.

9.

(Optional.) Setting the user traffic backup threshold

10. (Optional.) Configuring MAC-based quick portal authentication
a. Configuring a remote MAC binding server
b. Configuring a local MAC binding server
c. Specifying a MAC binding server on an interface
d. Specifying a MAC binding server on a service template
e. Configure cloud MAC-trigger authentication
11. (Optional.) Disabling the Rule ARP or ND entry feature for portal clients
12. (Optional.) Disabling traffic accounting for portal users
13. (Optional.) Configuring online and offline related features for portal users
{

Automatically logging out wireless portal users

14. (Optional.) Configuring extended portal authentication features
{

Configuring Web redirect

{

Configuring portal safe-redirect

{

Setting the maximum number of portal redirect sessions for a single user
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{

Setting the interval at which an AP reports traffic statistics to the AC

{

Excluding an attribute from portal protocol packets

{

Configuring support of portal authentication for third-party authentication

{

Setting the user synchronization interval for portal authentication using OAuth

{

Configuring portal authentication information report interval

{

Logging out wireless portal users that switch SSIDs

{

Switching the portal authenticator to the central AC

15. (Optional.) Monitoring portal authentication
{

Enabling portal logging

{

Configuring the portal authentication monitoring feature

Prerequisites for portal authentication
The portal feature provides a solution for user identity authentication and security check. To
complete user identity authentication, portal must cooperate with RADIUS.
Before you configure portal, you must complete the following tasks:
•

The portal authentication server, portal Web server, and RADIUS server have been installed
and configured correctly.

•

The portal client, access device, and servers can reach each other.

•

To use the remote RADIUS server, configure usernames and passwords on the RADIUS server,
and configure the RADIUS client on the access device. For information about RADIUS client
configuration, see "Configuring AAA."

•

To implement extended portal functions, install and configure CAMS EAD or IMC EAD. Make
sure the ACLs configured on the access device correspond to the isolation ACL and the
security ACL on the security policy server. For information about security policy server
configuration on the access device, see "Configuring AAA." For installation and configuration
about the security policy server, see CAMS EAD Security Policy Component User Manual or
IMC EAD Security Policy Help.

Configuring a remote portal authentication server
About this task
With portal authentication enabled, the device searches for a portal authentication server for a
received portal request packet according to the source IP address information of the packet.
•

If a matching portal authentication server is found, the device regards the packet valid and
sends an authentication response packet to the portal authentication server. After a user logs in
to the device, the user interacts with the portal authentication server as needed.

•

If no matching portal authentication server is found, the device drops the packet.

Restrictions and guidelines
Do not delete a portal authentication server in use. Otherwise, users authenticated by that server
cannot log out correctly.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a portal authentication server and enter its view.
portal server server-name
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You can create multiple portal authentication servers.
3.

Specify the IP address of the portal authentication server.
IPv4:
ip ipv4-address [ key { cipher | simple } string ]
IPv6:
ipv6 ipv6-address [ key { cipher | simple } string ]

4.

(Optional.) Set the destination UDP port number used by the device to send unsolicited portal
packets to the portal authentication server.
port port-number
By default, the UDP port number is 50100.
This port number must be the same as the listening port number specified on the portal
authentication server.

5.

(Optional.) Specify the portal authentication server type.
server-type { cmcc | imc }
By default, the portal authentication server type is IMC.
The specified server type must be the same as the type of the portal authentication server
actually used.

6.

(Optional.) Set the maximum number of times and the interval for retransmitting a logout
notification packet.
logout-notify retry retries interval interval
By default, the device does not retransmit a logout notification packet.

7.

(Optional.) Configure the device to periodically register with the portal authentication server.
server-register [ interval interval-value ]
By default, the device does not register with a portal authentication server.

Configuring a portal Web server
Portal Web server tasks at a glance
To configure a portal Web server, perform the following tasks:
1.

Configure basic parameters for a portal Web server

2.

(Optional.) Enabling the captive-bypass feature

3.

(Optional.) Configuring a match rule for URL redirection

Configure basic parameters for a portal Web server
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a portal Web server and enter its view.
portal web-server server-name
You can create multiple portal Web servers.

3.

Specify the URL of the portal Web server.
url url-string
By default, no URL is specified for a portal Web server.

4.

Configure the parameters to be carried in the URL when the device redirects it to users.
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url-parameter param-name { nas-id | nas-port-id | original-url |
source-address | ssid | { ap-mac | source-mac } [ format section { 1 | 3 | 6 }
{ lowercase | uppercase } ] [ encryption { aes | des } key { cipher | simple }
string ] | value expression | vlan }
By default, no redirection URL parameters are configured.
5.

(Optional.) Specify the portal Web server type.
server-type { cmcc | imc | oauth | wifidog }
By default, the portal Web server type is IMC.
This configuration is applicable to only to the remote portal service.
The specified server type must be the same as the type of the portal Web server actually used.

Enabling the captive-bypass feature
About this task
Typically, when iOS mobile devices or some Android mobile devices are connected a portal-enabled
network, the device pushes the authentication page to the mobile devices.
The captive-bypass feature enables the device to push the portal authentication page to the iOS and
Android devices only when the users access the Internet by using a browser. If the users do not
perform authentication but press the home button to return to the desktop, the Wi-Fi connection is
terminated. To maintain the Wi-Fi connection in such cases, you can enable the optimized
captive-bypass feature.
When optimized captive-bypass is enabled, the portal authentication page is automatically pushed to
iOS mobile devices after they connects to the network. Users can perform authentication on the
page or press the home button to return to the desktop without performing authentication, and the
Wi-Fi connection is not terminated.
When an iOS client is connected to a network, it automatically sends a server reachability detection
packet to determine whether the Apple server is reachable. If the server is reachable, the Wi-Fi
connection displays connected. If the server is not reachable, the Wi-Fi connection is terminated.
When the network condition is poor, the device cannot detect a server reachability detection packet
from an iOS mobile client within the captive-bypass detection timeout time. The client cannot receive
a response for the server reachability detection packet, and therefore it determines the server to be
unreachable and terminates the Wi-Fi connection. To avoid Wi-Fi disconnections caused by server
reachability detection failure, set a longer captive-bypass detection timeout time when the network
condition is poor.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter portal Web server view.
portal web-server server-name

3.

Enable the captive-pass feature.
captive-bypass [ android | ios [ optimize ] ] enable
By default, the captive-bypass feature is disabled. The device automatically pushes the portal
authentication page to iOS mobile devices and some Android mobile devices when they are
connected to a portal-enabled network.

4.

(Optional.) Set the captive-bypass detection timeout time.
a. Return to system view.
quit
b. Set the captive-bypass detection timeout time.
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portal captive-bypass optimize delay seconds
By default, the captive-bypass detection timeout time is 6 seconds.

Configuring a match rule for URL redirection
About this task
A URL redirection match rule matches HTTP or HTTPS requests by user-requested URL or
User-Agent information, and redirects the matching HTTP or HTTPS requests to the specified
redirection URL.
For a portal Web server, you can configure the url command and the if-match command for URL
redirection. The url command redirects all HTTP or HTTPS requests from unauthenticated users to
the portal Web server for authentication. The if-match command allows for flexible URL
redirection by redirecting specific HTTP or HTTPS requests to specific redirection URLs.

Restrictions and guidelines
For a user to successfully access a redirection URL, configure a portal-free rule to allow HTTP or
HTTPS requests destined for the redirection URL to pass. For information about configuring
portal-free rules, see the portal free-rule command.
If both the url and if-match commands are executed, the if-match command takes priority to
perform URL redirection.
If both portal safe-redirect and URL redirection match rules are configured, the device preferentially
uses URL redirection match rules to perform URL redirection.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter portal Web server view.
portal web-server server-name

3.

Configure a match rule for URL redirection.
if-match { original-url url-string redirect-url url-string
[ url-param-encryption { aes | des } key { cipher | simple } string ] |
user-agent string redirect-url url-string }

Configuring the local portal service features
About the local portal service
After a local portal service is configured, the device acts as the portal Web server and portal
authentication server to perform portal authentication on users. The portal authentication page file is
saved in the root directory of the device.

Restrictions and guidelines for configuring local portal service
features
For an interface to use the local portal service, the URL of the portal Web server specified for the
interface must meet the following requirements:
•

The IP address in the URL must be the IP address of a Layer 3 interface (except 127.0.0.1) on
the device, and the IP address must be reachable to portal clients.
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•

The URL must be ended with /portal/. For example: http://1.1.1.1/portal/.

You must customize the authentication pages and upload them to the device.
In wireless networks, you can bind different authentication pages for portal users that belong to
different SSIDs and use different device types (such as iPhone and Samsung). The system selects
the authentication pages in the following order:
1.

Authentication pages bound to the SSID or device type.

2.

Default authentication pages.

Customizing authentication pages
About this task
Authentication pages are HTML files. Local portal authentication requires the following
authentication pages:
•

Logon page

•

Logon success page

•

Logon failure page

•

Online page

•

System busy page

•

Logoff success page

You must customize the authentication pages, including the page elements that the authentication
pages will use, for example, back.jpg for authentication page Logon.htm.
Follow the authentication page customization rules when you edit the authentication page files.

File name rules
The names of the main authentication page files are fixed (see Table 1). You can define the names of
the files other than the main authentication page files. File names and directory names are case
insensitive.
Table 1 Main authentication page file names
Main authentication page

File name

Logon page

logon.htm

Logon success page

logonSuccess.htm

Logon failure page

logonFail.htm

Online page
Pushed after the user gets online for online notification
System busy page
Pushed when the system is busy or the user is in the logon process
Logoff success page

online.htm

busy.htm
logoffSuccess.htm

Page request rules
A local portal Web service supports only Get and Post requests.
•

Get requests—Used to get the static files in the authentication pages and allow no recursion.
For example, if file Logon.htm includes contents that perform Get action on file ca.htm, file
ca.htm cannot include any reference to file Logon.htm.

•

Post requests—Used when users submit username and password pairs, log in, and log out.
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Post request attribute rules
1.

2.

Observe the following requirements when editing a form of an authentication page:
{

An authentication page can have multiple forms, but there must be one and only one form
whose action is logon.cgi. Otherwise, user information cannot be sent to the access
device.

{

The username attribute is fixed as PtUser. The password attribute is fixed as PtPwd.

{

The value of the PtButton attribute is either Logon or Logoff, which indicates the action
that the user requests.

{

A logon Post request must contain PtUser, PtPwd, and PtButton attributes.

{

A logoff Post request must contain the PtButton attribute.

Authentication pages logon.htm and logonFail.htm must contain the logon Post request.
The following example shows part of the script in page logon.htm.
<form action=logon.cgi method = post >
<p>User name:<input type="text" name = "PtUser" style="width:160px;height:22px"
maxlength=64>
<p>Password :<input type="password" name = "PtPwd" style="width:160px;height:22px"
maxlength=32>
<p><input type=SUBMIT value="Logon" name = "PtButton" style="width:60px;"
onclick="form.action=form.action+location.search;">
</form>

3.

Authentication pages logonSuccess.htm and online.htm must contain the logoff Post
request.
The following example shows part of the script in page online.htm.
<form action=logon.cgi method = post >
<p><input type=SUBMIT value="Logoff" name="PtButton" style="width:60px;">
</form>

Page file compression and saving rules
You must compress the authentication pages and their page elements into a standard zip file.
•

The name of a zip file can contain only letters, numbers, and underscores.

•

The authentication pages must be placed in the root directory of the zip file.

•

Zip files can be transferred to the device through FTP or TFTP and must be saved in the root
directory of the device.
Examples of zip files on the device:
<Sysname> dir
Directory of flash:
1

-rw-

1405

Feb 28 2008 15:53:20

ssid1.zip

0

-rw-

1405

Feb 28 2008 15:53:31

ssid2.zip

2

-rw-

1405

Feb 28 2008 15:53:39

ssid3.zip

3

-rw-

1405

Feb 28 2008 15:53:44

ssid4.zip

2540 KB total (1319 KB free)

Redirecting authenticated users to a specific webpage
To make the device automatically redirect authenticated users to a specific webpage, do the
following in logon.htm and logonSuccess.htm:
1.

In logon.htm, set the target attribute of Form to _blank.
See the contents in gray:
<form method=post action=logon.cgi target="_blank">

2.

Add the function for page loading pt_init() to LogonSuccess.htm.
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See the contents in gray:
<html>
<head>
<title>LogonSuccess</title>
<script type="text/javascript" language="javascript"
src="pt_private.js"></script>
</head>
<body onload="pt_init();" onbeforeunload="return pt_unload();">
... ...
</body>
</html>

Configuring a local portal Web service
Prerequisites
Before you configure an HTTPS-based local portal Web service, you must complete the following
tasks:
•

Configure a PKI policy, obtain the CA certificate, and request a local certificate. For more
information, see "Configuring PKI."

•

Configure an SSL server policy, and specify the PKI domain configured in the PKI policy.
During SSL connection establishment, the user browser might display a message that it cannot
verify server identity by certificate. For users to perform portal authentication without checking
such a message, configure an SSL server policy to request a client-trusted certificate on the
device. The name of the policy must be https_redirect. For more information about SSL server
policy configuration, see "Configuring SSL."

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create an HTTP- or HTTPS-based local portal Web service and enter its view.
portal local-web-server { http | https [ ssl-server-policy
policy-name ] [ tcp-port port-number ] }

3.

Specify the default authentication page file for the local portal Web service.
default-logon-page filename
By default, no default authentication page file is specified for a local portal Web service.

4.

(Optional.) Configure the listening TCP port for the local portal Web service.
tcp-port port-number
By default, the HTTP service listening port number is 80 and the HTTPS service listening port
number is the TCP port number set by the portal local-web-server command.

5.

(Optional.) Bind an SSID or endpoint type to an authentication page file.
logon-page bind { device-type { computer | pad | phone } | device-name
device-name | ssid ssid-name } * file file-name
By default, no SSID or endpoint type is bound to an authentication page file.

6.

(Optional.) Enable local portal user password modification.
user-password modify enable
By default, local portal user password modification is disabled.
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Configuring the User-Agent match string
About this task
When portal users use third-party software to perform portal authentication, the device checks the
User-Agent string in portal authentication requests. If the User-Agent string does not include the
match string specified on the device, users will fail portal authentication.
The User-Agent string includes hardware vendor, software operating system, browser, and search
engine information. Perform this task to specify a string that can match the User-Agent information of
the third-party software, so users can pass portal authentication by using that third-party software.
For example, for users to pass portal authentication by following a WeChat official account, configure
the User-Agent match string on the device as MicroMessenger.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter local portal Web service view.
portal local-web-server { http | https [ ssl-server-policy
policy-name ] [ tcp-port port-number ] }

3.

Configure the User-Agent match string.
user-agent user-agent-string
By default, the User-Agent match string is MicroMessenger.

Enabling portal authentication on an interface
Restrictions and guidelines
When you enable portal authentication on an interface, follow these restrictions and guidelines:
•

Do not enable portal authentication on both an interface and a service template.

•

You can enable both IPv4 portal authentication and IPv6 portal authentication on an interface.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Enable portal authentication.
IPv4:
portal enable method direct
IPv6:
portal ipv6 enable method direct
By default, portal authentication is disabled.

Specifying a portal Web server on an interface
About this task
With a portal Web server specified on an interface, the device redirects the HTTP requests of portal
users on the interface to the portal Web server.
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You can specify both an IPv4 portal Web server and an IPv6 portal Web server on an interface.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Specify a portal Web server on the interface.
portal [ ipv6 ] apply web-server server-name [ secondary ]
By default, no portal Web servers are specified on an interface.

Enabling portal authentication on a service
template
Restrictions and guidelines
Do not enable portal authentication on both an interface and a service template.
Only direct portal authentication is supported on a service template.
When local forwarding is used in wireless networks, enable validity check on wireless clients.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable direct portal authentication on the service template.
portal [ ipv6 ] enable method direct
By default, direct portal authentication is disabled on a service template.

Specifying a portal Web server on a service
template
About this task
With a portal Web server specified, the device redirects HTTP requests from portal users on
WLAN-BSS interfaces bound to the specified service template to the specified portal Web server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify a portal Web server on the service template.
portal [ ipv6 ] apply web-server server-name [ secondary ]
By default, no portal Web server is specified on a service template.
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Configuring a portal preauthentication domain
About this task
A portal preauthentication domain defines user attributes assigned to preauthentication portal users
on a portal-enabled interface after the users obtain IP addresses. Before the preauthentication users
pass portal authentication, they have limited access to the network based on the assigned user
attributes (such as ACL, user profile, and CAR). After the users pass portal authentication, they are
assigned new attributes by the AAA server. After the users go offline, they are re-assigned user
attributes in the preauthentication domain.

Restrictions and guidelines
The portal preauthentication domain takes effect only on portal users with IP addresses obtained
through DHCP or DHCPv6.
The portal preauthentication domain does not take effect on interfaces enabled with cross-subnet
portal authentication.
Make sure you specify an existing ISP domain as a portal preauthentication domain. If the specified
ISP domain does not exist, the device might operate incorrectly.
You must delete a preauthentication domain (by using the undo portal [ ipv6 ] pre-auth
domain command) and reconfigure it in the following situations:
•

You create the ISP domain after specifying it as the preauthentication domain.

•

You delete the specified ISP domain and then re-create it.

For the authorization ACL in the preauthentication domain, the following rules apply:
•

If the ACL does not exist or the destination address permitted by a rule in the ACL is set to any,
the device does not control user access. Users can access any network resources without
passing portal authentication.

•

If the ACL does not have any rules, the device allows users to access network resources only
after the users pass authentication.

•

Do not specify a source address. If you specify a source address, users cannot trigger portal
authentication.

If both a preauthentication domain and MAC-trigger authentication are configured on the device, set
the free-traffic threshold for MAC-trigger authentication to 0 bytes.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Specify a portal preauthentication domain.
portal [ ipv6 ] pre-auth domain domain-name
By default, no portal preauthentication domain is specified.

Specifying a preauthentication IP address pool
About this task
You must specify a preauthentication IP address pool on a portal-enabled interface in the following
situation:
•

Portal users access the network through a subinterface of the portal-enabled interface.
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•

The subinterface does not have an IP address.

•

Portal users need to obtain IP addresses through DHCP.

After a user connects to a portal-enabled interface, the user uses an IP address for portal
authentication according to the following rules:
•

If the interface is configured with a preauthentication IP address pool, the user uses the
following IP address:
{

If the client is configured to obtain an IP address automatically through DHCP, the user
obtains an address from the specified IP address pool.

{

If the client is configured with a static IP address, the user uses the static IP address.
However, if the interface does not have an IP address, users using static IP addresses
cannot pass authentication.

•

If the interface has an IP address but no preauthentication IP pool specified, the user uses the
static IP address or the IP address obtained from a DHCP server.

•

If the interface has no IP address or preauthentication IP pool specified, the user cannot
perform portal authentication.

After the user passes portal authentication, the AAA server authorizes an IP address pool for
re-assigning an IP address to the user. If no authorized IP address pool is deployed, the user
continues using the previous IP address.

Restrictions and guidelines
This configuration takes effect only when the direct IPv4 portal authentication is enabled on the
interface.
Make sure the specified IP address pool exists and is complete. Otherwise, the user cannot obtain
the IP address and cannot perform portal authentication.
If the portal user does not perform authentication or fails to pass authentication, the assigned IP
address is still retained.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Specify a preauthentication IP address pool on the interface.
portal [ ipv6 ] pre-auth ip-pool pool-name
By default, no preauthentication IP address pool is specified on an interface.

Specifying a portal authentication domain
About portal authentication domains
An authentication domain defines a set of authentication, authorization, and accounting policies.
Each portal user belongs to an authentication domain and is authenticated, authorized, and
accounted in the domain.
With an authentication domain specified on an interface or service template, the device uses the
authentication domain for AAA of portal users. This allows for flexible portal access control.
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Restrictions and guidelines for specifying a portal
authentication domain
The device selects the authentication domain for a portal user in this order:
1.

ISP domain specified for the interface or service template.

2.

ISP domain carried in the username.

3.

System default ISP domain.

If the chosen domain does not exist on the device, the device searches for the ISP domain
configured to accommodate users assigned to nonexistent domains. If no such ISP domain is
configured, user authentication fails. For information about ISP domains, see "Configuring AAA."

Specifying a portal authentication domain on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Specify an portal authentication domain on the interface.
portal [ ipv6 ] domain domain-name
By default, no portal authentication domain is specified on an interface.
You can specify both an IPv4 portal authentication domain and an IPv6 portal authentication
domain on an interface.

Specifying an IPv4 portal authentication domain on a service
template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify a portal authentication domain on the service template.
portal [ ipv6 ] domain domain-name
By default, no portal authentication domain is specified on a service template.

Controlling portal user access
Configuring a portal-free rule
About this task
A portal-free rule allows specified users to access specified external websites without portal
authentication.
The matching items for a portal-free rule include the host name, source/destination IP address,
TCP/UDP port number, source MAC address, access interface, and VLAN. Packets matching a
portal-free rule will not trigger portal authentication, so users sending the packets can directly access
the specified external websites.
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Restrictions and guidelines for configuring a portal-free rule
If you specify both a VLAN and an interface, the interface must belong to the VLAN. If the interface
does not belong to the VLAN, the portal-free rule does not take effect.
You cannot configure two or more portal-free rules with the same filtering criteria. Otherwise, the
system prompts that the rule already exists.
Regardless of whether portal authentication is enabled or not, you can only add or remove a
portal-free rule. You cannot modify it.
If portal users have come online before source-based portal-free rules are configured, the device
keeps performing accounting on traffic of the users.

Configuring an IP-based portal-free rule
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure an IP-based portal-free rule.
IPv4:
portal free-rule rule-number { destination ip { ipv4-address
{ mask-length | mask } | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number | udp udp-port-number ]
| source ip { ipv4-address { mask-length | mask } | any } [ tcp
tcp-port-number | udp udp-port-number ] } * [ interface interface-type
interface-number ]
IPv6:
portal free-rule rule-number { destination ipv6 { ipv6-address
prefix-length | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number | udp udp-port-number ] |
source ipv6 { ipv6-address prefix-length | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number |
udp udp-port-number ] } * [ interface interface-type interface-number ]
By default, no IP-based portal-free rules are configured.

Configuring a source-based portal-free rule
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure a source-based portal-free rule.
portal free-rule rule-number source { ap ap-name | { interface
interface-type interface-number | mac mac-address | vlan vlan-id } * }
By default, no source-based portal-free rules are configured.
The vlan vlan-id option takes effect only on portal users that access the network through
VLAN interfaces.

Configuring a destination-based portal-free rule
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure a destination-based portal-free rule.
portal free-rule rule-number destination host-name
By default, no destination-based portal-free rules are configured.

Configuring a description for a portal-free rule
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure a description for a portal-free rule.
portal free-rule rule-number description text
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By default, no description is configured for a portal-free rule.

Configuring an authentication destination subnet
About this task
By configuring authentication destination subnets, you specify that users trigger portal authentication
only when they accessing the specified subnets (excluding the destination IP addresses and subnets
specified in portal-free rules). Users can access other subnets without portal authentication.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can configure multiple authentication destination subnets. If the destination subnets overlap, the
subnet with the largest address scope (with the smallest mask or prefix) takes effect.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure a portal authentication destination subnet.
IPv4:
portal free-all except destination ipv4-network-address { mask-length
| mask }
IPv6:
portal ipv6 free-all except destination ipv6-network-address
prefix-length
By default, users accessing any subnets must pass portal authentication.

Configuring a portal-forbidden rule
About this task
Portal-forbidden rules are used to filter user packets from the specified sources or destined for the
specified destinations. The device drops HTTP or HTTPS packets that match the portal-forbidden
rules.

Restrictions and guidelines
In a portal-forbidden rule, the source and destination IP addresses must be of the same IP type, and
the source and destination ports must be of the same transport protocol type.
You can configure multiple portal-forbidden rules.
If the source or destination information in a portal-free rule and that in a portal-forbidden rule overlap,
the portal-forbidden rule takes effect.
If you specify a destination host name in a portal-forbidden rule, the device drops users' DNS query
packets for the specified host name. In addition, if a DNS server is correctly configured on the device,
the device also drops user packets destined for the IP address resolved from the specified host
name. If the DNS server is not correctly configured, the rule does not take effect on user packets
destined for that IP address.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure a portal-forbidden rule.
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IPv4:

portal forbidden-rule rule-number [ source { ip { ipv4-address
{ mask-length | mask } | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number | udp udp-port-number ] |
ssid ssid-name } * ] destination { host-name | ip { ipv4-address
{ mask-length | mask } | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number | udp udp-port-number ] }
IPv6:
portal forbidden-rule rule-number [ source { ipv6 { ipv6-address
prefix-length | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number | udp udp-port-number ] |
ssid ssid-name } * ] destination { host-name | ipv6 { ipv6-address
prefix-length | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number | udp udp-port-number ] }
By default, portal-forbidden rules are configured.

Configuring support of portal authentication for dual stack
About this task
Typically, IPv4 portal users can access only the IPv4 network after passing portal authentication, and
IPv6 portal users can access only the IPv6 network after passing portal authentication. To allow
portal users to access both IPv4 and IPv6 networks after passing one type (IPv4 or IPv6) of portal
authentication, enable the portal dual-stack feature.

Configuring support of portal authentication for dual stack on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Enable the portal dual-stack feature on the interface.
portal dual-stack enable
By default, the portal dual-stack feature is disabled on an interface.

4.

Enable separate IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics for dual-stack portal users on the interface.
portal dual-stack traffic-separate enable
By default, separate IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics is disabled for dual-stack portal users on an
interface. The device collects IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics collectively.

5.

Enable the dual IP feature to carry both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses for single-stack users in
remote portal authentication.
portal dual-ip enable
By default, the dual IP feature is disabled.

6.

Enable separate IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics in portal user offline logs.
portal user-log traffic-separate
By default, IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics of a portal user are collectively counted as IPv4 traffic
statistics in portal user offline logs.

Configuring support of portal authentication for dual stack on a service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable the portal dual-stack feature on the service template.
portal dual-stack enable
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By default, the portal dual-stack feature is disabled on a service template.
4.

Enable separate IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics for dual-stack portal users on the service
template.
portal dual-stack traffic-separate enable
By default, separate IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics is disabled for dual-stack portal users on a
service template. The device collects IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics collectively.

5.

Enable the dual IP feature to carry both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses for single-stack users in
remote portal authentication.
portal dual-ip enable
By default, the dual IP feature is disabled.

6.

Enable separate IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics in portal user offline logs.
portal user-log traffic-separate
By default, IPv4 and IPv6 traffic statistics of a portal user are collectively counted as IPv4 traffic
statistics in portal user offline logs.

Setting the maximum number of portal users
About this task
Perform this task to control the total number of portal users in the system, and the maximum number
of IPv4 or IPv6 portal users on an interface or service template.

Restrictions and guidelines for setting the maximum number of portal users
Make sure the maximum combined number of IPv4 and IPv6 portal users specified on all interfaces
or service templates does not exceed the system-allowed maximum number. Otherwise, the
exceeding number of portal users will not be able to log in to the device.

Setting the global maximum number of portal users
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the global maximum number of portal users.
portal max-user max-number
By default, no limit is set on the global number of portal users.
If you set the global maximum number smaller than the number of current online portal users on
the device, this configuration still takes effect. The online users are not affected but the system
forbids new portal users to log in.

Setting the maximum number of portal users on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Set the maximum number of portal users.
portal { ipv4-max-user | ipv6-max-user } max-number
By default, no limit is set on the number of portal users on an interface.
If you set the maximum number smaller than the current number of portal users on an interface,
this configuration still takes effect. The online users are not affected but the system forbids new
portal users to log in from the interface.
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Setting the maximum number of portal users on a service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Set the maximum number of portal users.
portal { ipv4-max-user | ipv6-max-user } max-number
By default, no limit is set on the number of portal users.
If you set the maximum number smaller than the current number of portal users on a service
template, this configuration still takes effect. The online users are not affected but the system
forbids new portal users to log in from the service template.

Enabling strict-checking on portal authorization information
About this task
The strict checking feature allows a portal user to stay online only when the authorization information
for the user is successfully deployed. The strict checking fails if the authorized ACL or user profile
does not exist on the device or the device fails to deploy the authorized ACL or user profile.
You can enable strict checking on the authorized ACL, authorized user profile, or both. If you enable
both ACL checking and user profile checking, the user will be logged out if either checking fails.

Enabling strict checking on portal authentication information on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Enable strict checking on portal authorization information.
portal authorization { acl | user-profile } strict-checking
By default, strict checking on portal authorization information is disabled on an interface. Portal
users stay online even when the authorized ACL or user profile does not exist or the device fails
to deploy the authorized ACL or user profile.

Enabling strict checking on portal authorization information on a service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable strict checking on portal authorization information.
portal authorization { acl | user-profile } strict-checking
By default, strict checking on portal authorization information is disabled on a service template.
Portal users stay online even when the authorized ACL or user profile does not exist or the
device fails to deploy the authorized ACL or user profile.
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Allowing only users with DHCP-assigned IP addresses to
pass portal authentication
About this task
This feature allows only users with DHCP-assigned IP addresses to pass portal authentication.
Users with static IP addresses cannot pass portal authentication to come online. Use this feature to
ensure that only users with valid IP addresses can access the network.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature takes effect only when the device acts as both the access device and the DHCP server.
On an AC+fit AP network, this feature takes effect only when the AC acts as the DHCP server.
When this feature is configured, to ensure that IPv6 users can pass portal authentication, disable the
temporary IPv6 address feature on terminal devices. Otherwise, IPv6 users will use temporary IPv6
addresses to access the IPv6 network and will fail portal authentication.
Configuration of this feature does not affect the online portal users.

Allowing only users with DHCP-assigned IP addresses to pass portal authentication on an
interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Allow only users with DHCP-assigned IP addresses to pass portal authentication.
portal [ ipv6 ] user-dhcp-only
By default, both users with IP addresses obtained through DHCP and users with static IP
addresses can pass authentication to come online.

Allowing only users with DHCP-assigned IP addresses to pass portal authentication on a
service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Allow only users with DHCP-assigned IP addresses to pass portal authentication.
portal user-dhcp-only
By default, both users with IP addresses obtained through DHCP and users with static IP
addresses can pass authentication to come online.

Enabling outgoing packets filtering
About this task
When you enable this feature on a portal-enabled interface or service template, the device permits
the interface to send the following packets:
•

Packets whose destination IP addresses are IP addresses of authenticated portal users.

•

Packets that match portal-free rules.

Other outgoing packets on the interface or service template are dropped.
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Enabling outgoing packets filtering on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Enable outgoing packets filtering on the interface.
portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable
By default, outgoing packets filtering is disabled on an interface. The interface can send any
packets.

Enabling outgoing packets filtering on a service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable outgoing packets filtering on the service template.
portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable
By default, outgoing packets filtering is disabled on a service template. The service template
can send any packets.

Enabling intra-AC roaming for portal users
About this task
If intra-AC roaming for portal users is enabled on a VLAN interface, an online portal user can access
resources from any Layer 2 port in the VLAN without re-authentication.
If intra-AC roaming for portal users is disabled, to access external network resources from a Layer 2
port different from the current access port in the VLAN, the user must do the following:
1.

Logs out from the current port.

2.

Re-authenticates on the new Layer 2 port.

Restrictions and guidelines
You cannot enable intra-AC roaming when online portal users or preauthentication portal users exist
on the device.
For intra-AC roaming to take effect, you must disable the Rule ARP or ND entry feature by using the
undo portal refresh { arp | nd } enable command.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable intra-AC roaming for portal users.
portal roaming enable
By default, intra-AC roaming is disabled for portal users.
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Configuring inter-AC roaming for portal users
About this task
This feature allows portal users that have been authenticated on an AC to roam to another AC so as
to access network resources without re-authentication. This feature must cooperate with the WLAN
roaming center. For more information about the WLAN roaming center, see WLAN Roaming
Configuration Guide.

Hardware and feature compatibility
Hardware series

Model

Product code

Inter-AC roaming
compatibility

WX1800H series

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR-CN

No

WX2508H-PWR-LTE

EWP-WX2508H-PWR-LTE

WX2510H

EWP-WX2510H-PWR

WX2510H-F

EWP-WX2510H-F-PWR

WX2540H

EWP-WX2540H

WX2540H-F

EWP-WX2540H-F

WX2560H

EWP-WX2560H

WX3010H

EWP-WX3010H

WX3010H-X

EWP-WX3010H-X-PWR

WX3010H-L

EWP-WX3010H-L-PWR

WX3024H

EWP-WX3024H

WX3024H-L

EWP-WX3024H-L-PWR

WX3024H-F

EWP-WX3024H-F

WX3508H

EWP-WX3508H

WX3510H

EWP-WX3510H

WX3520H

EWP-WX3520H

WX3520H-F

EWP-WX3520H-F

Yes:
•
WX3510H
•
WX3520H
•
WX3540H
•
WX3520H-F

WX3540H

EWP-WX3540H

No: WX3508H

WX5510E

EWP-WX5510E

WX5540E

EWP-WX5540E

WX5540H

EWP-WX5540H

WX5560H

EWP-WX5560H

WX5580H

EWP-WX5580H

WX2500H series

WX3000H series

WX3500H series

WX5500E series

WX5500H series

Access controller
modules

LSUM1WCME0

LSUM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

EWPXM1WCME0

LSQM1WCMX20

LSQM1WCMX20

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSUM1WCMX20RT

LSQM1WCMX40

LSQM1WCMX40

LSUM1WCMX40RT

LSUM1WCMX40RT

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM2WCMD0F

EWPXM1MAC0F

EWPXM1MAC0F
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No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes:
•
LSQM1WCMX40
•
LSUM1WCMX40
RT
No:
•
LSUM1WCME0
•
EWPXM1WCME
0
•
LSQM1WCMX20
•
LSUM1WCMX20
RT
•
EWPXM2WCMD
0F

Hardware series

Model

Product code

Inter-AC roaming
compatibility
•

Hardware series

WX1800H series

WX3800H series
WX5800H series

Model

Product code

WX1804H

EWP-WX1804H-PWR

WX1810H

EWP-WX1810H-PWR

WX1820H

EWP-WX1820H

WX1840H

EWP-WX1840H-GL

WX3820H

EWP-WX3820H-GL

WX3840H

EWP-WX3840H-GL

WX5860H

EWP-WX5860H-GL

EWPXM1MAC0F

Inter-AC roaming
compatibility

No

Yes
Yes

Restrictions and guidelines
Do not configure both inter-AC roaming and MAC-based quick portal authentication.
This feature takes effect only on portal users that perform portal authentication on a webpage.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a portal roaming center and enter its view.
portal roaming-center

3.

Specify the IPv4 address for communication with the WLAN roaming center.
ip ip-address
By default, the IPv4 address for communication with the WLAN roaming center is not specified.

4.

Specify the IPv6 address for communication with the WLAN roaming center.
ipv6 ipv6-address
By default, the IPv6 address for communication with the WLAN roaming center is not specified.

5.

Specify the UDP port number for communication with the WLAN roaming center.
port port-number
By default, the UDP port 60035 is used by the portal roaming center to communicate with the
WLAN roaming center.

6.

(Optional.) Set the wait timer for responses from the WLAN roaming center.
response-timeout timeout
By default, the wait timer is 3 seconds.

7.

(Optional.) Set the maximum number of attempts for the portal roaming center to transmit a
packet to the WLAN roaming center.
retry retries
By default, the maximum number of packet transmission attempts is 5.

8.

(Optional.) Enable the portal roaming center to deny user traffic.
user-traffic deny
By default, the portal roaming center does not deny user traffic.

9.

Enable the portal roaming center.
roaming-center enable
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By default, the portal roaming center is disabled.

Configuring the portal fail-permit feature
About this task
You can configure the portal fail-permit feature on an interface or service template. When the access
device detects that the portal authentication server or portal Web server is unreachable, it allows
users to have network access without portal authentication.
If you enable fail-permit for both the portal authentication server and the portal Web servers, the
device does the following:
•

Disables portal authentication when the portal authentication server is unreachable or all the
portal Web servers are unreachable.

•

Resumes portal authentication when both the portal authentication and Web servers are
reachable.

After portal authentication resumes, unauthenticated users must pass portal authentication to
access the network. Users who have passed portal authentication before the fail-permit event can
continue accessing the network.

Configuring portal fail-permit on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Enable portal fail-permit for a portal authentication server on the interface.
portal [ ipv6 ] fail-permit server server-name
By default, portal fail-permit is disabled for a portal authentication server on an interface.

4.

Enable portal fail-permit for portal Web servers on the interface.
portal [ ipv6 ] fail-permit web-server
By default, portal fail-permit is disabled for portal Web servers on an interface.

Configuring portal fail-permit on a service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable portal fail-permit for the portal Web servers on the service template.
portal [ ipv6 ] fail-permit web-server
By default, portal fail-permit is disabled for portal Web servers on a service template.

Configuring the NAS-Port-Type attribute
About this task
The NAS-Port-Type attribute carried in RADIUS requests represents the user's access interface
type.
As the access device, the BAS might not be able to correctly obtain a user's interface type when
multiple network devices exist between the BAS and the portal client. For example, the access
interface type obtained by the BAS for a wireless portal user might be the type of the wired interface
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that authenticated the user. For the BAS to send correct user interface type to the RADIUS server,
perform this task to specify the correct NAS-Port-Type value.
When a portal user log in from an interface or a service template, the value of the NAS-Port-Type
attribute is as follows:
•

If the NAS-Port-Type is configured, the NAS-Port-Type value is the configured value.

•

If the NAS-Port-Type is not configured, the NAS-Port-Type value is the user's access interface
type obtained by the access device.

Configuring the NAS-Port-Type attribute on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure the NAS-Port-Type attribute on the interface.
portal nas-port-type { ethernet | wireless }
By default, the portal NAS-Port-Type attribute carried in RADIUS requests is the user's access
interface type value obtained by the access device.

Configuring the NAS-Port-Type attribute on a service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Configure the NAS-Port-Type attribute on the interface.
portal nas-port-type { ethernet | wireless }
By default, the portal NAS-Port-Type attribute carried in RADIUS requests is the user's access
interface type value obtained by the access device.

Enabling validity check on wireless clients
About this task
Enable this feature when portal authentication is enabled on a service template. In wireless networks
where the AP forwards client traffic, the AC does not have ARP entries for clients. Therefore, the AC
cannot check the validity of portal clients by using ARP entries. To ensure that valid users can
perform portal authentication, you must enable wireless client validity check on the AC.
This feature enables the AC to validate a client by looking up the client information in the WLAN
snooping table, DHCP snooping table, and ARP table. If the client information exists, the AC
determines the client to be valid for portal authentication.

Restrictions and guidelines
You must enable this feature when portal authentication is enabled on a service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable validity check on wireless portal clients.
portal host-check enable
By default, validity check on wireless portal clients is disabled. The device checks wireless
portal client validity according to ARP entries only.
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Configuring portal detection features
Configuring online detection of portal users
About this task
Use the online detection feature to quickly detect abnormal logouts of portal users. Configure ARP or
ICMP detection for IPv4 portal users. Configure ND or ICMPv6 detection for IPv6 portal users.
If the device receives no packets from a portal user within the idle time, the device detects the user's
online status as follows:
•

•

ICMP or ICMPv6 detection—Sends ICMP or ICMPv6 requests to the user at configurable
intervals to detect the user status.
{

If the device receives a reply within the maximum number of detection attempts, it considers
that the user is online and stops sending detection packets. Then the device resets the idle
timer and repeats the detection process when the timer expires.

{

If the device receives no reply after the maximum number of detection attempts, the device
logs out the user.

ARP or ND detection—Sends ARP or ND requests to the user and detects the ARP or ND
entry status of the user at configurable intervals.
{

If the ARP or ND entry of the user is refreshed within the maximum number of detection
attempts, the device considers that the user is online and stops detection. Then the device
resets the idle timer and repeats the detection process when the timer expires.

{

If the ARP or ND entry of the user is not refreshed after the maximum number of detection
attempts, the device logs out the user.

Restrictions and guidelines
ARP detection and ND detection apply only to direct portal authentication. ICMP detection applies to
all portal authentication modes.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure online detection of portal users.
IPv4:
portal user-detect type { arp | icmp } [ retry retries ] [ interval
interval ] [ idle time ]
IPv6:
portal ipv6 user-detect type { icmpv6 | nd } [ retry retries ] [ interval
interval ] [ idle time ]
By default, online detection is disabled for portal users on an interface.

Configuring portal authentication server detection
About this task
During portal authentication, if the communication between the access device and portal
authentication server is broken, new portal users are not able to log in. Online portal users are not
able to log out normally.
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To address this problem, the access device needs to be able to detect the reachability changes of the
portal server quickly and take corresponding actions to deal with the changes.
The portal authentication server detection feature enables the device to periodically detect portal
packets sent by a portal authentication server to determine the reachability of the server. If the device
receives a portal packet within a detection timeout (timeout timeout) and the portal packet is
valid, the device considers the portal authentication server to be reachable. Otherwise, the device
considers the portal authentication server to be unreachable.
Portal packets include user login packets, user logout packets, and heartbeat packets. Heartbeat
packets are periodically sent by a server. By detecting heartbeat packets, the device can detect the
server's actual status more quickly than by detecting other portal packets.

Restrictions and guidelines
The portal authentication server detection feature takes effect only when the device has a
portal-enabled interface.
Only the IMC portal authentication server supports sending heartbeat packets. To test server
reachability by detecting heartbeat packets, you must enable the server heartbeat feature on the
IMC portal authentication server.
You can configure the device to take one or more of the following actions when the server
reachability status changes:
•

Sending a trap message to the NMS. The trap message contains the name and current state of
the portal authentication server.

•

Sending a log message, which contains the name, the current state, and the original state of the
portal authentication server.

•

Enabling portal fail-permit. When the portal authentication server is unreachable, the portal
fail-permit feature on an interface allows users on the interface to have network access. When
the server recovers, it resumes portal authentication on the interface. For more information, see
"Configuring the portal fail-permit feature."

Make sure the detection timeout configured on the device is greater than the server heartbeat
interval configured on the portal authentication server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter portal authentication server view.
portal server server-name

3.

Configure portal authentication server detection.
server-detect [ timeout timeout ] { log | trap } *
By default, portal authentication server detection is disabled.

Configuring portal Web server detection
About this task
A portal authentication process cannot complete if the communication between the access device
and the portal Web server is broken. To address this problem, you can enable portal Web server
detection on the access device.
With the portal Web server detection feature, the access device simulates a Web access process to
initiate a TCP connection to the portal Web server. If the TCP connection can be established
successfully, the access device considers the detection successful, and the portal Web server is
reachable. Otherwise, it considers the detection to have failed. Portal authentication status on
interfaces of the access device does not affect the portal Web server detection feature.
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You can configure the following detection parameters:
•

Detection interval—Interval at which the device detects the server reachability.

•

Maximum number of consecutive failures—If the number of consecutive detection failures
reaches this value, the access device considers that the portal Web server is unreachable.

You can configure the device to take one or more of the following actions when the server
reachability status changes:
•

Sending a trap message to the NMS. The trap message contains the name and current state of
the portal Web server.

•

Sending a log message, which contains the name, the current state, and the original state of the
portal Web server.

•

Enabling portal fail-permit. When the portal Web server is unreachable, the portal fail-permit
feature on an interface allows users on the interface to have network access. When the server
recovers, it resumes portal authentication on the interface. For more information, see
"Configuring the portal fail-permit feature."

Restrictions and guidelines
The portal Web server detection feature takes effect only when the URL of the portal Web server is
specified and the device has a portal-enabled interface.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter portal Web server view.
portal web-server server-name

3.

Configure portal Web server detection.
server-detect [ interval interval ] [ retry retries ] { log | trap } *
By default, portal Web server detection is disabled.

4.

Configure the URL and the type for portal Web server detection.
server-detect url string [ detect-type { http | tcp } ]
By default, the URL for portal Web server detection is the URL of the portal Web server. The
type of portal Web server detection is TCP detection.

Enabling DHCP packet capture
About this task
This feature enables the AC to detect the online status of portal users by capturing DHCP packets of
the portal users.
When this feature is enabled, the AC captures DHCP packets between a portal user and the DHCP
server and obtains the IP address lease information of the user. The AC then detects the online
status of the portal user as follows:
•

If the AC captures a DHCP lease renewal packet from the portal user before the lease expires,
the AC determines that the portal user is online.

•

If no DHCP lease renewal packet is captured before the lease expires, the AC forcibly logs out
the portal user.

For more information about DHCP packets, see DHCP configuration in Network Connectivity
Configuration Guide.
The timeout time of the DHCP packet capture timer is the same as the IP address lease time in
DHCP packets. This timer resets each time a DHCP packet is captured.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable DHCP packet capture to detect online status of portal users.
portal idle-cut dhcp-capture enable
By default, DHCP packet capture is disabled.

Configuring portal user synchronization
About this task
Once the access device loses communication with a portal authentication server, the portal user
information on the access device and that on the portal authentication server might be inconsistent
after the communication resumes. To address this problem, the device provides the portal user
synchronization feature. This feature is implemented by sending and detecting portal
synchronization packets, as follows:
1.

The portal authentication server sends the online user information to the access device in a
synchronization packet at the user heartbeat interval.
The user heartbeat interval is set on the portal authentication server.

2.

Upon receiving the synchronization packet, the access device compares the users carried in
the packet with its own user list and performs the following operations:
{

If a user contained in the packet does not exist on the access device, the access device
informs the portal authentication server to delete the user. The access device starts the
synchronization detection timer (timeout timeout) immediately when a user logs in.

{

If the user does not appear in any synchronization packet within a synchronization detection
interval, the access device considers the user does not exist on the portal authentication
server and logs the user out.

Restrictions and guidelines
Portal user synchronization requires a portal authentication server to support the portal user
heartbeat function. Only the IMC portal authentication server supports the portal user heartbeat
function. To implement the portal user synchronization feature, you also need to configure the user
heartbeat function on the portal authentication server. Make sure the user heartbeat interval
configured on the portal authentication server is not greater than the synchronization detection
timeout configured on the access device.
Deleting a portal authentication server on the access device also deletes the user synchronization
configuration for the portal authentication server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter portal authentication server view.
portal server server-name

3.

Configure portal user synchronization.
user-sync timeout timeout
By default, portal user synchronization is disabled.
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Configuring portal packet attributes
Configuring the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute
About this task
If the device runs Portal 2.0, the unsolicited packets sent to the portal authentication server must
carry the BAS-IP attribute. If the device runs Portal 3.0, the unsolicited packets sent to the portal
authentication server must carry the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute.
After this attribute is configured, the source IP address for unsolicited notification portal packets the
device sends to the portal authentication server is the configured BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 address. If the
attribute is not configured, the source IP address of the portal packets is the IP address of the packet
output interface.

Restrictions and guidelines
During a mandatory user logout process, the device sends portal notification packets to the portal
authentication server. For the authentication or logout process to complete, make sure the BAS-IP or
BAS-IPv6 attribute is the same as the device IP address specified on the portal authentication
server.
You must configure the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute on a portal authentication-enabled interface if
the following conditions are met:
•

The portal authentication server is an H3C IMC server.

•

The portal device IP address specified on the portal authentication server is not the IP address
of the portal packet output interface.

Configuring the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute.
IPv4:
portal bas-ip ipv4-address
By default, the BAS-IP attribute of an IPv4 portal reply packet is the source IPv4 address of the
packet. The BAS-IP attribute of an IPv4 portal notification packet is the IPv4 address of the
packet's output interface.
IPv6:
portal bas-ipv6 ipv6-address
By default, the BAS-IPv6 attribute of an IPv6 portal reply packet is the source IPv6 address of
the packet. The BAS-IPv6 attribute of an IPv6 portal notification packet is the IPv6 address of
the packet's output interface.

Configuring the BAS-IP attribute on a service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Configure the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute.
IPv4:
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portal bas-ip ipv4-address
By default, the BAS-IP attribute of an IPv4 portal reply packet is the source IPv4 address of the
packet. The BAS-IP attribute of an IPv4 portal notification packet is the IPv4 address of the
packet's output interface.
IPv6:
portal bas-ipv6 ipv6-address
By default, the BAS-IPv6 attribute of an IPv6 portal reply packet is the source IPv6 address of
the packet. The BAS-IPv6 attribute of an IPv6 portal notification packet is the IPv6 address of
the packet's output interface.

Specifying the device ID
About this task
The portal authentication server uses device IDs to identify the devices that send protocol packets to
the portal server.

Restrictions and guidelines
Make sure the configured device ID is different than any other access devices communicating with
the same portal authentication server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify the device ID.
portal device-id device-id
By default, a device is not configured with a device ID.

Configuring attributes for RADIUS packets
Specifying a format for the NAS-Port-Id attribute
About this task
RADIUS servers from different vendors might require different formats of the NAS-Port-Id attribute in
the RADIUS packets. You can specify the NAS-Port-Id attribute format as required.
The device supports predefined formats (format 1, 2, 3, and 4). For more information about the
formats, see portal commands in User Access and Authentication Command Reference.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify the format for the NAS-Port-Id attribute.
portal nas-port-id format { 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 }
By default, the format for the NAS-Port-Id attribute is format 2.

Applying a NAS-ID profile to an interface
About this task
By default, the device sends its device name in the NAS-Identifier attribute of all RADIUS requests.
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A NAS-ID profile enables you to send different NAS-Identifier attribute strings in RADIUS requests
from different VLANs. The strings can be organization names, service names, or any user
categorization criteria, depending on the administrative requirements.
For example, map the NAS-ID companyA to all VLANs of company A. The device will send
companyA in the NAS-Identifier attribute for the RADIUS server to identify requests from any
Company A users.

Restrictions and guidelines
You can apply a NAS-ID profile to a portal-enabled interface. If no NAS-ID profile is specified on the
interface or no matching NAS-ID is found in the specified profile, the device uses the device name as
the interface NAS-ID.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a NAS-ID profile and enter NAS-ID profile view.
aaa nas-id profile profile-name
For more information about this command, see AAA commands in User Access and
Authentication Command Reference.

3.

Configure a NAS ID and VLAN binding in the profile.
nas-id nas-identifier bind vlan vlan-id
For more information about this command, see AAA commands in User Access and
Authentication Command Reference.

4.

Specify the NAS-ID profile on the interface.
a. Return to system view.
quit
b. Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number
c. Specify the NAS-ID profile on the interface.
portal nas-id-profile profile-name

Setting the user traffic backup threshold
About this task
The device backs up traffic for a user when the user's traffic reaches the user traffic backup threshold.
A smaller threshold provides more accurate backup for user traffic. However, when a large number of
users exist, a small threshold results in frequent user traffic backups, affecting the user online, offline,
and accounting processes. Set a proper threshold to balance between service performance and
traffic backup accuracy.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the user traffic backup threshold.
portal traffic-backup threshold value
By default, the user traffic backup threshold is 10 MB.
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Configuring MAC-based quick portal
authentication
Restrictions and guidelines for configuring MAC-based quick
portal authentication
Do not configure both MAC-based quick portal authentication and inter-AC roaming.
Only IPv4 direct authentication supports MAC-based quick portal authentication.
For MAC-based quick portal authentication to take effect on an interface configured with a portal
preauthentication domain, set the free-traffic threshold to 0 bytes.

Configuring a remote MAC binding server
About this task
You can configure multiple MAC binding servers on the device.
Perform this task to configure MAC binding server parameters, such as the server's IP address port
number, and the free-traffic threshold.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a MAC binding server and enter its view.
portal mac-trigger-server server-name

3.

Configure a MAC binding server.
{

Specify the IP address of the MAC binding server.
ip ipv4-address [ key { cipher | simple } string ]
By default, no IP address is specified for a MAC binding server.

{

(Optional.) Set the UDP port number on which the MAC binding server listens for MAC
binding query packets.
port port-number
By default, the MAC binding server listens for MAC binding query packets on UDP port
50100.

{

(Optional.) Set the maximum number of attempts and the interval for sending MAC binding
queries to the MAC binding server.
binding-retry { retries | interval interval } *
By default, the maximum number of query attempts is 3 and the query interval is 1 second.

{

(Optional.) Specify the type of the MAC binding server.
server-type { cmcc | imc }
By default, the type of a MAC binding server is IMC.

4.

(Optional.) Set the free-traffic threshold.
free-traffic threshold value
By default, the free-traffic threshold is 0 bytes.

5.

(Optional.) Set the NAS-Port-Type value carried in RADIUS requests sent to the RADIUS
server.
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nas-port-type value
By default, the NAS-Port-Type value carried in RADIUS requests is 19.
6.

(Optional.) Specify the version of the portal protocol.
version version-number
By default, the version of the portal protocol is 1.

7.

(Optional.) Set the timeout the device waits for portal authentication to complete after receiving
the MAC binding query response.
authentication-timeout minutes
By default, the portal authentication timeout time is 3 minutes.

8.

(Optional.) Set the aging time for MAC-trigger entries.
aging-time seconds
By default, the aging time for MAC-trigger entries is 300 seconds.

9.

(Optional.) Enable AAA failure unbinding.
aaa-fail nobinding enable
By default, AAA failure unbinding is disabled.

Configuring a local MAC binding server
About this task
To provide MAC-based quick portal authentication for local portal users, perform this task so that the
access device acts as the local MAC binding server.
You can configure multiple local MAC binding servers on the device. For each server, you can
configure parameters related to local MAC-based quick portal authentication.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a MAC binding server and enter its view.
portal mac-trigger-server server-name

3.

Enable local MAC-based quick portal authentication.
local-binding enable
By default, local MAC-based quick portal authentication is disabled.

4.

(Optional.) Set the free-traffic threshold.
free-traffic threshold value
By default, the free-traffic threshold is 0 bytes.

5.

(Optional.) Set the aging time for local MAC-account binding entries.
local-binding aging-time minutes
By default, the aging time for local MAC-account binding entries is 720 minutes.

6.

(Optional.) Set the aging time for MAC-trigger entries.
aging-time seconds
By default, the aging time for MAC-trigger entries is 300 seconds.

7.

(Optional.) Enable AAA failure unbinding.
aaa-fail nobinding enable
By default, AAA failure unbinding is disabled.
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Specifying a MAC binding server on an interface
About this task
After a MAC binding server is specified on an interface, the device can implement MAC-based quick
portal authentication for portal users on the interface.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Specify a MAC binding server on the interface.
portal apply mac-trigger-server server-name
By default, no MAC binding server is specified on an interface.

Specifying a MAC binding server on a service template
About this task
After a MAC binding server is specified on a service template, the device can implement MAC-based
quick portal authentication for portal users using the service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify a MAC binding server on the service template.
portal apply mac-trigger-server server-name
By default, no MAC binding server is specified on a service template.

Configure cloud MAC-trigger authentication
About this task
This feature enables the cloud portal server to act as a MAC binding server to perform cloud
MAC-trigger authentication on portal users.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a MAC binding server and enter its view.
portal mac-trigger-server server-name

3.

Enable cloud MAC-trigger authentication.
cloud-binding enable
By default, cloud MAC-trigger authentication is disabled.

4.

Specify the URL of the cloud portal authentication server.
cloud-server url url-string
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By default, the cloud portal authentication server URL is not specified. The device uses the URL
of the portal Web server as the URL of the cloud portal authentication server.

Disabling the Rule ARP or ND entry feature for
portal clients
About this task
When the Rule ARP or ND entry feature is enabled for portal clients, ARP or ND entries for portal
clients are Rule entries after the clients come online. The Rule entries will not age out and will be
deleted immediately after the portal clients go offline. If a portal client goes offline and then tries to
get online before the ARP or ND entry is relearned for the client, the client will fail the authentication.
To avoid such authentication failure, disable this feature. Then, ARP or ND entries for portal clients
are dynamic entries after the clients come online and are deleted only when they age out.

Restrictions and guidelines
Enabling or disabling of this feature does not affect existing Rule/dynamic ARP or ND entries.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Disable the Rule ARP or ND entry feature for portal clients.
undo portal refresh { arp | nd } enable
By default, the Rule ARP or ND entry feature is disabled for portal clients.

Disabling traffic accounting for portal users
About this task
The accounting server might perform time-based or traffic-based accounting, or it might not perform
accounting.
If the accounting server does not perform traffic-based accounting, disable traffic accounting for
portal users on the device. The device will provide quick accounting for portal users, and the traffic
statistics will be imprecise.
If the accounting server performs traffic-based accounting, enable traffic accounting for portal users.
The device will provide precise traffic statistics for portal users.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Disable traffic accounting for portal users.
portal traffic-accounting disable
By default, traffic accounting is enabled for portal users.

Automatically logging out wireless portal users
About this task
With this feature enabled, the device automatically logs out portal users after the wireless clients are
disconnected from the network.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable automatic logout for wireless portal users.
portal user-logoff after-client-offline enable
By default, the device does not log out portal users automatically after the wireless clients are
disconnected from the network.

Configuring Web redirect
About Web redirect
Web redirect is a simplified portal feature. With Web redirect, a user does not perform portal
authentication but is directly redirected to the specified URL on the first Web access attempt in a
browser. After the specified redirect interval, the user is redirected from the visiting website to the
specified URL again.
Web redirect can provide ISPs with extended services. For example, the ISPs can place
advertisements and publish information on the redirected webpage.

Configuring Web redirect on an interface
Restrictions and guidelines
The Web redirect feature takes effect only on HTTP packets that use the default port number 80.
To use the device URL as the Web redirect URL or allow users to successfully access the device
URL, you must enable the HTTP service. To enable the HTTP service, use the ip http enable
command.
When Web redirect and portal authentication are all enabled on an interface, the device redirects
users on the interface as follows:
•

The device redirects the first HTTP request of a user to the specified URL. Then, the device
redirects the next HTTP request of the user to the portal authentication page. After the user logs
out, the user is redirected to the specified URL again at the first Web access.

•

After the specified redirect interval, a user is redirected to the specified URL regardless of
whether the user is online or not. This process does not cause online users to be offline.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Configure Web redirect.
web-redirect [ ipv6 ] url url-string [ interval interval ]
By default, Web redirect is disabled.

Configuring Web redirect on a service template
Restrictions and guidelines
The Web redirect feature takes effect only on HTTP packets that use the default port number 80.
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To use the device URL as the Web redirect URL or allow users to successfully access the device
URL, you must enable the HTTP service. To enable the HTTP service, use the ip http enable
command.
Do not enable both Web redirect and portal authentication on a service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Configure Web redirect on the service template.
web-redirect [ ipv6 ] url url-string [ interval interval ]
By default, Web redirect is disabled on a service template.

Configuring portal safe-redirect
About this task
Portal safe-redirect filters HTTP requests by HTTP request method, browser type (in HTTP User
Agent), and destination URL, and redirects only the permitted HTTP requests. This reduces the risk
that the portal Web server cannot respond to HTTP requests because of overload.
Table 2 Browser types supported by portal safe-redirect
Browser type

Description

Safari

Apple browser

Chrome

Google browser

Firefox

Firefox browser

UC

UC browser

QQBrowser

QQ browser

LBBROWSER

Cheetah browser

TaoBrowser

Taobao browser

Maxthon

Maxthon browser

BIDUBrowser

Baidu browser

MSIE 10.0

Microsoft IE 10.0 browser

MSIE 9.0

Microsoft IE 9.0 browser

MSIE 8.0

Microsoft IE 8.0 browser

MSIE 7.0

Microsoft IE 7.0 browser

MSIE 6.0

Microsoft IE 6.0 browser

MetaSr

Sogou browser

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
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2.

Enable portal safe-redirect.
portal safe-redirect enable
By default, the portal safe-redirect feature is disabled.

3.

(Optional.) Specify HTTP request methods permitted by portal safe-redirect.
portal safe-redirect method { get | post }
By default, the device can redirect only HTTP requests with GET method after portal
safe-redirect is enabled.

4.

(Optional.) Specify a browser type permitted by portal safe-redirect.
portal safe-redirect user-agent user-agent-string
By default, no browser types are specified. The device can redirect HTTP requests sent by all
supported browsers (see Table 2) after portal safe-redirect is enabled.

5.

(Optional.) Configure a URL forbidden by portal safe-redirect.
portal safe-redirect forbidden-url user-url-string
By default, no forbidden URLs are configured. The device can redirect HTTP requests with any
URLs.

6.

(Optional.) Configure a filename extension forbidden by portal safe-redirect.
portal safe-redirect forbidden-file filename-extension
By default, no forbidden filename extensions are configured. The device redirects HTTP
requests regardless of the file extension in the URL.

7.

(Optional.) Configure the default action for portal safe-redirect.

portal safe-redirect default-action { forbidden | permit }
By default, no default action is configured for portal safe-redirect.
8.

Configure a URL permitted by portal safe-redirect.
portal safe-redirect permit-url user-url-string
By default, no URLs permitted by portal safe-redirect are configured. The device redirects Web
requests with any URLs.

Setting the maximum number of portal redirect
sessions for a single user
About this task
If a user client is attacked by malicious software or viruses, it might initiate a large number of portal
redirect sessions. You can perform this task to limit the number of portal redirect sessions that can be
established for that user.
The maximum number applies to the HTTP redirect sessions and HTTPS redirect sessions
separately. For example, assume you set the maximum number to 50. Then, a portal user can
establish a maximum of 100 portal redirect sessions, 50 HTTP redirect sessions and 50 HTTPS
redirect sessions.
In wireless networks, the maximum number takes effect only in centralized forwarding mode.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the maximum number of portal redirect sessions for a single user.
portal redirect max-session per-user number
By default, no limit is set on the number of portal redirect sessions for a single user.
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Setting the interval at which an AP reports traffic
statistics to the AC
About this task
When the client traffic forwarding location is at APs, an AP reports traffic statistics to the AC at
regular intervals.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the interval at which an AP reports traffic statistics to the AC.
portal client-traffic-report interval interval
By default, an AP reports traffic statistics to the AC every 60 seconds.

Excluding an attribute from portal protocol packets
About this task
Support of the portal authentication server for portal protocol attributes varies by the server type. If
the device sends the portal authentication server a packet that contains an attribute unsupported by
the server, the device and the server cannot communicate.
To address this issue, you can configure portal protocol packets to not carry the attributes
unsupported by the portal authentication server.

Excluding an attribute from portal protocol packets for a portal authentication server
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter portal authentication server view.
portal server server-name

3.

Exclude an attribute from portal protocol packets.
exclude-attribute number { ack-auth | ntf-logout | ack-logout }
By default, no attributes are excluded from portal protocol packets.

Excluding an attribute from portal protocol packets for a MAC binding server
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter MAC binding server view.
portal mac-trigger-server server-name

3.

Exclude an attribute from portal protocol packets.
exclude-attribute attribute-number
By default, no attributes are excluded from portal protocol packets.
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Configuring support of portal authentication for
third-party authentication
About third-party authentication
The device supports using a third-party authentication server, such as QQ, email, WeChat, or
Facebook authentication server as the portal authentication server to complete portal authentication.
No portal authentication servers are required to be deployed, and no local portal users are required
to be created on the device. This reduces the management and maintenance cost.
You need to add a third-party authentication button on the portal authentication page. A user clicks
the button and is redirected to the third-party authentication page. The user then uses the third-party
authentication account to perform portal authentication.

Restrictions and guidelines for third-party authentication
Only direct portal authentication that uses a local portal Web service supports third-party
authentication.

Editing buttons and pages for third-party authentication
Restrictions and guidelines
No authentication button or authentication page is required for WeChat authentication.

Editing a third-party authentication button
To provide QQ, email, or Facebook authentication for portal users, you must add a QQ, email, or
Facebook authentication button to the portal logon page.
When you edit the QQ authentication button, you must call the pt_getQQSubmitUrl() function to get
the URL of the QQ authentication page. The following example shows part of the script of the QQ
authentication button.
<html>
<head>
<title>Logon</title>
<script type="text/javascript" language="javascript" src="pt_private.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
function setQQUrl(){
document.getElementById("qqurl").href = pt_getQQSubmitUrl();
}
</script>
</head>
<body>
... ...
<a href="javascript:void(null)" id="qqurl" onclick="setQQUrl()">QQ</a>
... ...
</body>
</html>

No special requirements exist in the process of editing an email or Facebook authentication button.
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Editing a third-party authentication page
You need to edit the email authentication page and the Facebook authentication page. The QQ
authentication page is provided by Tencent.
When you edit the email authentication page, follow the rules in "Customizing authentication pages"
and the following rules:
•

Set the action attribute of the beginning form tag to maillogin.html. Otherwise, the device
cannot send the user information

•

Save the login page as emailLogon.htm.

The following example shows part of the script of the emailLogon.htm page.
<form action= maillogin.html method = post >
<p>User name:<input type="text" name = "PtUser" style="width:160px;height:22px"
maxlength=64>
<p>Password :<input type="password" name = "PtPwd" style="width:160px;height:22px"
maxlength=32>
<p><input type=SUBMIT value="Logon" name = "PtButton" style="width:60px;"
onclick="form.action=form.action+location.search;>
</form>

When you edit the Facebook authentication page, follow the rules in "Customizing authentication
pages."

Configuring QQ authentication
About this task
After a portal user passes QQ authentication, the QQ authentication server sends the authorization
code of the user to the portal Web server. After the portal Web server receives the authorization code,
it sends the authorization code of the user, the app ID, and the app key to the QQ authentication
server for verification. If the information is verified as correct, the device determines that the user
passes QQ authentication.

Prerequisites
To provide QQ authentication for portal users, you must go to Tencent Open Platform
(http://connect.qq.com/intro/login) to finish the following tasks:
1.

Register as a developer by using a valid QQ account.

2.

Apply the access to the platform for your website. The website is the webpage to which users
are redirected after passing QQ authentication.

You will obtain the app ID and app key from the Tencent Open Platform after your application
succeeds.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a QQ authentication server and enter its view.
portal extend-auth-server qq

3.

(Optional.) Specify the URL of the QQ authentication server.
auth-url url-string
By default, the URL of a QQ authentication server is https://graph.qq.com.

4.

(Optional.) Specify the URL to which portal users are redirected after they pass QQ
authentication.
redirect-url url-string
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By default, portal users are redirected to URL http://lvzhou.h3c.com/portal/qqlogin.html
after they pass QQ authentication.
5.

(Optional.) Specify the app ID for QQ authentication.
app-id app-id
By default, an app ID for QQ authentication exists.

6.

(Optional.) Specify the app key for QQ authentication.
app-key app-key
By default, an app key for QQ authentication exists.

Configuring email authentication
About this task
If a portal user chooses email authentication, the user can access the network after passing email
authentication.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create an email authentication server and enter its view.
portal extend-auth-server mail

3.

Specify protocols for email authentication.
mail-protocol { imap | pop3 } *
By default, no protocols are specified for email authentication.

4.

Specify an email domain name for email authentication.
mail-domain-name string
By default, no email domain names are specified for email authentication.

Configuring WeChat authentication
About this task
During WeChat authentication, the device first sends the credentials (app ID, app key, and shop ID)
for WeChat authentication to the WeChat Official Account Platform for verification. After the
credentials are verified, the device continues the portal authentication and allows the user to use the
WiFi network after the authentication.
The subscribe-required feature requires users to follow the WeChat official account during WeChat
authentication. If the users do not follow the WeChat official account, they fail WeChat
authentication.
When subscribe-required feature is configured, the device sends the app ID and app secret to the
WeChat Official Account Admin Platform to obtain the access token. Upon receiving authentication
requests from portal users, the device sends the access token and the open ID in the authentication
requests to the WeChat server to obtain user information. Based on the returned user information,
the device determines whether the portal users have followed the WeChat official account.

Prerequisites
Before you configure WeChat authentication, you must go to the WeChat Official Account Admin
Platform (https://mp.weixin.qq.com) to finish the following tasks:
1.

Apply a WeChat official account.

2.

Use the account to log in to the platform and enable the WeChat WiFi hotspot feature.
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3.

Click the device management tab, add the device: select the shop where the device is deployed,
select the portal device type, and enter the SSID of your WiFi network.
After the previous configurations, you will obtain the credentials (app ID, app key, and shop ID)
for WeChat authentication.

To obtain the app secret for WeChat authentication, perform the following tasks:
1.

Use the WeChat official account to log in to the WeChat Official Account Admin Platform.

2.

From the navigation tree, select Developer Centers.
In the Configuration Items area, you can see the app secret for the WeChat Official account.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a WeChat authentication server and enter its view.
portal extend-auth-server wechat

3.

(Optional.) Specify the app ID for WeChat authentication.
app-id app-id
By default, no app ID is specified for WeChat authentication.

4.

(Optional.) Specify the app key for WeChat authentication.
app-key app-key
By default, no app key is specified for WeChat authentication.

5.

(Optional.) Specify the shop ID for WeChat authentication.
shop-id shop-id
By default, no app key is specified for WeChat authentication.

6.

(Optional.) Configure the subscribe-required feature.
a. Enable the subscribe-required feature:
subscribe-required enable
By default, the subscribe-required feature is disabled.
This feature must be used with the portal temporary pass feature. As a best practice, set the
temporary pass period to 600 seconds.
b. Specify the app secret for WeChat authentication.
app-secret { cipher | simple } string
By default, no app secret is specified for WeChat authentication.

Configuring Facebook authentication
Prerequisites
To use Facebook authentication for portal users, you must register as a developer on the Facebook
website to obtain an app ID and app key.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a Facebook authentication server and enter its view.
portal extend-auth-server facebook

3.

(Optional.) Specify the URL of the Facebook authentication server.
auth-url url-string
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By default, the URL of Facebook authentication server is https://graph.facebook.com.
4.

(Optional.) Specify the URL to which portal users are redirected after they pass Facebook
authentication.
redirect-url url-string
By default, portal users are redirected to URL http://oauthindev.h3c.com/portal/fblogin.html
after they pass Facebook authentication.

5.

(Optional.) Specify the app ID for Facebook authentication.
app-id app-id
By default, no app ID is specified for Facebook authentication.

6.

(Optional.) Specify the app key for Facebook authentication.
app-key app-key
By default, no app key is specified for Facebook authentication.

Specifying an authentication domain for third-party
authentication
About this task
Specify an authentication domain for third-party authentication on an interface or service template to
apply the authentication, authorization, and accounting methods in the domain to portal users.

Restrictions and guidelines
Make sure the authentication, authorization, and accounting methods in the specified authentication
domain are none.

Specifying an authentication domain for third-party authentication on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Specify an authentication domain for third-party authentication on the interface.
portal extend-auth domain domain-name
By default, no authentication domain is specified for third-party authentication on an interface.

Specifying an authentication domain for third-party authentication on a service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify an authentication domain for third-party authentication on the service template.
portal extend-auth domain domain-name
By default, no authentication domain is specified for third-party authentication on a service
template.
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Specifying the AC's interface for portal clients to access
during third-party authentication
About this task
When client traffic is forwarded by APs and third-party portal authentication is used, the client does
not know the IP address of the AC. For the client to access the AC successfully, specify an interface
of the AC, so the client can obtain the AC's IP address and access the AC.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify the AC's interface for portal clients to access during third-party authentication.
portal client-gateway interface interface-type interface-number
By default, no AC interface is specified for portal clients to access during third-party
authentication.

Configuring portal temporary pass
About this task
Typically, a portal user cannot access the Internet before passing portal authentication. This feature
allows a user to access the Internet temporarily if the user uses a WeChat account to perform portal
authentication. During the temporary pass period, the user can provide WeChat authentication
information to the WeChat server for the server to interact with the access device to finish portal
authentication.

Restrictions and guidelines
If both portal safe-redirect and portal temporary pass match rules are configured, portal temporary
pass match rules take precedence.

Configuring portal temporary pass on an interface
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter Layer 3 interface view.
interface interface-type interface-number

3.

Enable portal temporary pass and set the temporary pass period on the interface.
portal temp-pass [ period period-value ] enable
By default, portal temporary pass is disabled on an interface.

4.

Configure a match rule for portal temporary pass:
a. Return to system view.
quit
b. Enter portal Web server view.
portal web-server server-name
c. Configure a match rule for portal temporary pass.
if-match { original-url url-string | user-agent user-agent } *
temp-pass [ redirect-url url-string | original ]
By default, no match rules for portal temporary pass are configured.
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Configuring portal temporary pass on a service template
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable portal temporary pass and set the temporary pass period on the service template.
portal temp-pass [ period period-value ] enable
By default, portal temporary pass is disabled on a service template.

4.

Configure a match rule for portal temporary pass:
a. Return to system view.
quit
b. Enter portal Web server view.
portal web-server server-name
c. Configure a match rule for portal temporary pass.
if-match { original-url url-string | user-agent user-agent } *
temp-pass [ redirect-url url-string | original ]
By default, no match rules for portal temporary pass are configured.

Setting the user synchronization interval for portal
authentication using OAuth
About this task
If portal authentication uses OAuth, the device periodically reports user information to the portal
authentication server for user synchronization on the server. To disable user synchronization from
the device to the portal authentication server, set the user synchronization interval to 0 seconds on
the device.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the user synchronization interval for portal authentication using OAuth.
portal oauth user-sync interval interval
By default, the user synchronization interval is 60 seconds.

Configuring user synchronization for portal
authentication using the WiFiDog protocol
About this task
Use this feature when users perform portal authentication using the WiFiDog protocol. This feature
enables the device to periodically synchronize user information with the portal server to ensure user
information consistency between the device and the portal server.

Restrictions and guidelines
For this feature to take effect, make sure the type of the portal Web server is WiFiDog before you
perform this task. To specify the type of the portal Web server, use the server-type command.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable user information synchronization and set the synchronization interval for portal
authentication using WiFiDog.
portal wifidog user-sync interval interval
By default, user information synchronization is disabled for portal authentication using
WiFiDog.

Configuring portal authentication information
report interval
About this task
After yo configure this feature, the device reports portal authentication failure and error information to
the Oasis platform. The first report is sent to the Lvzhou cloud server 30 seconds after the device is
connected to the server. The subsequent reports are sent at regularly intervals as configured by this
feature.
If you modify the report interval, the modified interval takes effect for the next report.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure the time interval at which portal authentication information is reported to the Oasis
platform.
portal cloud report interval minutes
By default, the portal authentication information is reported to the Oasis platform at intervals of
5 minutes.

Enabling portal logging
About this task
To help with security audits, you can enable portal logging to record portal authentication information.
For portal log messages to be sent correctly, you must also configure the information center on the
device. For more information about information center configuration, see System Management
Configuration Guide.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable logging for portal user logins and logouts.
portal user log enable
By default, portal user login and logout logging is disabled.

3.

Enable logging for portal protocol packets.
portal packet log enable
By default, portal protocol packet logging is disabled.

4.

Enable logging for portal redirect.
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portal redirect log enable
By default, portal redirect logging is disabled.

Configuring the portal authentication monitoring
feature
About this task
The portal authentication monitoring feature records portal user offlines, authentication failures, and
authentication errors. These records help the administrator quickly identify causes of authentication
faults.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable portal user offline recording.
portal logout-record enable
By default, portal user offline recording is enabled.

3.

Set the maximum number of portal user offline records.
portal logout-record max number
The default setting varies by device model. For more information, see the command reference.

4.

Export portal user offline records to a path.
portal logout-record export url url-string [ start-time start-date
start-time end-time end-date end-time ]

5.

Enable portal authentication failure recording.
portal auth-fail-record enable
By default, portal authentication failure recording is enabled.

6.

Set the maximum number of portal authentication failure records.
portal auth-fail-record max number
The default setting varies by device model. For more information, see the command reference.

7.

Export portal authentication failure records to a path.
portal auth-fail-record export url url-string [ start-time start-date
start-time end-time end-date end-time ]

8.

Enable portal authentication error recording.
portal auth-error-record enable
By default, portal authentication error recording is enabled.

9.

Set the maximum number of portal authentication error records.
portal auth-error-record max number
The default setting varies by device model. For more information, see the command reference.

10. Export portal authentication error records to a path.
portal auth-error-record export url url-string [ start-time start-date
start-time end-time end-date end-time ]
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Logging out wireless portal users that switch
SSIDs
About this task
When an authenticated user switches the SSID to access through another service template
associated with the same VLAN with the original service template, the user fails portal
authentication.
Use this feature to log out wireless portal users on the original service template when they switch
SSIDs so that they can pass portal authentication on the new service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable the device to log out wireless portal users that switch SSIDs.
portal user-logoff ssid-switch enable
By default, the device does not log out wireless portal users that switch SSIDs and the users
stay online.

Switching the portal authenticator to the central
AC
About this task
Perform this task in an AC hierarchy where the portal authenticator is switched from a local AC to the
central AC and the forwarding mode is changed from centralized forwarding to local forwarding. This
task can implement the portal authenticator switching without rebooting the ACs.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Switch the authenticator from the local AC to the central AC.
portal authentication-location switchto-central-ac
Execute this command on a local AC.

Display and maintenance commands for portal
IMPORTANT:
The WX1800H series, WX2500H series, and WX3000H series access controllers do not support
parameters or commands that are available only in IRF mode.
Execute display commands in any view and the reset command in user view.
Task

Command

Display portal configuration and portal
running state.

display portal { ap ap-name [ radio
radio-id ] | interface interface-type
interface-number }
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Task

Command

Display the portal authenticator.

display portal authentication-location

Display portal authentication error records.

display portal auth-error-record { all |
ipv4 ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address |
start-time start-date start-time
end-time end-date end-time }

Display portal authentication failure records.

display portal auth-fail-record { all |
ipv4 ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address |
start-time start-date start-time
end-time end-date end-time | username
username }
In standalone mode:

Display packet statistics for portal
captive-bypass.

display portal captive-bypass
statistics
In IRF mode:

display portal captive-bypass
statistics [ slot slot-number ]
Display DHCP lease information of portal
users.

display [ ipv6 ] portal dhcp-lease [ ip
ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address ]

Display IP addresses corresponding to host
names in destination-based portal-free rules.

display portal dns free-rule-host
[ host-name ]

Display information about third-party
authentication servers.

display portal extend-auth-server { all
| facebook | mail | qq | wechat }

Display information about portal users that
come online from local ACs. (Use this
command on the central AC.)

display portal local-ac-user { all | ip
ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address | mac
mac-address | local-ac local-ac-name |
username username }

Display information about local MAC-account
binding entries.

display portal local-binding
mac-address { all | mac-address }

Display portal user offline records.

display portal logout-record { all | ipv4
ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address |
start-time start-date start-time
end-time end-date end-time | username
username }

Display information about MAC-trigger
authentication users (portal users that
perform MAC-trigger authentication).

display portal mac-trigger user { all |
ip ipv4-address | mac mac-address }

Display information about MAC binding
servers.

display portal mac-trigger-server { all
| name server-name }

Display packet statistics for portal
authentication servers.

display portal packet statistics
[ extend-auth-server { cloud | facebook |
mail | qq | wechat } | mac-trigger-server
server-name | server server-name ]

Display statistics for portal permit rules.

display portal permit-rule statistics

Display redirect session statistics for online
portal users.

In standalone mode:

display portal redirect session [ ip
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Task

Command
ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address ]
In IRF mode:

display portal redirect session [ ip
ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address ] [ slot
slot-number ]
In standalone mode:

display portal redirect session-record
[ start-time start-date start-time ]
[ end-time end-date end-time ]
Display history records about portal redirect
sessions.

In IRF mode:

display portal redirect session-record
[ start-time start-date start-time ]
[ end-time end-date end-time ] [ slot
slot-number ]
In standalone mode:
Display summary statistics about portal
redirect sessions.

display portal redirect
session-statistics
In IRF mode:

display portal redirect
session-statistics [ slot slot-number ]
In standalone mode:

display portal redirect statistics
Display portal redirect packet statistics.

In IRF mode:

display portal redirect statistics
[ slot slot-number ]
Display packet statistics for the portal
roaming center.

display portal roaming-center
statistics packet
In standalone mode:

Display portal rules.

display portal rule { all | dynamic |
static } { ap ap-name [ radio radio-id ]
| interface interface-type
interface-number }
In IRF mode:

display portal rule { all | dynamic |
static } { ap ap-name [ radio radio-id ]
| interface interface-type
interface-number [ slot slot-number ] }
In standalone mode:

display portal safe-redirect statistics
Display packet statistics for portal
safe-redirect

In IRF mode:

display portal safe-redirect statistics
[ slot slot-number ]
Display portal authentication server
information.

display portal server [ server-name ]

Display portal user information.

display portal user { all | ap ap-name
[ radio radio-id ] | auth-type { cloud |
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Task

Command
email | facebook | local | mac-trigger |
normal | qq | wechat } | interface
interface-type interface-number | ip
ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address | mac
mac-address | pre-auth [ interface
interface-type interface-number | ip
ip-address | ipv6 ipv6-address ] |
username username } [ brief | verbose ]

Display the number of portal users.

display portal user count

Display portal Web server information.

display portal web-server
[ server-name ]
In standalone mode:

display web-redirect rule { ap ap-name
[ radio radio-id ] | interface
interface-type interface-number }
Display Web redirect rule information.

In IRF mode:

display web-redirect rule { ap ap-name
[ radio radio-id ] | interface
interface-type interface-number [ slot
slot-number ] }

Clear portal authentication error records.

reset portal auth-error-record { all |
ipv4 ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address |
start-time start-date start-time
end-time end-date end-time }

Clear portal authentication failure records.

reset portal auth-fail-record { all |
ipv4 ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address |
start-time start-date start-time
end-time end-date end-time | username
username }
In standalone mode:

reset portal captive-bypass statistics
Clear packet statistics for portal
captive-bypass.

In IRF mode:

reset portal captive-bypass statistics
[ slot slot-number ]
Clear local MAC-account binding entries.

reset portal local-binding mac-address
{ mac-address | all }

Clear portal user offline records.

reset portal logout-record { all | ipv4
ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address |
start-time start-date start-time
end-time end-date end-time | username
username }

Clear packet statistics for portal
authentication servers.

reset portal packet statistics
[ extend-auth-server { cloud | facebook |
mail | qq | wechat } | mac-trigger-server
server-name | server server-name ]

Clear history records about portal redirect
sessions.

In standalone mode:

reset portal redirect session-record
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Task

Command
In IRF mode:

reset portal redirect session-record
[ slot slot-number ]
In standalone mode:
Clear summary statistics for portal redirect
sessions.

reset portal redirect
session-statistics
In IRF mode:

reset portal redirect
session-statistics [ slot slot-number ]
In standalone mode:

reset portal redirect statistics
Clear portal redirect packet statistics.

In IRF mode:

reset portal redirect statistics [ slot
slot-number ]
Clear packet statistics for the portal roaming
center.

reset portal roaming-center statistics
packet
In standalone mode:

reset portal safe-redirect statistics
Clear packet statistics for portal safe-redirect.

In IRF mode:

reset portal safe-redirect statistics
[ slot slot-number ]

Portal configuration examples
The AP models and serial numbers in this document are used only as examples. Support for AP
models and serial numbers depends on the AC model.

Example: Configuring direct portal authentication on a VLAN
interface
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 6, the AP directly forwards user traffic from the client. The client is assigned a
public IP address either manually or through DHCP. An IMC server acts as both a portal
authentication server and a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the
authentication/accounting server. In this example, the IMC server runs IMC PLAT 7.1 (E0303) and
IMC UAM 7.1 (E0304).
Configure direct portal authentication, so the client can access only the portal Web server before
passing the authentication and access other network resources after passing the authentication.
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Figure 6 Network diagram

Configuring the RADIUS server
# Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. (Details
not shown.)

Configuring the portal server
1.

Configure the portal server:
a. Log in to IMC and click the User tab.
b. Select User Access Policy > Portal Service > Server from the navigation tree to open the
portal server configuration page, as shown in Figure 7.
c. Configure the portal server parameters as needed.
This example uses the default settings.
d. Click OK.
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Figure 7 Configuring a portal server

2.

Configure the IP address group:
a. Select User Access Policy > Portal Service > IP Group from the navigation tree to open
the portal IP address group configuration page.
b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 8.
c. Enter the IP group name.
d. Enter the start IP address and end IP address of the IP group.
Make sure the host IP address is in the IP group.
e. Select a service group.
This example uses the default group Ungrouped.
f. Select the action Normal.
g. Click OK.
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Figure 8 Adding an IP address group

3.

Add a portal device:
a. Select User Access Policy > Portal Service > Device from the navigation tree to open the
portal device configuration page.
b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 9.
c. Enter device name NAS.
d. Enter the IP address of the AC's interface that exchanges information with the portal server.
e. Select whether to support sever heartbeat and user heartbeat functions.
In this example, select No for both Support Server Heartbeat and Support User
Heartbeat.
f. Enter the key, which must be the same as that configured on the AC.
g. Select Directly Connected from the Access Method list.
h. Click OK.
Figure 9 Adding a portal device

4.

Associate the portal device with the IP address group:
a. As shown in Figure 10, click the Port Group Information Management coin
NAS to open the port group configuration page.
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for device

Figure 10 Device list

b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 11.
c. Enter the port group name.
d. Select the configured IP address group.
The IP address used by the user to access the network must be within this IP address
group.
e. Use the default settings for other parameters.
f. Click OK.
Figure 11 Adding a port group

Configuring the AC
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, the AC, and the servers can reach
each other. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure a RADIUS scheme:
# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view.
<AC> system-view
[AC] radius scheme rs1

# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the
keys for communication with the servers.
[AC-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius
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[AC-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius

# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-rs1] quit

# Enable RADIUS session control.
[AC] radius session-control enable

3.

Configure an authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view.
[AC] domain dm1

# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain.
[AC-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] quit

# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the
ISP domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain
are used for the user.
[AC] domain default enable dm1

4.

Configure portal authentication:
# Configure a portal authentication server.
[AC] portal server newpt
[AC-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal
[AC-portal-server-newpt] port 50100
[AC-portal-server-newpt] quit

# Configure a portal Web server.
[AC] portal web-server newpt
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] quit

# Enable direct portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 100
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method direct

# Specify portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 100.
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server newpt

# Configure the BAS-IP as 2.2.2.1 for portal packets sent from the AC to the portal
authentication server.
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal bas-ip 2.2.2.1
[AC–Vlan-interface100] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect.
[AC] display portal interface vlan-interface 100
Portal information of Vlan-interface100
NAS-ID profile: Not configured
VSRP instance : Not configured
VSRP state

: N/A

Authorization : Strict checking
ACL

: Disabled

User profile

: Disabled
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Dual stack

: Disabled

Dual traffic-separate: Disabled
IPv4:
Portal status: Enabled
VSRP_SM state: M_Delay
Portal authentication method: Direct
Portal Web server: newpt(active)
Secondary portal Web server: Not configured
Portal mac-trigger-server: Not configured
Authentication domain: Not configured
Pre-auth domain: Not configured
User-dhcp-only: Disabled
Pre-auth IP pool: Not configured
Max portal users: Not configured
Bas-ip: 2.2.2.1
User Detection: Not configured
Action for server detection:
Server type

Server name

Action

--

--

--

Layer3 source network:
IP address

Mask

Destination authenticate subnet:
IP address

Mask

IPv6:
Portal status: Disabled
VSRP_SM state: M_Delay
Portal authentication method: Disabled
Portal Web server: Not configured
Secondary portal Web server: Not configured
Portal mac-trigger-server: Not configured
Authentication domain: Not configured
Pre-auth domain: Not configured
User-dhcp-only: Disabled
Pre-auth IP pool: Not configured
Max portal users: Not configured
Bas-ipv6: Not configured
User detection: Not configured
Action for server detection:
Server type

Server name

Action

--

--

--

Layer3 source network:
IP address

Prefix length

Destination authenticate subnet:
IP address

Prefix length

A user can perform portal authentication by using the H3C iNode client or a Web browser. Before
passing the authentication, the user can access only the authentication page
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http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the
authentication page. After passing the authentication, the user can access other network resources.
# After the user passes authentication, display information about the portal user.
[AC] display portal user interface vlan-interface 100
Total portal users: 1
Username: abc
Portal server: newpt
State: Online
VPN instance: N/A
MAC

IP

VLAN

Interface

0015-e9a6-7cfe

2.2.2.2

100

Vlan-interface100

Authorization information:
DHCP IP pool: N/A
User profile: N/A
Session group profile: N/A
ACL: N/A

Example: Configuring direct portal authentication on a
service template
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 12, the AP directly forwards user traffic from the client. The client is assigned a
public IP address either manually or through DHCP. A portal server acts as both a portal
authentication server and a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the
authentication/accounting server.
Configure direct portal authentication, so the client can access only the portal Web server before
passing the authentication and access other network resources after passing the authentication.
Figure 12 Network diagram

Vlan-int1
192.168.0.120

AP

Vlan-int1
192.168.0.100/24
Vlan-int2
2.2.2.254/24

Portal server
192.168.0.111/24

Vlan2

Switch

RADIUS server
192.168.0.112/24

AC
Client
2.2.2.2/24
Gateway: 2.2.2.254/24

Vlan-int1
192.168.0.110/24

Configuring the RADIUS server
# Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. (Details
not shown.)
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Configuring the portal server
For more information about configuring the portal server, see "Example: Configuring direct portal
authentication on a VLAN interface."

Configuring the AP
# Configure the AP to make sure the AP can communicate with the AC. (Details not shown.)

Configuring the AC
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, the AC, and the servers can reach
each other. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure a RADIUS scheme:
# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view.
<AC> system-view
[AC] radius scheme rs1

# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the
keys for communication with the servers.
[AC-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius
[AC-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius

# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-rs1] quit

# Enable RADIUS session control.
[AC] radius session-control enable

3.

Configure an authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view.
[AC] domain dm1

# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain.
[AC-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] quit

# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the
ISP domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain
are used for the user.
[AC] domain default enable dm1

4.

Configure portal authentication:
# Configure a portal authentication server.
[AC] portal server newpt
[AC-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal
[AC-portal-server-newpt] port 50100
[AC-portal-server-newpt] quit

# Configure a portal Web server.
[AC] portal web-server newpt
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] quit

# Create the manual AP ap2, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
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[AC] wlan ap ap2 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020

# Create service template newst, set the SSID to portal 1.
[AC] wlan service-template newst
[AC–wlan-st-newst] ssid portal_1

# Enable direct authentication on service template newst.
[AC–wlan-st-newst] portal enable method direct

# Specify the portal Web server newpt on service template newst.
[AC–wlan-st-newst] portal apply web-server newpt

# Configure the BAS-IP as 192.168.0.110 for portal packets sent from the AC to the portal
authentication server.
[AC–wlan-st-newst] portal bas-ip 192.168.0.110

# Configure the AP to forward client data traffic.
[AC–wlan-st-newst] client forwarding-location ap

# Enable service template newst.
[AC–wlan-st-newst] service-template enable
[AC–wlan-st-newst] quit

# Set the working channel to channel 11 for radio 2 of the AP.
[AC] wlan ap ap2
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2] radio 2
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-2] channel 11

# Enable radio 2 and bind service template newst and VLAN 2 to radio 2.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-2] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-2] service-template newst vlan 2
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2-radio-2] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap2] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect.
[AC] display portal ap ap2
Portal information of ap2
Radio ID: 2
SSID: portal_1
Authorization : Strict checking
ACL

: Disable

User profile

: Disable

Dual stack

: Disabled

Dual traffic-separate: Disabled
IPv4:
Portal status: Enabled
VSRP_SM state: M_Delay
Portal authentication method: Direct
Portal Web server: newpt(active)
Secondary portal Web server: Not configured
Portal mac-trigger-server: Not configured
Authentication domain: Not configured
User-dhcp-only: Disabled
Max portal users: Not configured
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Bas-ip: 192.168.0.110
Action for server detection:
Server type

Server name

Action

--

--

--

Destination authentication subnet:
IP address

Mask

IPv6:
Portal status: Disabled
VSRP_SM state: M_Delay
Portal authentication method: Disabled
Portal Web server: Not configured
Secondary portal Web server: Not configured
Portal mac-trigger-server: Not configured
Authentication domain: Not configured
User-dhcp-only: Disabled
Max portal users: Not configured
Bas-ipv6: Not configured
Action for server detection:
Server type

Server name

Action

--

--

--

Destination authentication subnet:
IP address

Prefix length

A user can perform portal authentication by using the H3C iNode client or a Web browser. Before
passing the authentication, the user can access only the authentication page
http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the
authentication page. After passing the authentication, the user can access other network resources.
# After the user passes authentication, display information about the portal user.
[AC] display portal user ap ap2
Total portal users: 1
Username: 1
AP name: ap2
Radio ID: 2
SSID: portal_1
Portal server: newpt
State: Online
VPN instance: N/A
MAC

IP

VLAN

Interface

0015-005e-9398

2.2.2.2

2

WLAN-BSS1/0/1

Authorization information:
DHCP IP pool: N/A
User profile: N/A
Session group profile: N/A
ACL number: N/A
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Example: Configuring extended direct portal authentication
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 13, the client is connected to the AC through the AP. The client is assigned a
public IP address either manually or through DHCP. A portal server acts as both a portal
authentication server and a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the
authentication/accounting server.
Configure extended direct portal authentication. If the client fails security check after passing identity
authentication, it can access only subnet 192.168.0.0/24. After passing security check, the client can
access other network resources.
Figure 13 Network diagram

Configuring the RADIUS server and the portal server
# Configure the RADIUS server and the portal server correctly to provide authentication and
accounting functions. (Details not shown.)

Configuring the AC
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, the AC, and the servers can reach
each other. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure a RADIUS scheme:
# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view.
<AC> system-view
[AC] radius scheme rs1

# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the
keys for communication with the servers.
[AC-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius
[AC-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius

# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain

# Specify a security policy server with IP address 192.168.0.113.
[AC-radius-rs1] security-policy-server 192.168.0.113
[AC-radius-rs1] quit
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# Enable RADIUS session control.
[AC] radius session-control enable

# Specify a session-control client with IP address 192.168.0.112 and shared key 12345 in
plaintext form.
[AC] radius session-control client ip 192.168.0.112 key simple 12345

3.

Configure an authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view.
[AC] domain dm1

# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain.
[AC-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] quit

# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the
ISP domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain
are used for the user.
[AC] domain default enable dm1

4.

Configure ACL 3000 as the isolation ACL and ACL 3001 as the security ACL.
[AC] acl advanced 3000
[AC-acl-ipv4-adv-3000] rule permit ip destination 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255
[AC-acl-ipv4-adv-3000] rule deny ip
[AC-acl-ipv4-adv-3000] quit
[AC] acl advanced 3001
[AC-acl-ipv4-adv-3001] rule permit ip
[AC-acl-ipv4-adv-3001] quit

NOTE:
Make sure you specify ACL 3000 as the isolation ACL and ACL 3001 as the security ACL on the
security policy server.
5.

Configure portal authentication:
# Configure a portal authentication server.
[AC] portal server newpt
[AC-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal
[AC-portal-server-newpt] port 50100
[AC-portal-server-newpt] quit

# Configure a portal Web server.
[AC] portal web-server newpt
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] quit

# Enable direct portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 100
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method direct

# Specify portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 100.
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server newpt

# Configure the BAS-IP as 2.2.2.1 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 100 to the portal
authentication server.
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal bas-ip 2.2.2.1
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[AC–Vlan-interface100] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect.
[AC] display portal interface vlan-interface 100
Portal information of Vlan-interface100
NAS-ID profile: Not configured
VSRP instance : Not configured
VSRP state

: N/A

Authorization : Strict checking
ACL

: Disabled

User profile

: Disabled

Dual stack

: Disabled

Dual traffic-separate: Disabled
IPv4:
Portal status: Enabled
Portal authentication method: Direct
Portal Web server: newpt(active)
Secondary portal Web server: Not configured
Portal mac-trigger-server: Not configured
Authentication domain: Not configured
Pre-auth domain: Not configured
User-dhcp-only: Disabled
Pre-auth IP pool: Not configured
Max portal users: Not configured
Bas-ip: 2.2.2.1
User Detection: Not configured
Action for server detection:
Server type

Server name

Action

--

--

--

Layer3 source network:
IP address

Mask

Destination authenticate subnet:
IP address

Mask

IPv6:
Portal status: Disabled
Portal authentication method: Disabled
Portal Web server: Not configured
Secondary portal Web server: Not configured
Portal mac-trigger-server: Not configured
Authentication domain: Not configured
Pre-auth domain: Not configured
User-dhcp-only: Disabled
Pre-auth IP pool: Not configured
Max portal users: Not configured
Bas-ipv6: Not configured
User detection: Not configured
Action for server detection:
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Server type

Server name

Action

--

--

--

Layer3 source network:
IP address

Prefix length

Destination authenticate subnet:
IP address

Prefix length

Before passing portal authentication, a user that uses the H3C iNode client can access only the
authentication page http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be
redirected to the authentication page.
•

The user can access the resources permitted by ACL 3000 after passing only identity
authentication.

•

The user can access network resources permitted by ACL 3001 after passing both identity
authentication and security check.

# After the user passes identity authentication and security check, display information about the
portal user.
[AC] display portal user interface vlan-interface 100
Total portal users: 1
Username: abc
Portal server: newpt
State: Online
VPN instance: N/A
MAC

IP

VLAN

Interface

0015-e9a6-7cfe

2.2.2.2

--

Vlan-interface100

Authorization information:
DHCP IP pool: N/A
User profile: N/A
Session group profile: N/A
ACL: 3001

Example: Configuring portal server detection
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 14, the client is connected to the AC through the AP. The client is assigned a
public IP address either manually or through DHCP. An IMC server acts as both a portal
authentication server and a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the
authentication/accounting server. In this example, the IMC server runs IMC PLAT 7.1 (E0303) and
IMC UAM 7.1 (E0304).
•

Configure direct portal authentication on the AC, so the client can access only the portal server
before passing the authentication and access other network resources after passing the
authentication.

•

Configure the AC to detect the reachability state of the portal authentication server, send log
messages upon state changes, and disable portal authentication when the authentication
server is unreachable.
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Figure 14 Network diagram

Configuring the RADIUS server
# Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. (Details
not shown.)

Configuring the portal server
1.

Configure the portal server:
a. Log in to IMC and click the User tab.
b. Select User Access Policy > Portal Service > Server from the navigation tree to open the
portal server configuration page, as shown in Figure 15.
c. Configure the portal server parameters as needed.
This example uses the default settings.
d. Click OK.
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Figure 15 Portal authentication server configuration

2.

Configure the IP address group:
a. Select User Access Policy > Portal Service > IP Group from the navigation tree to open
the portal IP address group configuration page.
b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 16.
c. Enter the IP group name.
d. Enter the start IP address and end IP address of the IP group.
Make sure the host IP address is in the IP group.
e. Select a service group.
This example uses the default group Ungrouped.
f. Select Normal from the Action list.
g. Click OK.
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Figure 16 Adding an IP address group

3.

Add a portal device:
a. Select User Access Policy > Portal Service > Device from the navigation tree to open the
portal device configuration page.
b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 17.
c. Enter device name NAS.
d. Enter the IP address of the AC's interface connected to the host.
e. Select whether to support server heartbeat and user heartbeat functions.
In this example, select Yes for both Support Server Heartbeat and Support User
Heartbeat.
f. Enter the key, which must be the same as that configured on the AC.
g. Select Direclty Connected from the Access Method list.
h. Click OK.
Figure 17 Adding a portal device

4.

Associate the portal device with the IP address group:
a. As shown in Figure 18, click the Port Group Information Management icon
NAS to open the port group configuration page.
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for device

Figure 18 Device list

b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 19.
c. Enter the port group name.
d. Select the configured IP address group.
The IP address used by the user to access the network must be within this IP address
group.
e. Use the default settings for other parameters.
f. Click OK.
Figure 19 Adding a port group

Configuring the AC
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, the AC, and the servers can reach
each other. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure a RADIUS scheme:
# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view.
<AC> system-view
[AC] radius scheme rs1

# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the
keys for communication with the servers.
[AC-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius
[AC-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius
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# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-rs1] quit

# Enable RADIUS session control.
[AC] radius session-control enable

3.

Configure an authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view.
[AC] radius session-control enable

# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain.
[AC-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] quit

# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the
ISP domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain
are used for the user.
[AC] domain default enable dm1

4.

Configure portal authentication:
# Configure a portal authentication server.
[AC] portal server newpt
[AC-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal
[AC-portal-server-newpt] port 50100

# Configure reachability detection of the portal authentication server: set the server detection
interval to 40 seconds, and send log messages upon reachability status changes.
[AC-portal-server-newpt] server-detect timeout 40 log
[AC-portal-server-newpt] quit

NOTE:
The value of timeout must be greater than or equal to the portal server heartbeat interval.
# Configure a portal Web server.
[AC] portal web-server newpt
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] quit

# Enable direct portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 100
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method direct

# Enable portal fail-permit for portal authentication server newpt.
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal fail-permit server newpt

# Specify portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 100.
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server newpt

# Configure the BAS-IP as 2.2.2.1 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 100 to the portal
authentication server.
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal bas-ip 2.2.2.1
[AC–Vlan-interface100] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Display information about the portal authentication server.
[AC] display portal server newpt
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Portal server: newpt
IP

: 192.168.0.111

VPN instance

: Not configured

Port

: 50100

Server Detection

: Timeout 40s

User synchronization

: Not configured

Status

: Up

Action: log

The Up status of the portal authentication server indicates that the portal authentication server is
reachable. If the access device detects that the portal authentication server is unreachable, the
Status field in the command output displays Down. The access device generates a server
unreachable log "Portal server newpt turns down from up." and disables portal authentication on the
access interface, so the host can access the external network without authentication.

Example: Configuring direct portal authentication using a
local portal Web service
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 20, the client is connected to the AC through the AP. The client is assigned a
public IP address either manually or through DHCP. The AC acts as both a portal authentication
server and a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the authentication/accounting server.
Configure direct portal authentication on the AC. Before a user passes portal authentication, the user
can access only the portal Web server. After passing portal authentication, the user can access other
network resources.
Figure 20 Network diagram

Prerequisites
Customize the authentication pages, compress them to a file, and upload the file to the root directory
of the storage medium of the AC.

Configuring the RADIUS server
# Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. (Details
not shown.)

Configuring the AC
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, the AC, and the servers can reach
each other. (Details not shown.)
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2.

Configure a RADIUS scheme:
# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view.
<AC> system-view
[AC] radius scheme rs1

# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the
keys for communication with the servers.
[AC-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius
[AC-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius

# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-rs1] quit

# Enable RADIUS session control.
[AC] radius session-control enable

3.

Configure an authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view.
[AC] domain dm1

# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain.
[AC-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] quit

# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the
ISP domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain
are used for the user.
[AC] domain default enable dm1

4.

Configure portal authentication:
# Configure a portal Web server.
[AC] portal web-server newpt
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://2.2.2.1:2331/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] quit

# Enable direct portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 100
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method direct

# Specify portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 100.
[AC–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server newpt
[AC–Vlan-interface100] quit

# Create an HTTP-based local portal Web service and enter its view.
[AC] portal local-web-server http

# Specify file defaultfile.zip as the default authentication page file for the local portal Web
service. (Make sure the file exist under the root directory of the AC.)
[AC–portal-local-websvr-http] default-logon-page defaultfile.zip

# Set the HTTP listening port number to 2331 for the local portal Web service.
[AC–portal-local-websvr-http] tcp-port 2331
[AC–portal-local-websvr-http] quit
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Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect.
[AC] display portal interface vlan-interface 100
Portal information of Vlan-interface 100
VSRP instance: -VSRP state: N/A
Authorization

Strict checking

ACL

Disabled

User profile
Dual stack

Disabled
: Disabled

Dual traffic-separate: Disabled
IPv4:
Portal status: Enabled
Portal authentication method: Direct
Portal Web server: newpt(active)
Secondary portal Web server: Not configured
Portal mac-trigger-server: Not configured
Authentication domain: Not configured
Pre-auth domain: Not configured
User-dhcp-only: Disabled
Pre-auth IP pool: Not configured
Max portal users: Not configured
Bas-ip: Not configured
User Detection: Not configured
Action for server detection:
Server type

Server name

Action

--

--

--

Layer3 source network:
IP address

Mask

Destination authenticate subnet:
IP address

Mask

IPv6:
Portal status: Disabled
Portal authentication method: Disabled
Portal Web server: Not configured
Secondary portal Web server: Not configured
Portal mac-trigger-server: Not configured
Authentication domain: Not configured
Pre-auth domain: Not configured
User-dhcp-only: Disabled
Pre-auth IP pool: Not configured
Max portal users: Not configured
Bas-ipv6: Not configured
User detection: Not configured
Action for server detection:
Server type

Server name

Action

--

--

--
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Layer3 source network:
IP address

Prefix length

Destination authenticate subnet:
IP address

Prefix length

A user can perform portal authentication through a Web page. Before passing the authentication, the
user can access only the authentication page http://2.2.2.1:2331/portal and all Web requests will be
redirected to the authentication page. After passing the authentication, the user can access other
network resources.
# After the user passes authentication, display information about the portal user.
[AC] display portal user interface vlan-interface 100
Total portal users: 1
Username: abc
Portal server: newpt
State: Online
VPN instance: -MAC

IP

VLAN

Interface

0015-e9a6-7cfe

2.2.2.2

--

Vlan-interface100

Authorization information:
IP pool: N/A
User profile: N/A
Session group profile: N/A
ACL: N/A

Example: Configuring remote MAC-based quick portal
authentication
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 21, the client accesses the WLAN through the AP. The client is assigned a public
IP address either manually or through DHCP. An IMC server acts as a portal authentication server, a
portal Web server, and a MAC binding server. A RADIUS server acts as the
authentication/accounting server. In this example, the IMC server runs IMC PLAT 7.1 (E0303) and
IMC UAM 7.1 (E0303).
Configure remote MAC-based quick portal authentication to meet the following requirements:
•

A user can access the network without portal authentication before the user's network traffic
reaches 1024000 bytes.

•

The client can pass portal authentication without entering a username or password after the
user passes portal authentication for the first time.
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Figure 21 Network diagram

Configuring the RADIUS server
# Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. (Details
not shown.)

Configuring the portal server
1.

Configure the portal server:
a. Log in to IMC and click the User tab.
b. Select User Access Policy > Portal Service > Server from the navigation tree to open the
portal server configuration page, as shown in Figure 22.
c. Configure the portal server parameters as needed.
This example uses the default values.
d. Click OK.
Figure 22 Portal authentication server configuration

2.

Configure the IP address group:
a. Select User Access Policy > Portal Service > IP Group from the navigation tree to open
the portal IP address group configuration page.
b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 23.
c. Enter the IP group name.
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d. Enter the start IP address and end IP address of the IP group.
Make sure the client IP address (2.2.2.2) is in the IP group.
e. Select a service group.
This example uses the default group Ungrouped.
f. Select Normal from the Action list.
g. Click OK.
Figure 23 Adding an IP address group

3.

Add a portal device:
a. Select User Access Policy > Portal Service > Device from the navigation tree to open the
portal device configuration page.
b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 24.
c. Enter the device name.
d. Enter the IP address of the AC's interface connected to the client.
e. Set whether to support the portal server heartbeat and user heartbeat functions.
In this example, select No for both Support Server Heartbeat and Support User
Heartbeat.
f. Enter the key, which must be the same as that configured on the AC.
g. Select Directly Connected from the Access Method list.
h. Click OK.
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Figure 24 Adding a portal device

4.

Associate the portal device with the IP address group:
a. As shown in Figure 25, click the Port Group Information Management icon
NAS to open the port group configuration page.

for device

Figure 25 Device list

b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 26.
c. Enter the port group name.
d. Select the configured IP address group.
The IP address used by the user to access the network must be within this IP address
group.
e. Select Supported for Transparent Authentication.
f. Use the default settings for other parameters.
g. Click OK.
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Figure 26 Adding a port group

Configuring the MAC binding server
1.

Add an access policy:
a. Select User Access Policy > Access Policy from the navigation tree to open the access
policy page.
b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 27.
c. Enter the access policy name.
d. Select a service group.
e. Use the default settings for other parameters.
f. Click OK.
Figure 27 Adding an access policy

2.

Add an access service:
a. Select User Access Policy > Access Service from the navigation tree to open the access
service page.
b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 28.
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c. Enter the service name.
d. Select the Transparent Authentication on Portal Endpoints option.
e. Use the default settings for other parameters.
f. Click OK.
Figure 28 Adding an access service

3.

Add an access user:
a. Select Access User > All Access Users from the navigation tree to open the access user
page.
b. Click Add to open the page as shown in Figure 29.
c. Select an access user.
d. Set the password.
e. Select a value from the Max. Transparent Portal Bindings list.
f. Click OK.
Figure 29 Adding an access user

4.

Configure system parameters:
a. Select User Access Policy > Service Parameters > System Settings from the navigation
tree to open the system settings page.
b. Click the Configure icon
in Figure 30.

for User Endpoint Settings to open the page as shown

c. Select whether to enable transparent portal authentication on non-smart devices.
In this example, select Enable for Non-Terminal Authentication.
d. Click OK.
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Figure 30 Configuring user endpoint settings

e. Click the Configure icon
31.

for Endpoint Aging Time to open the page as shown in Figure

f. Set the endpoint aging time as needed.
This example uses the default value.
Figure 31 Setting the endpoint aging time

Configuring the AC
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, the AC, and the servers can reach
each other. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure a RADIUS scheme:
# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view.
<AC> system-view
[AC] radius scheme rs1

# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the
keys for communication with the servers.
[AC-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112
[AC-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius
[AC-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius

# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-rs1] quit

# Enable RADIUS session control.
[AC] radius session-control enable

3.

Configure an authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view.
[AC] domain dm1

# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain.
[AC-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1
[AC-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1
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[AC-isp-dm1] quit

# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the
ISP domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain
are used for the user.
[AC] domain default enable dm1

4.

Configure portal authentication:
# Configure a portal authentication server.
[AC] portal server newpt
[AC-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal
[AC-portal-server-newpt] port 50100
[AC-portal-server-newpt] quit

# Configure a portal Web server.
[AC] portal web-server newpt
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] quit

# Enable validity check on the wireless client.
[AC] portal host-check enable

# Create a service template named st1, set the SSID to st1, and create VLAN 100 on the
service template.
[AC] wlan service-template st1
[AC-wlan-st-st1] ssid st1
[AC-wlan-st-st1] vlan 100

# Enable direct authentication on service template st1.
[AC–wlan-st-st1] portal enable method direct

# Specify the portal Web server newpt on service template st1.
[AC–wlan-st-st1] portal apply web-server newpt

# Configure the BAS-IP as 2.2.2.1 for portal packets sent from service template st1 to the portal
authentication server.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal bas-ip 2.2.2.1
[AC-wlan-st-st1] quit

5.

Configure MAC-based quick portal authentication:
# Create a MAC binding server named mts.
[AC] portal mac-trigger-server mts

# Set the free-traffic threshold for portal users to 1024000 bytes.
[AC-portal-mac-trigger-server-mts] free-traffic threshold 1024000

# Specify the IP address of the MAC binding server as 192.168.0.111.
[AC-portal-mac-trigger-server-mts] ip 192.168.0.111
[AC-portal-mac-trigger-server-mts] quit

# Specify MAC binding server mts on the service template st1.
[AC] wlan service-template st1
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal apply mac-trigger-server mts

# Enable service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-st1] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Display information about the MAC binding server.
[AC] display portal mac-trigger-server name mts
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Portal mac-trigger server: mts
Version

: 1.0

Server type

: IMC

IP

: 192.168.0.111

Port

: 50100

VPN instance

: Not configured

Aging time

: 300 seconds

Free-traffic threshold

: 1024000 bytes

NAS-Port-Type

: Not configured

Binding retry times

: 3

Binding retry interval

: 1 seconds

Authentication timeout

: 3 minutes

A user can perform portal authentication by using the H3C iNode client or a Web browser. Before
passing the authentication, the user can access only the authentication page
http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the
authentication page. After passing the authentication, the user can access other network resources.
For the first portal authentication, the user is required to enter the username and password. When
the user goes offline and then accesses the network again, the user does not need to enter the
authentication username and password.
# Display portal user information.
[AC] display portal user all
Total portal users: 1
Username: Client1
AP name: ap1
Radio ID: 1
SSID:st1
Portal server: newpt
State: Online
VPN instance: N/A
MAC

IP

VLAN

Interface

0015-e9a6-7cfe

2.2.2.2

100

WLAN-BSS1/0/1

Authorization information:
DHCP IP pool: N/A
User profile: N/A
Session group profile: N/A
ACL number/name: N/A
CAR: N/A

Example: Configuring local MAC-based quick portal
authentication
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 32, the client accesses the WLAN through the AP. The client is assigned a public
IP address either manually or through DHCP. The AC acts as a portal authentication server, a portal
Web server, and a MAC binding server.
Configure local MAC-based quick portal authentication to meet the following requirements:
•

A user can access the network without portal authentication before the user's network traffic
reaches 1024000 bytes.
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•

The client can pass portal authentication without entering a username or password within 24
minutes after the user passes portal authentication for the first time.

Figure 32 Network diagram

Procedure
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, the AC, and the servers can reach
each other. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure an authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named dm1.
<AC> system-view
[AC] domain dm1

# Configure local authentication, authorization, and accounting for portal users in ISP domain
dm1.
[AC-isp-dm1] authentication portal local
[AC-isp-dm1] authorization portal local
[AC-isp-dm1] accounting portal local
[AC-isp-dm1] quit

# Configure ISP domain dm1 as the default ISP domain.
[AC] domain default enable dm1

3.

Configure portal authentication:
# Create a portal Web server newpt and configure the URL for the portal Web server as
http://192.168.0.111/portal.
[AC] portal web-server newpt
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-newpt] quit

# Enable validity check on wireless portal clients.
[AC] portal host-check enable

# Create a service template named st1.
[AC] wlan service-template st1
[AC-wlan-st-st1] ssid st1

# Enable direct IPv4 portal authentication on service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal enable method direct

# Specify portal Web server newpt on service template st1 for portal authentication.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal apply web-server newpt
[AC-wlan-st-st1] quit

4.

Configure local MAC-based quick portal authentication:
# Create a MAC binding server named mts.
[AC] portal mac-trigger-server mts

# Enable local MAC-based quick portal authentication.
[AC-portal-mac-trigger-server-mts] local-binding enable

# Set the free-traffic threshold for portal users to 1024000 bytes.
[AC-portal-mac-trigger-server-mts] free-traffic threshold 1024000

# Set the aging time of local MAC-account binding entries to 24 minutes.
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[AC-portal-mac-trigger-server-mts] local-binding aging-time 24
[AC-portal-mac-trigger-server-mts] quit

# Specify MAC binding server mts for service template st1.
[AC] wlan service-template st1
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal apply mac-trigger-server mts

# Enable service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-st1] quit

# Create an HTTP-based local portal Web service and enter its view.
[AC] portal local-web-server http

# Specify file defaultfile.zip as the default authentication page file for portal authentication.
(Make sure that the file exists under the root directory of the AC.)
[AC–portal-local-websvr-http] default-logon-page defaultfile.zip
[AC–portal-local-websvr-http] quit

5.

Configure a local user:
# Create a network access user named client1 and set the password for the user to password
in plaintext form.
[AC] local-user client1 class network
[AC-luser-network-client1] password simple password
[AC-luser-network-client1] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Display information about MAC binding server mts.
[AC] display portal mac-trigger-server name mts
Portal mac-trigger server: mts
Version

: 1.0

Server type

: IMC

IP

: 192.168.0.111

Port

: 50100

VPN instance

: Not configured

Aging time

: 300 seconds

Free-traffic threshold

: 1024000 bytes

NAS-Port-Type

: Not configured

Binding retry times

: 3

Binding retry interval

: 1 seconds

Authentication timeout

: 3 minutes

Local-binding

: Enabled

Local-binding aging-time

: 24 minutes

aaa-fail nobinding

: Disabled

Excluded attribute list

: Not configured

Cloud-binding

: Disabled

Cloud-server URL

: Not configured

A user can perform portal authentication by using the H3C iNode client or a Web browser. Before
passing the authentication, the user can access only the authentication page
http://192.168.0.111/portal. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the authentication
page. After passing the authentication, the user can access other network resources.
For the first portal authentication, the user is required to enter the username and password. When
the user goes offline and then accesses the network again, the user does not need to enter the
authentication username and password.
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# Display information about local MAC-account binding entries.
[AC] display portal local-binding mac-address all
Total mac-address number:
Mac-address

1

User-name

0800-2700-b43a

client1

# Display information about portal users on VLAN-interface 100.
[AC] display portal user interface vlan-interface100
Total portal users: 1
Username: client1
Portal server: N/A
State: Online
VPN instance: N/A
MAC

IP

VLAN

Interface

0800-2700-b43a

192.168.0.56

100

WLAN-BSS1/0/1

Authorization information:
DHCP IP pool: N/A
User profile: N/A
Session group profile: N/A
ACL number/name: N/A
CAR: N/A

Example: Configuring cloud MAC-trigger authentication
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 33:
•

The AC acts as the DHCP server to assign a private IP address to the client. The client uses the
private IP address to perform portal authentication.

•

The cloud server acts as the portal authentication server, the portal Web server, and the MAC
binding server.

Configure cloud MAC-trigger authentication to meet the following requirements:
•

A user can access only the portal Web server before passing portal authentication.

•

A user can access the network resources after passing portal authentication. The user can pass
portal authentication without entering a username or password when the user tries to come
online again.

Figure 33 Network diagram

Configuring the cloud server
# On the Oasis platform, enable Auth free for reconnect on the authentication template for the AC.
(Details not shown.)

Configuring the AC
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, AC, and servers can reach each
other. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure basic network functions:
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# Create VLAN 100. The client will access the wireless network through VLAN 100.
<AC> system-view
[AC] vlan 100
[AC-vlan100] quit

# Assign IP addresses to the VLAN interface. (Details not shown.)
# Enable DNS proxy.
[AC] dns proxy enable

# Enable DHCP.
[AC] dhcp enable

# Create a DHCP address pool named client.
[AC] dhcp server ip-pool client

# Configure DHCP address pool client to assign IP addresses to clients from subnet
192.168.100.0/24.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] network 192.168.100.0 mask 255.255.255.0

# Exclude IP address 192.168.100.1 from dynamic allocation.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] forbidden-ip 192.168.100.1

# Specify 192.168.100.1 as the gateway address.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] gateway-list 192.168.100.1

# Specify 192.168.100.1 as the DNS server address.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] dns-list 192.168.100.1
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] quit

# Apply DHCP address pool client to VLAN-interface 100.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 100
[AC-Vlan-interface100] dhcp server apply ip-pool client
[AC-Vlan-interface100] quit

3.

Configure an ISP domain:
# Create an ISP domain named cloud.
[AC] domain cloud

# Configure the AC not to perform authentication, authorization, or accounting on portal users.
[AC-isp-cloud] authentication portal none
[AC-isp-cloud] authorization portal none
[AC-isp-cloud] accounting portal none
[AC-isp-cloud] quit

4.

Configure cloud MAC-trigger authentication:
# Create a portal Web server named wbs.
[AC] portal web-server wbs

# Specify http://oasisauth.h3c.com as the URL of portal Web server wbs.
[AC-portal-websvr-wbs] url http://oasisauth.h3c.com

# Specify the type of the portal Web server as oauth.
[AC-portal-websvr-wbs] server-type oauth

# Enable the portal captive-bypass feature.
[AC-portal-websvr-wbs] captive-bypass enable

# Configure a temporary pass rule to temporarily allow user packets that access URL
http://oasisauth.h3c.com to pass.
[AC-portal-websvr-wbs] if-match original-url http://oasisauth.h3c.com temp-pass
[AC-portal-websvr-wbs] quit

# Enable cloud MAC-trigger authentication.
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[AC] portal mac-trigger-server abc
[AC-portal-extend-auth-server-abc] cloud-binding enable

# Specify http://oasisauth.h3c.com as the URL of the cloud portal authentication server.
[AC-portal-extend-auth-server-abc] cloud-server url http://oasisauth.h3c.com
[AC-portal-extend-auth-server-abc] quit

# Create a service template named st1.
[AC] wlan service-template st1

# Assign clients coming online through service template st1 to VLAN 100.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] vlan 100

# Set the SSID of service template st1 to cloud.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] ssid cloud

# Enable direct portal authentication on service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal enable method direct

# Specify ISP domain cloud as the portal authentication domain.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal extend-auth domain extend-auth

# Specify portal Web server wbs on service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal apply web-server wbs

# Specify MAC binding server abc on service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal apply mac-trigger-server abc

# Enable portal temporary pass and set the temporary pass period to 60 seconds.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal temp-pass period 60 enable

# Enable service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-st1] quit

# Create AP lvzhou-ap with model WA2620i-AGN, and set its serial ID to
219801A0CNC123001072.
[AC] wlan ap lvzhou-ap model WA2620i-AGN
[AC-wlan-ap-lvzhou-ap] serial-id 219801A0CNC123001072

# Enter the view of radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1

# Bind service template st1 to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template st1

# Enable radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Configure destination-based portal-free rules 1 and 2 to allow portal users to access the DNS
service without authentication.
[AC] portal free-rule 1 destination ip any udp 53
[AC] portal free-rule 2 destination ip any tcp 53

Verifying the configuration
# Display packet statistics for the cloud portal authentication server.
[AC] display portal packet statistics extend-auth-server cloud
Extend-auth server : cloud
Pkt-Type

Success

Error

Timeout

Conn-failure

REQ_ACCESSTOKEN

1

0

0

0

REQ_USERINFO

1

0

0

0
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RESP_ACCESSTOKEN

1

0

0

0

RESP_USERINFO

1

0

0

0

POST_ONLINEDATA

10

0

0

0

RESP_ONLINEDATA

10

0

0

0

POST_OFFLINEUSER

1

0

0

0

REPORT_ONLINEUSER

2

0

0

0

REQ_CLOUDBIND

2

0

0

0

ESP_CLOUDBIND

2

0

0

0

REQ_BINDUSERINFO

1

0

0

0

RESP_BINDUSERINFO

1

0

0

0

AUTHENTICATION

2

0

0

0

Before passing portal authentication, a user can access only the portal authentication page
http://oasisauth.h3c.com. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the portal
authentication page. After passing portal authentication, the user can access other network
resources.
The user needs to enter the username and password for the first authentication. If the user goes
offline and then tries to come online, the user can directly access the network resources without
entering the username and password.
# Display information about all portal users.
[AC] display portal user all
Total portal users: 1
Username: client1
AP name: lvzhou-ap
Radio ID: 2
SSID: WXauth
Portal server: N/A
State: Online
VPN instance: N/A
MAC

IP

VLAN

Interface

582a-f776-8050

192.168.100.3

100

WLAN-BSS2/0/5

Authorization information:
DHCP IP pool: N/A
User profile: N/A
Session group profile: N/A
ACL number/name: N/A
Inbound CAR: N/A
Outbound CAR: N/A

Example: Configuring portal support for QQ authentication
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 34, the AC acts as the DHCP server to assign a private IP address to the client.
The client uses the private IP address to perform QQ authentication.
Configure portal support for QQ authentication to meet the following requirements:
•

The client can access only the QQ authentication server before passing QQ authentication.

•

The client can access other network resources after passing QQ authentication.
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Figure 34 Network diagram

Prerequisites
Edit portal authentication pages, and add the QQ authentication button to the logon page. Compress
the authentication pages to a .zip file, and save the authentication page file to the root directory of the
AC. This example uses file abc.zip.

Procedure
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, the AC, and the QQ server can
reach each other. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure basic network functions:
# Create VLAN 100. The client will access the wireless network through VLAN 100.
<AC> system-view
[AC] vlan 100
[AC-vlan100] quit

# Create VLAN 200. The AC will use this VLAN for NAT and to obtain a public IP address
through DHCP.
[AC] vlan 200
[AC-vlan200] quit

# Assign IP addresses to VLAN interfaces. (Details not shown.)
# Enable DNS proxy.
[AC] dns proxy enable

# Map IP address 192.168.1.1 to the domain name of the portal Web server lvzhou.h3c.com.
[AC] ip host lvzhou.h3c.com 192.168.1.1

# Enable DHCP.
[AC] dhcp enable

# Create a DHCP address pool named client.
[AC] dhcp server ip-pool client

# Configure DHCP address pool client to assign IP addresses to clients from subnet
192.168.1.0/24.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] network 192.168.1.0 mask 255.255.255.0

# Exclude IP address 192.168.1.1.1 from dynamic allocation.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] forbidden-ip 192.168.1.1

# Specify 192.168.1.1 as the gateway address.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] gateway-list 192.168.1.1

# Specify 192.168.1.1 as the DNS server address.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] dns-list 192.168.1.1
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] quit

# Apply DHCP address pool client to VLAN-interface 100.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 100
[AC-Vlan-interface100] dhcp server apply ip-pool client
[AC-Vlan-interface100] quit

# Configure ACL 2000, and create a rule to permit packets only from subnet 192.168.1.0/24 to
pass through.
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[AC] acl basic 2000
[AC-acl-ipv4-basic-2000] rule permit source 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255
[AC-acl-ipv4-basic-2000] quit

# Configure VLAN-interface 200 to use DHCP for IP address acquisition.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 200
[AC-Vlan-interface200] ip address dhcp-alloc

# Enable outbound NAT with Easy IP on interface VLAN-interface 200.
[AC-Vlan-interface200] nat outbound 2000

3.

Configure an authentication domain:
# Create an ISP domain named extend-auth.
[AC] domain extend-auth

# Configure the device not to perform authentication, authorization, or accounting for portal
users.
[AC-isp-extend-auth] authentication portal none
[AC-isp-extend-auth] authorization portal none
[AC-isp-extend-auth] accounting portal none
[AC-isp-extend-auth] quit

4.

Configure QQ authentication:
# Specify http:// 192.168.1.1/portal as the URL of the portal Web server.
[AC] portal web-server wbs
[AC-portal-websvr-wbs] url http://192.168.1.1/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-wbs] quit

# Create a QQ authentication server.
[AC] portal extend-auth-server qq
[AC-portal-extend-auth-server-qq] quit

# Create a service template named st1.
[AC] wlan service-template st1

# Assign clients coming online through service template st1 to VLAN 100.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] vlan 100

# Set the SSID of service template st1 to service.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] ssid service

# Enable direct portal authentication on service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal enable method direct

# Specify ISP domain extend-auth as the authentication domain for QQ authentication.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal extend-auth domain extend-auth

# Specify portal Web server wbs on service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal apply web-server wbs

# Enable service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-st1] quit

# Create AP ap1 with model WA4320i-CAN, and set its serial ID to 210235A29G007C000020..
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020

# Enter the view of radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1

# Bind service template st1 to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template st1
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# Enable radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Create an HTTP-based local portal Web service and enter its view.
[AC] portal local-web-server http

# Specify the file defaultfile.zip as the default authentication page file for local portal
authentication. . (Make sure that the file exists under the root directory of the AC.)
[AC-portal-local-websvr-http] default-logon-page defaultfile.zip
[AC-portal-local-websvr-http] quit

# Configure destination-based portal-free rules 1 and 2 to allow portal users to access the DNS
service without authentication.
[AC] portal free-rule 1 destination ip any udp 53
[AC] portal free-rule 2 destination ip any tcp 53

# Configure destination-based portal-free rules 3 and 4 to allow portal users to access the QQ
authentication server without authentication.
[AC] portal free-rule 3 destination *.qq.com
[AC] portal free-rule 4 destination *.gtimg.cn

Verifying the configuration
# Display information about the QQ authentication server.
[AC] display portal extend-auth-server all
Portal extend-auth-server: qq
Authentication URL : https://graph.qq.com
APP ID

: 101235509

APP key

: ******

Redirect URL

: http://oauthindev.h3c.com/portal/qqlogin.html

Before passing the authentication, a user can access only the portal authentication page
http://192.168.0.111/portal. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the portal
authentication page. After clicking the QQ authentication button on the portal authentication page,
the user is redirected to the QQ authentication page. After passing QQ authentication, the user can
access other network resources.
# Display information about all portal users.
[AC] display portal user all
Total portal users: 1
Username: 00-00-00-00-00-01
AP name: ap1
Radio ID: 1
SSID:service
Portal server: N/A
State: Online
VPN instance: N/A
MAC

IP

VLAN

Interface

0015-e9a6-7cfe

192.168.1.2

100

WLAN-BSS1/0/1

Authorization information:
DHCP IP pool: N/A
User profile: N/A
Session group profile: N/A
ACL number/name: N/A
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CAR: N/A

Example: Configuring portal support for email authentication
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 35, the AC acts as the DHCP server to assign a private IP address to the client.
The client uses the private IP address to perform email authentication.
Configure portal support for email authentication to meet the following requirements:
•

The client can access only the email authentication server before passing the authentication.

•

The client can access other network resources after passing the authentication.

Figure 35 Network diagram

Prerequisites
Edit portal authentication pages and the email authentication page, and add the email authentication
button to the portal logon page. Compress the authentication pages to a .zip file, and save the
authentication page file to the root directory of the AC. This example uses file abc.zip.

Procedure
1.

Assign IP addresses to interfaces and make sure the client, the AC, and the mail server can
reach each other. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure basic network functions:
# Create VLAN 100. The client will access the wireless network through VLAN 100.
<AC> system-view
[AC] vlan 100
[AC-vlan100] quit

# Create VLAN 200. The AC will use VLAN 200 for NAT and to obtain a public network address
through DHCP.
[AC] vlan 200
[AC-vlan200] quit

# Assign IP addresses to VLAN interfaces. (Details not shown.)
# Enable DNS proxy.
[AC] dns proxy enable

# Configure a mapping between the domain name of the portal Web server www.mail.com and
IP address 192.168.1.1.
[AC] ip host www.mail.com 192.168.1.1

# Enable DHCP.
[AC] dhcp enable

# Create DHCP address pool named client.
[AC] dhcp server ip-pool client

# Configure DHCP address pool client to assign IP addresses to clients from subnet
192.168.1.0/24.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] network 192.168.1.0 mask 255.255.255.0

# Exclude IP address 192.168.1.1 from dynamic allocation.
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[AC-dhcp-pool-client] forbidden-ip 192.168.1.1

# Specify 192.168.1.1 as the gateway address.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] gateway-list 192.168.1.1

# Specify 192.168.1.1 as the DNS server address.
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] dns-list 192.168.1.1
[AC-dhcp-pool-client] quit

# Apply DHCP address pool client to VLAN-interface 100.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 100
[AC-Vlan-interface100] dhcp server apply ip-pool client
[AC-Vlan-interface100] quit

# Configure ACL 2000, and create a rule to permit packets only from subnet 192.168.1.0/24 to
pass through.
[AC] acl basic 2000
[AC-acl-ipv4-basic-2000] rule permit source 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255
[AC-acl-ipv4-basic-2000] quit

# Configure VLAN-interface 200 to use DHCP for IP address acquisition.
[AC] interface vlan-interface 200
[AC-Vlan-interface200] ip address dhcp-alloc

# Enable outbound NAT with Easy IP on interface VLAN-interface 200.
[AC-Vlan-interface200] nat outbound 2000
[AC-Vlan-interface200] quit

3.

Configure an ISP domain:
# Create an ISP domain named extend-auth.
[AC] domain extend-auth

# Configure the AC not to perform authentication, authorization, or accounting for portal users.
[AC-isp-extend-auth] authentication portal none
[AC-isp-extend-auth] authorization portal none
[AC-isp-extend-auth] accounting portal none
[AC-isp-extend-auth] quit

4.

Configure email authentication:
# Specify https:// 192.168.1.1/portal as the URL of portal Web server wbs.
[AC] portal web-server wbs
[AC-portal-websvr-wbs] url https://192.168.1.1/portal
[AC-portal-websvr-wbs] quit

# Create an email authentication server.
[AC] portal extend-auth-server mail

# Specify POP3 and IMAP as protocols for email authentication.
[AC-portal-extend-auth-server-mail] mail-protocol pop3 imap
[AC-portal-extend-auth-server-mail] quit

# Create a service template named st1.
[AC] wlan service-template st1

# Assign clients coming online through service template st1 to VLAN 100.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] vlan 100

# Set the SSID of service template st1 to service.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] ssid service

# Enable direct portal authentication on service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal enable method direct
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# Specify ISP domain extend-auth as the authentication domain for email authentication.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal extend-auth domain extend-auth

# Specify portal Web server wbs on service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] portal apply web-server wbs

# Enable service template st1.
[AC-wlan-st-st1] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-st1] quit

# Create AP ap1 with model WA4320i-CAN, and set its serial ID to 210235A29G007C000020.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A29G007C000020

# Enter the view of radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1

# Bind service template st1 to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template st1

# Enable radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Create an HTTPS-based local portal Web service and enter its view.
[AC] portal local-web-server https

# Specify the file defaultfile.zip as the default authentication page file for local portal
authentication. (Make sure that the file exists under the root directory of the AC.)
[AC-portal-local-websvr-https] default-logon-page defaultfile.zip
[AC-portal-local-websvr-https] quit

# Configure destination-based portal-free rules 1 and 2 to allow portal users to access the DNS
service without authentication.
[AC] portal free-rule 1 destination ip any udp 53
[AC] portal free-rule 2 destination ip any tcp 53

Verifying the configuration
# Display information about the email authentication server.
[AC] display portal extend-auth-server mail
Portal extend-auth-server: mail
Mail protocol

: POP3 IMAP

Before passing the authentication, a user can access only the portal authentication page
http://192.168.0.111/portal. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the portal
authentication page. After the user clicking the email authentication button on the portal
authentication page, the user is redirected to the email authentication page. After passing the email
authentication, the user can access other network resources.
# Display information about all portal users.
[AC] display portal user all
Total portal users: 1
Username: user
AP name: ap1
Radio ID: 1
SSID:service
Portal server: N/A
State: Online
VPN instance: N/A
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192.168.1.2
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WLAN-BSS1/0/1

Authorization information:
DHCP IP pool: N/A
User profile: N/A
Session group profile: N/A
ACL number/name: N/A
CAR: N/A

Troubleshooting portal
No portal authentication page is pushed for users
Symptom
When a user is redirected to the IMC portal authentication server, no portal authentication page or
error message is prompted for the user. The login page is blank.

Analysis
The key configured on the portal access device and that configured on the portal authentication
server are inconsistent. As a result, packet verification fails, and the portal authentication server
refuses to push the authentication page.

Solution
Use the display this command in portal authentication server view on the access device to
check whether a key is configured for the portal authentication server.
•

If no key is configured, configure the right key.

•

If a key is configured, use the ip or ipv6 command in the portal authentication server view to
correct the key, or correct the key configured for the access device on the portal authentication
server.
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Configuring WLAN authentication
About WLAN authentication
This chapter describes implementation of WLAN authentication on the device. WLAN authentication
performs MAC-based network access control for WLAN clients to ensure access security.
WLAN authentication includes the following authentication methods:
•

802.1X authentication—Uses Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) to transport
authentication information for the client, the authenticator, and the authentication server.

•

MAC authentication—Controls network access by authenticating source MAC addresses.
The feature does not require any client software. Clients do not have to enter usernames or
passwords for network access. The authenticator initiates a MAC authentication process when
it detects an unknown source MAC address. If the MAC address passes authentication, the
client can access authorized network resources. If the authentication fails, the authenticator
marks the MAC address as a silent MAC address and rejects the client's access.

•

OUI authentication—Examines the OUIs in the MAC addresses of clients. A client passes OUI
authentication if the client's OUI matches one of the OUIs configured for the authenticator.
NOTE:
An OUI is a 24-bit number that uniquely identifies a vendor, manufacturer, or organization. In
MAC addresses, the first three octets are the OUI.

Authentication modes
Authentication mode

bypass (the default)

Working mechanism
Does not perform
authentication.
A client can access the network
without being authenticated.

Whether intrusion protection can
be triggered

No

Performs 802.1X authentication
only.
dot1x

A client must pass 802.1X
authentication before they can
access the network.

Yes

Performs MAC authentication
only.
mac

mac-then-dot1x

A client must pass MAC
authentication before they can
access the network.
Performs MAC authentication
first, and then 802.1X
authentication if MAC
authentication fails.
A client can access the network
if it passes either MAC
authentication or 802.1X
authentication.
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Yes

Yes

Authentication mode

dot1x-then-mac

oui-then-dot1x

Working mechanism
Performs 802.1X authentication
first, and then MAC
authentication if 802.1X
authentication fails.
A client can access the network
if it passes either 802.1X
authentication or MAC
authentication.
Performs OUI authentication
first, and then 802.1X
authentication if OUI
authentication fails.
A client can access the network
if it passes either OUI
authentication or 802.1X
authentication.

Whether intrusion protection can
be triggered

Yes

Yes

Performs MAC authentication
first, and then 802.1X
authentication.
mac-and-dot1x

A client can access the network
only if it passes both MAC
authentication and 802.1X
authentication.

Yes

802.1X authentication
For more information about 802.1X architecture, EAP relay, EAP termination, and EAP packet
encapsulation, see "802.1X overview" and "Configuring 802.1X."

Authentication methods
You can perform 802.1X authentication on the authenticator (local authentication) or through a
RADIUS server. For information about RADIUS authentication and local authentication, see
"Configuring AAA."

Authenticator
The authenticator authenticates the client to control access to the WLAN.
In an AC+fit AP network, either the AC or AP can be specified as the authenticator by using the
client-security authentication-location command.

EAP packet encapsulation
802.1X defines EAP over LAN (EAPOL) for passing EAP packets between the client and the
authenticator over a WLAN. Between the authenticator and the authentication server, 802.1X
delivers authentication information by using one of the following methods:
•

Encapsulates EAP packets in RADIUS by using EAP over RADIUS (EAPOR), as described in
"EAP relay."

•

Extracts authentication information from the EAP packets and encapsulates the information in
standard RADIUS packets, as described in "EAP termination."

For information about EAP packet encapsulation, see "802.1X overview."
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EAP relay
In this mode, the authenticator uses EAPOR packets to send authentication information to the
RADIUS server. The RADIUS server must support the EAP-Message and Message-Authenticator
attributes.
Figure 1 shows the basic 802.1X authentication process in EAP relay mode. In this example,
EAP-MD5 is used.
NOTE:
If the AP is specified as the authenticator, it uses the same authentication process as Figure 1
except that the AP handles the EAP and RADIUS packets.
Figure 1 802.1X authentication process in EAP relay mode (AC+fit AP network)

The following steps describe the 802.1X authentication process:
1.

When a user launches the 802.1X client and enters a registered username and password, the
802.1X client sends an EAPOL-Start packet to the authenticator.
For information about the client and AP association, see WLAN security in WLAN Security
Configuration Guide.

2.

The authenticator responds with an EAP-Request/Identity packet to request for the username.

3.

The client sends the username in an EAP-Response/Identity packet to the authenticator.
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4.

The authenticator relays the EAP-Response/Identity packet in a RADIUS Access-Request
packet to the authentication server.

5.

The authentication server uses the username in the RADIUS Access-Request to search its
user database. If a matching entry is found, the server uses a randomly generated challenge
(EAP-Request/MD5-challenge) to encrypt the password in the entry. Then, the server sends
the challenge in a RADIUS Access-Challenge packet to the authenticator.

6.

The authenticator transmits the EAP-Request/MD5-Challenge packet to the client.

7.

The client uses the received challenge to encrypt the password, and sends the encrypted
password in an EAP-Response/MD5-Challenge packet to the authenticator.

8.

The authenticator relays the EAP-Response/MD5-Challenge packet in a RADIUS
Access-Request packet to the authentication server.

9.

The authentication server compares the received encrypted password with the encrypted
password it generated at step 5. If the two passwords are identical, the server considers the
client valid and sends a RADIUS Access-Accept packet to the authenticator.

10. Upon receiving the RADIUS Access-Accept packet, the authenticator allows the client to
access the network.
11. After the client comes online, the authenticator periodically sends handshake requests to
examine whether the client is still online.
12. Upon receiving a handshake request, the client returns a response. If the client fails to return a
response after a number of consecutive handshake attempts (two by default), the authenticator
logs off the client. This handshake mechanism enables timely release of the network resources
used by 802.1X clients that have abnormally gone offline.
13. The client sends an EAPOL-Logoff packet to request a logoff from the authenticator.
14. In response to the EAPOL-Logoff packet, the authenticator sends an EAP-Failure packet to the
client.

EAP termination
In this mode, the authenticator performs the following operations:
1.

Terminates the EAP packets received from the client.

2.

Encapsulates the client authentication information in standard RADIUS packets.

3.

Uses PAP or CHAP to communicate with the RADIUS server.

Figure 2 shows the basic 802.1X authentication process in EAP termination mode. In this example,
CHAP authentication is used.
NOTE:
If the AP is specified as the authenticator, it uses the same authentication process as Figure 2
except that the AP handles the EAP and RADIUS packets.
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Figure 2 802.1X authentication process in EAP termination mode (AC+fit AP network)
Client

EAPOL

Authentication server

AC

AP
EAPOL

RADIUS

(1) EAPOL-Start
(2) EAP-Request/Identity
(3) EAP-Response/Identity

(4) EAP-Request/MD5 challenge
(5) EAP-Response/MD5 challenge
(6) RADIUS Access-Request
(CHAP-Response/MD5 challenge)
(7) RADIUS Access-Accept
(CHAP-Success)
(8) EAP-Success
Client authorized
(9) EAP-Request/Identity
(10) EAP-Response/Identity
...
(11) EAPOL-Logoff
Client unauthorized
(12) EAP-Failure

In EAP termination mode, the authentication device rather than the authentication server generates
an MD5 challenge for password encryption. The authentication device then sends the MD5
challenge together with the username and encrypted password in a standard RADIUS packet to the
RADIUS server.

802.1X authentication initiation
Both the client and the authenticator can initiate 802.1X authentication.
•

Client initiation—After the client is associated with the authenticator, it sends an EAPOL-Start
packet to the authenticator to initiate 802.1X authentication.

•

Authenticator initiation—After the client is associated with the authenticator, the
authenticator sends an EAP-Request/Identity packet to initiate the authentication. The
authenticator retransmits the packet if no response has been received within the client timeout
timer.
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MAC authentication
Authentication methods
You can perform MAC authentication on the authenticator (local authentication) or through a
RADIUS server. For information about RADIUS authentication and local authentication, see
"Configuring AAA."

Authenticator
The authenticator authenticates the client to control access to the WLAN.
In an AC+fit AP network, either the AC or AP can be specified as the authenticator by using the
client-security authentication-location command.

User account policies
User accounts are required for identifying clients. MAC authentication supports the following user
account policies:
•

One MAC-based user account for each client. The authenticator uses the unknown source
MAC addresses in packets as the usernames and passwords of clients for MAC authentication.

•

One shared user account for all clients. You specify one username and password, which are not
necessarily a MAC address, for all MAC authentication clients on the authenticator. The
username is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 55 characters which cannot include the at sign (@).
The password can be a plaintext string of 1 to 63 characters or ciphertext string of 1 to 117
characters.

MAC authentication procedures
RADIUS authentication:
•

MAC-based accounts—The authenticator sends the source MAC address of the packet as the
username and password to the RADIUS server for authentication.

•

A shared account—The authenticator sends the shared account username and password to
the RADIUS server for authentication.

Local authentication:
•

MAC-based accounts—The authenticator uses the source MAC address of the packet as the
username and password to search the local account database for a match.

•

A shared account—The authenticator uses the shared account username and password to
search the local account database for a match.

Intrusion protection
When the authenticator detects an association request from a client that has failed authentication,
intrusion protection is triggered. The feature takes one of the following predefined actions on the
BSS where the request is received:
•

temporary-block (default)—Adds the source MAC address of the request to the blocked MAC
address list and drops the request packet. The client at a blocked MAC address cannot
establish connections with the AP within a period. To set the period, use the
client-security intrusion-protection timer temporary-block command.

•

service-stop—Stops the BSS where the request is received until the BSS is enabled manually
on the radio interface.

•

temporary-service-stop—Stops the BSS where the request is received for a period. To set the
period, use the client-security intrusion-protection timer
temporary-service-stop command.
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NOTE:
Intrusion protection action is not supported in bypass mode.

WLAN VLAN manipulation
VLAN authorization
You can specify authorization VLANs for a WLAN client to control the client's access to network
resources. When the client passes 802.1X or MAC authentication, the authentication server assigns
the authorization VLAN information to the authenticator. When the device acts as the authenticator, it
can resolve server-assigned VLANs of the following formats:
•

VLAN ID.

•

VLAN name.
The VLAN name represents the VLAN description on the access device.

•

VLAN group name.
For more information about VLAN groups, see VLAN configuration in Network Connectivity
Configuration Guide.

•

Combination of VLAN IDs and VLAN names.
In the string, some VLANs are represented by their IDs, and some VLANs are represented by
their names.

If the server assigns a group of VLANs, the access device selects and assigns a VLAN according to
the VLAN ID format. Table 1 describes the VLAN selection and assignment rules for a group of
authorization VLANs.
Table 1 VLAN selection and assignment for a group of authorization VLANs
Types of authorized VLANs
•
•
•

VLANs by IDs
VLANs by names
Combination of VLAN IDs
and VLAN names

VLAN selection and assignment rules

The device selects the VLAN with the lowest ID from the group of VLANs.

1.
VLAN group name

2.

The device selects the VLAN that has the fewest number of online
users.
If multiple VLANs have the same number of online 802.1X users,
the device selects the VLAN with the lowest ID.

NOTE:
The device converts VLAN names and VLAN group names into VLAN IDs before it assigns a VLAN
to the client.
The device fails VLAN authorization for a client in the following situations:
•

The device fails to resolve the authorization VLAN information.

•

The server assigns a VLAN name to the device, but the device does not have any VLAN using
the name.

•

The server assigns a VLAN group name to the device, but the VLAN group does not exist or the
VLAN group has not been assigned any VLAN.

Authorization VLAN information is used to control data forwarding, so they must be assigned by the
device that forwards data traffic. VLAN assignment can be local VLAN assignment or remote VLAN
assignment, depending on whether the authenticator and the forwarding device are the same
device.
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•

Local VLAN assignment—The authenticator and the forwarding device are the same device.
After the authenticator obtains the authorization VLAN information, it resolves the information
and assigns the VLAN.

•

Remote VLAN assignment—The authenticator and the forwarding device are different
devices. After the authenticator obtains the authorization VLAN information, it sends the
information to the remote forwarding device. The forwarding device then resolves the
information and assigns the VLAN.

Auth-Fail VLAN
The WLAN Auth-Fail VLAN accommodates clients that have failed WLAN authentication because of
the failure to comply with the organization security strategy. For example, the VLAN accommodates
clients that have entered wrong passwords or usernames. The Auth-Fail VLAN does not
accommodate WLAN clients that have failed authentication for authentication timeouts or network
connection issues.
Clients in the Auth-Fail VLAN can access a limited set of network resources.
Clients that use RSNA cannot be assigned to the Auth-Fail VLAN after they fail 802.1X
authentication. The authenticator directly logs off the clients.
The Auth-Fail VLAN feature takes precedence over intrusion protection. When a client fails
authentication, the Auth-Fail VLAN setting applies first. If no Auth-Fail VLAN is configured, the
intrusion protection feature takes effect. If neither feature is configured, the authenticator directly
logs off the client.

Critical VLAN
The WLAN critical VLAN accommodates clients that have failed WLAN authentication because all
RADIUS servers in their ISP domains are unreachable. Clients in the critical VLAN can access a
limited set of network resources depending on the configuration.
The authenticator reauthenticates a client in the critical VLAN at the interval of 30 seconds.
•

If the client passes the reauthentication, the authenticator assigns the client to the authorization
VLAN. If no authorization VLAN is configured, the client is assigned to the initial VLAN.

•

If the client fails the reauthentication because all the RADIUS servers are unreachable, the
client is still in the critical VLAN.

•

If the client fails the reauthentication for any reason other than unreachable servers, the device
assigns the client to the Auth-Fail VLAN. If no Auth-Fail VLAN is configured, the device handles
the client depending on the intrusion protection setting. If the intrusion protection feature is not
configured, the device logs off the client.

The critical VLAN feature does not take effect on clients that use RSNA. When these clients fail
authentication because all the RADIUS servers are unreachable, the authenticator directly logs off
the clients.

ACL assignment
You can specify an ACL for an 802.1X client to control the client's access to network resources. After
the client passes authentication, the authentication server assigns the ACL to the client for filtering
traffic for this client. The authentication server can be on the local device that acts as the
authenticator or on a RADIUS server. In either case, you must configure rules for the ACL on the
authenticator. If the AP acts as the authenticator, you must configure the ACL rules on the AC.
To change the access control criteria for the client, you can use one of the following methods:
•

Modify the ACL rules on the authenticator.

•

Specify another ACL for the client on the authentication server.

For more information about ACLs, see ACL and QoS Configuration Guide.
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User profile assignment
You can specify a user profile for a WLAN client to control the client's access to network resources.
After the client passes 802.1X authentication, the authentication server assigns the user profile to
the client for filtering traffic. The authentication server can be on the local device that acts as the
authenticator or on a RADIUS server. In either case, you must configure the user profile on the
authenticator. If the AP acts as the authenticator, you must configure the user profile on the AC.
To change the client's access permissions, you can use one of the following methods:
•

Modify the user profile configuration on the authenticator.

•

Specify another user profile for the client on the authentication server.

For more information about user profiles, see Security Configuration Guide.

CAR attribute assignment
The device can use the CAR attributes assigned through RADIUS extended attributes to control the
access rates of authenticated online 802.1X or MAC authentication users. For information about
extended RADIUS attributes, see "Configuring AAA."
The following CAR attributes are available:
•

Input-Average-Rate—Average rate of inbound traffic in bps.

•

Output-Average-Rate—Average rate of outbound traffic in bps.

BYOD access control
This feature allows the RADIUS server to push different register pages and assign different
authorization attributes to clients on different endpoint devices.
NOTE:
This feature supports only IMC servers to act as the RADIUS server at the current version.
The following process illustrates the BYOD access control for a WLAN client that passes 802.1X or
MAC authentication:
1.

The authenticator performs the following operations:
a. Obtains the Option 55 attribute from DHCP packets.
b. Delivers the Option 55 attribute to the RADIUS server.
On an IMC server, the Option 55 attribute will be delivered to UAM.

2.

The BYOD-capable RADIUS server performs the following operations:
a. Uses the Option 55 attribute to identify endpoint device information including endpoint type,
operating system, and vendor.
b. Sends a register page and assigns authorization attributes to the client according to the
device information.

Restrictions: Command and hardware
compatibility
The WX1800H series, WX2500H series, and WX3000H series access controllers do not support
parameters or commands that are available only in IRF mode.
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WLAN authentication tasks at a glance
To configure WLAN authentication, perform the following tasks:
•

Configuring global WLAN authentication parameters

•

Configuring service-specific WLAN authentication parameters

•

Enabling the BYOD authorization trigger

•

Configuring the fail-permit feature

•

{

Configuring authentication fail-permit

{

Configuring 5G radio silence fail-permit

Enabling 802.1X EAP termination in a service template

Prerequisites for WLAN authentication
Prerequisites for 802.1X
Before you configure 802.1X authentication, complete the following tasks:
•

Configure an ISP domain and AAA scheme (local or RADIUS authentication) for 802.1X users.
For more information, see "Configuring AAA."

•

If RADIUS authentication is used, create user accounts on the RADIUS server.

•

If local authentication is used, create local user accounts on the access device and set the
service type to lan-access.

Prerequisites for MAC authentication
Before you configure MAC authentication, configure an ISP domain and specify an AAA method. For
more information, see AAA in Security Configuration Guide.
•

For local authentication, you must also create local user accounts (including usernames and
passwords) and specify the lan-access service for local users.

•

For RADIUS authentication, make sure the device and the RADIUS server can reach each
other and create user accounts on the RADIUS server. If you are using MAC-based accounts,
make sure the username and password for each account are the same as the MAC address of
each MAC authentication user.

Configuring global WLAN authentication
parameters
Setting OUIs for OUI authentication
About this task
Perform this task only for the oui-then-dot1x authentication mode.

Restrictions and guidelines
The device supports a maximum of 16 OUIs.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set OUI values for OUI authentication.
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port-security oui index index-value mac-address oui-value
By default, no OUI values are set for OUI authentication.
For more information about this command, see port security in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.

Enabling EAP relay or EAP termination for 802.1X
authentication
Restrictions and guidelines
If EAP relay mode is used, the following restrictions and guidelines apply:
•

The user-name-format command in RADIUS scheme view does not take effect. The
device sends the authentication data from the client to the server without any modification. For
information about the user-name-format command, see AAA in User Access and
Authentication Command Reference.

•

Make sure the RADIUS server use the same authentication method as the client. For the
authenticator, you only need to use the dot1x authentication-method eap command
to enable EAP relay.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable EAP relay or EAP termination.
dot1x authentication-method { chap | eap | pap }
By default, the device performs EAP termination and uses CHAP to communicate with the
RADIUS server.
For more information about this command, see 802.1X in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.

Specifying 802.1X-supported domain name delimiters
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify a set of domain name delimiters for 802.1X clients.
dot1x domain-delimiter string
By default, the domain delimiter for 802.1X users is the at sign (@).
For more information about this command, see 802.1X in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.

Setting the maximum number of 802.1X authentication
request attempts
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the maximum number of attempts for sending an 802.1X authentication request.
dot1x retry retries
The default setting is 2.
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For more information about this command, see 802.1X in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.

Setting the 802.1X authentication timers
About this task
802.1X uses the following timers to control interactions with the client and the RADIUS server:
•

Client timeout timer—Starts when the device sends an EAP-Request/MD5-Challenge packet
to a client. If the device does not receive a response when this timer expires, it retransmits the
request to the client. If the device has made the maximum transmission attempts without
receiving a response, the client fails authentication. To set the maximum attempts, use the
dot1x retry command.

•

Server timeout timer—Starts when the device sends a RADIUS Access-Request packet to
the authentication server. If the device does not receive a response when this timer expires, the
device retransmits the request to the server.

•

Handshake timer—Starts after a client passes authentication when the online user handshake
is enabled. The device sends handshake messages to the client at every handshake interval.
The device logs off the client if it does not receive any response from the client after the
maximum handshake attempts. To set the maximum attempts, use the dot1x retry
command.

•

Periodic reauthentication timer—Starts after a client passes authentication when periodic
online user reauthentication is enabled. The device reauthenticates the client at the configured
interval. Any change to the timer takes effect only on clients that come online after the change.

Restrictions and guidelines
In most cases, the default settings are sufficient. You can edit the timers, depending on the network
conditions. The following are two examples:
•

In a low-speed network, increase the client timeout timer.

•

In a network with authentication servers of different performances, adjust the server timeout
timer.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Set the client timeout timer.
dot1x timer supp-timeout supp-timeout-value
The default setting is 30 seconds.
For more information about this command, see 802.1X in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.

3.

Set the server timeout timer.
dot1x timer server-timeout server-timeout-value
The default setting is 100 seconds.
For more information about this command, see 802.1X in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.

4.

Set the handshake timer.
dot1x timer handshake-period handshake-period-value
The default setting is 15 seconds.
For more information about this command, see 802.1X in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.
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5.

Set the periodic reauthentication timer.
dot1x timer reauth-period reauth-period-value
The default setting is 3600 seconds.
For more information about this command, see 802.1X in User Access and Authentication
Command Reference.

Configuring the MAC authentication user account format
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure the MAC authentication user account format.
Choose one option as needed:
{

Use one MAC-based user account for each client.
mac-authentication user-name-format mac-address [ { with-hyphen
[ six-section | three-section ] | without-hyphen } [ lowercase |
uppercase ] ]

{

Use one shared user account for all clients.
mac-authentication user-name-format fixed [ account name ]
[ password { cipher | simple } password ]

By default, the device uses the MAC address of a user as the username and password for MAC
authentication. The MAC address is in the hexadecimal notation without hyphens, and letters
are in lower case.
For more information about this command, see MAC authentication in User Access and
Authentication Command Reference.

Specifying a global MAC authentication domain
About this task
MAC authentication chooses an ISP domain for WLAN clients in the following order:
1.

The domain specified on the service template.

2.

The global MAC authentication domain specified in system view.

3.

The default domain.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify an ISP domain for MAC authentication clients.
mac-authentication domain domain-name
By default, no ISP domain is specified for MAC authentication clients in system view.

Setting the MAC authentication timers
About this task
MAC authentication uses the following timers:
•

Offline detect timer—Sets the interval that the device waits for traffic from a user before the
device determines that the user is idle. If the device has not received traffic from a user before
the timer expires, the device logs off that user and requests the accounting server to stop
accounting for the user.
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•

Quiet timer—Sets the interval that the device must wait before the device can perform MAC
authentication for a user that has failed MAC authentication. All packets from the MAC address
are dropped during the quiet time. This quiet mechanism prevents repeated authentication from
affecting system performance.

•

Server timeout timer—Sets the interval that the device waits for a response from a RADIUS
server before the device determines that the RADIUS server is unavailable. If the timer expires
during MAC authentication, the user cannot access the network.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure MAC authentication timers.
mac-authentication timer { offline-detect offline-detect-value |
quiet quiet-value | server-timeout server-timeout-value }
By default, the offline detect timer is 300 seconds, the quiet timer is 60 seconds, and the server
timeout timer is 100 seconds.
For more information about this command, see MAC authentication in User Access and
Authentication Command Reference.

Enabling the clear-previous-connection feature
About this task
Some RADIUS servers reject to authenticate a client if they have an online user entry for that client.
If they fail to remove the online user entry for a client that has gone offline incorrectly, that client will
be unable to get authenticated and come online again.
To resolve this issue, use the clear-previous-connection feature.
With this feature, the device checks the local online user entries before it sends an authentication
request to the RADIUS server for an 802.1X or MAC authentication client. If an entry is found, the
device removes the entry and sends a stop-accounting request to the RADIUS server. Upon receipt
of the stop-accounting request, the RADIUS server removes the online user entry. Then, the client
can be authenticated correctly.

Restrictions and guidelines
When this feature is enabled, the 802.1X reauthentication, WLAN Auth-Fail VLAN, and WLAN
critical VLAN features cannot take effect.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable the clear-previous-connection feature.
wlan client-security authentication clear-previous-connection
By default, this feature is disabled.

Configuring service-specific WLAN authentication
parameters
Tasks at a glance
To configure service-specific WLAN authentication parameters, perform the following tasks:
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1.

Setting the authentication mode

2.

(Optional.) Specifying the authenticator for WLAN clients

3.

(Optional.) Configure 802.1X authentication parameters

4.

5.

{

Specifying an EAP mode for 802.1X authentication

{

Specifying an EAP profile for 802.1X EAP termination

{

Configuring the online user handshake feature

{

Configuring the online user handshake security feature

{

Specifying an 802.1X authentication domain

{

Setting the maximum number of concurrent 802.1X clients

{

Enabling the periodic online user reauthentication feature

(Optional.) Configure MAC authentication parameters
{

Setting the maximum number of concurrent MAC authentication clients

{

Specifying a service-specific MAC authentication domain

(Optional.) Configuring advanced features for WLAN authentication
{

Ignoring 802.1X or MAC authentication failures

{

Enabling URL redirection for WLAN MAC authentication clients

{

Configuring a WLAN Auth-Fail VLAN

{

Configuring a WLAN critical VLAN

{

Ignoring authorization information from the server

{

Enabling the authorization-fail-offline feature

{

Configuring intrusion protection

{

Configuring the accounting-start trigger feature

{

Configuring the accounting-update trigger feature

{

Configuring the accounting-restart trigger feature

{

Enabling traffic accounting for 802.1X dual-stack clients by IP protocol version

{

Including the client IP snooping method in RADIUS packets

{

Enabling fast-connect for MAC authenticated intra-AC roaming clients

{

Configuring a modifier to optimize WLAN authentication statistics

Setting the authentication mode
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Set the authentication mode for WLAN clients.
client-security authentication-mode { dot1x | dot1x-then-mac | mac |
mac-and-dot1x | mac-then-dot1x | oui-then-dot1x }
By default, the bypass mode applies. The device does not perform authentication. Clients can
access the device directly.
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Specifying the authenticator for WLAN clients
About this task
You can specify the AC or AP to act as the authenticator to perform local or RADIUS-based
authentication for WLAN clients.

Restrictions and guidelines
For a successful authentication, the authenticator cannot be the AP if the AC is configured to forward
client data traffic. For information about specifying the device for forwarding client data traffic, see
WLAN Access Configuration Guide.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify the authenticator for WLAN clients.
client-security authentication-location { ac | ap }
By default, the AC acts as the authenticator to authenticate WLAN clients.

Specifying an EAP mode for 802.1X authentication
About this task
The EAP mode determines the EAP protocol provisions and packet format that the device uses to
interact with clients.
802.1X supports the following EAP modes:
•

extended—Requires the device to interact with clients according to the provisions and packet
format defined by the H3C proprietary EAP protocol.

•

standard—Requires the device to interact with clients according to the provisions and packet
format defined by the standard EAP protocol.

Restrictions and guidelines
Perform this task only when an IMC server is used as the RADIUS server. Specify the extended
mode for iNode clients, and specify the standard mode for other clients.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify an EAP mode for 802.1X authentication.
dot1x eap { extended | standard }
By default, the EAP mode is standard for 802.1X authentication.
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Specifying an EAP profile for 802.1X EAP termination
About this task
A client will fail authentication in EAP relay mode if the RADIUS server does not support the
authentication method used by the client. To avoid authentication failure, use this feature to enable
the device to terminate the EAP packets received from the client and encapsulate the client
authentication information in standard RADIUS packets.

Restrictions and guidelines
As a best practice, use this feature in a service template only if all clients of that service template use
the PEAP-GTC authentication method. Clients that use other authentication method in the service
template will fail authentication.

Prerequisites
Create an EAP profile and set the EAP authentication method to PEAP-GTC in the EAP profile. For
more information about EAP profile configuration, see AAA configuration in Security Configuration
Guide.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify the created EAP profile for 802.1X EAP termination.
dot1x eap-termination eap-profile eap-profile-name
By default, no EAP profile is specified for 802.1X EAP termination.

Configuring the online user handshake feature
About this task
The online user handshake feature examines the connectivity status of online 802.1X clients. The
device sends handshake messages to online clients at the interval specified by the dot1x timer
handshake-period command. If the device does not receive any responses from an online client
after it has made the maximum handshake attempts, the device sets the client to offline state.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable the online user handshake feature.
dot1x handshake enable
By default, this feature is disabled.

Configuring the online user handshake security feature
About this task
The online user handshake security feature adds authentication information in the handshake
messages. This feature can prevent illegal clients from forging legal 802.1X clients to exchange
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handshake messages with the device. With this feature, the device compares the authentication
information in the handshake response message from a client with that assigned by the
authentication server. If no match is found, the device logs off the client.

Restrictions and guidelines
To use the online user handshake security feature, make sure the online user handshake feature is
enabled.
The online user handshake security feature protects only online authenticated 802.1X clients.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable the online user handshake feature.
dot1x handshake enable
By default, this feature is disabled.

4.

Enable the online user handshake security feature.
dot1x handshake secure enable
By default, this feature is disabled.

Specifying an 802.1X authentication domain
About this task
802.1X authentication chooses an ISP domain for WLAN clients in the following order:
•

The domain specified on the service template.

•

The domain specified by username.

•

The default domain.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify an 802.1X authentication domain for the service template.
dot1x domain domain-name
By default, no 802.1X authentication domain is specified for the service template.

Setting the maximum number of concurrent 802.1X clients
About this task
When the maximum number of concurrent 802.1X clients is reached for a service template, new
802.1X clients are rejected.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
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2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Set the maximum number of concurrent 802.1X clients for a service template.
dot1x max-user count
The default setting is 4096.

Enabling the periodic online user reauthentication feature
About this task
Periodic online user reauthentication tracks the connection status of online clients, and updates the
authorization attributes assigned by the server. The attributes include the ACL, VLAN, and user
profile-based QoS. The reauthentication interval is user configurable.
The server-assigned session timeout timer (Session-Timeout attribute) and termination action
(Termination-Action attribute) can affect the periodic online user reauthentication feature. To display
the server-assigned Session-Timeout and Termination-Action attributes, use the display dot1x
connection command (see Security Command Reference).
•

If the termination action is Default (logoff), periodic online user reauthentication on the device
takes effect only when the periodic reauthentication timer is shorter than the session timeout
timer.

•

If the termination action is Radius-request, the periodic online user reauthentication
configuration on the device does not take effect. The device reauthenticates the online 802.1X
clients after the session timeout timer expires.

Support for the assignment of Session-Timeout and Termination-Action attributes depends on the
server model.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable periodic online user reauthentication.
dot1x re-authenticate enable
By default, this feature is disabled.

Setting the maximum number of concurrent MAC
authentication clients
About this task
When the maximum number of concurrent MAC authentication clients is reached for a service
template, new MAC authentication clients are rejected.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Set the maximum number of concurrent MAC authentication clients for the service template.
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mac-authentication max-user count
The default setting is 4096.

Specifying a service-specific MAC authentication domain
About this task
MAC authentication chooses an ISP domain for WLAN clients in the following order:
•

The domain specified on the service template.

•

The global MAC authentication domain specified in system view.

•

The default domain.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify an ISP domain for MAC authentication clients.
mac-authentication domain domain-name
By default, no ISP domain is specified for MAC authentication clients.

Ignoring 802.1X or MAC authentication failures
About this task
This feature applies to the following clients:
•

Clients that use 802.1X authentication.
This feature enables the device to ignore the 802.1X authentication failures and allow clients
that have failed 802.1X authentication to come online.

•

Clients that use both RADIUS-based MAC authentication and portal authentication.
Typically, a WLAN client must pass MAC authentication and portal authentication in turn to
access network resources. The client provides username and password each time portal
authentication is performed.
This feature simplifies the authentication process for a client as follows:
{

If the RADIUS server already records the client's MAC authentication information, the client
passes MAC authentication. The device allows the client to access network resources
without performing portal authentication.

{

If the RADIUS server does not record the client's MAC authentication information, the client
fails MAC authentication. The device ignores the MAC authentication failure and performs
portal authentication for the client. If the client passes portal authentication, it can access
network resources. The MAC address of the portal authenticated client will be recorded as
MAC authentication information on the RADIUS server.

Restrictions and guidelines
For 802.1X clients that use RSN to roam to a new AP, do not configure this feature.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
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wlan service-template service-template-name
3.

Configure the device to ignore 802.1X or MAC authentication failures.
client-security ignore-authentication
By default, the device does not ignore the authentication failures for wireless clients that
perform 802.1X authentication or perform RADIUS-based MAC authentication.

Enabling URL redirection for WLAN MAC authentication
clients
About this task
In RADIUS-based MAC authentication, a client can pass authentication only if the RADIUS server
has its credential information (username and password) and MAC address.
URL redirection facilitates a client to authenticate to the RADIUS server after it has failed a MAC
authentication because the server does not have its credential information and MAC address. This
feature redirects the client to a specified authentication webpage URL for portal authentication so the
RADIUS server can obtain authentication information about the client. The following is the generic
process:
1.

When the client connects to the network, MAC authentication fails.

2.

The RADIUS server assigns an authorization ACL and redirect URL. The ACL denies the
client's access to the external network.

3.

The device redirects the client to the authentication page at the redirect URL when it receives
the client's HTTP or HTTPS request for access to the Internet.

4.

On the authentication page, the client enters the username and password provided by the
service provider to complete the Web portal authentication. The Web authentication server
records the client's credential information and MAC address.

5.

After the client passes the Web portal authentication, the Web authentication server sends the
client information to the RADIUS server and sends a DM request to log off the client.
For information about DMs, see "Configuring AAA."

6.

At the next network access attempt, the client can pass MAC authentication.

Typically, redirect decisions are made on the RADIUS server. If the RADIUS server contains MAC
authentication information about a client, the client can pass authentication without being redirected
to the redirect URL. To make sure all clients visit the redirect URL for purposes such as
advertisement, set the URL redirection mode to native mode. In this mode, the device maintains a
redirect URL access records for clients and makes a URL redirection decision based on the records,
as follows:
•

Redirects the client if no URL access record is found for the client.

•

Stops redirecting an HTTP client if an URL access record exists for the client.

•

Stops redirecting an HTTPS client if the number of its visits to the IP addresses of the redirect
URL has reached the specified limit before the redirect stop timer expires.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature is applicable to scenarios where only RADIUS-based MAC authentication is used.
To cooperate with this feature, you must configure the authorization ACL and redirect URL for a client
by following these restrictions and guidelines:
•

The ACL must permit the client and the Web authentication server to exchange packets. For
information about authorization ACLs, see "Configuring MAC authentication."

•

If the client uses DHCP to obtain a dynamic IP address, the ACL must permit the client and the
DHCP server to exchange packets.

•

You can configure other ACL rules as needed to filter packets.
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•

The redirect URL is the Web address that the client uses for Web authentication.

•

Rule conflicts might exist if the authorization ACL is used by multiple features. To avoid
undesirable redirection results, specify a dedicated ACL to match traffic that triggers URL
redirection.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable URL redirection for WLAN authentication clients.
client url-redirect enable [ mode native [ https [ redirect-stop-timer
seconds ] [ count number ] ] ]
By default, URL redirection is disabled for WLAN MAC authentication clients.

4.

(Optional.) Specify an ACL to match traffic that triggers URL redirection.
client url-redirect acl acl-number
By default, no ACL is specified to match traffic that triggers URL redirection.

Configuring a WLAN Auth-Fail VLAN
About this task
The authenticator reauthenticates a client in the Auth-Fail VLAN at the interval of 30 seconds.
•

If the client passes the reauthentication, the authenticator assigns the client to the authorization
VLAN. If no authorization VLAN is configured, the client is assigned to the initial VLAN.

•

If the client fails the reauthentication, the client is still in the Auth-Fail VLAN.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Configure a WLAN Auth-Fail VLAN.
client-security authentication fail-vlan vlan-id
By default, no WLAN Auth-Fail VLAN exists.
You can configure only one Auth-Fail VLAN for the service template.

Configuring a WLAN critical VLAN
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Configure a WLAN critical VLAN.
client-security authentication critical-vlan vlan-id
By default, no WLAN critical VLAN exists.
You can configure only one critical VLAN for the service template.
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Ignoring authorization information from the server
About this task
You can configure the device to ignore the authorization information received from the server (local
or remote) after a client passes 802.1X or MAC authentication. Authorization information includes
VLAN, ACL, and user profile information.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Ignore the authorization information received from the authentication server.
client-security ignore-authorization
By default, authorization information received from the authentication server is used.

Enabling the authorization-fail-offline feature
About this task
The authorization-fail-offline feature logs off WLAN clients that have failed ACL or user profile
authorization.
A client fails ACL or user profile authorization in the following situations:
•

The device or server fails to authorize the specified ACL or user profile to the client.

•

The authorized ACL or user profile does not exist.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature does not apply to clients that have failed VLAN authorization. The device always logs off
these clients.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable the authorization-fail-offline feature.
client-security authorization-fail offline
By default, this feature is disabled. The device does not log off clients that have failed ACL or
user profile authorization, and it outputs system logs.

Configuring intrusion protection
About this task
This feature enables the device to take the predefined action on the BSS where an association
request is received from a client that has failed authentication. For more information, see "Intrusion
protection."

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
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system-view
2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable the intrusion protection feature.
client-security intrusion-protection enable
By default, intrusion protection is disabled.

4.

(Optional.) Configure the intrusion protection action.
client-security intrusion-protection action { service-stop |
temporary-block | temporary-service-stop }
By default, temporary-block is used.

5.

(Optional.) Set the blocking period for illegal clients.
client-security intrusion-protection timer temporary-block time
The default setting is 180 seconds.

6.

(Optional.) Set the silence period during which the BSS remains disabled.
client-security intrusion-protection timer temporary-service-stop
time
The default setting is 20 seconds.

Configuring the accounting-start trigger feature
About this task
The accounting-start trigger specifies the condition for the device to send a start-accounting request
after a client passes 802.1X or MAC authentication.
The accounting-start trigger can be IP-based or non-IP-based.
•

If you specify an IP-based accounting-start trigger, the device sends a start-accounting request
if an 802.1X or MAC authenticated client uses an IP address of the specified type.

•

If you specify the non-IP-based accounting-start trigger, the device sends a start-accounting
request when a client passes authentication without examining its IP address type.

In conjunction with an IP-based accounting-start trigger, you can set an accounting delay timer. The
accounting delay timer specifies the maximum interval for the device to learn the IP address of an
802.1X or MAC authenticated client before it takes the specified action.
The delay timer starts when a client passes 802.1X or MAC authentication. If the device has failed to
learn an IP address that matches the IP-based accounting-start trigger before the accounting delay
timer expires, the device takes either of the following actions:
•

Sends a start-accounting request immediately if the no-ip-logoff action is not specified.

•

Logs off the client if the no-ip-logoff action is specified.

If the delay timer is not set, the device sends a start-accounting request for a client only when the
device learns the IP address of that client. For more information about accounting, see "Configuring
AAA."

Restrictions and guidelines
If the trigger is IP address type based, you must enable learning IP addresses of that type. For
information about wireless client IP address learning, see "Configuring WLAN IP snooping."
The trigger takes effect only on clients that come online after the trigger is configured.
Configure the accounting delay timer depending on the typical amount of time for the device to learn
the IP address of a client. As a best practice, increase the delay timer on a low-performance network.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Configure the accounting-start trigger for clients.
client-security accounting-start trigger { ipv4 | ipv4-ipv6 | ipv6 |
none }

4.

(Optional.) Set the accounting delay timer.
client-security accounting-delay time time [ no-ip-logoff ]

By default, the accounting-start trigger is based on IPv4 address type.

By default, the device sends a start-accounting request for a client only when the device learns
the IP address of that client.

Configuring the accounting-update trigger feature
About this task
Use this feature to specify an event-based accounting-update trigger. This feature enables the
device to send an update-accounting request when the IP address of an online 802.1X or MAC
authenticated client changes.

Restrictions and guidelines
Use accounting-update trigger in conjunction with the accounting-start trigger. The
accounting-update trigger can take effect only if you have configured the accounting-start trigger by
using the client-security accounting-start trigger command.
In addition to the event-based accounting-update trigger, you can set a regular accounting-update
interval by using the timer realtime-accounting command.
The accounting-update trigger takes effect only on clients that come online after the trigger is
configured.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify an event-based accounting-update trigger.
client-security accounting-update trigger { ipv4 | ipv4-ipv6 | ipv6 }
By default, no event-based accounting-update trigger is configured. The device sends
update-accounting requests to the accounting server only regularly at server-assigned or
user-defined real-time accounting intervals. For more information about the RADIUS real-time
accounting interval, see "Configuring AAA."

Configuring the accounting-restart trigger feature
About this task
The IPv4 address-based accounting-restart trigger applies to 802.1X and MAC authentication
clients.
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This trigger restarts accounting for a client by sending a stop-accounting request and then a
start-accounting request to the accounting server when the IPv4 address of the client changes.
The delay between the stop-accounting and start-accounting requests is configurable.

Restrictions and guidelines
The IPv4 address-based accounting-restart trigger has higher priority than the accounting-update
trigger configured for IPv4 by using the client-security accounting-update trigger
command.

Prerequisites
Before you can configure this feature in a service template, you must disable that service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable the IPv4 address-based accounting-restart trigger.
client-security accounting-restart trigger ipv4 [ delay interval ]
By default, the IPv4 address-based accounting-restart trigger is disabled.

Enabling traffic accounting for 802.1X dual-stack clients by IP
protocol version
About this task
To measure the IPv4 and IPv6 traffic of 802.1X dual-stack clients separately, use this feature. With
this feature, traffic data sent to the AAA accounting server about 802.1X dual-stack clients is
separate by IP protocol version.
This feature applies to the following dual-stack clients:
•

Clients that use only 802.1X authentication.

•

Clients that use the dot1x-then-mac, mac-then-dot1x, or oui-then-dot1x authentication mode.
The feature takes effect on these clients even if they pass only MAC authentication.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature is not applicable to wireless terminator solutions.

Prerequisites
Before you can configure this feature in a service template, you must disable that service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable traffic accounting for 802.1X dual-stack clients by IP protocol version.
client-security accounting dual-stack separate enable
By default, the device merges IPv4 and IPv6 data for accounting of 802.1X dual-stack clients.
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Including the client IP snooping method in RADIUS packets
About this task
The device can obtain the IP address of a client by snooping packets such as DHCP and ARP
packets. To help the RADIUS server determine whether the IP address of an 802.1X or MAC
authentication client is assigned by a DHCP server, send the IP snooping method in RADIUS
packets to the server.
The IP snooping method is encapsulated in the H3c-Ip-Source-Mod attribute (an extended RADIUS
attribute with ID 221).
To identify the IP snooping method, the RADIUS server must support extended RADIUS attributes
with a vendor ID of 25506. For more information, see AAA configuration in Security Configuration
Guide.

Prerequisites
Before you can configure this feature in a service template, you must disable that service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Include the client IP snooping method in RADIUS packets.
client-security aaa attribute ip-snooping-method
By default, RADIUS packets do not include the client IP snooping method.

Enabling fast-connect for MAC authenticated intra-AC
roaming clients
About this task
This feature allows a MAC authentication roaming client that has been authenticated once on the AC
to come online from any APs attached to the AC without re-authentication.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature applies only to MAC authentication wireless clients whose authentication location and
association location are both on the AC.
This feature affects the displayed roaming state of inter-AC roaming clients that use MAC
authentication and requires special configuration for them.
•

If a client has roamed between ACs, its roaming state is N/A in the output from the display
wlan client verbose command.

•

If the inter-AC roaming clients belong to different VLANs, you must make sure the upstream
ports of all the ACs in the same roaming group permit traffic from these VLANs to pass through.

Prerequisites
Before you can configure this feature in a service template, you must disable that service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
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wlan service-template service-template-name
3.

Enable fast-connect for MAC authenticated intra-AC roaming clients.
mac-authentication fast-connect enable
By default, fast-connect is disabled for MAC authenticated intra-AC roaming clients.

Configuring a modifier to optimize WLAN authentication
statistics
About WLAN authentication statistics optimization
The authentication success ratio is the ratio of the number of authentication success times to the
total number of authentication times. The abnormal offline ratio is calculated by using the following
formula: abnormal offline ratio = number of times that clients go offline abnormally ÷ (number of
authentication success times + number of current online users).
WLAN authentication statistics optimization uses a modifier to adjust the authentication success
ratio and abnormal offline ratio of 802.1X authentication, MAC authentication, and Layer 2 portal
authentication.

Restrictions and guidelines
The modifier takes effect only on RADIUS-based 802.1X authentication, MAC authentication, and
Layer 2 portal authentication.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure a modifier to adjust the authentication success ratio and abnormal offline ratio of
802.1X authentication, MAC authentication, and Layer 2 portal authentication.
wlan authentication optimization value
By default, the modifier is 0. The device does not adjust the authentication success ratio and
abnormal offline ratio for 802.1X authentication, MAC authentication, and Layer 2 portal
authentication.

Enabling the BYOD authorization trigger
About this task
This feature enables the access device to trigger BYOD authorization for an authenticated client
after the device obtains that client's BYOD information, including its IP address. When BYOD
authorization is triggered, the session-timeout timer assigned to the client restarts, extending the
amount of time that the client can stay online before a reauthentication is required. On a low
performance network, it might take so much time for the device to obtain the IP address of a client
that the client's extended amount of online time becomes undesirable.
As a best practice to avoid this undesirable issue, use this feature only if BYOD authorization is
required and make sure the network performance is good. For more information about BYOD
authorization, see "Configuring AAA."

Prerequisites
Before you can configure this feature in a service template, you must disable that service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
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2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable the BYOD authorization trigger.
client-security authorization trigger byod
By default, the BYOD authorization trigger is disabled.

Configuring authentication fail-permit
About authentication fail-permit
Authentication fail-permit (also called fail-open) allows 802.1X, MAC authentication, and Bypass
clients to access the network after the AC disconnects from the RADIUS server or the AP. When
either event occurs, the AP continues to provide access services for those clients and forward traffic
for them.
The impact of an authentication fail-permit event on clients differs depending on their authentication
method.
•

The Bypass clients can continue to access the network with the existing service template
without interruption.

•

The MAC authentication clients can continue to access the network with the existing service
template after a transient interruption. In this situation, the clients will be logged off and then
automatically connected to the network.

•

The 802.1X clients will be logged off. To continue to access the network, the 802.1X clients
must manually reconnect to the SSID in a preconfigured fail-permit service template.

Authentication fail-permit tasks at a glance
To configure authentication fail-permit, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling fail-permit for authentication clients

2.

Specifying an authentication fail-permit service template
Perform this task for 802.1X clients.

Enabling fail-permit for authentication clients
About this task
Perform this task to enable fail-permit in the service-template for the authentication clients.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature is configurable when the service template is disabled, and it takes effect after the service
template is enabled.

Prerequisites
For authentication fail-permit to take effect, perform the following steps:
1.

Execute the radius-server test-profile command to configure a RADIUS test profile
to test the reachability of the RADIUS server.
In the profile, set the interval for sending detection packets as needed. The shorter the interval
is, the quicker the response to the change will be.

2.

Use the profile in the RADIUS scheme for the authentication ISP domain.
Fail-permit will occur when the RADIUS server is determined to be unreachable.
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For more information about configuring RADIUS test profiles, see "Configuring AAA."

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable fail-permit.
fail-permit enable
By default, fail-permit is disabled.

Specifying an authentication fail-permit service template
About this task
If you enable fail-permit in one service template that has 802.1X clients, you must specify another
service template as a fail-permit service template for the 802.1X clients. This template ensures that
the 802.1X clients can reconnect to the network after the AC disconnects from the RADIUS server or
the AP.
For more information about the authentication fail-permit feature, see "About authentication
fail-permit."

Restrictions and guidelines
The fail-permit template command is mutually exclusive with the fail-permit enable
command in the same service template.
The fail-permit template command is configurable when the service template is disabled,
and it takes effect after the service template is enabled.
To ensure a successful fail-permit for 802.1X clients:
•

Set the AKM mode to PSK or do not specify any AKM mode in the fail-permit service template.

•

Make sure the fail-permit service template and the normal service template for the 802.1X
clients are consistent in the settings for the following commands:
{

client-security authentication-location.

{

client forwarding-location.

{

client association-location.

As a best practice, specify only one fail-permit service template for 802.1X clients on an AP. If you
configure multiple fail-permit service templates, only the one that is first bound to a radio on the AP
will take effect.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify the service template as a fail-permit template.
fail-permit template
By default, no service template is specified as a fail-permit service template.
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Configuring 5G radio silence fail-permit
About 5G radio silence fail-permit
5G radio silence fail-permit allows the AP to move the clients of a service template on a 5G radio to
another radio for network access when radio silence is imposed on that 5G radio.

5G radio silence fail-permit tasks at a glance
To configure 5G radio silence fail-permit, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling fail-permit for 5G clients

2.

Specifying a 5G silence fail-permit service template

Enabling fail-permit for 5G clients
About this task
To make sure the 5G clients of a service template on a 5G radio can continue to access the network
after radio silence is imposed on that 5G radio, enable fail-permit in the service template.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature is configurable when the service template is disabled, and it takes effect after the service
template is enabled.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable fail-permit.
fail-permit enable
By default, fail-permit is disabled.

Specifying a 5G silence fail-permit service template
About this task
If you enable fail-permit in one service template for 5G clients on one 5G radio, you must specify
another service template on another 5G radio as a fail-permit service template.
For more information about 5G radio silence fail-permit, see "About 5G radio silence fail-permit."

Restrictions and guidelines
•

Specify one 5G silence fail-permit service template for each 5G service template on a 5G radio.
These 5G silence fail-permit service templates must contain the same settings as their
protected 5G service templates except that they cannot contain the fail-permit enable
command.

•

Bind a 5G silence fail-permit service templat to a different radio than its protected 5G service
template.
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Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Specify the service template as a fail-permit template.
fail-permit template
By default, no service template is specified as a fail-permit service template.

Enabling 802.1X EAP termination in a service
template
About this task
A client will fail authentication in EAP relay mode if the authentication server does not support the
authentication method used by the client. To avoid authentication failure, use this feature to enable
EAP termination in the service template of that client and specify an authentication method for the
device to communicate with the authentication server.

Restrictions and guidelines
Use this feature in a service template if that service template has clients that use the PEAP-GTC
authentication method. With this feature, the device performs EAP termination for all clients in the
service template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enter service template view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable 802.1X EAP termination in the service template and specify the authentication method
between the device and the authentication server.
dot1x eap-termination authentication-method { chap | pap }
By default, CHAP is used.

Display and maintenance commands for WLAN
authentication
Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.
Task

Command

Display 802.1X session connection
information, statistics, or configuration
information.

display dot1x [ sessions | statistics ] [ ap
ap-name [ radio radio-id ] | interface
interface-type interface-number ]
In standalone mode:

Display online 802.1X client
information.

display dot1x connection [ ap ap-name [ radio
radio-id ] | interface interface-type
interface-number | user-mac mac-address |
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Task

Command
user-name name-string ]
In IRF mode:

display dot1x connection [ ap ap-name [ radio
radio-id ] | interface interface-type
interface-number | slot slot-number |
user-mac mac-address | user-name
name-string ]
Display MAC authentication
information.

display mac-authentication [ ap ap-name
[ radio radio-id ] | interface interface-type
interface-number ]
In standalone mode:

display mac-authentication connection [ ap
ap-name [ radio radio-id ] | interface
interface-type interface-number | user-mac
mac-address | user-name name-string ]
Display MAC authentication
connections.

In IRF mode:

display mac-authentication connection [ ap
ap-name [ radio radio-id ] | interface
interface-type interface-number | slot
slot-number | user-mac mac-address |
user-name name-string ]
Display blocked MAC address
information.

display wlan client-security block-mac [ ap
ap-name [ radio radio-id ] ]

Display RADIUS accounting packet
statistics about wireless clients.

display wlan statistics accounting

Clear 802.1X statistics.

reset dot1x statistics [ ap ap-name [ radio
radio-id ] | interface interface-type
interface-number ]

Clear MAC authentication statistics.

reset mac-authentication statistics [ ap
ap-name [ radio radio-id ] | interface
interface-type interface-number ]

NOTE:
For more information about the display dot1x connection, display dot1x, and reset
dot1x statistics commands, see 802.1X in User Access and Authentication Command
Reference.
For more information about the display mac-authentication connection, display
mac-authentication, and reset mac-authentication statistics commands, see
MAC authentication in User Access and Authentication Command Reference.

WLAN authentication configuration examples
The AP models and serial numbers in this document are used only as examples. Support for AP
models and serial numbers depends on the AC model.
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Example: Configuring 802.1X CHAP local authentication
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 3, configure the AC to use CHAP to perform 802.1X local authentication for the
client.
Figure 3 Network diagram

Procedure
This example provides only basic AAA settings, including local users. For more information about
AAA commands, see User Access and Authentication Command Reference.
1.

Configure 802.1X and the local client:
# Configure the AC to perform EAP termination and use CHAP.
<AC> system-view
[AC] dot1x authentication-method chap

# Add a local network access user with username chap1 and password 123456 in plain text.
[AC] local-user chap1 class network
[AC-luser-network-chap1] password simple 123456

# Set the service type to lan-access.
[AC-luser-network-chap1] service-type lan-access
[AC-luser-network-chap1] quit

2.

Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain:
# Create an ISP domain named local.
[AC] domain local

# Configure the ISP domain to use local authentication, local authorization, and local
accounting for LAN clients.
[AC-isp-local] authentication lan-access local
[AC-isp-local] authorization lan-access local
[AC-isp-local] accounting lan-access local
[AC-isp-local] quit

3.

Configure a service template:
# Create a service template named wlas_local_chap.
[AC] wlan service-template wlas_local_chap

# Set the authentication mode to 802.1X.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_local_chap] client-security authentication-mode dot1x

# Specify ISP domain local for the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_local_chap] dot1x domain local

# Set the SSID to wlas_local_chap.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_local_chap] ssid wlas_local_chap

# Enable the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_local_chap] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_local_chap] quit

4.

Configure manual AP ap1, and bind the service template to the AP radio:
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# Create ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A1BSC123000050

# Configure channel 149 as the working channel for radio 1 of the AP, and enable radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] channel 149
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable

# Bind service template wlas_local_chap to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template wlas_local_chap
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Verify the 802.1X configuration.
[AC] display wlan service-template
[AC] display dot1x

# Display the client connection information after an 802.1X client passes authentication.
[AC] display dot1x connection

Example: Configuring 802.1X EAP-PEAP RADIUS
authentication
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 4, configure the AC to perform 802.1X RADIUS authentication for the client by
using EAP-PEAP.
Figure 4 Network diagram

Procedure
This example provides only basic AAA settings, including RADIUS. For more information about AAA
commands, see User Access and Authentication Command Reference.
1.

Configure the AC:
a. Configure 802.1X and the RADIUS scheme:
# Configure the AC to use EAP relay to authenticate 802.1X clients.
<AC> system-view
[AC] dot1x authentication-method eap

# Create a RADIUS scheme.
[AC] radius scheme imcc
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# Specify the primary authentication server and the primary accounting server.
[AC-radius-imcc] primary authentication 10.18.1.88 1812
[AC-radius-imcc] primary accounting 10.18.1.88 1813

# Set the shared key for secure communication with the server to 12345678 in plain text.
[AC-radius-imcc] key authentication simple 12345678
[AC-radius-imcc] key accounting simple 12345678

# Exclude domain names in the usernames sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-imcc] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-imcc] quit

b. Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain:
# Create an ISP domain named imc.
[AC] domain imc

# Configure the ISP domain to use RADIUS scheme imcc for authentication, authorization,
and accounting of LAN clients.
[AC-isp-imc] authentication lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] authorization lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] accounting lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] quit

c. Configure a service template:
# Create a service template named wlas_imc_peap.
[AC] wlan service-template wlas_imc_peap

# Set the authentication mode to 802.1X.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_imc_peap] client-security authentication-mode dot1x

# Specify ISP domain imc for the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_imc_peap] dot1x domain imc

# Set the SSID to wlas_imc_peap.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_imc_peap] ssid wlas_imc_peap

# Set the AKM mode to 802.1X.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_imc_peap] akm mode dot1x

# Set the CCMP cipher suite.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_imc_peap] cipher-suite ccmp

# Enable the RSN-IE in the beacon and probe responses.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_imc_peap] security-ie rsn

# Enable the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_imc_peap] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-wlas_imc_peap] quit

d. Configure manual AP ap1, and bind the service template to an AP radio:
# Create ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A1BSC123000050

# Configure channel 149 as the working channel for radio 1 of the AP, and enable radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] channel 149
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable

# Bind service template wlas_imc_peap to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template wlas_imc_peap
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
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[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

2.

Configure the RADIUS server:
In this example, the RADIUS server runs IMC PLAT 7.1 and IMC UAM 7.1, and the EAP-PEAP
certificate has been installed.
# Add an access device:
a. Click the User tab.
b. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Device Management >
Access Device.
c. Click Add.
The Add Access Device page appears.
d. In the Access Configuration area, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure
5:
−

Enter 12345678 in the Shared Key and Confirm Shared Key fields.

−

Use the default values for other parameters.

e. In the Device List area, click Select or Add Manually to add the device at 10.18.1.1 as an
access device.
f. Click OK.
Figure 5 Adding an access device

# Add an access policy:
a. Click the User tab.
b. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Policy.
c. Click Add.
d. On the Add Access Policy page, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure 6:
−

Enter dot1x in the Access Policy Name field.

−

Select EAP for the Certificate Authentication field.

−

Select EAP-PEAP Auth from the Certificate Type list, and select MS-CHAPV2 Auth
from the Certificate Sub-Type list.
The certificate sub-type on the IMC server must be the same as the identity
authentication method configured on the client.
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e. Click OK.
Figure 6 Adding an access policy

# Add an access service:
a. Click the User tab.
b. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Service.
c. Click Add.
d. On the Add Access Service page, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure
7:
−

Enter dot1x in the Service Name field.

−

Select dot1x from the Default Access Policy list.

e. Click OK.
Figure 7 Adding an access service

# Add an access user:
a. Click the User tab.
b. From the navigation tree, select Access User > All Access Users.
The access user list appears.
c. Click Add.
The Add Access User page appears.
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d. In the Access Information area, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure 8:
−

Click Select or Add User to associate the user with IMC Platform user user.

−

Enter user in the Account Name field.

−

Enter dot1x in the Password and Confirm Password fields.

e. In the Access Service area, select dot1x from the list.
f. Click OK.
Figure 8 Adding an access user account

3.

Configure the WLAN client:
The WLAN client has been installed with the EAP-PEAP certificate.
To configure the WLAN client, perform the following tasks (details not shown):
{

Select PEAP for identity authentication.

{

Disable the client from verifying the server certificate.

{

Disable the client from automatically using the Windows login name and password.

Verifying the configuration
1.

On the client, verify that you can use username user and password dot1x to access the
network. (Details not shown.)

2.

On the AC, perform the following tasks to verify that the user has passed authentication and
come online:
# Display online 802.1X client information.
[AC] display dot1x connection
User MAC address

: 0023-8933-2090

AP name

: ap1

Radio ID

: 1

SSID

: wlas_imc_peap

BSSID

: 000f-e201-0003

User name

: user

Authentication domain

: imc

Authentication method

: EAP
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Initial VLAN

: 1

Authorization VLAN

: N/A

Authorization ACL number

: N/A

Authorization user profile : N/A
Termination action

: Default

Session timeout period

: 6001 s

Online from

: 2014/04/18 09:25:18

Online duration

: 0h 1m 1s

Total connections: 1.

# Display WLAN client information.
[AC] display wlan client
Total number of clients

MAC address

: 1

Username

0023-8933-2090 user

AP name

R IP address

VLAN

ap1

1 10.18.1.100

1

Example: Configuring RADIUS-based MAC authentication
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 9, configure the AC to use the RADIUS server to perform MAC authentication for
the client.
Figure 9 Network diagram

Procedure
Make sure the RADIUS server, AC, AP, and client can reach each other. (Details not shown.)
1.

Configure the AC:
a. Configure the RADIUS scheme:
# Create a RADIUS scheme.
<AC> system-view
[AC] radius scheme imcc

# Specify the primary authentication server and the primary accounting server.
[AC-radius-imcc] primary authentication 10.18.1.88 1812
[AC-radius-imcc] primary accounting 10.18.1.88 1813

# Set the shared key for secure communication with the server to 12345678 in plain text.
[AC-radius-imcc] key authentication simple 12345678
[AC-radius-imcc] key accounting simple 12345678
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# Exclude domain names in the usernames sent to the RADIUS server.
[AC-radius-imcc] user-name-format without-domain
[AC-radius-imcc] quit

b. Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain:
# Create an ISP domain named imc.
[AC] domain imc

# Configure the ISP domain to use RADIUS scheme imcc for authentication, authorization,
and accounting of LAN clients.
[AC-isp-imc] authentication lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] authorization lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] accounting lan-access radius-scheme imcc
[AC-isp-imc] quit

c. Specify username 123 and password aaa_maca in plain text for the account shared by
MAC authentication clients.
[AC] mac-authentication user-name-format fixed account 123 password simple
aaa_maca

d. Configure a service template:
# Create a service template named maca_imc.
[AC] wlan service-template maca_imc

# Set the SSID to maca_imc.
[AC-wlan-st-maca_imc] ssid maca_imc

# Set the authentication mode to MAC authentication.
[AC-wlan-st-maca_imc] client-security authentication-mode mac

# Specify ISP domain imc for the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-maca_imc] mac-authentication domain imc

# Enable the service template.
[AC-wlan-st-maca_imc] service-template enable
[AC-wlan-st-maca_imc] quit

e. Configure manual AP ap1, and bind the service template to an AP radio:
# Create a manual AP named ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 210235A1BSC123000050

# Configure channel 149 as the working channel for radio 1 of the AP, and enable radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] radio 1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] channel 149
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] radio enable

# Bind service template maca_imc to radio 1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] service-template maca_imc
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-radio-1] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

2.

Configure the RADIUS server:
In this example, the RADIUS server runs IMC PLAT 7.1 and IMC UAM 7.1.
# Add an access device:
a. Click the User tab.
b. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Device Management >
Access Device.
c. Click Add.
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The Add Access Device page appears.
d. In the Access Configuration area, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure
10:
−

Enter 12345678 in the Shared Key and Confirm Shared Key fields.

−

Use the default values for other parameters.

e. In the Device List area, click Select or Add Manually to add the device at 10.18.1.1 as an
access device.
f. Click OK.
Figure 10 Adding an access device

# Add an access policy:
a. Click the User tab.
b. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Policy.
c. Click Add.
d. On the Add Access Policy page, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure
11:
−

Enter aaa_maca in the Access Policy Name field.

−

Use the default values for other parameters.

e. Click OK.
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Figure 11 Adding an access policy

# Add an access service:
a. Click the User tab.
b. From the navigation tree, select User Access Policy > Access Service.
c. Click Add.
d. On the Add Access Service page, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure
12:
−

Enter aaa_maca in the Service Name field.

−

Select aaa_maca from the Default Access Policy list.

e. Click OK.
Figure 12 Adding an access service

# Add an access user:
a. Click the User tab.
b. From the navigation tree, select Access User > All Access Users.
The access user list appears.
c. Click Add.
The Add Access User page appears.
d. In the Access Information area, configure the following parameters, as shown in Figure
13:
−

Click Select or Add User to associate the user with IMC Platform user 123.
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−

Enter 123 in the Account Name field.

−

Enter aaa_maca in the Password and Confirm Password fields.

e. In the Access Service area, select aaa_maca from the list.
f. Click OK.
Figure 13 Adding an access user account

Verifying the configuration
1.

On the client, verify that you can use username 123 and password aaa_maca to access the
network. (Details not shown.)

2.

On the AC, perform the following tasks to verify that the user has passed authentication and
come online:
# Display online MAC authentication client information.
[AC] display mac-authentication connection
User MAC address

: 0023-8933-2098

AP name

: ap1

Radio ID

: 1

SSID

: maca_imc

BSSID

: 000f-e201-0001

User name

: 123

Authentication domain

: imc

Initial VLAN

: 1

Authorization VLAN

: N/A

Authorization ACL number

: N/A

Authorization user profile

: N/A

Authorization URL

: N/A

Termination action

: Default

Session timeout period

: 6001 s

Online from

: 2014/04/17 17:21:12

Online duration

: 0h 0m 30s

Total connections: 1.
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# Display WLAN client information.
[AC] display wlan client
Total number of clients

MAC address

: 1

Username

0023-8933-2098 123
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AP name

R IP address

VLAN

ap1

1 10.18.1.100

1
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Configuring WLAN IP snooping
About WLAN IP snooping
WLAN IP snooping enables an AP to learn clients' IP addresses through snooping ARP, DHCP, ND,
and HTTP/HTTPS packets and generate snooping entries that record client IP address, MAC
address, and learning method. The entries will be used by AAA for 802.1X and MAC authentication
client accounting or by IP Source Guard to determine whether to forward client packets. For more
information about IP Source Guard, see Security Configuration Guide.
In an AP+AC network, APs report snooping entries to the AC.

Client IPv4 address learning
An AP learns client IPv4 addresses by using the following methods:
•

Snooping ARP packets sent by clients.
For more information about ARP, see Network Connectivity Configuration Guide.

•

Snooping DHCPv4 packets exchanged between client and server.
For more information about DHCP, see Network Connectivity Configuration Guide.

•

Snooping HTTP/HTTPS requests redirected to the portal server.
For more information about portal authentication, see User Access and Authentication
Configuration Guide.

The priorities for learning IP addresses through snooping DHCPv4 packets, ARP packets, and
HTTP/HTTPS requests are in descending order.

Client IPv6 address learning
An AP learns client IPv6 addresses by using the following methods:
•

Snooping DHCPv6 packets exchanged between client and server.
For more information about DHCPv6, see Network Connectivity Configuration Guide.

•

Snooping ND packets, including Router Advertisement (RA) packets, Neighbor Solicitation (NS)
packets, and Neighbor Advertisement (NA) packets sent by clients.
For more information about ND, see Network Connectivity Configuration Guide.

•

Snooping HTTP/HTTPS requests redirected to the portal server.

The priorities for learning IPv6 addresses through snooping DHCPv6 packets, ND packets, and
HTTP/HTTPS requests are in descending order.

Disabling snooping ARP packets
About this task
By default, an AP learns client IPv4 addresses by snooping ARP and DHCPv4 packets. Perform this
task to disable client IPv4 address learning from ARP packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
1

2.

Create a service template and enter its view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Disable snooping ARP packets.
undo client ipv4-snooping arp-learning enable
By default, snooping ARP packets is enabled.

Disabling snooping DHCPv4 packets
About this task
By default, an AP learns client IPv4 addresses by snooping ARP and DHCPv4 packets. Perform this
task to disable client IPv4 address learning from DHCPv4 packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a service template and enter its view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Disable snooping DHCPv4 packets.
undo client ipv4-snooping dhcp-learning enable
By default, snooping DHCPv4 packets is enabled.

Enabling snooping DHCPv6 packets
About this task
By default, an AP does not learn client IPv6 addresses. Perform this task to enable client IPv6
address learning from DHCPv6 packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a service template and enter its view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable snooping DHCPv6 packets.
client ipv6-snooping dhcpv6-learning enable
By default, snooping DHCPv6 packets is disabled.

Enabling snooping ND packets
About this task
By default, an AP does not learn client IPv6 addresses. Perform this task to enable client IPv6
address learning from ND packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a service template and enter its view.
2

wlan service-template service-template-name
3.

Enable snooping ND packets.
client ipv6-snooping nd-learning enable
By default, snooping ND packets is disabled.

Disabling SNMP from getting client IPv6
addresses learned from ND packets
About this task
By default, SNMP obtains client IPv6 addresses learned from both DHCPv6 and ND packets.
Perform this task to enable SNMP to obtain only client IPv6 addresses learned from DHCPv6
packets.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a service template and enter its view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Disable SNMP from getting client IPv6 addresses learned from ND packets.
undo client ipv6-snooping snmp-nd-report enable
By default, SNMP obtains client IPv6 addresses learned from both DHCPv6 and ND packets.

Enabling snooping HTTP and HTTPS requests
redirected to the portal server
About this task
Before a client passes portal authentication, all of its HTTP and HTTPS requests are redirected to
the portal server. Perform this task to enable snooping of redirected HTTP and HTTPS requests for
the AC to learn client IPv4 addresses.
For more information about portal authentication, see User Access and Authentication Configuration
Guide.

Restrictions and guidelines
This feature can only be used to learn IP addresses of portal-authenticated clients.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a service template and enter its view.
wlan service-template service-template-name

3.

Enable snooping HTTP and HTTPS requests redirected to the portal server.
client ip-snooping http-learning enable
By default, snooping HTTP and HTTPS requests is disabled.

3

Enabling IP address conflict detection
About this task
This feature enables the system to detect IP address conflicts between a client attempting to come
online and online clients. The system logs off the online clients that use the same IP address as the
new client and creates IP address conflict entries for the clients. The system deletes the IP address
conflict entry for a client when the client cache expires or the client's IP address changes.
In an AC hierarchy network, you can disable IP address conflict detection on the central AC if portal
authentication has been disabled or accounting has been disabled for 802.1X or MAC authentication
clients. This allows clients from different local ACs to come online with the same IP address,
simplifying DHCP configuration.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable IP address conflict detection.
wlan client ip-conflict-detection enable
By default, IP address conflict detection is enabled.

WLAN IP snooping configuration examples
Example: Configuring WLAN IP snooping
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 1, configure the AP to learn the client's IPv6 address from DHCPv6 packets.
Figure 1 Network diagram

Procedure
# Configure wireless services. (Details not shown.)
For more information, see WLAN Access Configuration Guide and managing APs in AP and WT
Management Configuration Guide.
# Enable snooping DHCPv6 packets.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan service-template service
[AC-wlan-st-service] client ipv6-snooping dhcpv6-learning enable
[AC-wlan-st-service] quit

Verifying the configuration
# Verify that the AC has learned the IPv6 address of the client.
[AC] display wlan client ipv6
MAC address

AP name

84db-ac14-dd08 ap1

IPv6 address

VLAN

1::2:0:0:3

1
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Configuring an 802.1X client
About 802.1X clients
As shown in Figure 1, the 802.1X client feature allows the access device to act as the supplicant in
the 802.1X architecture. For information about the 802.1X architecture, see "802.1X overview."
Figure 1 802.1X client network diagram

Restrictions and guidelines: 802.1X client
configuration
Disable the 802.1X client feature with caution. The operation will log off all online users.

802.1X client tasks at a glance
To configure an 802.1X client, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling the 802.1X client feature

2.

Configuring an 802.1X client username and password

3.

Specifying an 802.1X client EAP authentication method

4.

(Optional.) Configuring an 802.1X client anonymous identifier

Enabling the 802.1X client feature
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a manual AP and enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name [ model model-name ]
You must specify the model name when you create an AP.

3.

Enable AP preprovisioning and enter AP provision view.
provision
By default, AP preprovisioning is disabled.

4.

Enable the 802.1X client feature.
1

dot1x supplicant enable
By default, the 802.1X client feature is disabled.

Configuring an 802.1X client username and
password
Restrictions and guidelines
To ensure successful authentication, make sure the username and password configured on the
device is consistent with the username and password configured on the authentication server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a manual AP and enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name [ model model-name ]

3.

Enable AP preprovisioning and enter AP provision view.
provision

4.

Configure an 802.1X client username.
dot1x supplicant username username
By default, no 802.1X client username is configured.

5.

Set an 802.1X client password.
dot1x supplicant password { cipher | simple } string
By default, no 802.1X client password is configured.

Specifying an 802.1X client EAP authentication
method
About this task
The following EAP authentication methods are available for the 802.1X client feature:
•

MD5-Challenge.

•

PEAP-MSCHAPv2.

•

PEAP-GTC.

•

TTLS-MSCHAPv2.

•

TTLS-GTC.

Restrictions and guidelines
•

The following matrix shows the restrictions for the selection of authentication methods on the
802.1X client and the authenticator:
Authentication method specified on the
802.1X client

Packet exchange method specified on the
authenticator

MD5-Challenge

•
•

•

EAP relay

PEAP-MSCHAPv2

2

EAP relay
EAP termination

Authentication method specified on the
802.1X client
•
•
•

Packet exchange method specified on the
authenticator

PEAP-GTC
TTLS-MSCHAPv2
TTLS-GTC

For information about 802.1X packet exchange methods, see "Configuring 802.1X."
•

Make sure the specified 802.1X client EAP authentication method is supported by the
authentication server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a manual AP and enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name [ model model-name ]

3.

Enable AP preprovisioning and enter AP provision view.
provision

4.

Specify an 802.1X client EAP authentication method.
dot1x supplicant eap-method { md5 | peap-gtc | peap-mschapv2 |
ttls-gtc | ttls-mschapv2 }
By default, the 802.1X client-enabled device uses the MD5-Challenge EAP authentication.

Configuring an 802.1X client anonymous identifier
About this task
At the first authentication phase, packets sent to the authenticator are not encrypted. The use of an
802.1X client anonymous identifier prevents the 802.1X client username from being disclosed at the
first phase. The 802.1X client-enabled device sends the anonymous identifier to the authenticator
instead of the 802.1X client username. The 802.1X client username will be sent to the authenticator
in encrypted packets at the second phase.
If no 802.1X client anonymous identifier is configured, the device sends the 802.1X client username
at the first authentication phase.
The configured 802.1X client anonymous identifier takes effect only if one of the following EAP
authentication methods is used:
•

PEAP-MSCHAPv2.

•

PEAP-GTC.

•

TTLS-MSCHAPv2.

•

TTLS-GTC.

If the MD5-Challenge EAP authentication is used, the configured 802.1X client anonymous identifier
does not take effect. The device uses the 802.1X client username at the first authentication phase.

Restrictions and guidelines
Do not configure the 802.1X client anonymous identifier if the vendor-specific authentication server
cannot identify anonymous identifiers.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view
3

2.

Create a manual AP and enter AP view.
wlan ap ap-name [ model model-name ]

3.

Enable AP preprovisioning and enter AP provision view.
provision

4.

Configure an 802.1X client anonymous identifier.
dot1x supplicant anonymous identify identifier
By default, no 802.1X client anonymous identifier is configured.

802.1X client configuration examples
The AP models and serial numbers in this document are used only as examples. Support for AP
models and serial numbers depends on the AC model.

Example: Configuring the 802.1X client
Network configuration
As shown in Figure 2, the switch acts as the authenticator to perform 802.1X authentication for the
AP that connects to the port GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.
Perform the following tasks on the AC:
•

Enable the 802.1X client feature for the AP.

•

Set the following 802.1X client parameters for the AP:

•

{

Configure the authentication username as aaa.

{

Set the password to 123456 in plaintext form.

{

Specify PEAP-MSCHAPv2 as the EAP authentication method.

Save the 802.1X client settings to the configuration file on the AP.

Configure the switch to meet the following requirements:
•

Use RADIUS servers to perform authentication and authorization for the AP.

•

Enable EAP relay for the switch to communicate with the RADIUS servers.

•

Assign the AP to ISP domain bbb.

•

Set the shared key to name for secure communication between the switch and the RADIUS
servers.

•

Implement 802.1X port-based access control for the AP.
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Figure 2 Network diagram
RADIUS server cluster
Primary: 10.1.1.1/24
Secondary: 10.1.1.2/24

Supplicant

Authenticator

Vlan-int1
10.1.1.254/24

GE1/0/1

Switch

Internet

Vlan-int1
AP

Vlan-int1
10.1.1.4/24
AC

Configuring the AC
1.

Assign an IP address to each interface. (Details not shown.)

2.

Configure the 802.1X client feature:
# Create manual AP ap1, and specify the AP model and serial ID.
<AC> system-view
[AC] wlan ap ap1 model WA4320i-ACN
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] serial-id 219801A0CNC138011454
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

# Enable AP preprovisioning and enter AP provision view.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] provision

# Specify PEAP-MSCHAPv2 as the 802.1X client EAP authentication method.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-prvs] dot1x supplicant eap-method peap-mschapv2

# Configure the 802.1X client username as aaa, and set the password to 123456 in plaintext
form.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-prvs] dot1x supplicant username aaa
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-prvs] dot1x supplicant password simple 123456

# Configure the 802.1X client anonymous identifier as bbb.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-prvs] dot1x supplicant anonymous identify bbb

# Enable the 802.1X client feature.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-prvs] dot1x supplicant enable

# Save the 802.1X client configuration in AP provision view to configuration file
wlan_ap_prvs.xml on AP ap1.
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-prvs] save wlan ap provision name ap1
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1-prvs] quit
[AC-wlan-ap-ap1] quit

Configuring the switch
This section contains commands for configuring RADIUS. For more information about these
commands, see AAA commands in User Access and Authentication Command Reference.
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1.

Configure the RADIUS servers, add user accounts, and make sure the authentication and
authorization services can function correctly. (Details not shown.)

2.

Assign an IP address to each interface. (Details not shown.)

3.

Configure a RADIUS scheme:
# Create a RADIUS scheme named radius1 and enter RADIUS scheme view.
<Switch> system-view
[Switch] radius scheme radius1

# Specify the IP address of the primary authentication RADIUS server.
[Switch-radius-radius1] primary authentication 10.1.1.1

# Specify the IP address of the secondary authentication RADIUS server.
[Switch-radius-radius1] secondary authentication 10.1.1.2

# Specify the shared key between the switch and the authentication RADIUS servers.
[Switch-radius-radius1] key authentication simple name

4.

Configure the ISP domain:
# Create an ISP domain named bbb and enter ISP domain view.
[Switch] domain name bbb

# Perform authentication and authorization for 802.1X clients in ISP domain bbb based on
RADIUS scheme radius1.
[Switch-isp-bbb] authentication lan-access radius-scheme radius1
[Switch-isp-bbb] authorization lan-access radius-scheme radius1
[Switch-isp-bbb] accounting lan-access none
[Switch-isp-bbb] quit

5.

Configure 802.1X:
# Enable EAP relay.
[Switch] dot1x authentication-method eap

# Enable port-based access control on the port GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.
[Switch] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] dot1x port-method portbased

# Specify ISP domain bbb as the mandatory domain.
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] dot1x mandatory-domain bbb

# Enable 802.1X on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] dot1x
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit

# Enable 802.1X globally.
[Switch] dot1x

Verifying the configuration
# Display online 802.1X client information.
[Switch] display dot1x connection
Total connections: 1
User MAC address: 70f9-6dd7-d1e0
Access interface: GigabitEthernet1/0/1
Username: aaa
Authentication domain: bbb
Authentication method: EAP
Initial VLAN: 1
Authorization untagged VLAN: N/A
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Authorization tagged VLAN list: N/A
Authorization ACL ID: N/A
Authorization user profile: N/A
Termination action: N/A
Session timeout period: N/A
Online from: 2015/06/16 19:10:32
Online duration: 0h 1m 1s
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Configuring user identification
About user identification
The user identification feature works with other security features such as bandwidth management to
control users' network access based on the users' IP addresses. This feature provides facilitation for
the network administrators to deploy security policies and to collect statistics and analysis for
network attack behaviors and traffic flow on a per-user basis. It also enables the network
administrators to implement policy control regardless of changes to the user IP addresses.

Identity-based user access control
The following shows the process for identity-based user access control:
1.

Identity authentication. A network access user passes identity authentication and comes online.

2.

User identification. The device obtains the username and IP address of the online user, and
associates the information with the local identity user account and the local identity group. Then,
the username-IP mapping for the network access user is created. The administrator can also
add static username-IP mappings to permit network access without identity authentication.

3.

Identity-based access control. The device identifies the source IP address of the traffic destined
for the network, and resolves the IP address to the username and user group based on the
mapping. The device performs network access control for the user or user group based on
other security feature settings.

Identity user management
All identity users are organized in a tree structure. Identity user, identity group, and identity domain
are management units, and their hierarchy levels are in ascending order.
•

An identity user can belong to one or multiple identity groups.

•

An identity group can belong to one or multiple higher-layer identity groups.

•

An identity user or an identity group can belong to no or one identity domain.

The device uniquely identifies a managed object by the combination of identity domain and
username or the combination of identity domain and identity group.
The tree structure facilitates user location and query. As shown in Figure 1, the network administrator
creates identity groups and identity users for different departments and employees to implement
identity-based network access control.
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Figure 1 Identity user management architecture

Identity user accounts
Identity user accounts are used to record identification information of network access users from
different sources. The identification information includes the username, user group name, and
identity domain name of the users. The user identification module uniformly manages identity users
from different sources.
The device supports the following methods to create identity user accounts:
•

Learning from the local user database—The user identification module learns network
access user information from the local user database and saves the user information as identity
user accounts. For more information about network access users, see "Configuring AAA."

•

Importing from a .csv file—The network administrator imports user information from a .csv file
to the device and the device automatically creates identity user accounts based on the imported
information.

•

Importing from remote servers—The device initiates user information requests to remote
servers, imports network access user information, and then creates identity user accounts
based on the imported information. This method enables the network administrator to manage
identity user accounts when user information is on the remote servers. Supported remote
servers include LDAP servers and H3C IMC RESTful servers.

Online identity users
Online identity users are online network access users (including portal users) that are managed by
the user identification module. The device records the username, identity domain name, IP address,
and MAC address of online identity users.
Online identity users include dynamic online identity users and static online identity users.

Dynamic online identity users
Dynamic online identity users have the following sources:
•

Online network access users that access the network through the device—After a user
passes local or remote authentication and comes online, the user identification module
searches the user's username and domain name in local identity user accounts. If a matching
entry is found, the device creates an online identity user entry for the user.
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•

Online network access users obtained from remote servers—After the device obtains
information about an online user from a remote server, the user identification module searches
the user's username and domain name in local identity user accounts. If a matching entry is
found, the device creates an online identity user entry for the user. The device can obtain
information about all online users of remote servers (including online users on the other devices)
for unified management and monitoring.
Supported remote servers include security management servers and H3C IMC RESTful
servers.
{

The device obtains online network access user information pushed by security
management servers.

{

The device actively imports online network access user information from an H3C IMC
RESTful server.

Static online identity users
Static online identity users originate from static identity users configured by the network administrator.
Each static identity user contains the mapping between the username and the IP addresses of the
user. After a static identity user is created, the user identification module searches the user's
username and domain name in local identity user accounts. If a matching entry is found, the device
creates a static online identity user entry for the static identity user. Static online identity users can
access the network without identity authentication but their access to the network is controlled by
security features. The network administrator can configure static identity users when only few people
need to temporarily access the network.

Application of online identity users
Application modules can impose security policies on online identity users. When online identity user
entries are deleted, the user identification module will instruct the application modules to stop
processing services for the users.

Identity groups
Identity users can be added to different groups for batch configuration and hierarchical user
management. The groups are called identity groups. The user identification module uniformly
manages identity groups from different sources.

Creation of identity groups
The device supports the following methods to create identity groups:
•

Learning from the local user database—When a local user group is created, the device
instructs the user identification module to create an identity group with the same group name.
For more information about local user groups, see "Configuring AAA."

•

Importing from a .csv file—The device imports identity user account information from a .csv
file and then automatically creates identity groups based on the imported information.

•

Importing from remote servers—The device can import identity user account information
from an H3C IMC RESTful server or LDAP servers and then create identity groups based on
the group information in the accounts. The device can also directly obtain user group
information from LDAP servers and then creates identity groups.

Application of identity groups
An identity group is activated when it is used by an application module, and all services based on the
identity group will take effect. When the application module stops using the identity group, the
identity group is inactive.
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Restrictions: Hardware compatibility with user
identification
Hardware series

User identification
compatibility

Model
WX2508H-PWR-LTE

WX2500H series

WX2510H

Yes

WX2540H
WX2560H
WX3010H

•

WX3010H-L
WX3000H series

WX3010H-X

•

WX3024H

WX3010H, WX3010H-X,
WX3024H: Yes
WX3010H-L,
WX3024H-L: No

WX3024H-L
WX3508H
WX3500H series

WX3510H

Yes

WX3520H
WX3540H

WX5500E series

WX5510E

Yes

WX5540E
WX5540H

WX5500H series

Yes

WX5560H
WX5580H
LSQM1WCMX20
LSQM1WCMX40

Access controller modules

LSUM1WCME0

Yes

LSUM1WCMX20RT
LSUM1WCMX40RT

Hardware series

User identification
compatibility

Model
WX1804H

WX1800H series

WX1810H

No

WX1820H
WX1840H

WX3800H series
WX5800H series

WX3820H

No

WX3840H
WX5860H

No
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Restrictions and guidelines: User identification
configuration
The user identity feature on the device can interact with the following remote servers to learn user
information:
•

H3C IMC RESTful server—The device imports identity user accounts, identity groups, and
online identity users from the H3C IMC RESTful server.

•

LDAP servers—The device imports identity user accounts and identity groups from LDAP
servers.

•

Security management servers—The device obtains online identity users from security
management servers.

To use the H3C IMC RESTful server, make sure the server is installed with the SSM component and
runs on IMC PLAT 7.0 (E0201) or its patch version.
User identification is not applicable to portal users that perform MAC-based quick portal
authentication. For more information about MAC-based quick portal authentication, see "Configuring
portal authentication."

User identification tasks at a glance
To configure user identification, perform the following tasks:
1.

Enabling the user identification feature

2.

Configuring remote servers and an identity user import policy
Perform this task if the device needs to import user information from RESTful or LDAP servers.
a. Configure remote server parameters
Configuring a RESTful server
Configuring an LDAP scheme
b. Configuring an identity user import policy

3.

Configuring a security management server set
Perform this task if the device needs to obtain user information from security management
servers.

4.

5.

6.

(Optional.) Managing identity user accounts
{

Enabling automatic identity user account import

{

Manually importing identity user accounts from remote servers

{

Manually importing identity user accounts from a .csv file

{

Manually exporting identity user accounts

{

Deleting identity user accounts

(Optional.) Managing online identity users
{

Configuring static identity users

{

Specifying the username match mode for user identification

{

Importing online identity users from a remote server

{

Deleting online identity users

(Optional.) Deleting identity groups
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Enabling the user identification feature
About this task
With the user identification feature, the device learns information about online users (such as portal)
from the user access modules. The device uses the obtained information for user identification and
works with other security features for identity-based network access control.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable the user identification feature.
user-identity enable
By default, the user identification feature is disabled.

Configuring remote servers and an identity user
import policy
Configuring a RESTful server
About this task
The RESTful server view defines the related parameter settings for the device to communicate with
the RESTful server. The parameters include the login account and the URIs of the RESTful server.
After establishing a connection with the RESTful server, the device can import identity user accounts,
identity groups, and online identity users from the server.

Restrictions and guidelines
The system can have only one RESTful server.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a RESTful server and enter its view.
user-identity restful-server server-name

3.

Specify the username and password to log in to the RESTful server.
login-name user-name password { cipher | simple } string
By default, no username or password is specified for the device to log in to the RESTful server.
The specified username and password must exist on the RESTful server. Otherwise, the device
cannot establish a connection with the RESTful server.

4.

Specify a URI for the RESTful server.
uri { get-online-user | get-user-database | get-user-group-database |
put-offline-user | put-online-user } uri-string
By default, no URIs are specified for the RESTful server.
The specified URIs must be the same as those on the RESTful server. Otherwise, user
information interaction will fail.
You can repeat this command to specify multiple URIs of the RESTful server.

5.

(Optional.) Configure RESTful server reachability detection:
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a. Enable RESTful server reachability detection.
connection-detect enable
By default, RESTful server reachability detection is disabled.
b. Configure parameters for RESTful server reachability detection.
connection-detect { interval interval | maximum max-times }
By default, the reachability detection interval is 5 minutes and the maximum number of
probes per detection is 3.

Configuring an LDAP scheme
About this task
An LDAP scheme includes the LDAP server that interacts with the device and the related parameter
settings. After establishing a connection with the LDAP server, the device can import identity user
accounts and identity groups from the server.
For more information about LDAP attribute maps, see "Configuring AAA."

Restrictions and guidelines
The device cannot import online identity users from the LDAP server.
When importing identity user accounts and identity groups from the LDAP server, the device does
not carry parent groups to which the identity users or identity groups belong by default. To configure
the device to carry the parent group information, you must configure an LDAP attribute map and
specify the LDAP attribute map in the LDAP scheme.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure an LDAP server.
The LDAP server configuration includes the server IP address, the administrator DN and
password for binding with the LDAP server, DN search policy, and user group filter. For more
information, see "Configuring AAA."

3.

Create an LDAP attribute map and enter LDAP attribute map view.
ldap attribute-map map-name

4.

Configure an LDAP attribute mapping entry for the user group attribute.
map ldap-attribute ldap-attribute-name [ prefix prefix-value
delimiter delimiter-value ] aaa-attribute user-group

5.

Create an LDAP scheme and enter LDAP scheme view.
ldap scheme ldap-scheme-name

6.

Specify the LDAP authentication server.
authentication-server server-name
By default, no LDAP authentication server is specified.

7.

Specify the LDAP attribute map.
attribute-map map-name
By default, no LDAP attribute map is specified.
After this command is executed, the device imports identity user accounts and identity groups
with parent group information. However, the device does not create new identity groups based
on the parent group information.
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Configuring an identity user import policy
About this task
To import identity user accounts, online identity users, or identity groups from a RESTful server or
LDAP servers, you must configure an identity user import policy. In this policy, you can set the
parameters for the device to interact with the RESTful server or LDAP servers.

Restrictions and guidelines
The system can have only one identity user import policy. Before you configure a new identity user
import policy, you must delete the existing one.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create an identity user import policy and enter its view.
user-identity user-import-policy policy-name

3.

Specify a RESTful server.
restful-server server-name
By default, no RESTful server is specified.
You can specify only one RESTful server. Before you specify a new RESTful server, remove
the currently specified one.

4.

Specify an LDAP scheme.
ldap-scheme ldap-scheme-name
By default, no LDAP schemes are specified.
You can specify a maximum of 16 LDAP schemes.

5.

(Optional.) Set the interval for automatic identity user account import.
account-update-interval interval
By default, the interval for automatic identity user account import is 24 hours.

6.

Specify the type of user information to be imported from LDAP servers.
import-type { all | group | user }
By default, the device imports both user information and user group information from LDAP
servers.

Configuring a security management server set
About this task
The security management server set view defines the related parameters of the device to
communicate with security management servers. The parameters include the IP addresses of the
servers, the port number for listening to the servers, and the shared key to secure communication
between the device and the servers.
When the device establishes connections with security management servers, it can receive user
online and offline notifications that the servers push to the device.
•

Based on user online notifications, the device obtains online user information and creates
online identity user entries for users that match identity user accounts.

•

Based on user offline notifications, the device obtains information about users that have gone
offline and deletes the corresponding online identity user entries.
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Restrictions and guidelines
The system can have only one security management server set.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Create a security management server set and enter its view.
user-identity security-manage-server server-set-name

3.

Specify IP addresses of security management servers.
ip ip-address&<1-10>
By default, no IP addresses of security management servers are specified.

4.

Configure the encryption algorithm and shared key for securing communication with security
management servers.
encryption algorithm { 3des | aes128 } key { simple | cipher } string
By default, no encryption algorithm or shared key is configured for securing communication with
security management servers.

5.

Set the port number for listening to security management servers.
listen-port port-num
By default, the device listens to security management servers on port 8001.

Managing identity user accounts
Enabling automatic identity user account import
About this task
After this feature is enabled, the device first imports all identity user accounts and online identity user
information from the servers specified in the identity user import policy. Then, the device periodically
imports identity user accounts from the remote servers at the interval set by using the
account-update-interval command.

Restrictions and guidelines
If automatic identity user account import is enabled but user identity is disabled, the device can
import only identity user accounts from the remote servers specified in the policy.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Enable automatic identity user account import.
user-identity user-account auto-import policy policy-name
By default, automatic identity user account import is disabled.

Manually importing identity user accounts from remote
servers
About this task
Perform this task to manually import identity user accounts from remote servers. The device initiates
user information requests to the servers, imports network access user account information from the
9

servers, and then creates corresponding identity user accounts. If the device fails to import an
account, the device skips the account and continues to import the next account.

Prerequisites
Before you import identity user accounts from remote servers, make sure the following conditions
are met:
•

An identity user import policy is configured.

•

The specified URIs of the RESTful server or the IP addresses of the LDAP servers in the policy
must be valid.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Import identity user accounts from remote servers.
user-identity user-account import policy policy-name

Manually importing identity user accounts from a .csv file
About this task
Perform this task to manually import identity user accounts from a .csv file. If the device fails to import
an account, it stops importing the remaining identity user accounts in the file.

Prerequisites
Before you import identity user accounts from a .csv file, make sure the .csv file is a standard .csv file.
To see the format of a standard .csv file, use the user-identity user-account export url
command to export a standard template.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Import identity user accounts from a .csv file.
user-identity user-account import url url-string [ auto-create-group
| override | start-line line-number ] *

Manually exporting identity user accounts
About this task
Perform this task to export identity user accounts on the device to a .csv file. You can directly import
identity user accounts in the exported file to other devices. Or, you can edit the exported file and then
import identity user accounts in the file back to the device or to other devices.
If you specify the template keyword, the device exports a standard .csv file template. You can use
this file template as a reference when you edit .csv files.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Export identity user accounts to a .csv file.
user-identity user-account export url url-string [ { domain domain-name
| null-domain } [ user user-name ] | template ]
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Deleting identity user accounts
About this task
Identity user accounts can be deleted by using the following methods:
•

Manual deletion—The administrator uses a command to delete identity user accounts
imported from remote servers or .csv files.

•

Dynamic deletion—Deletion of network access users in the local user database triggers the
deletion of corresponding identity user accounts.

Manually deleting identity user accounts
To manually delete identity user accounts, execute the following command in user view:

reset user-identity user-account { all | { domain domain-name | null-domain }
[ name user-name ] }

Managing online identity users
Configuring static identity users
Restrictions and guidelines
A username can be bound with multiple IP addresses or with multiple IP-MAC address combinations.
However, an IP address or an IP-MAC address combination cannot be bound with multiple
usernames.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Configure a static identity user.
user-identity static-user user-name [ domain domain-name ] bind { ipv4
ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ mac mac-address ]

Specifying the username match mode for user identification
About this task
Perform this task to specify the username match mode for user identification. The device creates
online identity users only for online users whose usernames can match the usernames in the local
identity user accounts.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Specify the username match mode for user identification.
user-identity online-user-name-match { keep-original | with-domain |
without-domain }
By default, the username match mode for user identification is keep-original.
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Importing online identity users from a remote server
About this task
Perform this task to import online identity user information from a remote server. The device initiates
a realtime online user information request to the server and then imports all online user information.

Restrictions and guidelines
The device can import online identity users only from an H3C IMC RESTful server.
For the device to successfully import online identity users from a remote server, make sure the user
identification feature is enabled.

Prerequisites
Before you import online identity users from a remote server, make sure the following conditions are
met:
•

An identity user import policy is configured.

•

The specified URIs of the RESTful server in the policy must be valid.

Procedure
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Import online identity users.
user-identity online-user import policy policy-name

Deleting online identity users
About this task
Online identity users can be deleted by using the following methods:
•

Manual deletion—The administrator uses a command to delete dynamic online identity users
imported from remote servers and static online identity users.

•

Dynamic deletion—Multiple events trigger the deletion of identity users.
{

After a network access user goes offline, the access module instructs the user identification
module to delete the associated online identity users.

{

After the device reboots, all dynamic online identity users are deleted.

{

After the user identification feature is disabled, all dynamic online identity users are deleted.

{

After a user on a remote server goes offline, the remote server instructs the device to delete
the associated online identity user.

Manually deleting dynamic online identity users
To manually delete dynamic online identity users, execute the following command in user view:

reset user-identity dynamic-online-user { all | { domain domain-name |
null-domain } [ name user-name ] | { ip ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address }
[ mac mac-address ] }

Manually deleting static online identity users
1.

Enter system view.
system-view

2.

Delete static online identity users.
undo user-identity static-user [ domain domain-name ] [ bind { ipv4
ipv4-address | ipv6 ipv6-address } [ mac mac-address ] ]
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Deleting identity groups
About this task
Identity groups can be deleted by using the following methods:
•

Manual deletion—The administrator uses a command to delete identity groups imported from
remote servers or .csv files.

•

Dynamic deletion—Deletion of user groups in the local user database triggers the deletion of
corresponding identity groups.

Manually deleting identity groups
To manually delete identity groups, execute the following command in user view:

reset user-identity user-group { all | { domain domain-name | null-domain }
[ name group-name ] }

Display and maintenance commands for user
identification
Execute display commands in any view.
Task

Command

Display information about identity users or identity
groups.

display user-identity { domain
domain-name | null-domain } { user
[ user-name [ group ] ] | user-group
[ group-name [ member { group |
user } ] ] }

Display information about active identity groups.

display user-identity
active-user-group { all | domain
domain-name | null-domain }

Display information about all identity users or identity
groups.

display user-identity all { user |
user-group }

Display information about online identity users.

display user-identity online-user
{ domain domain-name | null-domain }
name user-name

Display RESTful server configuration.

display user-identity
restful-server [ server-name ]

Display configuration information for security
management server sets.

display user-identity
security-manage-server
[ server-set-name ]

Display identity user import policy information.

display user-identity
user-import-policy [ policy-name ]
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